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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Fragments of imdecorated shipping containers for wine and other fluids form
the bulk of the pottery remains excavated from ancient Greek sites, and in Athens
they are largely imports/ To the extent that we can identify their place of manu
facture and narrow down their dates, obviously they are informative not only on
the history of the site excavated, but also on the states where they were made, and on
the pattern of commerce, in particular the trade in wine, an article of such general
consumption as to give importance to all the industrial activities by which it was
produced and distributed, including the manufacture of the standard container. We
are helped to identify the jars by the fact that the makers intended source and date
to be recognized. Within the limits of certain fixed characteristics—two opposed
handles, a relatively narrow neck, and a base designed not as a resting surface but to
facilitate tilting an open jar, or shifting a corked one—variations were introduced
which declared the country of origin and announced changes in regulations. In the
introductory comments, below, on the various categories represented in the present
publication, references are given to illustrations of various local jars, forms so dis
tinctive and familiar in their day that the ethnic, standing alone, identifies them, and a
KviSio? was little more obviously a man of Knidos than a kvlSlov was a wine jar of
the same origin. Within a series, we can arrive at closer dating by watching tenden
cies of style comparable to those that distinguish automobiles manufactured twenty-
five years ago from current products; such a tendency can be observed in the four
jars in Plate 60. Data for the most precise chronology, however, are provided by
the stamps often found on these jars, especially those which marked important series

^ My study of the stamped fragments from the Pnyx and related material has been carried on at
intervals for a number of years, partly during tenure of a Guggenheim fellowship, partly during
membership at the Institute for Advanced Study, also while I have been a research fellow of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens. To private sources also, I owe generous financial
help which has advanced this study as well as others in the field. Of contributory services, I specify
only some concerned with the immediate preparation of the publication. Photographs of Pnyx and
Agora material are by Alison Frantz, save the side views of handles used in Plates 59 and 80,
which were made before the war )iy Herman Wagner; and those of the jar in Tel-Aviv (PI. 60, 1)
I owe to Dr. W. Moses. The profile drawings in Figure 7 and the drawing required for Figure 6
were done by .-Miki Rikaki, of the .•\gora staff. The manuscript was typed by Miss Kodnni, to K j
the greater consistency of its form. Judith Perlzweig, student at the American School of Classical'
Studies, and now also on the Agora staff, was kind enough to read the manuscript in the spring of
1953, and to remove a number of errors in references, etc. The article includes the results of many
investigations and suggestions by Maria Savvatianou, and owes very much to her clever and patient-
collaboration and her sustained interest. Finally, I am indebted to H. A. Thompson in more ways
than the conventional one for the opportunity to publish this material from his excavations.
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with the local cltite, i. e. the name of an epoiiym or local dating official, as well as the
endorsement of the manufacturer or other person responsible for the standard quality
Of the container. Context evidence from excavations in which fragments thus stamped
are found is of the greatest value toward establishing an absolute chronology.

1he possible purposes .ser\-ed by such stamps will continue to be explored.
Primary among them, however, must have been a quantitative guarantee: a jar
endorsed as a kvi^lov was thereby declared to have a certain capacity, different from
that of, for instance, a contemporary Chian jar. The various local jars, at least in the
Hellenistic period, satisfied the customs collectors as well as the purchaser that they
were standard of their kind; cf. M. Rostovtzeff, Social and Economic History of the
Hellenistic World, p. 1300. There was therefore, as there is today, a limit on excessive
as well as scant capacity, without which indeed the jars would have lost much in
general usefulness. Asensible reason for stamping containers would be tva airoXvcrrj
rr}^ IxeTpi^o-eco?^ aHov<s as Aristotle accounts for the stamping, or striking, of coins':
Oyap xapaKTTip iridr] tov ttoctoO cnqpeiov {Politics, 1257a). Askilled and experienced
potter can produce something close to uniformity if he has good reason to do so. One
may speculate as to what was the machinery of control. The various measurements
t at wou d guide the potter—including perhaps pre-firing weight—would be those

at could be tested by an inspector before the stamps were applied. Spotchecking by
filling some of the stamped jars after firing might eliminate acareless or incompetent
technician, or a tendency to favor one or other of the opposed interests. The whole of a
particular issue of jars could then be condemned. For us to judge of the efficacy of
control from data on surviving jars, more study is needed than might be supposed
since for one thing the standard jar of a particular state had a different capacity ai
different periods, so that its chronology must be worked out in some detail before
figures can usefully be compared. It is certainly my impression that capacity figures
on Rhodian jars will show a uniformity in contemporary vessels, however it was
achieved, that is within atolerance narrow enough to have made it practical for large
purchases and taxes on cargoes to be reckoned by tallying. It seems a fair guess that
the great development of the stamped jar at Rhodes is partly to be accounted for by
the port tax which provided alarge proportion of the revenue of Rhodes: an authorized
container would greatly facilitate the operations of the tax collector.

An Idea of the range of contents of the stamps is provided by the index to the
present article and its various divisions. For notes on the persoL named, and on
usages with regard to devices.,see the introductions to the various classes, especially
the Thasian. Ethnics (H. p. OOO) appear regularly but not invariably on Thasian and

.an jara, wMe aMnjle exan.ple only is k..own on aRhodian jar handle (cf p
000) a. dno such .dent.ficat.on has been found in stanips of the Pontic classes These
aie the four principal stamped series. Presumably the adjectives agree with an under-
-tood Kcpapiov or perhaps in the earlier period araixviov, the word used by Lysistrata.
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It now seems probable to me that the Thasian adjective was always intended to be a
neuter singular nominative, like other ethnics on jars; and that it was the form with
omega that was introduced as a patriotic archaism, a return to the Parian alphabet of
early Thasos, inwhich the values of omicron and omega are interchanged. This would
correspond with the introduction on Thasian coins of the same date, taken to be 411
B.C., of an ethnic written with an omicrou, but presumably meant for the genitive
plural usual in ethnics on coins. Cf. AJ.A., L, 1946, p. 35, with note 11.

Thecollection of stamped fragments from the excavations at the Pnyx is remark
able for its varied and representative nature, and particularly for seventy-five items,
the greater part Thasian, which were found in a context indicating a date before
about 340 e.g. These handles from the filling of Period III of the Assembly Place
(on the deposit, see above, p. 00 first made it possible to distinguish^among Thasian
classes of stamps which are definitely pre-Hellenistic; and they have given us a^
general date for a good group of miscellaneous stamped handles of uncertain origin,
shown together on Plates 76-/8. One or two other pieces of context evidence are im
portant, in particular the finding-place of 70, to my knowledge the first Rhodian
stamped handle to have been attested from a fourth century deposit. Unusual features
of the assortment as such are the large proportions of Thasian and Pontic, the latter
nearly three per cent of the collection as against three-tenths per cent at the Athenian
Agora, while the Thasian, which are about four per cent at the Agora, are here over
a quarter of the total, the great majority being of early date, including thirteen from
a single eponym term: see Plate 55. The figures are as follows:

Thasian 70 (of which 1not catalogued)
Rhodian 43
Knidian 75
Pontic 8
Less numerous categories, total 18
Miscellaneous unclassified 45 (of which 3not catalogued)

260 (of which 4 not catalogued)

Inthe present stage of our investigations, the number of persons who could make
use of a plain report on such a body of material is strictly limited. What limits their
numbers is at the same time what increases the unprofitable burden of presentation
(making necessary, for instance, the illustration of many poor examples much better
represented in other collections): the fact that the comprehensive studies ofthe various
categories have not yet been published to furnish background. Under the circum
stances, I have tried to make the presentation of this varied collection into something
of a revised guide to the field, useful to excavators and other collectors of stamped
fragments, whose bulletins contribute to the working out of the chronology and the
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solution of other connected problems. The introductory comments on the various cate
gories include mention of recent progress in the study of these; and descriptions of
two of these classes, the Parmeniskos and Imperial groups, are here published for the
first time.

Somewhat wider interest may attach to the name lists and prosopographical indi
cations included in the Thasian and Knidian introductions: twenty-five early Thasian
eponymous officials have been distinguished, cf. pp. with Figure 6; and an/sS-
approximately complete list ha,s been given of the duoviri and contemporary eponyms
whose names appear on Knidian jars of the late second to early first centuries B.C.,
cf. pp. GOOflf. Note also that the Rhodian introduction includes news of a dozen
eponyms to be added to a recently published verified list „ ^I-^s . , ., -"'

^ • '.y . ./ • . 5 \
Notes follow on the plan of the catalogue: ' ^ ^ '

^ Collation is not meant to be complete. Since Thasian duplicates are few, it was at
first intended to cite all such duplicates of Pnyx types known to me. But as the Thasian
corpus is soon to appear (cf. p. GOO), it has not seemed worth while to try to keep
this section of the catalogue up to date with our increasing files. A few additional
citations will be found in the Bibliography below) see under Skorpil 1904 For the /*
other classes, parallels are not cited unless they have some special usefulness (for
dating a type, for restoring a name, etc.), or unless the type is rare. Figures are
often given of the number of duplicates on file in the Agora index (as of February
1953) ; these are useful for instance in helping to identify combinations of supple
mentary types used together on Knidian jars (see e. g. the commentary on 179) A
majority of the citations which do appear are of unpublished material. The greater
part of this is composed of finds at the Athenian Agora, to be recognized without
urther ideffiification by the letters SS preceding anumber (the inventory classification
^ a^mps an Seals). SS numbers will further identify associated buildings, etc. for
instance the Middle Stoa, as being also of the Athenian Agora. Much of the context

ence ^Agora is provided by the discovery of the object in informative com-
^""ent cistern or well. These deposits are many, and not

Dres^erveB B specific reference is
rlZu f numbers. The tentative dates here attributed are sometimes theesult of my own analysis of the group formed by the stamps found together; such
dates will not be in contradiction to those proposed by others who have studied the
deposits though they may soemtimes be narrower. In citations of unpublished material
outside the Agora, I add the name of the place to the number, e. g. Corinth CP 1824
Numbers which include the letters VG are numbers assigned by me to otherwise un
numbered Items in some collections. On certain collections of which the material as a

'7
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note 4; for the Mtiseum and Benachi collections in Alexandria, see Hesperia, XXII,
1953, pp. 117-118, note 4, but a count made in February, 1955 showed the estimates to
have been far too low.

Citations have not been made to the publications of Athenian collections listed
Grace p. 206. The material in the National Museum, now amounting to some 18000
stamped handles, is being classified and recorded as a whole, with the help of a grant
from the American Philosophical Society.

Statements on context of discovery of Pnyx stamped fragments precede the
reading of the stamp. The absence of such a statement means that the context is too
late to be relevant. Stamps are on the handles of wine amphoras, and are shown at
about actual size, and jars are shown at one-tenth, unless there is a description or
statement to the contrary. Note that a stamp at actual size does not mean that the
width of the handle can be measuredon the photograph j the difference in distance from
the lens makes the handles appear smaller than they are. Measurements of width and
thickness of the handles, as well as descriptions of the clay, have been given for the
Thasian, which show much variation, and for the small groups and individual handles
of unknown origin. In series where both dating and issuing authorities are named in
the same stamp, i. e. in early Thasian and in Knidian stamps, in the present catalogue
the two men are distinguished in the type headings, the issuing authority or fabricant
standing first; Knidian types arehere alphabetical (within groups) by fabricant, when
known, Thasian by dating authority or eponym (with one or two aberrations due
to corrected readings), since by these arrangements similar stamps are assembled,

/usage differing in the two series (cf. below p.-000). Names in parentheses in some
/ Knidian headings, cf. e. g. 158, 160, are those of types known to be companions to

the ones published, to have been impressed, that is, on the other handle of the jar.
Note finally that AH numbers, in parentheses following the catalogue number, are
the Pnyx inventory numbers.



CATALOGUE WITH COMMENTS ON CLASSES

A. THASIAN

The most useful work of reference for Thasian handles in print at present writing
is Pridik's catalogue cited as Herin. in this article (see Bibliography). The careful
facsimiles, numerous photographs, and full indices of names and devices have made
this cataloguea sine qua non for anyonewishing to decipher the difficult stamps of this
class, especially the earlier ones such as are represented here in Plates 52-57 and 60.
This book, which is something of a bibliographic rarity, is fortunately to be super
seded by a much more extensive illustrated repertory, a corpus of Tha^sian stamps
shortly to be published by Professor and Mine. A. Bon of Montpellier, in the series of
Etudes Thasiennes of the French School in Athens.^ Until the full bibliography and
name list are published in the corpus, the reader may refer to I.G., XII, 8, pp. 82-83,
for publications of Thasian stamps prior to 1909, and to the index of that volume for
Thasian names. See also Figure 6 here for a prosopography of the earlier stamps
which is more complete than has been published elsewhere.

The oldest recognized Thasian stamps, probably of the last quarter of the fifth
century, are the earliest amphora stamps to bear Greek names. Greek jars were
stamped with single letters or devices as early as the late sixth or early fifth centuries,
and Chian with their coin type in the third quarter of the fifth; but for names stamped
on jars earlier than the Thasian, apparently we must look outside of Greece.® I have
published briefly on early Thasian,^ drawing largely from the evidence of the collec
tion here being published.

In fact, the filling of Period III of the Assembly Place, as dated by the Attic
figured pottery (see above, p. 6), has provided context of the greatest interest for
Thasian stamped wine jars, since the period is close to being coterminous with what
has been considered pre-Macedonian Thasos, formerly assumed to have ended with

^Professor and Mme. Bon have very generously shared with me in advance of publication the
whole of their extensive material, and have helped me both by their criticism of my writings and

^their resourceful co-operation in certain practical problems that have faced us both in connection
with publication.

' Early single letter: SS 7616, with epsilon on the top of the handle, from a deposit of the early
fifth century which included ostraka of Xanthippos and Themistoldes. Early device: Corinth
C 37-1030, with frog (gem impression?) on the top of the handle, published by Mary Campbell
Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 606, fig. 28, no. 200, the deposit being of the second half of the sixth century]
possibly to 480 B.C. Chian coin type: Grace, pi. I, 1, cf. pp. 296, etc. For references to some pre-
Greek stamped jars, see Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 182, note 33.

*AJ.A., L, 1946, pp. 31-38.
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conquest by Philip II in 340 B.C." In the catalogne which follows, the first section,
1-55, covers the finds from this deposit; I know of no evidence to put the issue of
stamps of classes I, a-d, later than about 340, nor apparently do any of the more
commonly found stamps with single name, ethnic, and device (cf. 56-69) predate that
year. Here seems to be abreak in system such as one expects to find explained by an
administrative change; and we await with great interest the discussion of these years
to appear shortly in J. Pouilloux's Recherches siir I'histoire et les cultes de Thasos
Part I, chapter X."

In the present article, I supplement the Pnyx material of the earlier period with
photographs of whole jars which show the restoration of some of the fragments, and
with a table to indicate the function and the interrelation of persons named on Pnyx
stamps.

• 6Q.^the middle pair have stamps which appear also
the eponym on 45 herepublished The stamp of 1makes the third of a series naming, with preposition, the

eponym Meywi. I, for whom I have tentatively suggested a date of about 410 Bc'
The first three jars cannot be far apart in date because of the interconnection of names
see Figure 6; and jar 3should not date later than the first quarter of the fourth century
according to the type of lamp represented in the stamp (better seen in the better
nnpressed 43). Setting the three in arow, we see the Thasian jar being drawn out to
f f nXu " i sharpening at the angle, thus following a tendency observed in thelate htth and early fourth centuries on another wine jar series, the detailed develop-
men o which we can date on somewhat better excavation evidence. Jar 4 shows a
urther stage of pulling out and narrowing; note that the full length is not preserved

1."® rkT""" j" I": datedafter 350 b.c., though I believe not by much."

R.E.. V. 1934, p. 1319; C. Fredrich in I.G.,

n,e pSed iTparif™
volume went to pre.s,s. lie doe.s not helieve tini- T1 ' when this
have been thereafter "dans la sphere economique niSdoMemS!"''"''''''

AJ.A., L, 1946, p. 33 with note 7.

Aviw hI dSim! O.Sr! H. S'El^rSzrm'"
okes," which would be about 10,250 cc. The stamp fcf ProO^ f
object) reads 'E,rl|Me'yo9|vo |̂ Bm'jco/around a youthful head turned left Nntru f ft,
setting, duplicating letters. I am grateful to Mr A H S Mpo-t n- ' has slipped in
for informing me about this jar, and to Dr. Walter'Moses for mlnv nlMtw ° of Cyprus,
and for permission to publish. 2) Found at Ghezel Tepe, Rhodes, nL stfred in'the ArdiEolT-'̂ l
Museum in the city of Rhodes. Ht. 0693 m.; diam. 0.272 m.; ht. 'of handles 02Sm tteJWnM6
m.; and T. 0.024 m.; capacity of jar 10,400 cc. For the stamp type endorsement of a 'S
term of AAVCAijs)", see 16; note that on the jar in Rhodes it has'slipped in setting, giXg a\te
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I think it likely that a number of the Pnyx stamps somewhat antedate the first of
the four jars here shown. Ajar of the term of KXeoc}>^v^(cL 40-42), shown in Clara
awdos, TI, 1932, pi. VJ, 6, evidently had higher shoulders and shorter handles than our
1; unfortunately the illustration is inadequate and the jar has been lost as a result of
bomb damage to the Rhodes museum during the recent war. In other ways also my
series gives an incomplete picture of early Thasian wine containers. For instance,
larger stamped jars certainly coexisted with some of these a/i^opetSia, as will be ob
vious from the various sizes of the Pnyx handles. Some of these may have been of
quite adifferent type; cf. the containers listed in the wine law of the late fifth century.®
Reconstruction from fragments of asequence of shapes of wine jars in this period of

asian history is made difficult by the changes in authority and presumably in
standards in the last quarter of the fifth century, as well as by the likelihood that
there were not only various types of vessels but also full-size and fractional vessels
of the same type. Although the height of ahandle and the slope of shoulder indicated
by apreserved lower handle attachment are certainly evidence as to date, their signifi
cance is less easy to read than I have perhaps suggested in past writings."

Some general statements on the distinctive fabric of Thasian handles, Grace,
pp. 201 and 203, need a little modification. For Pridik's characteristic rim profile a
wrong reference IS given; it is actually shown on Herm., p. 35, adiagrammatic ren-
ermg in the third line of the text. Variations will be seen in Figure 7here on profilesoThasian handles of before 340 b.c. An angular rim continuefthrough i leaT^^^^^^^

the third quarter of the fourth century, but was replaced before 300 by athick roll
later diminished. Very broad handles, such as 60, seem, according to recent Agora

nds, to date shortly before 300. The position of the stamp on the early handles is on
op, not on the outside of the curve but often close to the neck; this will be clear on

the Plates, as well as in Figure 7. The position on the outside of the curve remains

a72rdtm.°0.252fof hand?el"w"roVTo"o2?-' Archaeological Museum, Rhodes. Ht.
endorsement of ©pao-toi/RSnsY in the term of M' tt ° stamp type,15. For an opinio'n on thJ daJe 5 the kTd ' "I V-
Professor Richard Rowland, who is publishine th5rrpplr^? ^device in this stamp, I am indebted to
2and 3are here published by permLSn Dr- ^Sd" Ti! Agora. Jars
For my first records of 3, I am grateful to Dr I mVi l\/' ° Antiquities of the Dodekanese.
Mrs. O. R. Arthur and of Mr T W French Antin r ^^stration of the Dodekanese in 1946,Ty lhos^s;v^XeLS^ Admini-
at a time of confusion and difficult communications. 4) Athenian Agora Inv^VT357n
ht. 0.63 m.; diam. 0.245 m.; ht. of the handles 0.235. The stan^seems toTe t£ t ^ m
Herm., pi. VIII, 26, the device an ant) the fabricant's name nT preserved the^ e^^^
For the context of P 13570, see under 45. ' Noctas.

®See G. Daux, " Nouvelles Inscriptions de Thasos," L 1926 o 214 1rnp= 1911
a./i(f>ope(jiv iJ.rj\Se eK inddKvtj'; ei il/evSoTrlOo kotvXl^Hw firjSe:;. ' ' ' > ^-13: /MjSe

evidencl'"^"^" ambiguity of some of this
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characteristic of Thasian, but of a later period; cf. LXXVI, 1952, pi. XXV,
35. Most of the stamps are rectangular, but the series of the eponym Sarvpo? is cir
cular. The clay is as described in Grace, p. 201, and because of thevariation, the color
is mentioned in this catalogue; but the characteristic mica is noted only if there is
unusually much or little.

To supplement the sparse and cryptic evidence provided by context of discovery
and development of shape, we need to know and understand the interconnection of
the names on the stamps, and the function, and as far as possible separate identity, of
the persons named. ForThasian stamps, the first necessity is to establish separate lists
ofeponyms and fabricants. since the preposition evrt rarely occurs. For the beginnings
of such lists, with illustrative photographs, see A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 35, notes 17 and
18, and p. 37, note 19, with fig. 1, p. 32. The table. Figure 6, shows the process carried
somewhat further. The eponym list is there headed by the explicitly designated
eponyms MAyav and Sarvpos. The types combining theirnames with those of a number
of others, indicated by crosses where the lines cross, have for each of the two eponyms
a particular device common to the whole series he dates; for Meycov, a youthful head
tm-ned left (cf. PI. 60, la and lb, the same stamp variously lighted) ; and for %drvpo<;
his canting satyr head, illustrated in my article on early Thasian." These types show
that at least the early Thasian stamps are " eponym's " stamps rather than (as is the
case with Rhodian and Knidian) fabricant's stamps. After these two, I have added
the names of those who must be eponyms of the period of class a, the stamps without
device, since most of them appear on no other class. It should here be remarked that
the sequence of eponyms in the table is not chronological. For the terms of 'Apurro-
p.evrj? when the device is the Archer, and of who is named with the head of
perhaps the same figure, the pattern is that of the terms of Meycov and tdrupo^, in that
a common device is used with various second names, as is done also with several other
eponyms, including AiKr^KpaTrj's (37). But with others, the device is different for each
different second name, thus corresponding with the subsidiary symbol present in the
various types of the term of 'Hpo^wv;" and here the eponym must be identified by
t e dptmctive arrangement of the stamps of his term, in which his name often had
a position of priority. That this can be done I think will be clear from an examination
of the Pnyx material, especially the types naming the eponyms 'Apto-ret'Sijs, Bdrcov;
AapacTTTj?; K\eocf,cov. Confirmation is provided by the fact that the second names as a
whole fit easily into a list distinct from that of the eponyms, if one allows for a small

Ibid., pp. 32 (fig. 1), 33, 38, nos. 12-14. Note that the eponym's name is actually in aseparate
stamp mthis series preserved maddition to the main stamp on no. 13 of the items here listed (taken
from Herm., pi. XV, 9). '•

Ibid., p. 33, note 9. Another type of this series has since been published, with fabricant
K\eo<l>Avr,,-and subsidiary symbol a bird: see T. Ivanov, Musee National Bulaare FouUIp, Pt
Recherches. II, Sofia, 1948, p. 44, and p. 46, fig. 54 a; the article is in Bulgarian, with a summary
m French. The stamp is on the neck of the jar near the rim. I owe the reference to Profe«nr C R
Welles. vroiessor c. a.
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number of different persons with the same name, such as in any case we know existed,
from Thasian epigraphical texts. Into the same second list fit the single names on
stamps of classes b and c (5-15) , so that in these types the phiale and star evidently
indicated dates. I have added them at the end of the eponym list in Figure 6, which
includes altogether a dozen names of eponyms identified on stamps from the Pnyx.

As to the precise function of the persons in this eponym list, it may well be that
they were the dating authorities of the state; I am informed by J. Pouilloux that this
authority was normally in the hands of archons, not, as had previously been supposed,
of theoroi, and probably of a single archon par excellences^ We. should not of course
assume that they had ex officio any connection whatever with the wine trade, or with
pottery manufacture; their names simply date the stamps." The similarity among
themselves of stamps naming a particular eponym does of course suggest a central
control, but not by the dating authority as such.

The persons in the second list were presumably potters or pottery owners, unless
possibly they were commissioners or inspectors. In any case, I take it that their en
dorsement indicates responsibility for the standard quality of the jars. Like those who
correspond with them on Rhodian, Knidian, etc. jars, they will here be called fabricants.

It will be recognized by a study of the^table that the context dating of stamps of
the eponyms Apto-To/^Arjs (Grace, p. 301, 2), and TeXeo- (Grace, p. 301, 1; A.J.A., L,
1946, p. 38, 2) places the whole of this connected group in the neighborhood of 400
B.C., independently of the Pnyx context. A stamp of the eponym 'Apto-reiSTjs (SS 1498,
unpublished, fabricant ©eoSoT(os); see Fig. 6) has also been found in early fourth
century context at the Agora; it is a duplicate of UpaKTiKo., 1910, p. 134, fig. 7, from
earlier investigations at the Pnyx. Further, duplicates of 29 and of 32-33 (see com
mentary) have been found in deposits which confirm Pnyx evidence as to the date of
Aapda-TTj's; while some confirmation is provided for both 'ApicrToixivrj? and 'Hpo^atv
by the fuller publication of three handles from the Asklepieion in Corinth: see
Roebuck. Corinth. XIV. The Asklepieion and Lerna, pp. 136-137, nos. 86-87 bis; and
for thelamps in the same deposit, p. 129 as well as p. 137.

I am very grateful to M. Pouilloux for answering in advance my question on this point, and
quote his lettei of March 4, 1953; " Les seuls eponymes veritables de Thasos sont les archontes et
meme sans doute un archonte par excellence chaque annee (cf. I.G., XII, 8,265,1; I.G., XII, 8, 589,1,
epoque romaine)_ Lorsque les theores interviennent, ils ne sont la'qua'titre de verificateurs •'seul
texte I.G., XII, 8, 263, ou ils font office d'eponymes appartient a une epoque de troubles, et il ne
s'agit pas d'une acte emanant des pouyoirs constitutionels. J'ai traite de cette question de I'eponymie
au ch. IX de mon travail sur lhasos." Reference is to the volume mentioned above p G0&. Alater •
volume of this work will contain a full prosopography in. Thasos, the preliminary files for which M.
Pouilloux has generously permitted us to duplicate for our own use.

" Cf. L. Robert's disposal of a related confusion, jEtudes Anatoliennes, Paris, 1937, p. 514,
note 2: "... la datation n'a rien a voir avec le contenu du document; de meme que, si une'epitaphe
de cette epoque etait datee, elle le serait par le pretre d'Helios a Rhodes . . . sans' que Rhodes ait
aucune responsabilite dans la mort du defunt."
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The establishing of the two lists is still far from complete, although they have
been carried further than is shown in Figure 6. I hope to return to these matters, as
to the chronology of latter fourth century and Hellenistic Thasian jars, at a later date.
In the meanwhile, one or two notes on the early stamps may be added.

^I have given elsewhere a brief account of classes la, b, and d." Note in class Ic,
which is well represented in the present group (7-15), a peculiar feature, the addition
in certain types of a pellet, sometimes two; see 10-13, and comment on 15. This object
probably had no pictographic meaning, but is to be compared with similar pellets on
coins ofthe Greek West, which are marks ofvalue. This usage, conspicuous on Roman
Republican coins, was in force in the late fifth century inMagna Graecia, when bronze
and gold coins began to be issued in addition to silver and weight was no longer an
obvious criterion of value. It is possible that the pellets marked units of capacity on
Thasian amphoras. It will be noticed (cf. Fig. 6) that classes lb and c have many
fabricants in common. I believe that c is somewhat later than b. It is interesting to
compare the phiale stamp Herm., pi. VI, 15 with the star stamp Herm., pi. VII, 15;
the same name occurs in both, except that in the former it is spelled with an alpha, in
the latter with an eta: clearly visible in SS 8798', which is without the pellet,
to be published in the Bon corpus.

For another possible connection between Thasos and the West in the late fifth or
early fourth centuries e.g., note in the catalogue that an Etruscan coin with the same
device as 21 bears an unexplained legend, Thezi.

Thasian I: Late Fifth and First Half of From the filling of Period IIIof the Assembly
Fourth Centuries B.C., 1-55 Place.

Ae(o[y(Ajjs) ]a. Stamps without Device: l-i @aai(
1. (AH 9). SKii/iros, term of Atdpjys. W. 0.047 ^lX<o(v^

m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 52 and Fig. 7. Reddish bull day.
^From the filling of Period III of the Assembly sestored from Thasos 1424. AnoBrer e,-

r ample in the National Museum, Athens, and cf.
"Ti-'''"' Herm., 48, 272.

[5kvVo]s' suggests a possible identificationof the eponym with A. KXeoSwpov, archon in the
Rim preserved. Fine buff clay, little mica. fifth century b.c.
Restored from Herm., 42, 127-128.

3. (AH 143). Eupii(dm^), term of Xdpa)(v).
2. (AH 57). ^a<o(v), term of Aeoiy(cVjjs) . W. W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI, 52.

0.042 m.;T. 0.023 m. PI. 52. Xdpco(r)'
Gf •• . t

L, 1946, p. 35. , L
"Cf. Head-Hill, H Guide to the Principal Coins of the Greeks, London 1932 ol I"? iin= tR - '

43, and pl. 16, no. 50 (all three bronze). ' ' ^' ' ' '

t A,

V
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Evpv(avat)

Russet buff clay.

Two more examples known, from Thasos.
Cf. also Herm., 55, 429-430, with slightly less
abbreviation.

4. (AH 99). Aa/xa(r( . W. 0.041m.; T.
0.024 m. PI. 52.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place. ^

Aajuaa'(
©ao't(o(v)

Russet buff clay; red stain on top of handle
near neck of jar. Two published examples:
Herm., 40, 99-100. See on 229.

b. Stamps with Single Name, and Varying
Device plus Phiale: 5-6

5. (AH 109). nv\ciS(7)s). W. 0.047 m.; T.
0.022 m.; Ht. 0.12 m. Pis. 52 and 59, b
(side).

From the filling of Period HI ofthe Assembly
Place.

&d<nov

phiale' tripod"
rtuAaS (ijsX

The whole handle is preserved, with both
attachments, but not the rim. It is broad and
flat, with little rise in the upper part, and a
finger impression on the lower attachment;
carefully made. The shoulder fragment indi
cates a relatively gentle slope. Russet buff clay
with much mica; red stain on top near neck.

Already published; A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 32,
fig. 1 (stamp, at over actual size), and p. 34,
fig. 3, 2 (side view of handle); see also text,
especially p. 38.

6. (AH 5). Xaw(. W. 0.038m.; T. 0.023
m. PI. 52.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

®d(no[v] ^
phiale- lance-head
Xatpt[|u(]'

Rim preserved. Buff clay, reddish near sur
face ; much mica.

Published examples: Herm., pi. VIII, 19;
Grace, li

c. Stamps with Single Name, and Varying
Device plus Star: 7-15

7. (AH 22). 'Api(7T(ayopj;s?). W. 0.04m.;
T. 0.018 m. PI. 53.

From the filling of Period III ofthe Assembly
Place.

[®a]aieov j
[ ] boukranion( ?) star'
['A/j] tcTT (ayoptj^ ?)'

Russet buff clay, much mica; gray core.
The name as tentatively restored appears in

less abbreviated form on stamps of classes a
and b above: cf. Herm., 38, 45-47; and 42, 125;
48, 273.

8. (AH 105). [M]£Atv(os). W. 0.041 m.;T.
0.021 m. PI. 53 and Fig. 7.

From thefilling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

[©Jao-tW
device star

[M]£Atv(os)

Rim preserved. Buff clay, with much mica.

9. (AH 13). K\eo(f)(^dvr]'s?). W. 0.039m.; T.
0.021 m. PI. 53.

Fromthe filling of Period HI oftheAssembly
Place.

[®]acrt(o[v]
star^ shell '

[K]Aeo^(aV7;s?)

Russet buff clay; red stains.
Published example: Grace, 3.
K\eo^dviys isknown as an early Thasian fabri-

cant; cf. 29 below.

10-12. (AH 6, 106, 113). KA£0^(a'v5;s?). W.
0.04 m.; 0.04 m.; 0.038 m.; T. 0.021m.;
0.021 m.; 0.019 m. PI. 53 and Fig. 7.
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From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place, all three examples.

©aaloiv

staP shell pellet
KA£o<^(di'7js?)'

Rim preserved on 10. All three, russet buff
clay, red stains.

Published example: Herm., pi. VII, 14. An
example is on file from Corinth, CP 1797.
There seem to be variations in the die, very
slight. But note that 10 is from the same pro
totype die as 9; in Grace, 3; is clearly visible the
same slip of the tool from the omega crossing
the mi.

A number of stamps of this class show similar
pellets, the types being sometimes known, as

i here, without the pellet; see under 15, and
. '̂I j above p.

' 13. (AH 21). N«do-(Tparo5?). W. 0.044 m.;
T. 0.022 m.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

®aCTt(i)v

star pruning-hook pellet
[NiKdo'(TpaTOs) ?] ^

Vestige of rim preserved. Highly micaceous
russet buff clay.

Published example: Herm., pi. VII, 4.

For the pellet, see under 10-12.

14. (AH 115). Ndo-c7os? W. 0.038 m.; T.
0.023 m.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

. \.* (^
^•' ®a(Tl(OV y

[star?] dolphin?
[N]QCTCTOS ?

Russet buff clay.

The name is that of a fabricant of this period
(cf. 21, and Herm., 48, 270), but the restora
tion is conjectural. A stamp with star and dol
phin and the name Eevoo'( has been recorded

from Thasos, and will be published in the Bon
corpus (see above, p. 000), but it is now known
only in a drawing, not at present available to
me.

15. (AH 1). nvAd(8,,?). W. 0.059 m.; T.
0.03 m. PI. 53 (stamp a little under actual
size).

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

®atriov

burning torcl/
nrAa(8?ys) Star

Highly micaceous reddish buff clay; red stain.

Seven other examples, of which two are from
the Athenian Agora, two from Thasos, and
three from South Russia: see Herm., 53, 384-
386. In one of the latter {Herm., pi. VI, 23) a
pellet has been added between the theta and the
flame of the torch; see under 10-12, and above /
(p. 000) on such pellets. /'J ij

The flame of the torch has a curving feathery
tip, clear only on SS 3663."

d. Stamps with Names of Two Persons,
and a Device: 16-54

16. (AH 112). $«(t)8t7r5r(o?), term of 'AA-
{d)rjn{£vr]'i). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.022m.
PI. 53.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

'AA{9)riix{ivrjsf \©curiwv|$e(t)Swttt(os)
kantharos*-

Reddish buff clay, grayish core.
Other examples: Thasos 1560, and Rhodes

Museum 1748. The latter is an intact jar found
at Ghezel Tepe, Rhodes, and here published,
PI. 60, 2 and 2a; see p. 000 with note 8. I ,

The arrangement of the stamp (see PI. 53)
is that regular with 'AA0»;/t£Vjys in the few types
known. It is like that of (cf. 40, etc.),
but the stamps are squarish, whereas those of
KX.eo<p&v are regularly long. The stamp of 'AA-
OrjiJ.evrj'; on the jar (PI. 60,2a) appears long
because of a slip in setting.
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17. (AH 11). rAavKMv, term of 'Apto-rci'STjs.
W. 0.039m.; T. 0.023m. Pi. 54and Fig .7.

From the filling of Period 111 of the Assembly
Place.

'ApicrraS [ijs]
earring'

[®a<7t r]AaiJK|(ov' (retr.)

Rim preserved. Buff clay, little mica; red
stain.

1 owe the identification of the device to Dr.

Berta Segall.
The regular arrangement of the stamps nam

ing this eponym is that his own name reads
forward across the top long side, and is followed
directly by the ethnic and then the fabricant's
name, reading retrograde along the right short
side and bottom long side, turning the corner of
the left short side for the last letter or two.

18. (AH 102). 'Hpa/cAEiTo?, term of'ApicTTetSTjs.
W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.023m. PI. 54and Fig. 7.

From the filling of Period 111 oftheAssembly
Place.

'AplUTH[Srj^]
eye^

[®a|<T]t 'HpaKA[£|i]T(os) (retr.)

Rim preserved. Reddish buff clay, red stain.
On the arrangement of the stamp, see 17.

19. (AH 55). Me'yuv, term of 'ApicrTelSrj's. W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.021m. PI. 54.

From the filling of Period 111 ofthe Assembly
Place.

'ApuTTilh [ijs]
dog

[0a(Tt] Mey[a)]|v' (retr.)

Pinkish buff clay with little mica; red stain.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 17.

An example from South Russia is published
in Herm., pi. IV, 12.

20. (AH 17). IIvAaS?;?, term of'Apicrra'Sijs. W.
0.043 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI. 54.

From the filling of Period 111 of the Assembly
Place.

['AptcTTetSjjs]
insect

®a(n( |nuAa[8|ijs] (retr.)

Highly micaceous pinkish buff clay; red stain.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 17.

An example from the Agora (SS 8531), and
two from South Russia {Herm., 53, 387-388,
pi. VI, 5).

21. (AH 24). Nocrcros, term of'AptcrTOKp(aTijs).
W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.024 m. Pi. 54. (The
stamp is slightlyunder actual size.)

From the filling of Period111 oftheAssembly
Place.

'Apt (TTo|Kp(aT1Js)
wheel

No CT(To(5)
(retr.)

Russet clay.

Published example: Herm., pi. VII, 20, from
Kerch. Two others found in Athens (Agora
and Kerameikos).

Two other types naming this epon)nn have
just this arrangement, the names retrograde on
the long sides, eponym on top, and no ethnic;
cf. Herm., pi. V, 18, and Dumont, pi. V, 36.
A third (Herm., 38, 63) has a different ar
rangement.

Tire device on 21 appears in the reverse types
of certain coins of Macedonia and of Etruria,
whence a connection has been suspected be
tween the two peoples; see British Museum
Catalogue Macedonia, etc., 1879, p. xxv, with
citations. A " silver piece of five units (Etru
ria)" is dated by Mattingly {Roman Coins,
1928, p. 282, pi. XXH, 9), as "c. 400 b.c.''
The same piece appears in Head-Hill, A Guide
to the Principal Coins of the Greeks, 1932, pi.
13, 1. Here the description (p. 23) reads in
parD " Rev. Thezi in Etruscan. Archaic wheel,
having long crossbar supported by two struts
curving outwards .... The city named on
the leverse of this coin has not been satisfac
torily identified. The date may be about the
middle of the fifth century b.c., or earlier,"
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22. (AH 10). 'HpaKA(, term of Bd™v. W.
0.05 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 54.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

0ao'i( Bd|T(o \v "HpaK|X(
caduceus"

Russet clay with large buff core; red stain.

The inscriptions in the types naming this
eponym always run around the four sides of
the rectangle in this order, and with the same
position of the letters of his own name.

23. (AH 114). IIuAdST^s, term of Bdrtav. W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI. 54.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

©a(7t( Bd|T(«|v IIdA(x|87j(s)
device

Highly micaceous russet clay with small buff
core.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 22.
Three examples from Thasos, and one from

the Athenian Agora.

24. (AH 54). •Hpd/cAeiTos( ?), term of Aa/idcr-
rrfs. W. 0.041 m.; T. 0.018 m. PI. 55.

[®d(TiOV IAa]/id[(TTTjs ]
burning torch
['H]/DdKA£lT[os] '

(The fabricant cannot be restored as ©pdaiw-
TTO's or 'HpaKXeiS-Tj/, because these combinations
exist in known types, cf. 25-27).

Buff clay.

Though the reading is not certain, the ar
rangement seems to be that used regularly with
Aa/id(7T?/s: the eponym's name along the top long
side of the rectangle; the fabricant's along the
bottom long side; and the ethnic along the left
short side, the bases of its letters inward, so
that the eponym's name is continuous with it.
The ethnic is written with an omicron.

25-27. (AH 7, 8, 23). ©/jdo-tTriros, tenn of
Aa/ido-TT/s. W. 0.038 m.; 0.039 m.; 0.04m.;

T. 0.019 m.; 0.022 m.; 0.02 m. PI. 55 and

Fig. 7.
From the filling of Period III of the Assembly

Place, all three examples.

®d<nov\Aap.daTr)<s
greave'

@pd<ji7T7ro's'

Worn section of rim preserved on 26. All
three, pinkish buff clay.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
An example each from Thasos and the Athen

ian Agora, and three from South Russia
(Herm., 40, 104-10^»

A pair of bronze greaves attributed to the
late fifth or early fourth century B.C. has re
cently been published: see T. Ivanov, " Armure
de guerrier Thrace trouvee a Assenovgrad,"
Musee National Bitlgare, Fonilles et Recher-
ches, I, Sofia, 1948, p. 106, figs. 79, 80. Each
of the greaves bears near its top a stamp with
the name 'AyaOdvmp:' I owe the reference to
Professor C. B. Welles.

28. (AH 103). KaAAic^wv, term of Aap.duTrj^.
W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 55.

From the filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

&dcrio [v|A]ap.dtrrri'}
duck (inverted)

Pinkish buff clay.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
Another example, from the Athenian Agora.

29. (AH 12). KAtoc^dviys, term of Aapdartj^,
W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.021m. PI. 55.

From the Assembly Place, filling of Period
HI.

©do-iov IAapAarri [s]
ladle

KAeo(f>dvrj'i

Pinkish buff clay, red stain.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
Two examples from the Agora (SS 11346

from a deposit about contemporary with the
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filling of Period III), and two from South
Russia (Herm., 41, 107-108, pi. V, 30. Pridik
observes that the ladle ends in a swan's head).
The Agora examples show some reworking of
the die.

30-31. (AH 58, 139). Aeoi<j>dvr)s, term of Aa-
IxdaTTj^. W. 0.043 m.; 0.043 m.; T. 0.023
m.; 0.024 m. PI. 55.

30 is from the filling of Period 111 of the
Assembly Place.

[©ao-iov] \Aaix6.aTr)<;
dolphin

Ae[ti)<^av7/s]

Pinkish buff clay, red stain.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
One example each from Thasos, the National

Museum, Athens, and ancient Callatis (Man-
galia, Roumania); for the latter see Dacia, 11,
1925, p. 131, fig. 49, no. 3 which reference 1
owe to Mine. Bon.

32-33. (AH 3, 20). Me'y(DVf tenn of Aa/jtacTT^s.
W. 0.04 m.: 0.041m.; T. 0.02m.; 0.021
m. PI. 55.

Both are from the filling of Period 111 of
the Assembly Place.

®d(Tiov IAa/xdcrTr] [s]
i'\ oinochoe
W l> , V

Meyw

. Pinkish buff clay.
»0' j On the arrangement of the stamp, see under

-fj'f' One example each from Thasos, Kerch, and
I the Athenian Agora (SS 10121, from afourth
' century filling).

34. (AH 145). Havcravirj's, term of AajxAarri'i.
W. 0.037 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 55.

From the filling ofPeriod 111 of the Assembly
Place.

[©acrior IAa/i]
panther'

[lla]t)crai'ti;s'

c-

( •;

Reddish clay, buff at surface (apparently
from firing, not a slip).

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
An example has been found in ancient Cal

latis (Mangalia, Roumania) on the Black Sea;
see Dacia, 1, 1924, p. 153, no. 17. I owe the
reference to Mme. Bon. An example also from
the Athenian Agora.

35-36. (AH 100, 101). nvAoS?;?, term of Ao-
ixdarrj's. W. 0.041 m. both; T. 0.021 m.
both. PI. 55 and Fig. 7.

Both are from the filling of Period HI of the
Assembly Place.

®acrtov|Aa;naa'T [j;s]
locust'

nuAaSv^s "

Rim preserved on35. Highly micaceous clay,
reddish, buff at core, thin smooth surface coat
of light buff.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
Fight examples from Thasos, one from near

Kavala, two from the Athenian Agora, and a
fine one from the German excavations at the
Kerameikos. Reference to stamped handles
from the Kerameikos is by courtesy of Dr. K.
Kiibler.

(AH 111). Ilpwrts, term of AtKrjKp(aTijs).
W. 0.046 m.; T. 0.022 m. PI. 56.

npa)T|is ®a(7|t AtK|7;/fp(aT9js)
lamp"^

Pinkish buff clay, hard-baked; little mica.
An example published in facsimile in Herm.,

42, 124; wrongly restored.
The stamps naming AiKrjKpdrrj'i have a com

mon device, a lamp with horizontal handle and
rather long nozzle. Types are known with
probably six different fabricants' names; see
Figure 6.

38. (AH 16). nv%e'(v,,s), term of WydpTjs.
W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI. 56.

Fiom the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.
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©ap-t|'I(Tayop7y| [9 IId]0oye (V7)9 )'
wine amphora

Russet clay.

39. (AH 76). "A/i<;>av(8po9), term of
W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 56.

*10^7^(9) |©aiTi
vase''

[''A/X(^av(8po9) ]

Pinkish buff clay.

Five other examples from Athens.
I know of no other occurrence of the name

'I<Txi)T^9. Its position of priority in the stamp
suggests that it is that of the eponym.

40. (AH 144). Aia^pioiv, term of KAeo</>tI)i'.
W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.022 m. PI. 56.

From the filling of Period HI of the Assembly
Place.

KA£0<^(Sv| [©ao-iW?] IAtcrxP''"''
dolphin'

Reddish buff clay, buff surface, red stain.
Five examples from South Russia: Herni.,

36, 12-16.

The arrangement is that regular with KAeo-
<f)(Sv: on successive long, short, and long sides of
the rectangle, the eponym's name, the ethnic,
and the fabricant's name, all with letters basing
inward. Ordinarily the ethnic is across the
whole short side, and ordinarily (but not al
ways, cf. Herm., pi. IV, 10) it is written with
omega; for the type of 40 the evidence of the
facsimiles in Herm. is conflicting at this point.

See also under 16.

41. (AH 4). IIocrt8eio9, term of KAeo<f>(3i'. W.
0.051m.; T. 0.025 m. PI. 56.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

[KA£0(f)(ov] |©acrttovlnoo't8et09^
heron

Red clay with little mica, buff core.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 40.
Nine examples from South Russia; Herm.,

52, 366-374, of which a fine example is illu
strated pi. V, 4.

42. (AH 19). 4>et8t7nro9, term of KAeoe^fiv. AV.
0.046 m.; T. 0.02 m. PL 56 and Fig. 7.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

KA£0(f>Gv I©aCTiujv |#618077709'
laurel leaf

Rim preserved. Highly micaceous pinkish
buff clay; red stain.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 40.
A good example from the Athenian Agora,

and two from South Russia: Herm., 54, 420-
421, pi. VIH, 6.

43. (AH 2). ®pa(T(avL{Bri's), term of Meyw II.
W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 56.

From the filling of Period HI of the Assembly
Place.

©/jao'a)IV[1(87^9) ] |©a(7i|M£|y (cov)
lamp'

Dark russet clay; white pebble in the clay
below the stamp.

The types attributed to the term of Me'ytov II,
including 43, have in common the sequence
fabricant-ethnic-eponym around the device, the
fabricant's name always beginning from a cor
ner. There is not a common device, as in the
case of Me'ymv I.

Other examples: Herm., 49, 299 (pi. V, IS,
good example), and an intact jar in the Rhodes
Museum, here published Plate 60, 3 and 3a,
on which see above p. 000 with note 8. A ves- H '
tige of rim on 43 shows the downward slope ;
toward the outside which is clear on the intact

amphora. The muddy impression on the latter
is more easily identified from the example illu
strated in Herm. than from 43.

44. (AH 14). noa-i'(8eio9), term of MA(o-ko9).
W. 0.041 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 56.

From thefilling ofPeriod III oftheAssembly
Place.

n [ocr ]t(86109 ) I©ao-11 Mti 11 (C7K09)
shoe?
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Reddish buff day.
The arrangement of the types of this term is

like that of the types attributed to Mcywv II;
see under 43.

Another example, from the Athenian Agora.

45. (AH 230). Term of NiKi'as. W. 0.038 m.;
T. 0.021 m. PI. 57.

NtKtas '

bird?" (tail left)
[ ] (inv.)

Pinkish buff day.

Possibly the same stamp on Thasos 294, from
which the device is tentatively identified.

The types naming Ni/ci'as have the eponym's
and the fabricant's names on opposite long sides
of the rectangle, both with letters basing inward.
The eponym is usually given precedence by the
position of the device, so that he comes first
(left to right) if not on top. The types of his
term have no ethnic.

Largely preserved jars bearing stamps with
this eponym's name have been found in con
text of the third quarter of the fourth century,
one in Smyrna (for m)' acquaintance with
which I am obliged to Mr. John Cook) and the
other at the Athenian Agora. For the latter,
P 13570, see Plate 60, 4 and 4a, and p. 660
with note 8. It comes from a deposit from
which the terracotta figurines have been pub
lished recently by Dorothy Burr Thompson; see
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, p. 72.

46. (AH 241). Term of naij4<ir,<s? W. 0.038
m.; T. 0.02 m. PI. 57.

n ]ajjLKp Ia?;? [

device'

Buff clay.

This stamp does not show the regular ar
rangement used in the term of the eponym
liafKpdrj^, which is like that with Aa/xao-riyi;/

47. (AH 140). Hpolm? W.0.043m.;T.0.026
m. PI. 57.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

Hpo) [tis?
device

Reddish clay, buff surface.

The stamp was damaged when bits of clay
fell away over a piece of straw (?) which lay
under them and which has left a distinct mark.

The device is possibly a pilos) or a bell,' or an
omphalos.'

48. (AH 15). 'Evayoprji? On a fragment of
the neck of the jar. PI. 57.

Fromthe filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

Evay[dpTjs?
device

Buff clay.

Cf. A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 37, note 21, for Tha-
sian jars stamped on the neck. The letters in
48 are unusually large for the early period,
unless this stamp belongs to the series with
phiale" or star' (cf. 5-15).

49. (AH 53). W. 0.04 m. ;T. 0.024m.

Fromthe filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

No letters are preserved, but part of the
device, a bow?

Pinkish buff clay.

50. (AH 59). W. 0.052 m.; T. 0.026 m.; ht.
of handle ca. 0.16 m. PI. 57.

This badly damaged stamp appears to have
as device a grape cluster.'

The whole handle is preserved with both at
tachments, but not the rim. Buff clay.

51. (AH 180). W. 0.04 m.
57.

T. 0.025 m. PI.

Context possibly of the fourth to third cen
tury B.C.

Part of the device is preserved, agoat facing
right. Beyond its head, letter traces along the
right short side of the rectangle, perhaps part
of the ethnic.

Pinkish buff clay, red stain.
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52, (AH 107). W. 0.035 m.; T. 0.022 m.

]%[
[0ao-i] ^ ^
[device (horn? or dolphin?)]

The upper part of the stamp is preserved,
with much worn surface.

Buff clay with a good deal of mica.

Other examples: SS 9125^ 10941, and
Athens, National Museum, Bon 302. SS 10941
comes from a fourth century deposit (construc
tion filling of the square building which pre
ceded the Stoa of Attalos).

53, (AH 141). W. 0.041m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
57.

From the filling of Period HI of the Assembly
Place.

Part of the device is preserved, the upper
part of a seven-stringed lyre.^

Reddish buff clay, redder at core.

54, (AH 147). W. 0.047m.; T. 0.027m. PI.
57.

Fromthe filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

Part of the device is preserved, the hind part
of a mouse'̂ ( ?) facing right.

Fine red clay, buff surface.

e. Stamp zvifh Name and Title, and Device: 55

55, (AH 110). Kepdfj.apxo'i^?) Tlvdlu)v{?) W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI. 57 and Fig. 7.

From the filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

'K.epapap [
Tlvdiuiv

Herakles as Archer '

Rim preserved. Reddish clay, buff core, red
stain; little mica.

There is a stamp of this kind in the National
Museum, Athens, of which a drawing has been
published by Dumont (pi. V, 24; the handle
will be republished in the Bon corpus). The
name is nvAdS?;?, and is followed by the title.

The name Ilv^tcoj' cannot be regarded as a
certain reading in 55. It is common in later
Thasian stamps, but I have not found it in any
belonging to the foregoing classes a-d. On the
other hand, IIvAdSTj? apparently does not exist
in the later period.

On the device, the reverse type of Thasian

coins in the late fifth and first half of the fourth

centuries B.C., and derived from a still extant

archaic Thasian relief, see M. Launey, £tudes
Thasiennes, I, Le Saiictuaire et le Cidte d'Hera-

kVcs a Thasos, Paris, 1944, pp. 139-143, for
recent discussion with extensive references.

The date there proposed for the Archer stamps
of the eponym 'Apiaropiv-ps is toolate; cf. A.J.A.,
L, 1946, p. 33, note 6, and see above, p. 000". !•
Given the long period of issue of the Archer
coins, however, the type of 55 is not necessarily
close in date to the 'Apia-Topivrj^ stamps.

The title may be compared with the ipyaaTr}-
pidpxas named on a Rhodian stamp, cf. Nilsson,
pi. I, 5, and text p. 57.

Thasian II: Latter Fourth and Third Cen
turies B.C., Stamps with Single Name,
Ethnic, and Device; and Unrestored:

56-69

a. The Legend still tends to surround the
Device: 56

56, (AH 220). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI.
58.

®a(nW vac.\vac. [Tj^jAel/xaxov"-
friangular object

Dark russet clay.
Along the upper edge, the effects of a flaw

in the die.

SS 1160 from Thompson's Hellenistic Group
A (Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 313 ff.) has a
stamp of TrjXepaxos. The group may be of the
third quarter of the fourth century, according
to recent investigations by G. R. Edwards.
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b! The Tivo Words are on Opposite Short
Sides of the Rectangle: 57-58

57. (AH 199). W. 0.049 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI.
58.

From the construction debris of the City Wall
of the late fourth century e.g.

®aar'iav

ladle"

KAeo<^£[i'
Buff clay.

A similar stamp of KXeocp&v, with brazief as
device, was found in context probably of the
third quarter of the fourth century at Smyrna.
Another, with pentagram", appears on an intact
amphora in private possession in Roumeli His-
sar, near Istanbul; the jar somewhat resembles
Grace, p. 202, fig. 1,3 (but note that the bottom
of that is missing).

58. (AH 56). W. 0.046m.; T. 0.026m. PI.
58.

®a<rt'<ov

bee

Nawojj'

Dark red clay with brownish core.

The device, a flying bee, is a symbol on a
tetradrachm of Philip H of Macedon, posthum
ous issue of ca. 325 e.g. ; see E. T. Newell,
Alexander Hoards III, Andritsaena (Numis
matic Notes and Monographs, No. 21), New
York, 1923, p. 5, pi. 1, no. 10, reverse, symbol
beneath horse.

c. The Two Words are on Opposite Long
Sides of the Rectangle: 59-69

59. (AH 75). W. 0.041m.; T. 0.025 m. PI.
58.

®a<jlo}V

sword

Aiaxploiv'

Buff clay, showing in the section a red ring
near the surface.

SS 11493 which has the same stamp comes
from a deposit indicating a date before ca. 300

E.G. Another example in the National Museum,
Athens.

60. (AH 146). W. 0.056 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI.
58.

[®a] ctIwv
lyre" ^ ^

'AptcTTOju. [e (v»;s) ]

Light reddish clay, with large buff core.
Another example from Thasos.

61. (AH 186). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.028 m. PI.
58.

©ao'jto)!']
wine amphora"
'Ajota'ro^a(v5;s)

Light red clay, buff core.

Two examples from Thasos.

62. (AH 202). W. 0.044m.; T. 0.03m. PI.
58.

®aorto)i'

vase

Kpivope[vys]

Dark russet clay, gray core.

Another example from the German excava
tions at the Kerameikos.

63. (AH 232). W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI.
59, a (the stamp at a little under actual
size).

In cistern built over by White Poros Wall,
first half of the third century e.g. ; see Hesperia,
XH, 1943, pp. 340-362.

®acrio}V

ladle [monogram M]
NaiJTrAtos

Hard-baked reddish clay, buff surface.

The same stamp on SS 9473, from a cistern
deposit of the first half of the third century e.g.

64. (AH 200). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.022 m. PI.
59, a.

From construction filling of East Stoa, at
east end of building, second half of the fourth
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century B.C.; see Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 293-
295.

©acrtu [v]
vase

5ki;/xv[os]

Hard-baked reddish buff clay.

A similar stamp of S/cuVro?; but with club as
device, was found in a third century B.C. cistern
deposit (SS 8027).

65. (AH 77). W. 0.048 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
59, a.

©atrt'cov

bearded bircf

head

'̂ei'StTTTTOs''

Brick red clay.

Three examples from Thasos, and one from
Antisara (?) near Kavala; see IXpa/criKa, 1935,
pp. 38-39, no. 4.

The device apparently belongs to a series in
the rest of which is given not the head alone,
but the bust and an outstretched arm and hand,
accompanied by various different devices. The
name is usually noAu'wvt Three are published by
G. Cantacuzino in " Trois sceaux inedits de
Callatis," Dacia, VII-VIII, 1937-40, pp. 283-
291 (I owe the reference to James Oliver),
where the author proposes a connection with
the worship of Sabazios. For another published
example, see P. Gardner, Numismatic Chroni
cle, Series II, Vol. XIV, 1874, p. 168. It seems
a possible suggestion that in these devices we
have abbreviated versions of the Zeus with out
stretched arm who appears on Macedonian
coins beginning with those of Alexander.

66. (AH 142). W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.018 m. PI.
59, a.

©ao-icov

vase (volute krater)
[KAeo]^[6i'] •

Reddish clay, small gray core.

A rulrbing of a stamp in the Benachi collec
tion, Alexandria (Benachi A.B. 35), has made
it possible to identify 66, wbich comes from a
slightly different die from Herni., pi. Ill, 5,
with the same reading.

67. (AH 60). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.029 m. PL
59, a.

From the filling of Period III of theAssembly
Place(?).

©aaiwv

alabastron ?"

[ ]
Reddish clay with buff core and surface;

much worn.

68. (AH 172). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.024 m.

A few letters of the end of a name preserved
at what seems to be the lower right corner of
a narrow rectangular stamp.

Brownish clay, buff core.

69. (AH 179). W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.024 m.

Vestiges of a device or letters. The handle
may belong to the earlier period.
Not numbered: AH 104, from the filling of

Period III of the Assembly Place, which
may be a Thasian handle, but nothing but
the edge of the stamp can be made out.

B. RHODIAN

Martin P. Nils.son's study (for wliich see Bibliography) remains the indispens
able handbook for this category, and the best that has been published for any class
of amphora stamps. It contains a large repertory and an extensive bibliography
raisonnee of publications of Rhodian stamps before 1909, as well as notes and dis
cussions on many matters connected with the content of the stamps, such as the Rho
dian calendar; and it includes, with an analysis of the names, what approximates a
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reverse index of them. Photographs are few, but readings are presented with great
precision by typographical means which today would be considerably more expensive
than photographic illustration. This book has admirably fulfilled Nilsson's purpose to
provide the essential background for making informed copies and restorations of
Rhodian stamps, the most numerous and widely scattered of all classes of amphora
stamps.

His book does not include a chronology of the stamps, nor a full alphabetical list
of names appearing on them, nor a presentation of the whole jar. It has since been
possible to supplement it, using an abundance of more recently accessible material and
excavation records. For a recent summary, the reader may refer to my Eponyms
article (see^jbliography) ; pi. 42 shows early, middle, and late stamped Rhodian jars,
and in the text are references for the evidence on which the chronology is based, as
well as a verified list of the eponyms on the stamps. It is the present supposition that
these magistrates were the dating authorities of the state, who were, in Rhodes, the
priests of Halios. Part of a list of these priests appears on a stone recently published
by L. Morricone (see Bibliography). There is certainly some correspondence between
entries on this stone and eponyms named on appropriately dated amphora stamps; it
is hoped that further study will resolve certain apparent inconsistencies.

To my published list of eponyms on stamps may now be added the following
names, an asterisk indicating that the name is known to me only in a drawing of the
stamp:

lO.bis 'K9avay6pa<;'
56.bis (Hiller no. 88) 'Apx£0"rpaTos*
64.bis BovXaydpas
89.bis (Hiller no. 147) Tlpd/cXetro?"

116.bis Avcrtcrrparo?
116.ter Meya/cXij?
116.C|uater Mez.'eXao?'
1Ib.quinquiens Mmo-f
163.bis (Hiller no. 288) Ttp.o/cpdrTjs'
163.ter Tniocr6evr]<;
l/O.bis 4'p( ~
170.ter cfiwKtwv

Of these, BouXaydpa?, MeyaKXij?. <l>p( and ^wkicov are of early date, perhaps all
of the fourth century B.C., while the rest are probably all late, perhaps all of the first
century b.c. BovXaydpa? and ^(OKmv occur on stamps of Eil^pwv) his name introduced
by the preposition irapd: see on 70. 'Apxeo-Tparo? and Ava-Lo-TpaTo? are the names of
piiests of Halios known from inscriptions of the first century B.C.: see pp. 121 and
127 of the Eponyms article.
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A supplement to this latter is planned for early publication. Documentation of
the new names, together with other addenda and corrigenda^vimst be postponed until
then. I add here only that confirmation has been found for the following eponyms,
starred as doubtful in my published list: 'A7raTo(vpto9)', 'ApLcrTLcov, and
'ApLaT0(f)dv7]d; and that the number 71.bis can now be given to an authentic (early)
Aap.oa-Oe^vt]'?) to replace the wrongly restored Tipo(r9iv7]<; formerly holding this
number.

Rhodian amphoras were normally marked with the name of a month in addition
to those of eponym and fabricant, the information divided between two stamps on the
two handles; see again pi. 42 of the Eponjnns article, themiddle jar andpair of stamps,
or the pair ( ?) 102-103 below. For a list of Rhodian months, see the Index, p.'̂ Sc—.
An ethnic 'PoStov is known on only on^ handle, found in Delos, for which see below,

f7^/p. ——.
The Pnyx Rhodian are here presented in chronological groups, of which I, which

is large, is divided according to the shape of the stamp and arranged in alphabetical
sequences of fabricants and eponyms.

The groups correspond with those used in reporting the Rhodian handles of
Delos," except that in the present article I have not made a division in the first quarter
of the third century, chiefly because of uncertainty as to possible repeated names
among the eponyms, which need further study. Many of the fragments are small and
battered, so that it is difficult to estimate the dates of the handles by their shape. It is
probable that the greater part of Pnyx lb and c, in addition to Pnyx II, corresponds
with II as used at Delos.

In any case, the great bulk of these handles belongs to the third century, before
the last quarter, the character of the collection thus corresponding well with what we
have at the Agora, and forming a striking contrast to Delos finds. Note that the three
last chronological groups are represented here by a single handle each, the last three
on Plate 64.

The most remarkable single item is 70, not merely because it is uncommon in
itself, but also because it was found in context of the fourth century b.c. As far as I
know, it was the first Rhodian stamped handle to be so found, although it has been
clear that the beginning of the series must have been before 300. (A stamped handle
found in fourth century context at the Agora in 1953, SS 13094, seems also to be
Rhodian, though neither stamp nor fabric as yet permits a definite identification).
Attention may be called also to two pairs of supplementary types, 98 and 99, and 102
and 103, of which the latter (cited above) may be actually a pair of handles from the
same jar. Note also a clear example of an uncommon Rhodian name,

LXXVI, 1952, pp. 518, 522-531, 535-538, pi. XXTXXIV. Note supplementary
remarks on this material, Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 127-128.
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(85) ; and a handle from a jar smaller than the Rhodian standard unit amphora, 90,
preserved in its complete length, with both attachments/®

The collation of the Rhodian series is limited to parallels affording evidence as
to date or restoration of a type, except for fabricants' names not occurring in the
alphabetically arranged catalogue section of Nilsson's book; on these I add a summary
of my information.

Rhodian I: Late Fourth to ca. Mid Third

Centuries e.g.: 70-97

a. Earliest Rectangular Stamps, 70-72

70. (AH 258). 'Eiv(l)p(av, term of 'Aypios (?)
PI. 61.

From packing of City Wall of late fourth
century B.C.

'Etti 'Ay[|oi(ox))] ?
Ev<|)pov(os)'

Published example of possibly the same type:
Nilsson, p. 524, no. 801, which may restore
the eponym's name. Another example is in the
Benachi collection, Alexandria.

The fabricant's name does not appear in
Nilsson's alphabetical Rhodian sequence from
Lindos, but occurs in several stamps grouped
by him as of uncertain origin (pp. 525, 526, nos.
804, 813, 817, 828, and 829, in addition to the
parallel cited above). Note that the clay of no.
801 is said to resemble Rhodian, as does cer
tainly that of 70.

Both fabricant and eponym are known in
other early Rhodian stamps, and only in early
ones. These include, for the fabricant, some of
the uncommon types with the preposition Trapd,
for two of which, see above, p. 000'. On such
types, see Nilsson, pp. 57-58; but they are now
clearly Rhodian. A stamp naming the eponym
'Aypios is coupled with a Trapd stamp on a frag
mentary early jar found in Rhodes in 1952, for
my information on which I am indebted to Mr.
George Dontas of the Archaeological Service
of the Dodekanese, and to Miss Maria Sav-
vatianou.

71. (AH 89). PI. 61.
^(ora

1^'

72. (AH 126). PI. 61.

Havo'

avla'

It may be an eponym that is named; cf.
LXXVI, 1952, p. 523, on eponyms

without preposition.

b. Early Circular Stamps: 73-81

(one fabricant, four eponyms, and unrestored)

73. (AH 166). PI. 61.

HevoTt/iov

rose'

The name does not occur in the Lindos cata

logue, but is common in Athens, always with
rose stamps.

74. (AH 170). PI. 61.

'Eirt 'Ay\o[vKplTOV ®€(Tp.o<l>]oplov
rose

A closely similar stamp names this eponym
on one handle of the neck of a jar of Z^vtov
found in an early third century deposit at the
Agora (58 3786). For a nearly whole jar of
Ztjvwv, see Grace, 77; See also under 86.

75. (API 167). PI. 61.

['ETTt] At(rx(i)AtWj Il€8ayei(Tvvov)
rose

Note the same epon)mi on 92-94.

'On fractional containers, see Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 180.
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76. (AH 252). PI. 61.

'EJtti EvKA[ei3s^
rose

The stamp probably bad also the name of a
month.

77. (AH 80). PI. 61.

'Etti [0pa] cmSayaou"'
(no device)

The restoration is confirmed by SS 9604, a
closely similar stamp in which this eponym is
named.

78-81. (AH 26, 195, 204, 260).

Unrestored rose' stamps on bandies of early
fabric, none with useful context.

c. Early Rectangular Stamps: Fahricants
82-91, Eponyms 92-97

82. (AH 225). PI. 62.

'Ap[re/it]
Siu [pou]'

[ ]

Trace of a letter, perhaps upsilon, at the be
ginning of the third line, where there was prob
ably a month. Cf. Grace, 26-271

83. (AH 25). PI. 62 (the stamp at a little
under actual size).

'AfiTeimv^
'Aypian(ov)

The reading is confirmed by similar stamps in
which the name of this fabricant is more clearly
legible.

84. (AH 85). PI. 62.

'ApTCip[t(TlOv) ]
'Emyoj'o[s]''

A handle of this fabricant (SS 4175) was
found in a cistern deposit of which the pottery
as a whole has been dated in the middle half of

the third century.

85. (AH 177). PI. 62.

Ba8pop,t(
Ke0aA(o(i')

The name is rare. I have only one other
Rhodian example on file: SS 9856, with month
Panamos.

86. (AH 78). PL 62.

MtK40o[v]
'ApTapt[Tt(ov) ]

A handle of this fabricant has been found in
an early third century B.C. group (SS 3790).
Cf. also Grace, 21-22, a possible combination
with 'AyAwKpiTos' (74).

87. (AH 188). PI. 62.

Mikjj0o [u]
Ba8popto[v]

See on 86.

88. (AH 83). PI. 62.

Kapveos
See on 86.

89. (AH 189). PI. 62.

Nei[Aos]
'Aypi[an'ov]

90. (AH 84). W. 0.031 m.; T. 0.023 m.; Ht.
0.215 m. PI. 62.

HavCTavta''

Whole handle preserved, small, from frac
tional jar.

Over 200 handles are on file having stamps
with this reading. It is evident by context, and
by the fabric of largely preserved jars, that at
least two fahricants used this endorsement: the
jars SS 8933, from a cistern deposit of the first
half of the third century, and Corinth C47-230
from a well in the South Stoa, at least two
generations apart. Many examples have been A
found in third century deposits. 90 is to be
dated by fabric in the first half of the third
century.

J C<r ^

71...
c.»-t
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91. (AH 209).

[Ilaucra] vlaf

See on 90, but 91 is not fractional.

92-94. (AH 82, 184, 207). PI. 63 (93 only).

"Em Aicrj^
Atvou "

The three stamps come from slightly different
dies, and are variously preserved.

An example (SS 4275) comes from the
middle-third century deposit mentioned under
84. Note that 75 names the same eponym.

95. (AH 211). PI. 63.

'Em HoAv

Kparevs'

96. (AH 81). PI. 63.

['E]n-1
[x]a|0€W

97. (AH 127). PI. 63.

['Em Sw]
Xape[vsj
Kapveiov" (flaw in die)

^ The reading is not certain, hut should per
haps he

Xdp7;[TOs]
K.apvdov

Xdptj'; is a third century fahricant whose name
is accompanied hy the month name.

Rhodian II: Co. Third Quarter of Third
Century b.c. : 98-101

98. (AH 137). PI. 63.

MevEKparcus'

Among other examples of this rather common
endorsement, SS 8045 comes from a cistern
deposit dated in the third quarter of the third
century hy G. R. Edwards, and SS 7582 is a
jar dated in the term of the eponym MvrtW and
found in a well deposit of which most of the
pottery seems to he somewhat earlier than the

third quarter. For a published example, see
UpaKTiKd, 1910, p. 132, no. 1, from earlier exca
vations on the Pnyx.

99. (AH 233). PI. 63.

"Em Ev^pdvopos '
®evSaiq[ov'

Although the fabric of the handles does not
suggest they come from the same jar, the
stamps of 98 and 99 are so similar as to indicate
that 99 is a stamp of MeveKpdTtjiJ A date in the
third quarter has already been suggested for
this eponym; see Tarsus, p. 148.

100. (AH 171). PI. 63.

'EXAoviko [v]
rose

Among many examples on file, SS 7581 is a
jar, dated in the term of 'Apiarmdhai, found with
the jar mentioned under 98.

101. (AH 168). PI. 63.

®ecrpo<f>o
pi(ov) AicTKOv"

Stamps of this earlier AGkos, whose name is
accompanied hy the month, include an example
(SS 8934) on the top of a jar dated in the term
of HeroCTTparos, found in a deposit dated hy G.
R. Edwards about 250 B.C. or early in the third
quarter of the century; SS 8934 seemed to he
one of the two latest Rhodian items in the

deposit. Cf. Tarsus, nos. 5-6.

Rhodian III: Co. 220-180 b.c.: 102-109

102. (AH 148). PI. 64.

Helios" 'E[7rl Kpo]
head rtSa"

Four pairs are known that show that the
eponym stamps of 'Ayopdvai, like those of Map-
o-ilas, have a head of Helios as device. One of
these pairs is on the jar SS 7584, from the
deposit mentioned under 98; the eponym is
Swo-TpoTos. The stamps of 102 and 103 make a
likely pair, especially since a term of KpartSas
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is otherwise known to be an intercalary year.
The fabric and firing of the two handles con
firm the probability.

Five handles of this fabricant were found in
the'Pergamon deposit. Ten from the same de
posit name an eponym Kpart'Sas, possibly not
this one, or not all the same one. 'Ayopdvai
was certainly working earlier than the last
quarter; cf. the jar SS 7584 above mentioned.
The pair 102 and 103 may perhaps be placed
early in the last quarter. For Schuchhardt's
publication of the Pergamon deposit, and for its
chronological significance, see Bibliography.

103. (AH 198). PI. 64.

'AyopdvaKTOs'
IIavdp.ov
Aevrepov

See on 102.

104. (AH 79). PI. 64.

['EttI] IlpaTO<l>d
[vev] 1'

['Apra] fiijiov

Twohandles naming this eponym in the Per
gamon deposit.

105. (AH 208). PI. 64.

'Ewt KAfvKpd

'AypMviov ^

Eleven handles naming this eponym in the
Pergamon deposit.

106-109. (AH 36, 61, 239, 259).
Four handles with unrestored rectangular

stamps, datable by their fabric at about this
period.

Rhodian IV: Ca. 180-150 B.C.: 110

110. (AH 86). PI. 64.

KAeicrtp-ySpoTiSo. II[ava]pos'^ (retr.)
rose'

There were no handles of this fabricant in the

Pergamon deposit. The top of a jar of his was
found in Corinth, C 47-304 and 305, which
names an eponym ^d>Sap.oir

Rhodian V: Second Half of Second
Century b.c. : 111

111. (AH 187). PI. 64.
An incompletely impressed circular stamp

with the bust of Helios' and parts of letters.
Most of the circular types with this device

seem to be of the third quarter of the second
century; perhaps it continued to be used into

the last quarter.

Rhodian VI: Early First Century b.c. : 112

112. (AH 94). Pis. 64 and 59,b (side).
Ka(j-[T(op] (retr.)

A handle of this fabricant, SS 9201, was
found ina well deposit of the early first century
B.C.

The name is not in the Lindos catalogue. It
does not occur in Delos, which might suggest
a date later than 88 b.c. ; but it is in general
rare: beside 112 and SS 9201, I have only five
other examples on file, four more from Athens,
and one from Alexandria (Benachi collection).

C. KNIDIAN

A corpus of Knidian stamp types is in preparation. In the meanwhile, there is
no very satisfactory work of reference for stamps of this class, Dumont's book (see
1liography) contains a large Knidian repertory, with many useful drawings and

much good observation of such matters as the fabric of the handles. His repertory was
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indeed the original basis of the corpus now being assembled. But in the book, the
material is practicallyinaccessible because there is no index. Grace, pp. 241-275, which
is served by the general index of that article, may be consulted, but includes much that
needs revision (cf. Bibliography). Readings and dating in the present article are
based on a much larger body of information, and the name lists of magistrates of
the late second and early first centuries b.c. (see pp. 000-000) should help to identify
Knidian handles of that period. Cf. alsothe summaryon Knidian from Delos, B.C.H.,
LXXVI, 1952, pp. 519-522, pis. XIX-XX.

The Pnyx Knidian do not include handles which are of special interest in them
selves or datable because of their context of discovery. The interest of the collection
lies in the fact that it is a representative one, the arrangement of which in chrono
logical groups takes one over most of the period during which Knidian jars were
stamped with names.

The shape of the handle at various periods, for which cf. Grace, pi. II, nos. 6, 7,
and p. 202, fig. 1, nos. 6-8, can here be followed tosome extent in the photographs that
show the tops of the handles with the position of the stamps. The reader may note the
contrast on Plate 69 between the latest handle with rectangular stamp (169) and the
early handles with circular stamps (170-172). Necks of jars bearing respectively the
stamp type of 171-172 and that of 169 are shown beside one another on Plate 71, b,
and two handles, 136 and 156, which date one before and one between these two necks,
are illustrated in side view on Plate 59, b. It may be remarked that the stamp of the
jar, Grace, p. 202, no. 8, has been read, and the term is that of "iTTTrapxo's (late second
century B.C., see under 160). Two more Knidian jars are shown in Hesperia, Suppl.
VIII, pi. 19, 7 and 9 (SS 3219'and 9367).

Inthe following catalogue, the circular stamps, 170-188, have been set apart, for
convenience in using the Plates, and the rest have been divided into four chronological
groups, within which the presentation is alphabetical by fabricant:

1) Firsthalf of the second century b.c., the majority being of the second quarter,
113-137; of these, 133-137 are stamps that do not name a fabricant, and of which
the fabricant is not certainly identified.

2) Second half of the second century until the date, late in the century, when
duoviri (see below) began to be named, 138-152.

3) Period of naming duoviri, late second—early first centuries B.C., 153-165,
thelast item being a duoviri stamp of which the fabricant has not been identified.

4) First century B.C., following theduoviri period, 166-169.

In presenting the circular stamps, I have somewhat modified the chronological
and alphabetical sequence in order to follow a) devices, and b) fabricants of whose
work both before and during the duoviri period there happen to be examples in this
collection.
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For the circular stamps, and for many rectangular stamps which can be dated
more closely than the limits of the four periods listed, or which seem to fall between
two, individual notes on date have been added to the text of the catalogue.

The division of the Knidian stamps into these periods is a working arrangement.
With the exception of 3) and in a general way 4), the periods will not stand in an
historical analysis of the output of Knidian jars. The early stamps having abbrevi
ations. monograms, or devices (cf. Grace, 226-231, 233-234, 276) are not represented
in this collection: many of these are certainly of the third century (cf. Grace, 233),
and as a group they precede the first period here listed. The division between 1) and
2) depends on the same coincidence that divides the tentative Rhodian periods III
and IV: the fact that the destruction of Corinth and Carthage and the construction of
the Stoa of Attalos are all known to have taken place about the middle of the century so
that findspot evidence associated with these events is of cumulative strength," making
the middle of the century seem more of a solid line of demarcation than it was. The
period when the Knidian dating (?) authority was a ^poapapxo?" (see under 116)
will probably stand out eventually as distinct. Apparently it fell as a whole within the
first half of the second century, and it would seem reasonable to identify it with the
period of Rhodian domination of the mainland, 188-166 b.c.'° The end of this period
of Rhodian domination provides another incidental fixed point in Knidian chronology,
since the increased volume of trade at Delos following its opening as a free port in
166 helps to isolate the Knidian types earlier than that date, which are very much
fewer among finds at Delo^^"^ Wxamples of particularly early types in the present

"X series are 113, 118 '̂ai^L 1^6^; tnese may date from the first C[uarter of the second
century.

The event which serves to date for us the end of the third or duoviri period
probably falls close at least to a real division in the pattern of stamping jars at
Knidos. That is the sack of Athens by Sulla in 86 B.C., the sweepings from which,
cleared into numerous wells or cisterns, include many stamped fragments of Knidian
jars naming duoviri. Later Knidian stamps show a marked simplification, and the jars
when preserved show a distinct reduction in size, in the direction of the smaller Roman
wine jar. It appears that the standard Knidian container of about 100 B.C., with its
elaborate endorsement, was a market requirement " which disappeared with the sack

" Certain apparent contradictions must be attributed to the fact that, after all, the sites of
Corinth and Carthage were not entirely untrodden during the century between destruction and
Roman colonization. On Corinth, cf. Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 119, with note 7; and C. Roebuck,
Corinth, XIV, The .Ishlcpieion and Lenta. Princeton, 1951, pp, 82-84, on a heavy traffic of looters
during this period. Mine. Gilbert Picard told me in the summer of 1951 that finds at Carthage
after 146 b,c, indicate a similar slight hut undeniable activity,

Cf, P. M, Eraser and G, E, Bean, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands, Oxford, 1954, pp, 93-94,
with note 3.

See B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp, 518, 522,
22 Comparable requirements are specified in the Athenian decree, I.G., IP, 1013, of the end of
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of Athens or probably even with the slightly earlier (88 b.c.) destruction by Mithri-
dates of Delos, since finds indicate that Athens and Delos were by a long way the
pi incipal markets tor Knidian stamped iars of the period.

The nature of the special endorsement of the duoviri period has been given brief
mention.It consists of an extra pair of names which usually changes with a change
in eponym, i. e. presumably we have to do with annually appointed pairs of com
missioners, though one or both of a pair seem sometimes to have been carried over
to another year. The paired names are sometimes accompanied by a title, usually
dvhpwv{ci. 174, 187-188) occasionally dpxoTr&)A(Grace, 181-183). There being now
four names involved, along with ethnic and device and sometimes title, the information
IS, more often than in previous periods, divided between the two handles of the jars,
most of which of course have since broken, leaving us to reestablish pairs of types
by matching devices,etc.

Since we now know most if not all of these duoviri named on Knidian jars, and
since the eponym terms of most of the pairs have been quite firmly established, 1
append an alphabetical list of the pairs in concordance with the eponyms that dated
their period of office, and a reverse list, alphabetical by eponym. Asterisks mark such
of these names as appear on Knidian stamps only at this period and in the function
indicated (eponym or duovir), boldface numbers refer to examples in this catalogue,
and numbers in plain type to examples illustrated in Hesperia, 111, 1934 (Grace) ;
of some of the latter, readings in the text, incomplete or lacking, have since been
restored from better preserved duplicates. Note also citations from Kent's article
(see Bibliography).

Published

E.xamples
Duoviri of DroviRi EroNVMs

1. 'Aya^o'Siopos-'ATToAAAios 165 'Ep^iddavros?"
2. 'Aya(9oKA^s-®£AptTos* 223' Atovwtos'-
3. 'Ay,;(ri'7roAA*-|Ep/x/aA 'Ai^Spope'viyG
4. *-'Eppto^avTO?' r '<
5. 'Ay'ia'̂ 'ApicTToyivrj% 'AptWatj/os '
6. 'A6'ai.dSwp09*-'A7roAAw;/ios" 'Eppo>avTos
7. 'ATToAAoSoipos-Aioyi/T^TOs*' ^ 'Apio-roSauos''
8- ^ " * 186 ntWo,?-

(1). ATroAAojj/tos- Aya^oSwpos 'EpptO(^avTos ?
(6). - A^aj/oStiipos* 'Ep^ot^avTos

9. 'Api'cTTativos-'EpaTi'Sa?*" 179 AatSaAos'
10. 'ApUTTW-WLKXlor'- 0£uVop,iros "•

XVIip'mrpp^lS n recently M. Crosby, "An Athenian Fruit Measure," Hesperia,
II Suppl. VIII, pp. 183-184, note 35.

B.C.H. lVxVi'' together (of. Grace, 130;
types are oreservVrl f ' ^ or fragmentary, on which pairs of supplementarytypes prese: vecl, to give us solid grounds for guessing at further pairs.
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-/
V-.f

. A .) >

0'

Duo\aRi

11. 'ApuTTojSovko's^-'M.eXavTa';
12. " *-Mdo";)(09'

(5) . 'A/Dio-ToyAT^s-'Aytas"
13. 'ApLaTOKXrj';-'ApT£fi<iiv'

(13).
(10).

14.

15.

(IS).
(7).
(8).

16.

(9).
(3).

17.

18.

(4).
19.
20.

21.

22.

(14).
(2).
23.

24.

25.

26.

(23).
(19).
(20).
(25).

27.

28.
29.

30.

(15).

(22).
(11).
(12).
(24).
(17).
(18).
(27).
(28).
(29).

'ApT£p.<av-'ApicrTOK\rj^
BaK)(lO';'''-'ApL(JT£V'!'
Aap.drpLO'i-Evclipayv'
Aapd (^rpio)'?-KiiSo(T0£v?/?*
A-Qp-i'/TpLOt;- " *
Ai6yvr]TO's*-'A'7roX\6S<iipo '̂

" >|c "

AioFuo-ios-^iAoTroAis*^

'EparlSa's^-'ApLtTTaivo^
'Epp.lai-'AyrjfTLTroM's*'

" -l^iKaarilSovkos
(I it

'Bjpp6(f>avTO^-'Ayrj(TL7roX.i';'̂
EwySouAos-KapvedSas
EvKparrj^-KXevTroki';

-JJoAv^appoi^

EvTr6kepos*-Adxr/';*
EvKftprnv-Aapdrpioi
©eiJKpiTos*-'Aya0OKA^s'
Tacrtov-KdAAiTTTTos

" -MuCTTiys*
'l7r7rd(7T/3aTos*-KA£d7roAts'

" -UoXv^appo's
KdAAi7r7ro5-Td(j(ui'

KapvedSai-Ev/3ovko9
KkevTTokti-EvKpdTrfS

" -'iTTTTOOrTpaTOS*
KpdTepos*-NtKao-t/8ovAos
KpdT»)s*-IIoAtTas-T7;s

l( (<

" *-IIovocruA£T»ys*
KvSocr&eyr/^^-Aapd (rpio) s
usually Arjp-qrpio'i
Ad;^i;s*-Eu7rdAep,os*
MeAdi'Tas-'Apto-To/SovAo?*
Mdcr;(os-'Apio'Td/8ovAos*
Mdo'T?js*-Tda(oy
NtKatri/SouAos-'Epptas

H «

" -Epdrepo';*
UokiTa? ( -T9JS ) -Kpdrijs

Published

Examples

OF Duoviri

185, 190^

185 ; p. 300, 8;
Kent, no. 15

181-183

180

Eponyms

' Eppoiv
'Ake^avSpos
'AptCTTacvo's
'Ayia^^

®evirop,Tro's'
%<amtj>puiv ??
^oidlipptav

(t

'ApLcrT6Bap.o^
Tliaivo^ ?

UoXlTTJ^ '
AaiSaAos

'AvSpopevrjs:
E[
"Ijr7rap;^os (6 Atovvmov) ? '
'AvSpopivrj^
IXtCTtVOs"

SxparoKA^s"
'Api(TTop,'qSrj<s'

187, 188) 211-212^

164,174,130;
Grace, p. 275, SS 323;

Kent, no. 10
Kent, no. 7 Ei</)paydpas

^(li(7t<j>p{JJV ? ?
Alovucrios ^

HoAtras ••

'ApitnoKpaTrji^
SrpaTOKA^s '•
'ApicrTop,-qSr]<i
IIoAtVas

nicrtvos

^TparoKkrjsr

iTTTrap^og (6 Atovuo'toij)'
'AAefavSpos'
AapOKpLTO^

((

Slvcftpayopa^
l^ppojv

'AAe^avSpos
'ApKTTOKpdrm'
>E[

iTTTrap^os (oAtovTJO"tou) ?"
iTTTrap^os (o Atovuctov)
AAe^av8p05'
Aap,o/cptTo?

158

188

160

184, 189
163
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Duoviri

(21).
(26).
(30).

31.

(31).
(16).

IIoXiJxapfto'S-EiKpaTTjs'
" -'iTTTTOO'TpaTOS*

novo(ruAAijs*-KpaT»j9*
nt;6oKpiTOs-T?)vaS7)S*
Tr;va87j9*-nD0dKpiTOS
$iAd7roXis*-Atoi/U(Tios'

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Eponyms

'Ayia?

'AXe^avSpos*

'AvSpopivrj^*'
It

'ApiaraLVOt;
'AptcToSapos*
'ApiGTOKpaTt]<;'
'Api(noprjhr]<:*

AaiSoAos*"

AapoKpLTOs

AioviJtnos'

E[ ?
'Eppd</)avTOs

"EppoJV
Ev^paydpas"
©evwopTrots

"iTTTrapxo?* Atovvcrtov

KAtdiroXts'

Ili'atvos*
" *?

IIoAtTa?"

noAtT1J9 ~
STpaTOKA^?*

*

%Qi(rL(l>poiv

31. " ? *

Published

Examples

OF Duoviri

PUBLIStlED

Examples

OF Eponyms

182, 172, 173', 214;
Grace, p. 300, 8''

154

183, 171

164 = 130, 219

cf. 175
•f 159, cf. 176; 202

17^

154

153

184

186, 168, 170, 210

132; p. 305, no. 8

cf. 156
188, 213

157, 174
180-181

cf. 161

cf. 161; Kent, no. 2
146-

Eponyms

'ApiaTop-qZ-qti

AapdxptTos^
KAeiJTroAis'

noAtTr;s'

Duoviri

'ApicrTOKXrji-'ApTepMV

'ApiaropovXo's-M.ocrxP's
KpaTiys-rioAtTTjs'
'AyjyCTtiroAt^-'Eppia?

" -"Eppd<^avTOs
'Aytas-'ApiffToyevjjs
'ATToAAdStopos-AidyvijTos"
'Id(jfi)V-Md(7T?;s
Ev/cpaTrjs-IIoAdxclppos
'IwTTOdTpaTOiS.
'ApicTTaivos-'EpaTiSas"^
Kpdrjjs-IIoAiTas-Tjjs

" -IIovooDAeTijs'
'Aya6oKXrji-®evKpiTO^
'Eppias'-Nocacr/ySovAos"
'A0avd8wpo9-'A7roAAwvtos ~
^AyaOoSoipo's- " ?
'ApuTTofiovAos-MtAavTas
EfiTrdAepos-AdxJJs
'AptcTeds-BaKxios
KpdT€pos-NiKa(7i'̂ ovAo9
'Eppia?-
nu^dKpiTOS-TlJvdSlJS
Evi/3oFAos-Kapv€d8as'̂
'AiroAAd8copos-Atdyviyros'
*Id(Ta)v-KdAAt7nros

Atovd(rto9-^tAd7roAt9

Ev/<p(XT?^9~KAcu7roAt9
'l7r7rd(TrpaT09-
AapdT(pt?)o9 or

Arjp-qTpLoi-^v%o(x6evrji
AapaTpio's-Eti<j>pu>v'

V/

It can be taken as established that the general date of this group is late second—
early first centuries b.c. Every one of the terms is represented from Delos. Nearly all
have been identified in one or more Sulla-destruction deposits at the Agora, but none
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in deposits as early as Thompson's Group E (Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 392ff.) on
which see below, comment on 145. The interconnection of eponym and fabricant
names (not here listed) indicates a close sequence of terms; it is unlikely that there
are gaps of consequence. If each eponym name indicates a single year, the period is
apparently twenty-one years, bringing us from 88 B.C. (the destruction of Delos)
back to 108 B.C. for its beginning.

Much can eventually be done with relative dates within the group. For instance,
an eponym named mostly or entirely by fabricants who worked also in the preceding
period (see e. g. on 160) must have held office near the beginning. Those named on
the most numerous and largest fragments in Sulla-destruction deposits are likely to
be nearest that event. On the other hand, there is little overlapping in fabricants who
use particular devices: it is evident, for instance, that the bull's head types of
Atoo-KoupISa? (covering nine different eponym terms) are later than those of Aa/xo-
KpdTr)<; (eight terms, no overlap with A6ocrKoupt8as). It is, moreover, already fairly
clear that with circular types of this and the preceding periods, something approaching
a die sequence can be worked out.

Some anomalies in practice during the diwviri period may be mentioned. These
are mostly omissions of one or other of the chief elements properly present in the
complete endorsement of the period: fabricant, eponym, duoviri. They appear mostly
on jars of veteran fabricants who worked also in the preceding period. Omission of
the duoviri (cf. 155-156, 175 and 176) at first makes one suppose that a pre-duoviri
term is named. But four eponyms are involved in such omissions, 'Apia-ToiJi'̂ Sris,
AaiSakod, Aapo/cptro? and KXeuTroXts (cf. under 155), and it is unlikely that there
would have been so extensive a repetition within the short period indicated by the
activity of the fabricants who name these eponyms. Omission of the eponym has been
proved by a joined pair of handles with supplementary types (see under 179), and
is strongly suggested by a combination type (TD 2692, etc., unpublished) which
names fabricant and duoviri, the latter with the preposition, like an eponym; and there
is at least one more very probable case. Finally, what looks very much like a pair of
bull's head types of Aioo-KovptSa? includes no mention of the fabricant's name.

Among other anomalies, note that the titles dvSpwv and dp^ovTon' are both known
to have been added in the wrong stamp of a pair of types (see under 179 for the
former); and that although these titles regularly appear in the genitive, the names
they introduce are often in the nominative (see 187, 188).

It may be remarked that dpxovTo? in the singular accompanies the eponym's name
in two (unpublished) types of about the middle of the second century. Of otlior

Here and in the catalogue, I use the numismatists' term for this Knidian device (cf. B. Head
Historia Numorum, Second Edition, Oxford, 1911, p. 616), rather than the dearly inaccurate
" boukranion."

=="88 1927, etc., with the eponym's name; and 88 3639, etc., with those of the duoviri-,
unpublished.
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Knidian titles, apart from 4>povpapxo? above discussed, Kepafieus occasionally identi
fies the fabricant, and Sa/xiopyds'frequently, from the early second to tlie early first
centuries B.C., describes the eponym. The word TTTTrapxos is probably a name^ not a
title; see under 160. The word iraiSia introduces one of the uncommon Knidian
patronymics; see under 133 and again 160. For ethnic adjectives applied to persons,
cf. 113; one or two others are known.

Firms of manufacturers, for which I have said no evidence remained, did
apparently operate in the post-duovin period. That this is what we have on all three
of the handles ofnoticeably late fabric, 166-168, is suggested by data discussed under
168, where fifteen eponyms of the period are listed. Other firms (?) of the period are
those of <X>avtas-B(:oTos (unpublished) and perhaps Apa( - ©€u(, Grace. 257, where the
reading is incomplete, and too early a date has been suggested for the deposit.

The kind of stamps that seem to follow these, and, still in the first century B.C.,
to wind up the Knidian stamped series, are described under 169.

Knidian with non-circular Stamps:

1. Before ca. 150 B.C.: 113-137

113. (AH 218). 'AttoAAcoi'ios Ilto-i'Sas. PI. 65.
['A7r]oXXu)n[os]
[lit] criSas

Published examples: Grace, 222 (the photo
graph shows a different preservation of the
stamp) ; C. I. L., Vlll, Sup. Ill, 22639, 27a
and h (Carthage); Herm., 59, 28. Many others
are on file, including SS 851, 1048, and 1463
from the construction filling of the Middle Stoa,
and SS 11566 from the footing trench of the
colonnade of the Stoa of Attalos.

Many die variants contain the same two
names, of which the second is presumably an
ethnic. It is not known whether the jars had
dating stamps on their other handles.

114. (AH 133). 'Apicrrayopas, term of Aap,a-
rpto?.

'Etti Aa/narp

101? 'Apiarayo
pa''Kvi'8i(ov) anchor', point left

Published examples: Grace, 144-145. Six
others are on file, including Corinth C 47-17.

2^ Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 184, note 35.

This appears to be the only Knidian type which
names an eponym Aa/xaTpios.

115. (AH 116). 'Apio-Ti'wv, term of EiKpa(Ti;s).
PI. 65.

'Eirjl EiKpa(Teu9) ]
'ApLCTTimV V

Kn'Stoi/

(retr.)

SS 14038 restores the name of the eponym,
which dates numerous different stamp types on
handles found in the construction filling of the
Middle Stoa. Plandles of this fabricant were

found in the same deposit.

116. (AH 255). 'ApiCTTOKXi)?. PI. 65.

KvtSiov 'Api
aTOK\cvl

The top of the handle is covered with a cream
surfacing. Cf. Dmnont, p. 11,5.

Many other examples on file, including
Corinth C 39-391, and SS 7673a and b from
a cistern group which appears to date before
about 150 B.C. A variant type with the same
content appears on handles found in Corinth
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(CP 1824), in the consti'uction filling of the
Stoa of Attalos (SS 5372), and from cistern
and well groups which again appear to date
before about 150 B.C. (SS 7677, 9375, 9379 and
9756) the deposit including the two middle
items has been dated tentatively in the early
second century by G. R. Edwards).

SS 9375 and 9756 here listed are tops of
jars with the stamped part of both handles pre
served. The second stamps from the two jars
name respectively the phrourarchs' "Ayvav and
Ti/ioc^wr." The style of the stamps is that of 135-
136 below, which we may then take to be from
jars of this 'Apia-TOKXrjs, or of his contemporary
Ni/cao-i'/SorXos" whose stamps are very similar.
For other published phrourarch stamps in the
same style, see Grace,177, andB.C.H., LXXVI,
1952, pi. XIX, 3.

There was at least one other fabricant of this

name: cf. 145-146.

117. (AH 173). 'Aplarmv, term of 'ETrCxapp-O'S.

'Eyt "Etr.'x
d[ppovY 'A
p(yTo)i'[os]"' Ki

bai^ (club?)

Of eighteen other examples on file, SS 9762
comes from a group apparently dating before
150 B.C. For probably the same fabricant in a
pre-Stoa of Attalos filling, see Grace, pp. 300
and 302, no. 7.'

118. (AH 246). 'Ao-rpayaXos, term of IIoXioCxos.

[IIoA. ijoyxos
['Aarp jayaXou

in center, bull's head facing

Published examples: Grace, 109; and Tarsus,
96 (unstratified, and not illustrated). A dozen
others are on file, including SS 1010 from the
construction filling of the Middle Stoa, and SS
10736 from the construction filling of the Stoa
of Attalos. Another stamp of 'Ao-rpayaAos was
found in the Pergamon deposit: Schuchhardt,
no. 1284 (term of SiXraTos).

The nominative ending of the eponym's name
is remarkable.

119. (AH 44). Atovvcrios, term of 4>tAt7r7ros.

'EtI ^iXcTTTTOV

Aioyy(r[iov]'
iKw'8t(o)i'] ivy leaf

Worn and faint impression. The date is not
certain. None of the 16 other examples on file
comes from a consistent pre-150 B.C. context.
There is good evidence for two or more homo
nyms on the stamps, for both fabricant and
eponym.

120. (AH 231). ApaKovTOpivrjs. PI. 65.

T[ApajKOM
[rop.]Atjs'
[Kvt'Stov]

A more complete example has been found in
Delos (TD 2197). Another type of ApaKovro-
pevrj'i, again with curved sigma and epsilon and
with a frame, names the phrourarch KAeivoTroAts."

Note the partly obliterated superfluous tau.

121. (AH 257). EiprjviSa';, term of 4'tATaT09.
PI. 65.

'E[7ri StAraTOv]
Etpy[nSa Kw(8iov)]

[caduceus]"

The numerous other examples of this type
include three from a cistern group datable ap
parently before about 150 B.C. (SS 9540, 9547,
9549). Both eponym and fabricant are well
established in this period by a dozen examples
(of various types and name-combinations) which
have been found in Carthage, Corinth, and the
construction filling of the Stoa of Attalos. There
seems to have been also an earlier eponym
4?lATaT09.

122. (AH 70). ElpocpavTOi? No eponym read.
PI. 65.

Elf)p<j>avTOi

[ '•• ]
[ ]

The reading is very uncertain. The small
faint letters resemble those on many stamps
found in the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa.
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123. (AH 135). 'Hi/t'oxos, term of Mew;r7ros.

'Em Mev[67nrou]
'Hvt[o^oR KvtSt]
o[v caduceus]"'

Published (but not illustrated) example:
Herm., 138, 7, from Olbia. No context bearing
on the date exists for the dozen more examples
on file. Both fabricant and eponym have been
found, in other combinations, in cistern and
well groups which seem to date about 150 B.C.
(SS 955f and 10087 for the fabricant, and SS
7664 for the eponym).

124. (AH 132). ©eij8a/to9, term of 'Aya^oxX'̂ s.

['Em 'Ay]a0oK
[XtCsJ &£vS
[a/toV K]vi'8t
[or caduceus]'

(retr.)

Two other examples are on file (SS 2105
and 4777). Five handles from Corinth name an
eponym 'Aya^oxX^s (CP 1796, C 36-97, C 37-
2433, C 46-8, C 47-420), but there were evi
dently at least two Knidian eponyms of this
name (cf. 141 for a later one). Attribution of
124 to this period remains tentative, though the
appearance of the handle suggests it is correct.

125. (AH 41). ®eii8dcrios, term of 'AvravSpoi.
PI. 65.

['Em 'AvravS]

pov" ©£d8o [tri]
oPKn8t(ov) anchor; point left

Eleven other examples on file, including two
from Corinth (CP 1775, C 34-257). Types of
this fabricant are dated by altogether fifteen
eponyms in known examples. Of the fifteen
types, eight have already been found in Corinth
or in the construction filling of the Stoa of Atta-

los, or in both, while all but one of the other
eponyms occur, in different combinations, at
Corinth.

126. (AH 243). ®tv<j>d8rj's, term of Ewxparijs.
PI. 65.

'Em Edxjt)a(T£Ds)
©ev(f>ei8e(vs)'

Of ten other examples on file, three were
found in the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa (SS 740, 843, 1712), which included also
five more handles of this fabricant.

127. (AH 63). term of'Aya^oxX^s. PI.
66.

['Errl 'Aya^ox]
[Xeus] M.€vrjT
[os K]n8iov

Seventeen other examples on file include one
from Corinth (CP 1796), published by Powell,
A.J.A., VH, 1903, p. 36, lOd, as found in 1901
west of the " Old Fountain." However most

of the activity of this fabricant was evidently in
the second half of the century, and attribution
of this type to the earlier period must remain
for the present somewhat tentative, since the
eponym cannot clearly be identified (see under
124).

128. (AH 157). Ntxtas, term of 'AerxXr/maSij?.

'Em 'Actx (X)7yiria
8ev[s] Ncixicf
Kn'Stqy caduceus'

Published examples: Grace, 127-129. Many
others are on file, but without useful context.
The eponym is apparently the man named on
134. On the fabricant, see further under 129.

129. (AH 74). Nixt'a?, term of 'Ep/^oxparjjs.
PI. 66.

'Etti 'Ep/toxp
arcus' Ntxta^

[Kvi'8i ( ov) ] caduceus'

A dozen other examples on file include SS
10775 and 10776, from the construction filling
of the Stoa of Attalos. For another similarly
dated type of Ntxi'as, see Grace, 126.'

130. (AH 158). S<f>aipt<ov, term of'Epp,oxpaTyjs.
PI. 66.
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['Ejm 'E(0/xo

r T / '^ [KJpaTEVS

2<^at/Di(ov'
ni
u

Of six other examples on file, three are from
a slightly different die. The fabricant is not
otherwise known. For the eponym, see 129.

131. (AH 210). Xap/aoKparr;?, term of 'Acr/cXr)-
TTcdSupOS. PI. 66.

['Em 'Ao-KX7;irto]8u)
pou^ oar •

Xap [jiOKpa] T£us'
[KvtSlov]

Six other examples are on file. Both fabri
cant and eponym occur on handles found in
Corinth, in separate types. The activity of the
fabricant evidently continued into the third
quarter of the century.

132. (AH 196). X.app.oKpaTrj's, term of ^iXop-
ySpOTiSas.

['Em ^tXop.]/3p
OTiSd'Kyt (8iov) X
app.[oK]pd

[t£us double axe]

Published examples: Grace, 157-158. The
many otherexamples include SS 9910 and 9916"
from a cistern group datable apparently in the
second and third quarters of the second century.
The eponym's name has not been found on
handles which can be dated by context before
the middle of the century.

For the fabricant, see on 131.

133. (AH 45). Term of ©£d8oT05. PI. 66.

['Ett]! ®ev
8dToi) -

Ki'i8tov

(More complete examples show that in this
type the first two letters of the preposition were
written in the wrong orderj:

Published, but not illustrated, example:
Herm., 58, 12. Seven others are on file. The
eponym's name appears on stamps found in

Corinth, Carthage, and the construction filling
of the Stoa of Attalos, five handles altogether.

The jar was possibly made by the IlaiSi'a
©evSaipiSd; for a restored jar with this signature,
see Grace, p. 202, fig. 1,7 and p. 305, 7, where
the stamps are illustrated. I add a reference to
'Apx- 'E<^., 1913, pp. 215-216, with better photo
graphs of the same stamps, and an account of
the discovery of the fragments (at Chalkis). A
handle with the same endorsement has been

found in the construction filling of the Stoa of
Attalos (SS 10965).

134. (AH 215). Term oi ^povpapxos 'A<tkAij-
7rid8?)s. PI. 66. V v'''

'EttI'̂ povpd(p)
Xov ActkX

rpridSov

One other example is on file. For the eponym,
see 128. The fabricant has not been identified.

I V

135. (AH 214). Term of the ipodpapxos'Bp-
Pl. 66.IXOKpaTTI^.

ppqvp[dpx]ov
TSppoKparev^ '

Two other examples are on file, including C *• "
48-56 from Corinth (South Stoa, Well IX),
The eponym seems to be the same one who is
named in 129 and 130. For possible identifica
tions of the fabricant, see under 116.

136. (AH 185). Term of the;4podpopxos K4€v-
TToXis. Pis. 66 and 59, b (side).

^povpdpxov
[K] XeuTrdXios

Three other examples are on file. For pos
sible identification of the fabricant, see under
116. Several other early types apparently name
this eponym, who is to be distinguished from
a homonym of the late second century (see
156).

137. (AH 119). No name restored.

]«
K]vi8f(ov)
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The right end is preserved of a narrow two-
line stamp, from a clay die. The handle is
datable probably before about 150 B.C.

Knidian with Non-circular Stamps; 2.

Middle to Late Second Century

B.C.: 138-152

138. (AH 69). 'Aya^ii'os, term of Aiovi'ctio?.
PI. 67.

'Etti AiovjjJo'iov 'Ayad\^ivov (in leaf-
Star' shaped stamp)

Four other examples are on file.

139. (API 247). 'A.yaBlvo';, term of Ei'(/)pai'o)p.
PI. 67.

'Eir[i Ei^paJvojoos
star

'AyaOlvov KrtS (tor)

(in lozenge-
shaped stamp)

Eighteen other examples are on file.

140. (AH 159). term of Aiowo-ios.

['Etti AiovuJcriOD ['AOtjvaiov] (in leaf-
[Kvt8t(ov)] shaped stamp)

A dozen other examples are on file. The
activity of this fabricant may have been some
where about the middle of the century; for
later fabricants of the same name, see 153 and
168.

141. (AH 242). Aii'e'a?, tenn of 'AyaOoKkfj^.
PI. 67.

'Etti 'Aya0o[KAe]
vs Aivi[a Kvi]
[8i]ov [hooked object?]

The single other example on file (TD 1193,
from Delos) seems to show the hooked device
used by this fabricant in the terms of "iTTTrapxos
(o Aiowmov) (cf. 160) and 'S,m(TL<j>piav, i. e. early
in the following period, which would suggest
for 141 a relatively late date in the present
period. For perhaps the same 'Aya6oK\-p^, see
148; for a probably earlier one, 124 and 127.

142. (AH 42). 'Avd^avSpoi, term of KaAAiSa/ios.

['EH KaA] At8[aj«.]a
['Ava^a] 1/8^014
[Kw8]ioy club''

Published example: Grace, 164. A dozen
others are on file.

Another type of this fabricant (in the term
of 'A7roAAo8(opos) has been well fixed in the third
quarter by published examples (SS 5527 and
Tarsus 98) ; see citations under Hesperia,
Suppl. VHI, p. 188, 11, pi. 20, and note that
an intact jar with this stamp on both handles
(SS 9367) is there sho'wn on pi. 19, 9. For
others of his types, see 143-144 and Grace, 165-'
167i His stamps name a dozen different
eponyms, of whom KaAAt8(x/ia5 seems to be one
of the earliest, and TiparnKparrj^ (143-144) one
of the latest.

For other published stamps naming the
eponym KaAAiSajna?, see LXXVI, 1952,
pi. XX, 8, as well as 171 below. A stamp with
his name was apparently found in Corinth, cf.
B. Powell, A.J.A., VII, 1903, p. 37, lOg; hut
if his term fell before 146 b.c. it must have been

by little.

143. (AH 183). 'Ava^av8/Dos, term of Tipacn-
KpaTT]^.

'EttI [TifiatrtK]
' V j *parevs Av

a^dvBpov K
[i't8ia club]^

Note the plural ethnic; cf. 159.

Published examples: Grace, 166-167^ Many
others are on file. See also under 142. The
eponym appears in deposits most of the contents
of which are datable distinguishably earlier than
tlie Sulla-destruction deposits; see particularly
SS 6603) a largely preserved jar of NiKamp in
the term of Ti/xaaiKpdrijs (for the stamp, cf.
Grace, 209) which comes from such a deposit.
But he is named by several fabricants who carry
on into the following period, e. g. KiJTrpos'' (cf.
173), 'ApioTOKA^s (146), AapoKparqip'̂ Tn<j>dvrjSp
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so that his term must have fallen shortly before
the naming of duoviri.

144. (AH 251). As 143.

['E]m TijuaaiK
[pajrcvs 'Av
[a^]av[8]poyK
[vtSt]a club'̂

See on 143.

145. (AH 223). 'Apto-TOKA^s, term of 'lepo/cA^s.
PI. 67.

'E[ttI 'lepoKAeCs]^
'ApLCTTOK [A]
tCs Ki'i'S [t]
ov caduceus''

Five other examples are on file. For an
earlier 'AptoroKA^?, see 116. "lepoxA^s is the
commonest eponym in Thompson's Hellenistic
Group E (Hcsperia, HI. 1934, p. 394), the
others being 'Aya^o/cAfisl( EvKpdrTysf KaAAtSdp.a?,'̂
and KXevp/ipoTO't. The group is now dated
somewhat earlier than it was originally. Like
TipaaiKparrj-; (144), 'lepoKAiys is named by several
fabricants who continue into the period when
duoviri are named. For recently published
stamps having his name, see LXXVI,
1952, pi. XX, 7; and Kent, pi. 45, 1 (a
duplicate).

146. (AH 227). 'Apio-To/cA?]?, term of Tipa-
a-iKparrj^. PI. 67.

'Etti 8[ap.topyoil]'̂
TiparnKparev
s'KvtStov 'Ap
t<TTOK\tv'̂ anchor, point right

Nine other examples are on file. For the
fabricant, see 145, for the eponym, 143-144.
'ApicTTOK\rj^ with anchor as device continues to
endorse stamps in the earlier part of the fol
lowing {duoviri) period.

147. (API 206). 'AaKXiipn6hu)po%, term of Ei-
(ppdvcop. PL 67.

bull's 'Etti Evcf>pd[vo]
head, pos'A(TK[A'(;7rto]
facing 8cupo[v Ki/tSi(ov) ]

Three or four other examples are on file. For
another type of 'Aa-KXrpnoSoipo^, see Grace, 120)
where his position is probably correct in the
sequence of fabricants who use rectangular
stamps with bull's head as device.

148. (API 236). AapoKA-ps, term of 'Aya-
0o(kA»;s). pi. 67.

KvlSi(oi')
Aa/j. OKAe(Cs) y

Sa(pi6pyovy 'Ayado(K/\£Vs) ]
double axe in center

Nineteen other examples are on file. The
eponym is probably the one named on 141.
AapoKXij'; is known to appear with only one
other eponym, Sojo-i'̂ ptov."

149. (AH 117). 'E7rt(^dv»;s, term of Xpr(n7r7ro9.
PI. 67.

['Emc^d] veus
[Kvt'8]tov eTTi
[XpJvcriTrTrov
bee"

Three other examples on file. 'Emdiavr/g with
bee continues to endorse stamps in the earlier
part of the following (duoviri) period, as do
two or three other fabricants who name the
eponym Xpym-mro^.

150. (AH 254). Top of jar with two handles
impressed by the same stamp. Ht. 0.115
m. Norpjji/tos, term of TepoKAijs. Pi. 67
(stamp at a little under actual size).

Novprjvwv "
KviStov iwc

'lepojcAeC?^

cluster of grapes
A dozen other examples, including SS 2174^

from Thompson's Hellenistic Group E. On this
and other eponyms in Group E, see 145.

151. (AH 40). Sdv^os. PI. 67.

Hdi/^ou

KvIStor

half ship-
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Published examples: Grace, 137; Herni., 59,
26, from Kerch. Many others on file. On the
fabricant, see also Grace, 135-136; the handle
found at Corinth is CP 1794. Most of his

activity seems to have fallen in the third quarter,
where types of his are fairly well fixed by ex
amples found in cistern groups consistent with
that date (SS 7664', 9907a and b).

152. (AH 118). Not read.

Rectangular stamp, dim and incomplete, on
which nothing has been read.

The appearance of the handle suggests this
or the following period.

Knidian with Non-circular Stamps: 3.

Late Second Century to 86

B.C.: 153-165

On this group, of the duoviri period, see pp.
IMfe-1-^090-000;

153. (AH 134). 'XOrjvaiot, term of 'Ep/id<^avT09.
PI. 68.

['EttI] 'EpiJ-ocfiav
[t] ov^ 'A6rjva[
ov KviStov

[crescent]"^
Four other examples on file.
Both fabricant (cf. 140) and eponym have

earlier homonyms, but this appears to be the
'Adrjvaio's several of whose types are dated by
eponyms whose names are known only in the
period of duoviri.

The top of a jar with the stamped portions
of both handles preserved (Delos, TD 1055)
established 'A^ardSwpos and ^A7roAAa»vtos as duo
viri with this eponym. The pair is known only
in that type (of which other examples exist).
It seems possible that the better known and
otherwise unattached pair 'AyaOohMpoi-'AwoK-
Awvtos represents a replacement of one member
within a tenn (if it does not merely indicate a
spelling mistake by the graver of the type of
TD 1055, etc.). In that case the type of this
latter pair with emblem of Isis' (see
LXXVT, 1952, pi. 20, 11) may possibly be the

companion type of 153, since we know of
another pair of supplementary types having a
crescent in one, and the Isis emblem in the
other (types of the later 'AyaOivo^,' term of
'Ayias).

154. (AH 234). AlaxvXtvos, term of 'AvSpo-
/levTys. PI. 68 (stamp at a little less than
actual size).

'Ejrt 'Ay
Spopive
vs AictkdAi (sic)
vov"'

Two examples on file from the Agora, many
from Delos. The probable companion type (SS
6082! etc.) has a device like a fillet with hang
ing ends; examples of this latter include SS
8094 and 8114 from the deposit described by
A. W. Parsons, Hesperia, XH, 1943, pp. 240-
241 (debris in Klepsydra from the period of the
destruction of Athens by Sulla).

155. (AH 192). 'AvTiyovo^, (term of KAed-
xoAis)' (?) PI- 68.

['AvTcydi'] ov
[Kvt'Stoi-] cacluceus"

Ten other examples on file of probably the
same type; the reading of 155 is not absolutely
certain.

155 and 156 which were found together are
closely similar in shape, clay, and general ap
pearance, so that it is possible they come from
the same jar. If so, the duoviri were not named
on the jar; see above, p. 090; /Sd

'Avrlyovo's is known on Knidian stamps only
at about this period and in this capacity.

156. (All 191). ('Avriyova's ?), term of KAeil-
ttoAis. Pis. 68 and 59, b (side). Found
with 155.

j'Eirt 8a/iio [p-yoil]
KAeD;rdA[iosP

Eight other examples on file, including SS
8122"from the Klepsydra deposit mentioned
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under 154. See on 155. For an earlier homo

nym, see 136.

157. (AH 212). 'Ap-)^ay6pa<;, term of IIoAtTa?.

'Eirt IIoAt

Ta' 'Ap^a

y[6pa Kvt]
Siov

/

Published examples: Grace, 174; and Henn.,
58, 20, from Kerch. Many others on file. Note
that 158 has the companion type: the com
bination has been confirmed by a handle at the
National Museum, Athens, on which the two
types have been accidentally superimposed one
on the other. ^

For other types of 'Aj^xa-yopa';, see Grace, 170-
173'; and 184^ and 223" are probably his diioviri
stamps in the terms respectively of 'AAe&i'Spo?'
and Atovwio^t He is known with altogether
eight eponyms, all of this period. The name
does not appear otherwise on Knidian stamps.

158. (AH 92). ('Ap^aydpa?, term of IIoAtTa?),
duoviri stamp. PI. 68.

[•I] damv'
KdAAiTT

TTO?"

Many other examples on file.

See on 157.

159. (AH 174). Fopyta?, term of Aapd/cptro?.

['Etti AapoKptTO11)] Fopyt'la Kv'[i8ia]
club

The legend runs continuously along three
edges of the stamp, around the device.

Note the plural ethnic; cf. 143.
Nine other examples are on file. A possible

companion type has been identified, noAir?;?-
KpaTT/s," without device, with closely similar
lettering (small irregular letters with marked
apices).

Fopyias is known with four other eponyms,
AaiSaAos' (cf. 175, 179), noAtTa?*^ (cf. 157),
IIoAi'ttjs (cf. 180), and ^TparoKXrjd (cf. 161).
He uses the club on one or other, or both, of

each of his pairs of companion stamps. The
name does not appear otherwise on Knidian
stamps.

160. (AH 182). (Atovdo-ios, term of "I'jrTrap-
xos o Aiovvaiov), diioviri stamp.

KpaTepo[9]' [kull's
NiKacri'/3 [od] head,
•Ao[s]- facing]

Five other examples are on file.
What is in all probability the companion type

(SS 3315," etc., eight examples on file) reads

'Etti *l7J^ap^ou
^10VV(TL0V Kvt

8tov Atovro"t05

The same eponym is named on Grace, 132
(which, though endorsed by a different fabri-
cant, is remarkably similar to 160 and its com
panion type). "linra.pxod^ seems to be a name,
not a title, with a patronymic Aiowcrwv some
times added. Among identified pairs of types
of eight fabricants in the term of "l-n-Trapxos, the
patronymic (?) is named by three fabricants
(Aiordtnos, 'Ettk/xiv);?'', and Aewv) and omitted by
the others, while the accompanying duoviri
remain the same pair. The eponym is therefore
evidently the same person, whether or not
Aiovvmov is added. But the article tou, usual
with the rare Knidian patronymics (cf. 177), is
not known on these types. So the possibility
remains that among the many Knidian func
tionaries named Aiouvaiog, one was called " the
cavalry officer " for easy identification, in which
case the name itself might sometimes have been
omitted. The name or title *'l7nrapxo? is not
known on stamps apart from the types here dis
cussed.

The term is one of the earliest of the duoviri
period, as is clear from the fabricants' names,
nearly all of which carry over from the pre
ceding period, and as is somewhat confirmed by
the context of SS 6610,' found in the same pre-
Sulla deposit as SS 6603 (see under 143).

161. (AH 224).
PI. 68.

AtovrVios, term of iSrpaTOKA^s.
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'Etti Srpa
TOJcXeOs''

Aiowalov^

Four other examples on file. The companion
type has not been identified.

162. (AH 250). Atoi/ucrto9 (perhaps not a
fabricant).

[ ]
[ ]Aioni[cr]
lov Kvi'Sto [v]

The appearance of the handle suggests a date
with this group. The name is that of at least
three fabricants, three eponjuns, and a duovif,
on Knidian stamps, in addition to the patrony
mic referred to under 160.

163. (AH 221). (Eic^poawosJ term of Aajno-
KpiToi) ? diioviri stamp. PI. 68.

Ho [Ait7;s]
Kpd '

Published example: R. Scranton, Hesperia,
VII, 1938, p. 535, e, fig. 6. Six or seven others
on file.

The suggested companion type (SS 940^ etc.,
six examples on file) reads:

'Etti AafioKpl^rov)
'Eixppocrv anchor^ point left
vov KviSc(oy)

164. (AH 228). Mapwv, term of 'ApKrro^rJST^?,
with duoviri EvKpaTt]'; and IXoXvp^ap/iO'!.

['Aptoro/i^Sei;?]'
' [MdJpojv KviSiov

[E] VKpaTT}^"
[Tlo]\vxapixo'i amphora

Published example: Grace, 130 (dated too
early). Many others on file, including SS 8119
and 8198 from the Klepsydra deposit (see under
154).

The omission of the preposition at this period
is remarkable. -

Tire fabricant is to be distinguished from
Mdpo}(v) of an earlier period, whose handles are

found in the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa. (A published example of the stamps of
tills earlier Mu/dm(i') is Kent, no. 3, the photo
graph of which shows clearly the early shape of
the handle.)

165. (AH 37). Duoviri stamp, 'Aya^dSwpos-
'AttoAAmvios. PI. 68.

'AyaOoB [cop]
os' 'A7roAA[co]
vtos herm'

Five other examples on file.
For a published stamp naming this pair, see

LXXVI, 1952, pi. 20, 11. For the sug
gestion that their eponym was perhaps 'Epp.6-

see under 153.

Knidian with Non-circular Stamps: 4.
First Century b.c. : 166-169

On E^»«€ries', see p.-OOO. /s-i

166. (AH 238). nToA6p.(ato5) and Ntxayd-
(pas). PI. 69, a.

IIt [oAep(]
Nc/cay [o(^]
KvtSt(oi')

The handle has a buff surfacing on top, and
a somewhat Rhodian angle.

Two other examples are on file, plus a third
from a different die with perhaps the same
reading. None from Delos.

167. (AH 226). 'A{r(oK(a?), Eu<^pa(, and
'EX7rcdTj(. PI. 69, a.

•Ao'<o[K(a?) ] [anchor,"
Ev(f>pa( point up]

[•ElA^[c^^(]
(retr.)

Fourteen other examples on file, none from
Delos. I add a composite drawing (Fig. 8).
The liandies are of late appearance, several
resembling 166.

The tentative restoration of the first line gives
die name of the Mauryan emperor Asoka of the
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third century B.C., who sent missions to several
Hellenistic kings, and possibly had namesakes
with descendants in the Aegean world. Cf.
Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. A^H, 1928,
pp. 204-205 (W. W. Tarn).

Fig. 8. Composite Drawing to indicate
Restoration of 167.

168. (AH 27). 'OraCTi( and 'A0rjvat(os). PI.
69, a.

'0[va((n] (inv., retr.)
ear of

grain
'A0[7yvat(]

Nine other examples on file.

This handle belongs to the group of Grace,
191-194', and corresponds in fabric to the de
scription of 191, except that it is (burnt?) black.
The restoration of 'Ovacrt( in 168 is chiefly de
rived from Kerameikos no. 246 (from tlie
German excavations), a type with the same
device as 168 but from a different die, where
so much of the name is quite clear. The asso
ciation of eponym stamps like 193 and 194 with
these fabricant stamps is confirmed by a handle
(SS 4700) on which a supplementary pair of
stamps has been impressed, one of a type close
to 191, the other naming the eponym 'kva^av-
8pt8as'ina stamp like 193-194 (without ethnic).
The following other eponyms are known in
similar stamps; 'A^rtVaTpos, 'AwoX.X.wvlo';, "Apev^,
'ApKjTotroXts (Grace, 193), 'A^atO'C, Aa/xoKpiTos(
Ai6S<opo<s; ApaKOVTop.ivri';, ''EwiKparrj^ (not quite
characteristic), Er/8ovXos (Grace, 194), Efj</>pa-
ydpas, Euc^partop, QevSap.O';) KdAAtirTros, KAerTrei^Tjs,"
IlroAepaZos', $iAo/i?5 (8r;9 J 4>tAo(T0cv?js.' There are
many different fabricant types, either with ab
breviations of the two names, or with 'A6r)vaw;

alone. The most common of these types is that
of 191 : 24 examples, with slight variations in
the die.

There is no earlier context for any of the
series than various " late Hellenistic to early
Roman" fillings. The single handle naming
'AxaL6^^ and one of those naming Aapid/cptro? were
found in Corinth, and it seems just possible
that they are as late as the colony. The series
is almost totally absent from Delos, destroyed in
88 B.C., cf. B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp. 521-522.

169, (AH 156). Actos. PI. 69, a.

Aelov

Published example: Grace, 261 (incomplete
impression). Of 33 other examples on file, 3
are from Delos (TD 2977, 2978, 3269); SS
11033 and 11034 are from an early Roman
filling east of Room 17 of the Stoa of Attalos,
datable probably between the periods of Sulla
and Augustus; and Kerameikos VG 395 (from
the German excavations) is the neck of a jar
with both handles complete, both having im
pressions of the stamp, see PI. 71, b.

Jars having this stamp belong to a group
apparently somewhat later than those with
stamps like 166-168. The stamps of this group
are mostly brief abbreviations or rather crude
devices, or a combination of both, without the
ethnic; cf. Grace, 26(3-265,28(3-282; andB.C.H.,
LXXVI, 1952, pi. XX, 12 (and see text, pp. .
521, 535) ; quite a number are in the collection
of Mr. Loukas Benachi in Alexandria. The

handles are roughly made, similar in shape to
those of the 'Afi'̂ vaios' group (168) but larger,
of coarse red clay; the pointed bases of the jars
when preserved (and as represented in stamps
where the Knidian amphora is used as a device)
continue to have the characteristic Knidian ring
near the tip.

Deposits at the Agora suggest that the group
dates before the end of the first century b.c.,
and that by the next century, Knidian jars were
no longer being stamped.
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Knidian-WITH Circular Stamps: Miscel

laneous Types: 170-176

170. (AH 165). PL 69, b.

'EH KX[

The handle is broad and descends from the

attachment.

The stamp has been identified with only one
other on file, SS 8645, but there are a number
of rather similar stamps without device on early
Knidian handles, among which should probably
be included Herin., pi. XVI, 73 (drawing of
stamp). Compare the early circular stamps
with monogram in the center, like Grace, 199
(the restoration to be discarded), from Thomp
son's Hellenistic Croup C {Hesperia, HI, 1934,
p. 347). Seven of these monogram stamps have
already been found in the construction filling of
the Middle Stoa.

Early second century b.c.

171. (AH 162). 'TSp/ioyivr]';, term of KaAAiSa-
/ias. PI. 69, b.

'EH K] a [AAiS] d/m *Ep/ioye [v(ev5)
Kvt amphora 8t(ov)

Cf. also 172. Many other examples on file,
including SS 2170'and 225L'from Thompson's
Hellenistic Croup E, for which see under 145;
SS 2170 is the neck of a jar with both handles
complete, both having impressions of the same
stamp, see PI. 71, b. On the ei)on}'m, see further
under 142.

Shortly after the middle of the second century
B.C.

172. (AH 178). 'Ep/ioyeVy?, term of KaAAiSd-
pas. PI. 69, b.

'EH Ka[AAt8dpa] 'Eppoy [A(eiis) ]
Kvt amphora'' 8((ov)

See on 171. Note the small size of these two
handles, which in this case apparently does not
indicate a fractional jar, since the handles of
SS 2170 are at least as thin and narrow, and
the neck is from a full-sized jar j cf. PI. 600.

173. (AH 93). (Kwpos) ?, term of Tifutm-
Kpd.Trj';. PI. 70.

'EH TipaciKpaTEVs^ K[w]8i(oi')
forepart of lion

Two other examples on file (Delos, TD 3879,
4074).

This is evidently the companion type of
the closely similar stamps reading Kwpou in
a framed circle round the same device (SS
3467, etc., of which seven examples are known).
AapoKpart)^ 6 'Apto-TOKAtfis (see 177) is combined
with the eponym AiokXt}/ in a similar though
readily distinguishable pair of framed circular
stamps with forepart of lion; in this case the
pair is unquestionable, since it has been found
on two joined handles (SS 7444, the neck of a
jar). Association of KvVpos''with AapLOKpaTrji 6
'ApurTOKAeOi;) also with Aapoxpurr;?' his successor
(?), is further suggested by the fact that the
same secondary'stamps have been found on the
handles of both. (These are small squarish
stamps, impressed usually on the side of the
handle, near where it attached to the neck. On
Knidian handles they are uncommon, clearly
taken over from the Rhodian, and mostly con
tain a single letter.)

On TipaaiKparrj^, see under 143.
Last quarter of the second century B.C.

174. (AH^161). (Kmposi term of 'Aptcrro-
, diioviri stamp. PI. 70.

'A[v8]p<Sv EiiKpaT[£ii]s n9[Ai)x]app.
ov (retr.)

forepart of lion

Eleven other examples on file.
An example of the presumed companion type

has been published: Grace, 219, for which (see
especially p. 242) too late a date is there sug
gested. Ten others are on file.

For eponym and duoviri, cf. 164.

175. (AH 160). Kwpos, term of Aat'SaAos.
PI. 70.

'EH [A]at8aAoi) Kvt8iov KvTrpoH
T/jfc, forepart of lion
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Some sixty examples are on file, with slight
variations in the die. The ditoviri were ap
parently not named either on these jars or on
those represented by 176; no type is available,
and the large number of examples suggests that

jboth handles of the jars had the same stamps.
Cf. on 155, and above, p.-60r

176. (AH 43). 'ETTtyoi'Os, term of Aayud/cptTos.
PI. 70.

y

['Eirt h.ajXOKplTov 'ETrtydvov]
forepart of lion

Some eighty-five examples are on file, mostly
from Athens and Delos, but one is from Alex
andria ('Benachi collection) and one from Troy.
SS 3195, 4924, 4986) 6613', and 6806 come from
cistern deposits of the late second—early first
centuries B.C.

Of these, SS 6613 is a jar of which both
handles have been impressed with the same
stamp. Although this has been known to hap
pen by what was evidently a mistake, it is prob
able that the duoviri were not named on jars
stamped with this type; see on 175.

For the eponym, cf. 159 and 163.

Knidian with Circular Stamps: Types
WITH Facing Bull's Head: 177-188.

177. (AH 136). Aa/xo/cpdrijs d 'AptcrToKAeC?
(term of WeveKparrj's).

[Aa/io/cpdreus toC 'ApiCTToxAeC?]
bull's head '

On the much-worn surface, no letters are
visible, but the device is close to that of 178,
and the stamp is probably an example either of
that type or of the fabricant type of the same
year, being then in either case a stamp of
AapOKparrji 6 'Apto-roKAefls, term of MeveKpdrr]';.
(According to firing, etc., 177 and 178 seem
not to come actually from the same jar.)

Some hundred and fifty examples are on file
on which, with this device, the above legend
can be read, or a type of this fabricant can be
identified although nothing is legible. The types

vary (cf. Grace, 204-206, but there are greater
variations), and are to be sorted out to match
the various eponym types of this fabricant of
which a dozen different ones are now known:
for a fresh example, naming the eponym KaA-
A(S«'/ia9, see LXXVI, 1952, pi. XX, 8.

The fabricant was active in the third quarter
of the second century, but just what time his
career covered is not yet clear. Two or three
handles of his have been found in Corinth,
where they may be stray arrivals after 146,
since as yet none have been found in certainly
pre-midcentury deposits elsewhere. Thomp
son's Plellenistic Group E (cf. under 145)
included two of his handles: SS 2159"'and 2250.'
Two of his jars, SS 6601 and 6609," of theyears
respectively of and KaAAtSd/ia? (?),
were found in the same pre-Sulla deposit as
SS 6603 (see under 143). Either he or a suc
cessor AapoKpartj^" continued to endorse stamps
during the earlier partof the duoviri period, cf.
179-181, and Grace, 202''(misread in the text:
it is of AapoKpaTr)<; ill the year of Aa/ioKptros)';
transitional types make the association clear.
The sequence will be cleared up not only by
further study of the eponyms named on this
series, but also by examination of the types of
this fabricant, from which something like a die
sequence can be established: I note at least one
eponym type which comes from an altered die
(term of Atovijo-ios). The forepart-of-lion stamps
will also have to be taken into account since they
are associated with the bull's head stamps by
the secondary'stamps which appear with both
(see under 173).

178. (AH 131). {AapoKpaTrps 6 'Apicrro/cAeCs),
term of MeveK/jctTTjs. PI. 70.

Etti] KvtStov
bull's head '

Some fifty examples are on file; there is
variation in the die.

See on 177. In the pre-Sulla deposit from
winch came SS 6601, the jar dated by this
eponym, were two more handles similarlv dated
SS 4847 and 4899.
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179. (AH 163). (^AafioKpaTH]';, term of AaiSaAos)
duoviri stamp. PL 70.

bull's head '
['EpaTi'8]a9 'Apt{r[TaLv]o^ vac.

The narrowness of the nose of the bull's head

seems to be the effect of a twist in setting the
die; it is characteristic of this type, but ex
amples exist in which the nose is of quite
normal width, and the ears distinct (though
small).

About forty examples are on file, of which
SS 7376, the neck of a jar, comes from a cistern
deposit containing refuse from the destruction
by Sulla.

Part of the second stamp on SS 7376 is pre
served, and establishes the companion type,
which reads AapoKparev^ KvlSlov 'AvSp&v, the
tops of the letters turned similarly inward
toward a similar bull's head. The title has been

put in what must be the wrong stamp of the
pair, and the eponym, AatSaAos, is not named
on either. Of this type, only about twenty ex
amples are on file, and it seems possible that
the fabricant type was redone, without the title.
In fact, such a type of AapoKparq^ does exist
(Kerameikos 170, etc.) in twenty examples.

For the (implied) eponym, see also 175, and
under 159.

180. (AH 175). AapoKparrj^, term of IIoAtTTjs.
PI. 70.

'Eirt IIoAtTcii? Aa/iO/cpuTews Ki't(Sio)') vac.
bull's head with neck"

Seventeen examples on file in addition to 180
and 181, including SS 8167 from the Klepsydra
deposit (see under 154).

A companion type has been identified which
has the names and title (dySpaiv) of the proper
duoviri and a closely similar device (SS 644,
etc., thirty examples).

See B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pi. XX, 9. for a
good example of a different type dated by this
eponym, the names of the duoviri being included
in the same stamp.

In the Classical Journal, XLII, 1947, p. 452,

fig. 10, is illustrated another type of Aa/xofcpaTjjs
(SS 8165, term of noAtra?; with forepart of
lion: this handle also from the Klepsydra de
posit).

181. (AH 253). Like 180. PI. 70.

'EttI noAt]T£i)s Aa/iOKpaT£ws [lCn(8ioi') Vac.
bull's head with neck*'

See on 180.

182. (AH 248). Atoo-)covpt8as, term of 'Ayias.
PL 71.

'Etti 'A[-yta AiOdKovplBa K.]vlSiov
bull's head

Published examples : Grace, 214; and pp. 300
and 303, no. 8, where the companion type has
accidently been superimposed (cf. under 157
for another such accident). About sixty-five
others are on file, including SS 7445)' a neck
with both stamps preserved, from a cistern
deposit containing refuse from the destruction
by Sulla.

The combination of companion types is fur
ther established by three more fragments on
which both supplementary stamps are pre
served, but no whole jar of Aioa-KovplSa^ is
known to me, dated in this or in any other term.

For a published example of another type of
AiocTKovplSa's, apart from 183-187, see B.C.H.,
I.XX\T, 1952, pi. XX, 10, and text p. 520 on
Atoo-/toiipt8as at Delos.

183. (AH 38). AL0<TK0vplha%, term of 'Aplarai-
vos. PL 71.

'Etti 'A]p;.frTaii/£v(s?) A[toCTKOvpi]8a Kvt8[iov
bull's head"

Sixteen other examples on file, including SS
4072 b from a cistern deposit containing Sulla-
destruction filling; an example was also found
in Corinth (C 36-99), on which see p..00 note
19.

Of the companion type, including SS 4072 a,
sixteen examples also.

On the fabricant, see 182.

f

/
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184. (AH 235). AtoaKovptSa*;, term of "EpjU-wr.
PL 71.

'Ep/icor[o] Ato [c/co (ii)pt] Sa

•[.r"
bull's head

About thirty examples on file of this type;
there is another variation (in about thirty-five
examples) with almost the same reading. Of
both types, from Sulla-destruction deposits are
SS 4070", 5133, 6808", and probably others.

For the companion types, see 185.
For the fabricant, see 182.

185. (AH 39). (AtocTKouptSas, term of "Eppcui')
duoviri stamp. PI. 71.

'ApiCT[to/JovAos M]cAa [vTas]
bull's head

About seventy examples on file (with vary
ing dies), including SS 2183) 6795' and 6808'
from Sulla-destruction deposits. SS 6808, listed
also under 184, is the neck of a jar with both
stamped handles preserved.

184 and 185 are supplementary in content,
but they are not from the same jar, and prob
ably not exactly companion types; the type of
the fabricant stamp on SS 6808 is the other
variation mentioned under 184.

186. (AH 164). AtotTKoiiptSas, term of Efi-
<^paydpa9.

bull's head with neck '
Etti Ew0pa[ydpa AiOCTKOvptSa? 7'i7C.]

Published example: Grace. 210 (the reading
is not there made). About twenty-five others
on file. As in the year of "Eppa^P (184-185),

there are two sets of fabricant and duoviri types
of ^LocTKovplSa^ also in the year of Efi^paydpas.

For the fabricant, see 182.

187. (AH 213). (Atoo-KovptSas, term of liim-
I'os)' duoviri stamp. PI. 71.

'AvSpwv Kapi/j^^aSas Eii^oiiAjos (fc)
filleted bull's head'

Published examples: Grace, 211-212; A.
Thumb, Alh. Miit.. XVI, 1891, p. 181, n (from
Arkesine, Amorgos). The die varies: the eta in
the first name in 187 has been corrected to epsi-
Ion in the die illustrated by Grace, 211. About
forty-five other examples on file, including SS
3976 from a cistern filling which contained re
fuse from the destruction by Sulla,

The companion type is published in Grace,
213; Two examples (SS 4061) 4063) were
found in the same cistern deposit as SS 3976
bearing the duoviri type, and SS 6799 was
found in another cistern deposit of the same
date.

See Grace, 188 for a different type dated by
this eponym (not there read), the names of the
duoviri being included in the same stamp.

188. (AH 217). (Xpilo-tTTTTos ? term of 'Apiu-
TOKpdrrjs) diioviri stamp. PI. 71.

'Ai'Spiojv ['lacrwv
bull's head

Two other examples on file; Delos, TD 630,
2331.

(If the tentatively attributed companion type
(TD 2910, etc.) there are three from Delos and
one from the Agora.

D. PONTIC

^ Stamped handles of this class are uncommon in Greece, the percentage at the Pnvx
being unusually high. In the Black Sea area they are found in quantity, and the best
reterence books (see BibliograpJiy) are In- Rus.-ians: Pridik's fine illustrated repertory
mHerm., as useful here as for the Thasian, and Grakov's analysis which includes the
most extensive and detailed chronological study that has yet been published of any
class of stamps. Grakov's dates have been quoted here in text and Plate; as has been
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noted under 194, some revision may possibly be indicated. The Pnyx 189-196 all
come from tbe series, attributed to Sinope, that is covered by his book; some other
Pontic series have been identified, cf. LXXVI, 1952, p. 539, references under
no. 39 where the name of the Russian scholar is to be corrected to Akhmerov.

Note that patronymics are frequently used in stamps of this class, mostly for
further identification of the eponym, who is usually given the title aa-Twofiog; cf. 191-
195, The device is an additional identification of the same person, since in these stamps
it is constant with the eponym's name, not, as in Rhodian and Knidian stamps, with
the fabricant's; compare the usage on early Thasian stamps, see above, p. 000.

My earlier description of the clay, Grace, p. 205, omits what has turned out to be
the most noticeable feature: a liberal peppering of dark bits.

189. (AH 91). Fragment of neck and rim of
jar. Pis. 72 and 59, b.

'EH Atovvf eagle ^with
Aojpofti)' dolphin'

Grakov's Group I, dated from the late fourth
century to 270 B.C. See Grakov, p. 112 for the
date of the group, p. 114 for the eponym Aio-
vvcno's I, who appears regularly without the
title, and p. 117 for the fabricant, who had ap
parently not been known in this combination.

The device, the coin type of .Sinope, is that
common to the whole of Grakov's Group I.

190. (AH 35).
eagle"

[number of lines uncertain] with
dolphin'

The part of the handle that had the lettered
portion of the stamp has gone, leaving only the
right end with the device.

Published in Hcsperia, Suppl. VHI, p. 188,
pi. 20, 13 (at a little over actual size).

Grakov's Group I; see under 189.

191. (AH 62). PI. 72.

['AcTwd/xoi'l , V
['Iff] TLaiOV"
[KaA]Ato-0£i'Oi!^

Rim preserved, a plain roll.
Grakov's Group HI, co. 220-183 e.g. See his

p. 132 for the date of the group, p. 133 for the
eponym and the accompanying device, and p.
135 for the fabricant.

amphora
(vertical)

192. (AH 169). PI. 72.

TIv6o)(P')J(JTOV *'
Tov 'AttoWoiviSov ^

[ ]
Grakov's Group V, ca. 150-122 e.g. See his

p. 143 for the date of the group, and p. 144 for
the eponym and his accompanying device, an
akrostolioin This is not the same type as that
published LXXVI, 1952, pi. XXVI,
42.

193. (AH 72). PI. 72.

'Aa-Tvv[6fj.ov] '
'I^io? [cluster]
T[oC ZoiTTVpOV ^

[KA£ai'i'£ro9 ?]

Grakov lists the eponym, p. 153, as Group V
or \'I, i.e. ca. 150-70 e.g. For the tentative

restoration of the fabricant, see Herm., 72, 219-
220.

194. (AH 73). PI. 72.

['Aarri'd/iov]
"lK£<n'[o7j to5]
'AvT\nrdTpov]"
'EAA[a ]

Grakov's Group VI, 121-70 e.g. See his p.
148 for the date of the group, and p. 149 for
the e]3onym and his accompanying device, an
itin'phallic herm.' The fabricant has not been
identified.
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Another example of this type is SS 12484,
from an apparently undisturbedpart of the con
struction filling of the Middle Stoa, a context
which suggests a date in the first half, perhaps
first quarter, of the second century B.C. Some
reconsideration of parts of Grakov's chronology
is possibly indicated.

195. (AH 71). PI. 72.

'A(TTt)yO/lM> [d]

Jlpok6\ov tot)
Me[tVov ]

[tripod]

[ ]

Grakov's Group VI, see under 194. See his
p. 150 for the eponym.

196. (AH 203). PI. 72.

Unrestored, with draped figure as device.

E. CHIAN, AND LAGYNOS HANDLES

For notes on Hellenistic Chian wine amphoras and lagyiloi, see LXXVI,
1952, p. 519 and pi. XXV, nos. 37 and 38, with text p. 539; on fifth century Chian
and on the series as a whole, see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 104-105, under no. 152,
with references to earlier publications. Much material has been gathered toward a
special study of the series. In the meanwhile, it may be remarked that the names
'Ry-qo-ia^, TKeVtos and ^iXia-Trj^all appear in Chian inscriptions, according to references
kindly sent to me by Mr. George Forrest of Wadham College, Oxford; and the first
and third at least are known also on Chian coins. Note also in the commentary below
that parallels for 197 and 198 were found in 1952 in the British excavations in Chios.
Citation of these latter is by courtesy of Mr. John Cook, Director of^British School
in Athens, and Mr. John Anderson of the University of Otago, New Zealand. A
report by Mr. Anderson on these excavations is in press, shortly to appear in B.S.A.

The lagynos illustrated in Plate 73 (SS 10259, H. 0.29 m., diam. 0.25 m.,
capacity as measured with ground coffee, 4080 cc.) was found in the " Komos Cis
tern," on which cf. Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 118, and AJ.A., LIV, 1950, pp. 376 ff.;
from the same deposit is SS 9989,' mentioned below as a parallel for 197. On the
handleof the lagynos is a stamp reading Mo<rxiwv, a namewhich also appears on Chian
inscriptions and coins, and on a lagynos handle found in the British excavations in
Chios.

197. (AH 98). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.029 m.
Pis. 73 and 80 (side).

'Hyiyo-iou'

Fine red clay, buff surface, fine particles of

mica.

Of twenty-four examples on file, SS 9989

comes from a cistern deposit of the third cen

tury B.C. An example has been found in the
British excavations in Chios, 1952.

198. (AH 46). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.035 m. PI.
73.

TKe(7tov

Clay like that of 197.
Published i»jSrace, 240-241.
Of fifty-six examples on file, SS 7912 and SS

8048 were found in cistern deposits of the third
century B.C., and three were found in the British
excavations in Chios, in a deposit of the middle
to third quarter of the third century.

>1'
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199-. (AH 181). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.032 m.
Pis. 73 and 80 (side).

[$]i^crTws

Fine light red clay, fine particles of mica,
smeary gray surface.

Five other examples on file, of which SS 1467
is from the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa.

200. (AH 150). Lagynos handle. W. 0.032
m.; T. 0.016 m. PI. 73 (stamp at a little
less than actual size).

'AptO-ToS^/HOU '

Fine red clay, fine particles of mica.

201. (AH 128). Lagynos handle. W. 0.029
m. ; T. 0.016 m. PI. 73.

Kpo('

Fine red clay, fine particles of mica; buff sur
face on top of handle.

The name seems to be Kpono^, which appears
in various abbreviations and sometimes in full

(cf. Grace, 248) on lagynos handles and on at
least one handle (Delos, TD 3619) of the type
of 197-199. SS 11070, like 201 but retrograde,
comes from tbe construction filling of the Stoa
of Attalos, and examples of two variations have
been found in Corinth.

On the name, see C. E, Holm, Griechisch-
Agyptische Namenstudien, Uppsala, 1936, pp.
33 ff. It appears in Egypt from the second cen
tury B.C. onward.

202. (AH 154). Lagynos handle. W. 0.026
m.;T. 0.015 m. PI. 73.

Fine red clay, fine particles of mica, buff
surfacing.

Another example from the Agora.

203. (AH 129). Lagynos handle. W. 0.031
m.; T. 0.012 m. PI. 73.

Fine buff clay, few fine particles of mica. The
handle is stamped on its lower attachment. It is
distinctly ribbed on the outside.

Three other examples on file, of which SS

4288 comes from a cistern deposit of the middle
half of the third century B.C.

Although probably the commonest stamped

lagynos was Chian, their fabric indicates that

not all were. The clay of 203 suggests an

association rather with 204, and it may be re

marked that many handles of the class of 204

are stamped on the lower attachment.

F. CORCYREAN (?)

For a note on this series, see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 108-109, under no. 166.
Characteristic features of the fourth century jar of this class are shown (PI. 74)
by SS 10048, from a late fourth—early third century b.c. deposit (preserved ht.
0.213 m.; on one handle a circular stamp with an alphafin relief). Note the distinct
articulation of neck from body, and the way the rim lies out on the handles.

204. (AH 219). W. 0.044m.; T. 0.029m.
PI. 74.

Kv " ?

Fine buff clay, gray core. The rim apparently
lay close over the handle, since the gray core
shows on top in one place.
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G. PARIAN

I illustrate the shape with the neck of a jar from Corinth (C 34-1641), the
largest fragment of a stamped Parian jar that I have seen. Its stamp has the ethnic
only, written with omega. See Hcspcria, Suppl. VIII, p. 187, no. 7, for a description
of this object: ibid., pi. 20, 7, for a photograph of the stamp; and Plate 74 here for a
side view of the neck.

205. (AH 87). W. 0.035 m.; T. 0.021m.;
Ht. of the handle ca. 0.15 m. Pis. 74 and

59, h (side).

Hapioi' ^>p( (retr.)

Fine micaceous light red clay, buff surface.

A spread toward the lower attachment shows
at the break, indicating a slightly shorter neck
and handle than on the Corinth fragment.

Another example of the stamp type, SS
10263, comes from the " Komos Cistern," for
which see above, p. y—. 74 C

H. PARMENISKOS GROUP

This group is apparently pre-Hellenistic in its beginnings, but context suggests
that most of the stamped handles are of the early third to early second centuries B.C.
Most of the stamps have single names, nearly always broken into two lines; a few have,
instead, a monogram. The handles are of micaceous russet clay, sometimes with an
irregular brownish gray core; tliey are rather broad, with a short upper part that
spreads to the attachment and has little arch. They have a characteristic rim with

, sharpouter edge, preserved on 208, and fairly visible in the profile view of this handle
Ion Plate 59rb. The neck SS 3791 illustrated with 206-208, from an early third cen-
( tury deposit, has a characteristic stamp reading '%ot)Kpd/rov. The fragmentary jar

P 8422 (preserved ht. 0.54 m.) from another early third century deposit has no stamp
preserved, but has the characteristic rim, and a white paint band around its neck
resembles one faintly visible (not in the photograph) on SS 3791. About 85 handles
are on file; these come from Athens, and Delos, and one or two each from Corinth,
Thasos, Philippi, Pergamon, Troy, and the Black Sea area. I add a list ofnames, and
hope the provenance may be solved:

*AfX€Lv6vLK0^ (206)
*ApL(TT6BlK0<;

'ApLaT0<j)dv7] '̂
VXavKO'i^

ArjixOTL/xo's •
Efi/3oiiAt8ij9*
EuyEt (twi')

'Hyj^crtvo?
"Hpa/cAetSj;?'
©fdSoTOS '

®€dSojp09 '•
VLaX\i/xa)(0'! (207)
M(/ci(oW (208)
NtKta?

Nt/co/cAr/s'
^iKocTTpaToi (Grace, 244)

IIap/i£i/tcrKos (Grace, 245)
noCTEl'SOTTrOS

'PolpCTOi

^0>KpdT7j<!~
^diirarpoi'
Tt/iai'v£TO«
4>ai'dAao9

^oppibiv (Grace, 246)
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206. (AH 245). W. 0.039m.: T. 0.017 m.
Pis. 74 and 59, b (side).

'Ajxeivo

v[l]kov

Micaceous red clay.

Four other examples on file, of which one
(Kerameikos 1) has the whole length of the
handle preserved, the height of the handle
being about 0.21 m.

207. (AH 149). W. 0.041m.; T. 0.018 m.
PI. 74.

KaA.At

fid^ov•

Somewhat micaceous russet clay.

Four other examples on file, of which one is
from Corinth: C 48-8, from South Stoa, Well
XXII, immediate context early second century
B.C. There is slight variation in the die.

208. (AH 244). W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.021m.
Pis. 74 and 80 (side).

MlKt

Micaceous russet clay.
Twelve other examples on file, of which one

was found in Delos (TD 4608), one near Phi-
lippi (see G. Mylonas, IlpaKTiKd, 1938, p. 15;
cf. M. N. Tod. LXII, 1942, p. 54, with
references), one in Thasos, and one in Kerch
{Hcrm., 113, 285) ; the rest in Athens.

I. COAN

For note.s on the fabric and development of thi.s class of jar, see Hesperia, Suppl.
VIII, pp. 181 (withnote 27). 186 (no. 8).and 189. A jar (SS 8214) is illustrated ibid.
pi. 19, 8, its stamp pi. 20. 10. Corrigenda: the deposit, cf. p. 186, is now dated in the
first half of the second century inc.; and the stamp, cf. p. 188, is now read ['A]crKX7j(,
retrograde, hcknv a club. Tbe identification of this class was made by A. Maiuri,

I Noilva Sillogc Epigrafica di Rodi cCos, Firenze, 1925, pp. 245-249, where on p. 246
A,another (later) jar of the series is illustrated

209. (AH 205). W. 0.051m.; T. 0.026 m.

Pis. 75 and 59, b (side).

From exploration of City Wall, context to
first century after Christ.

rfatria'

Reddish clay, greenish buff slip.
Other double handles with this stamp or one

closely similar include several in the Renachi
collection, Alexandria, and one in Cos. part of
the original group on which the attribution of
double handles to Cos was based; see A. Maiuri,

•Nuova Silldge Epigraphica di Rodi e Cos,
Firenze, 1925, p. 248, no. 9, where references
are given to Paton and Hicks, Inscriptions of
Cos, for the names.

-Almost exactly the same stamp appears on a
handle of a different kind found in Corinth:
C 37-1195, from the Agora NE, an ordinary
(i.e. not double) broadish handle (W. 0.049
m.; T. 0.03 m.) of clay rather similar to that
of 209. Datable possibly after 44 B.C., when
the colony was founded, but in Paton and Hicks
the name appears only in texts of the third
century B.C.
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J. WITH LATIN STAMP

210. (AH 66). Fragment of rim and neck of
jar, with handle attachment. Ht. of frag
ment, 0.019 m.; ht. of rim 0.045 m.; length
of stamp 0.035 m. (shown at a little under
actual size). Pis. 75 and 80.

210-212 come from isolated pockets of Roman
deposit behind the curved retaining wall of
Period HI of the Assembly Place, the im
mediate context being of the second century
after Christ. See Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 297-
299.

ZIRA

Fine light red clay, reddish buff surface.
I owe the reading and a comment to Mrs.

Elizabeth Lyding Will, who is preparing a
publication ofLatin stamps. She notes that her
restoration of the third letter is based on a
better-preserved example of the same stamp
found in Delos (TD 1937), which is also set
vertically, a very uncommon position. The
shape of the rim has led her to give the frag
ments a tentative date in the first century after
Christ.

K. IMPERIAL GROUP

For handles of this group, various contexts indicate a date in the late first and
early second centuries after Christ. The handles are rather roughly made and small
(W. 0.03-0.036 m.; T. 0.015-0.02 m.; Ht. in position 0.08-0.10 m.), from short-
necked jars with more or less spreading shoulders. Rim and shoulder fragments pre
served on several indicate the jars were of the type of P 11481 (Ht. 0.60 m.; un
stamped) illustrated with 211-213. Of these stamps, most characteristic is 2131 those *
of the group as a whole, that is, are longish with irregular margin, the ground of the
letters not on an even plane, the letters carelessly made, epsilon and sigina regularly
lunate, most of the legends abbreviations, and most retrograde.

There is a marked difference in the color of the clay in different specimens, of.
211 with 213, and there are fragments with rim preserved which show the same
contrast, e.g. SS 11403 and SS 5087." This has suggested a standard jar made in
different states. But I know of none of the stamps found outside Athens, and appar
ently both the red and the buff clay exist in the neighborhood, and are used by modern
potters. (I owe the information-#4 Lucy Talcott.) -H^ris size of P 11481 does indicatehhc
a standard Imperial container: a capacity measurement taken without prejudice gave a
result of 25 liters, which, considering that the jar has been restored with plaster and
had to be measured with wheat, is satisfactorily dose to Hultsch's figure for the
capacity of a quadrantal or Roman amphora.^®

We have at the Agora fifty-six stamped handles of this class, and several more
restored jars like P 11481, the study of which will become more interesting when
Henry S. Robinson has narrowed the dates of the early Roman groups of pottery that
jars of similar shape have been found in Herculaneum and Pompeii, thus confirming

' F. Hultsch, Griechische und Romische Metrologie, Second Edition, Berlin, 1882, p. 126.

/
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the approximate date here pro])osed; c
November 11, 1933, p. 763 (two jars in
photograph on p. 109.

211. (AH 120). W. 0.036 m.; T. 0.018 m.
Pis. 75 and 80 (side). Context, see on
210.

'Aya.66
TToS [os]

Red clay, reddish buff surface.
Two other examples with the same reading,

slight die variation. There are nine examples of
the same name, similarly divided, but in the
nominative, of which SS 11212 comes from con
text of the second to third century after Christ.

For the name, as a name of runners, see L.
Robert, Etudes Anatoliennes, Paris, 1937, p.
143; cf. H. Immerwahr in The Excavations at

Dura-Europos, Ninth Season, Part 1, p. 227,
note 45, on names in -ttov:.

212. (AH 121). W. 0.033 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
75.

f.. for example, lUiistratcd London Neivs,
the rack); and A. Maiuri, Pomp^-ii^, 1943,

V

Context, see on 210.

?

r

The rlw is a loop attached to a loose leg of
the mu.

Red clay, yellowish buff core and surface.

213. (AH 237). . W. 0.032m.; T. 0.02m.
Pis. 75 and 80 (side) (stamp shown at
slightly under actual size).

EuTt)( (retr.)

Buff clay paler on surface than on break.
With the side view of the handle, compare the
handles of P 11481 illustrated beside the stamps
of the Imperial Group. See above, p.-00r C/O

Two other examples on file, with slight vari
ations in the die.

L. BYZANTINE

This handle has been published; see Hes-
peria, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pi. 20, 14, where it is

shown at a little over actual size. I have nothing

to add to the comment, p. 188.

214. (AH 194). W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Pis. 75 and 80 (side) (stamp shown at
slightly under actual size).

] nroAai^toi)[ sic
bust of Byzantine Emperor

M. OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN

L From the Filling of Period III of the
Assembly Place : 215-243

On this deposit, of whicli the date range is
from the late fifth century to about 340 B.C.,
see above, pp;^.

a. Incuse Markings, apparently all made
before firing: 215-220

215. (AH 51). W. 0.05 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI. 76.
Finding place, see heading.

i Incuse circle) as though impressed by a hol
low reed.

6. f UT ( a- ^

Grayish buff clay, micaceous and sandy; red
stain.

Marks of this kind have been found on wine-
jar fragments of the early fifth century; cf.Hes-
peria, XV, 1946, p. 278, pi. XXVIII, no. 29,
and another is the Chian SS 7803 (on the lower
attachment of the handle). But they are not
confined to this period, appearing not only in
later contexts but on handles of late fabric, that
is, on first century B.C. Knidian. 215 may be
compared with SS 10746 and 10747 of generally
similai fabric, from a well deposit of the first
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quarter of tlie fourth century b.c. ; on the fomier
the mark is again on the lower attachment of the
handle. Compare also SS 11341, from the de-
posit^close in date to the filling of Period III
of the Assembly Place, mentioned under 29;
and Olynthus, XIII, pi. 259, 1093.

For a note on small circles, impressed or
painted, on Chian jars of the sixth and fifth cen
turies B.C., see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 105,
under no. 152.

216. (AH 34). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.019 m.;
Pis. 76 and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.
A roughly cut befa (?).
Micaceous buff clay, grayish at core; red

stain. In fabricjincluding what is preserved of
a stubby rim, the handle resembles 230 etc.

217. (AH 67). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI.
76.

Finding place, see heading.
A lambda.

Red clay with light-colored bits and buff
surface.

218. (AH 33). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.024 m. Pis.
76 and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.
A sigma ov possibly a mu.
The rim resembles the Thasian rim, with an

especially large flat top, with slight downward
slope toward the outside. Micaceous reddish
buff clay, gray core.

219. (AH 32). W. 0.056 m.; T. 0.025 m.
Pis. 76 and 80 (side).

Finding-place, see heading.
An alpha'm a circular field.
Rim of Thasian type, with rounded top.

Micaceous reddish buff clay, buff surface.
A similar stamp, but about a quarter again

larger, appears impressed on the neck of SS
8083, an almost fully preserved jar found in a
well deposit of the late fifth century. The jar
is a different type from that of 219; it is prob
ably Chian.

220. (AH 31). W. 0.048 m.; T. 0.026 m. PI.
76.

Finding place, see heading.
A chi or cross in a circular field.

Micaceous sandy reddish buff clay, red stain.
Similar stamps: SS 1797 and 3197; Herm.,

pi. XV, 1; 246 (not illustrated) somewhat
resembles this type.

b. Various Relief Devices on Handles of
Finer Fabric: 221-229

221-223. (AH 48, 47, 155). Average W.
0.045 m.; average T. 0.02 m. Pis. 77 and
80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.
V- „

A youthful male head left, within a spray of
ivy.

Rim similar to Thasian, with flare inside as
well as outside. Micaceous russet buff clay,
gray or grayish at core.

Published example: Herm., pi. XV, 16. Five
others on file in addition to Pnyx items, includ
ing SS 8008s from the same late fifth century
well deposit as provided a parallel for 219.

224. (AH 108). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
77.

Finding place, see heading.

[TeAjea'-
rhytoii with griffin protome [above which,

caduceus]

Highly micaceous russet clay, with traces of
a thin milky surfacing.

Seven examples found in South Russia:
Herm., 116, 383-389, of which one is illustrated
pi. XIV, 19. Four examples from Thasos, of
which a fine sharp one is impressed on a com
pletely preserved handle with the connecting
portion of the neck of the jar.

Pridik publishes another type with the same
name, again with a small caduceus, this time
surrounded by an ivy wreath ; see Herm., pi.
XIV, 15, text p. 116, 390-394.

According to its fabric, 224 might be Tha-
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siait; but the name is apparently not Thasian.
The device appears as a symbol on coins of
Thyrrheium; see British Museum Catalogue,
Corinth, etc., 1889, pi. XXXVIII, 3, 4, where
it is dated 350-250 B.C.; see also Numismatic
Notes and Monographs, No. 53, 1932, pi. XII,
52 (enlarged).

225. (AH 18). W. 0.052m.; T. 0.022m. PI.
77.

Finding place, see heading.
A plumed heron', right.
Micaceous russet clay, red stain.
For similar small square stamps with devices,

cf. Herm., pi. XV, 34-36. It seems possible
they are Thasian, perhaps accompanyingstamps
without device like 1-4; cf. Herm., pi. VI, 22,
and see under 229.

226. (AH 30). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.022 m.;
Ht. of handle ca. 0.14 m. PL 77.

Finding place, see heading.
Gem impression: winged creature with semi-

human head. An enlargement of a differently
lighted photograph is added to aid in the inter
pretation.

Most of the handle is preserved, broadening at
each end toward its attachment. Non-micaceous

buff clay with gray core; pitted, and contains
white bits.

227. (AH 52). W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
77.

Finding place, see heading.
Gem impression: winged' (?) creature or

object. An enlargement of a differently lighted
photograph is added to aid in the interpretation.

The fragment comes from close to the upper
attachment of the handle. Reddish buff clay;
the surface shows some fine particles of mica.

228. (AH 122). W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.022 m.
PI. 77.

Finding place, see heading.
Incuse rectangle, quartered diagonally.
Micaceous light red clay; red stain. Cf. 229.

The stamp may be compared with, e. g., the
reverse type of the coin of Neapolis illustrated
Head-Hill, op. cit., pi. 3, 6.

229. (AH 153). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.022 m.
PI. 77.

Finding place, see heading.
A phiale^ or a thetad
Fabric of the handle exactly like that of 228.

Both much resemble 4, Thasian of the class
without device. For stamps of that class ac
companied by a stamp like 229, see Herm., pi.
VHI, 3 and 4; see also under 225.

A duplicate of 229 is SS 11339, from the
same deposit as SS 11341, mentioned under
215.

c. Simple Devices and Single Letters in Reliej
on Handles of Coarser Fabric: 230-241

230. (AH 124). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Pis. 78 and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.

An ivy leaf in a circular field.

Stubby rim of generally Thasian type. Rather
coarse reddish buff clay, micaceous and sandy.
Fabric, including rim when preserved, is about
the same for 231-241, also for 216.

Similar are 231-232 and Herm., pi. XIV, 21;
also SS 10017.

231-2. (AH 64, 123). W. 0.052m.; T. 0.022,
0.025 m. PI. 78.

Finding place, see heading.

Ivy leaf, as on 230, with slight variation; on
232 the stem is distinct.

Fabric, see 230.

233. (AH 50). W. 0.046 m.; T. 0.027 m. PI.
78.

Finding place, see heading.

Ivy leaf; more full and round than on 230-
232.

Fabric, see 230.
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234-5. (AH 65, 97). W. 0.049 m.; T. 0.023
m. PI. 78.

Finding place, see heading.
Beta'm a circular field.

Fabric, see 230. On 235, a red stain sets off
the letter.

Similar are SS 10841, and Antioch 5605-P
1166.

236-241. (AH 49, 95, 96, 125, 151, 152).
W. ca. 0.049 m.; T. ca. 0.025 m. Pis. 78
and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.
Nti retrograde within circular border.
Fabric, see 230. 240 has a distinct gray core,

241 a noticeable red stain.
Four examples from the Athenian Agora, of

which SS 11351 comes from the same deposit
as SS 11341, mentioned under 215.

d. Abbreviations: 242-243

242. (AH 28). W. 0.055 m.; T. 0.023 m.
Pis. 78 and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.

KA£o( (retr.)

The rim is of greater projection, and the
handle is thinner, than they appear to be in the
side view; the rim resembles fourth-century
Thasian, with a down-slope outwards. Buff
clay, micaceous and sandy; red stains.

243. (AH 29). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.023 m. Pis.
78 and 80 (side).

no( (retr.)

Finding place, see heading.

Rolled rim; fine buff clay, light red at core;
red stain.

II. Miscellaneous : 244-256

244. (AH 256). Stamp on the neck of the jar,
near the rim. Ht. of fragment 0.069 m.
PL 79.

Epsilon in circular frame.

Rim, a slight thickening on the outside.
Rather fine red clay with fine particles of mica.

Mr. Peter Corbett in Hesperia, XVIII, 1949,
pi. 98, no. 108, publishes a similarly placed
round stamp found in a well deposit of the late
fifth century B.C., and on p. 338 refers to two
parallels of the same period. Another is men
tioned under 219. Others have been found in a
deposit of the third quarter; see L. Talcott,
Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 515, on no. 85; the de
vice is a kantharos) see p. 495.

245. (AH 240). W. 0.05 m.; T. 0.027 m. Pis.
79 and 80 (side).

An alpha^ov a monogram; incuse lines.
Stubby rim. Micaceous sandy red clay, buff

surface.

246. (AH 201). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.027 m.
PI. 80 (side).

From the construction debris of the City
Wall of the late fourth century b.c.

Stamp somewhat resembling that of 220.
Stubby rim. Micaceous sandy buff clay.

247. (AH 130). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Pis. 79 and 80 (side).

Monogram alpha pi, incuse lines.
Stubby rim. Sandy buff clay, somewhat

micaceous.

248. (AH 197). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.02 m. \
PI. 79.

Ae incuse in oval field.

Bit of rolled rim preserved. Micaceous light
red clay, yellow-buff surface.

From the same or closely related dies, four
other examples, of which one is from Thasos,
and two come from a group datable probably
before ca. 150 B.C. (SS 9544 and 9548).

249. (AH 190). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.024 m.
PI. 79.

A cluster" of grapes on a twig, in an oval
field; possibly gem impression.

Rather fine-grained, somewhat micaceous
clay, reddish, with gray-buff core.

h
Z\ i 9'- •

3^
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Another example, SS 4814, comes from a de
posit of the fourth century B.C.

250. (AH 216). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.021m.
Pis. 79 and 80 (side).

Ivy leaf,' in circular field.
Micaceous red clay, brownish on surface.

251. (AH 88). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.024 m. Pis.
79 and 80 (side).

Kappa, in a nearly square field.
The handle curves down abruptly after a

short top. Fine red clay, buff surface, very
slightly micaceous.

252. (AH 249). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.024 m.
PI. 79.

H[

Roughly made handle of brick red clay with
white bits.

253. (AH 229). W. 0.045m.; T. 0.023 m.
PI. 79.

['Ap] TEptSwp [ou]

Irregularly ribbed handle; micaceous red
clay, buff core.

Cf. Herm., 110, 196, from Olbia.

254. (AH 176). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.023 m.
PI. 79.

[Aio ] rvcroSoj (^povY

Ribbed handle stamped below the curve;
pinkish buff clay with black bits.

255. (AH 222). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.025m.
Pis. 79 and 80 (side).

Maeus"'

Roughly made handle with abrupt down
curve; coarse red clay with light slip thicker on
top of the handle than below. Resembles some
Knidian of the first century B.C. Marjs is a name
v\-hich appears on Rhodian coins; cf. British
Museum Catalogue, Caria, etc., 1897, p. 255,
no. 268.

256. (AH 193). W. 0.039m.; T. 0.021m.
PI. 79.

.Mva(" (retr.)

Flandle with central rib down inside surface;
rather fine, hard-baked, reddish buff clay, green
ish buff slip. Resembles the Corcyrean (?)
class, except for the hardness.

Unnmnbered. AH 68, 90, and 138 are handles
of unknown origin, of which the stamps are
damaged and have not been read. Of these, a
side view of AH 68 is included in Plate 80.

The dimensions of this handle are: W. 0.054

m.; T. 0.033 m.; it is of light red clay and
cream slip.
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op. cit., p. 1479, note 68, with further references; there has been much corroborative evidence on
the chronology of the stamps. See commentary on 102-105, 110, 118.

Skorpil 1904: L. Skorpil, " Inscriptions ceramiques acquises pour le musee de Kertsch en 1901
et 1902," Bulletin de la Commission Imperiale Archeologique, 1904, pp. 19-166 (in Russian). The
stamped fragments here published were found in various parts of the Kerch peninsula, apparently
not in archaeological excavations; see p. 19, note 1. The Thasian (pp. 128-140) form a group
comparable to those from the Pnyx, both in total numbers and in the proportion present of stamps
of early date; and they include duplicates of seven early Thasian stamps from the Pnyx. This article
became available to me after the Pnyx catalogue had left my hands. I list here the parallels:

Pnyx 3: Skorpil 1904 no. 606
4: 569a (perhaps not exactly the same)
5: 597b

15: 597a
20: 562
39: 578
41: 582

Tarsus-. Hetty Goldman and others. Excavations at Gozlii Rule, Tarsus, Vol. I, Princeton
University Press, 1950, pp. 135-148.

Mention should be made of five stamped fragments found in earlier excavations at the Pnyx:
see K. Kourouniotis in HpaKTi/cd, 1910, pp. 132-134. These are 1) a Rhodian like 98; 2) a Thasian
of Class I, c with the name IIawa(vt5js)'; 3) a Knidian naming the duoviri 'Aytas'and 'Apiaroyivrj^;
4) a square stamp with the letters 4>r; and 5) an early Thasian stamp naming the eponym 'Apiarci'Sjjs;

ja L referred to above, p. 000. They are admirably presented.

Further bibliography on amphora stamps and wine amphoras may be found in V. Grace,
" Standard Pottery Containers of the Ancient Greek World," Hesperia, Suppl. VHI, 1949, pp. 175-
189, with references especially in note 7. The following are subsequent publications by the present
writer:

" Timbres amphoriques trouves a Delos," B.C.H., LXXVI, 1952, pp. 514-540. This is a
report on about 6000 handles found during the French excavations on Delos, one of which, pi. XXI
and p. 535, no. 13, bears the only stamp known to include the ethnic 'PdSior.'̂

" The Eponyms Named on Rhodian Amphora Stamps," Hesperia, XXH, 1953, pp. 116-128,
including, pp. 127-^, addenda et corrigenda on the preceding article. Cf. above, pp. 000-000. Note a
wrong reference on p. 127 of the eponyms article, where pp. 121-122 should be cited (not p. 118).

The section on wine jars in Cedric Boulter's " Pottery of the Mid-Fifth Century from a Well
in the Athenian Agora," Hesperia, XXH, 1953, pp. 101-110.

For the corpus of Thasian stamps shortly to be published by Professor and Mme Bon, the
tirst corpus volume in this field, see above, p. 000.

rx%



STAMPED MTNE JAR FRAGMENTS

C J I • /•

Concordance of Pnyx Amphora Handle Inventory

Numbers and Catalogue Numbers

Inv. No. Cat. No. Inv. No. Cat. No. Inv. No. Cat. No.

AH 1 15" API 45 133'- AH 89 71'
2 431 46 198 V 90 unnumbered
3 32-^ 47 222 - 91 189"
4 4r 48 221' 92 158"
5 6 " 49 236 93 173 "
6 10' 50 233" 94 112-
7 25- 51 215' 95 237'
8 . 26" 52 227' 96 238-
9 1- 53 49-- 97 235

10 22- 54 24- 98 197"
11 17" 55 19- 99 4-
12 29" 56 58" 100 35"
13 9- 57 2" 101 36-
14 44' 58 30' 102 18"
15 48" 59 50" 103 28"
16 38 60 67- 104 unnumbered
17 20- 61 107- 105 8-
18 225' 62 191" 106 11-
19 42' 63 127- 107 52"
20 33-" 64 231- 108 224-
21 13' 65 234- 109 5-
22 7" 66 210" 110 55-
23 27- 67 217- 111 37'
24 21-' 68 unnumbered 112 16"
25 83" 69 138" 113 12-
26 78" 70 122 114 23"
27 168- 71 195' 115 14-
28 242- 72 193- 116 115"
29 243' 73 194- 117 149-
30 226' 74 129- 118 152"
31 220- 75 59" 119 137"
32 219- 76 39" 120 211'
33 218- 77 65" 121 212-
34 216- 78 86 122 228-
35 190' 79 104" 123 232'
36 106' 80 77-.

124 230'
37 165' 81 96- 125 239
38 183 82 92' 126 72"
39 185' 83 88- 127 97-
40 151' 84 90- 128 20H
41 125' 85 84- . 129 203"
42 142- 86 110- 130 247"
43 176- 87 205' 131 178"
44 119- 88 251 ' 132 124-

177



178

Inv. No.

AH 133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

SMALL OBJECTS FROM THE PNYX: II

Inv. No.Cat. No.

114-

153'
123"
177"

98

unnumbered v

3r
47"

53^

66"

'3"

40'
34"

60"

54"

102 '

207"

200"

240'

241-'

229"

202"

223"

169

128"

130"

140"

175

174'
171

179"

186"

170"

73"

75

101-

192'

74'

100

68-

117"

159"'

180'

AH 176
177

178

179

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197
198

199

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

215

216

217

218

Cat. No.

254'-

85-^

172"

69"

51"

199"'
160"

143"

93

136"

61'

111-

87'

89-

249

156

155"

256"

214"
79 V

132"

248 "

103-

57-

64"

246"
62'

196^

80"

209-

147'
94'

105"

91"

13L

95-

157"

187'

135'

134'

250"

188-

113-

Inv. No.

AH

Cat. No.

219 204"
220 56"
221 163
222 255"
223 145"
224 161'
225 82'

226 167"
227 146"
228 164"
229 253"
230 45'
231 120-
232 63"
233 99-
234 154-
235 184-
236 148'
237 213 •
238 166'
239 108
240 245'
241 46"
242 141"
243 126"'
244 208-
245 206'
246 118"
247 139'
248 182

249 252 •
250 162 •
251 144'
252 76"
253 181
254 150"
255 116"
256 244"'
257 121-
258 70^
259 109'
260 8H
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Cois^cordancE oF agora inventory numbers witpi references
IN PNYX PUBLICATION

Agora Previous Cited here Agora Previous Cited here

Inv. No. Publication uitder no. Inv. No. Publication under no.

reference or on page reference or on page

used in used in

citation citation

SS 16 Grace, 193' 168 1463'' 113 ' '

21 172' 157 and p. 149 1467 199

24 170' 157'and p. 149' 1489 p. 300, 8 ~*ljp. 148, 149
28' 137' 151' 1498 p. 126'
30^ 109' 118'' 1586 pi. II, f1 p. 145
34" 26" 82 1675 p. 301, 1 p. 126-

37- 168' p. 149 1712 126

40 206 177 1723 p. 301,2"" p.126-
47' 136' 151 1797 220

49' 165 142" 1861 pp. 300, 302, 7 117
56" 230 p. 146' 1927 p. 150 note 26

77 222 113 2105 124

80' 154 p. 149' 21.59 177-

81- 176 p. 149' 2170 171, 172

92'' 202 177 and p,149" 2174 150

95- 120 147 2183 185

98- 126- 129 2250' 177

100- 135 151' 2251 171

107 167 142, 143' 3195 176

116 27 82 3197 220

117 231 p 146" 3219 p. 145
128 260 169 3315- 160'

129 194 168 3467' 173

132 146 p . 149 3639 p. 150, note26"
143 182"pp. 147,"148 3663 15

150 244 p.168 3786 74

153 173 157 and p. 149 3790 86

161 264 169 3791 p. 168'
163 144 114 3976 187

173 158 152 4061 187

17?, 280 169 4063 187

182 234- p. 145' 4070 - 184'

185 204 1/7 4072- 183-

187 205 177' 4175 84'-

188 145 114 4275 92-94

190 240 198 4288" 203

194 265 169 4700 168
198 248 201 4777' 124

208 223 157" and p. 147 4814 249

224 188" 187 and pp. 148,149" 4847 178

234 183 pp. 147, 148 4899 178

236 211 187 and pp. 148 4924' 176

237- 212 187 and yp. 148
168

4986" 176'
239- 191 5087 p. 170
244 226 p. 146 5133 184

245 227 p. 146 5372 116

249 228 p.146 5527 142

261 192 168 6082 154

262" 210 186 and p. 149 6601 177, 178'
263- 132 160 and p. 149 6603 143," 160,' 177""
264 281 169 6609 177-

267 229 p. 146 6610- 160-

275 245 p. 168 6613 176-

276 127 128 6795 185-

278 190 p. 148 6799' 187'
279 209 143 6806 176'
282 199 170 6808 184^ 185"
283 157 132 7376 179

298 246 p. 168 7444 173

302 185 p. 148 7445' 182"

303 166 142", 143 7581 100

309 177 116 7582 98

314 186 p. 147 7584 102

318 181 pp. 147, 148 7616 p. 122, note 3-
320 128 128 7664 123, tSl
322 164 142 7673 116

323 p. 275 p. 148 7677 116

325 184' 157 and p. 148 7803 215^

329 130 164 and p. 148 7912 198'
332 241 198 8008 221-223
334 22 86 8027 64

337 262 169 8045 98
338 21 86 8048" 198
339 219 174 and p. 149 8083 219
344 174 157 and p. 149 8094 154
346 189 p. 148 8114 154
348 129 128 8119 164'
349 257 p. 151 8122 156
351 213 187 and p. 149 8165 180
354 180 p. 148 8167 180
355 214 ^p., 149 8198 164

357 263 ; 169 8214 p. 169
358 261 169 8531' 20-
3,67' 3, 9, \0-l2 8645 170'
368 1 0 8798 p. 127"

370 77 74 8933 90
371 233 p. 146 8934 101

376 282 169 9125 52
378 276 p. 146 9201 112

379 171 157and p. 149' 9367' 142 and p. 145
644

740

843

851

940

1010

1048

1160

ISO

126

126

113

163

118

113

56

9375

9379 '
9473

9540

9544

9547

9548'

9549

116

116

63

121

248

121
248
121

/» 2. 4
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Agoi-a Previous Cited here Agora; Previous Cited

Inv. No. Publication under no. Inv. No. Publication under

reference or on page reference or on

used in used in

citation citation

9551 123 10841 234-5

9604 77" 10941 52

9628 215 10965 133

9636 N./.A., L, p. 38, p. 126 11033 169

2. there listed 11034 169

with the number 11070, 201

NN 1887 11212V 211

9756 116 11339' 229

9762 117 11341 215,'229'
9856 85 236-241

9907 151 11346'- 29

9910 132 11351 236-241

9916 132 11403 p. 170
9989' 197'and p. 166 11493 59

10017 230 11566 113"

10048 p. 167 12484 194

10087 123 13094 p. 140:
10121 32-33 14038 115

10259 p. 166 P 675 Grace, p. 202, 57
10263 205 Eg. 1,3
10736 118 8422^ p. 168
10746 215 11481 " 213 and p.
10747 215 13570 45 and p.
10775 129" note 8

10776 129"

here

no.

page

170
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INDEX

The index covers only names, devices, etc., which have been read or identified in stamps
published in this article, or in others referred to in commentary or in introductory text. References
to mentions in the commentary on a number (rather than in the reading) are given only if the word
does not appear in the reading, and these are introduced by " cf." Pages (in plain type) are given
for introductorv text only.

Letters or devices are in relief in the impression unless there is a statement to the contrary.

A. NAMES OF PERSONS

Abbreviations, single letters, and resolved monograms have been included here. Separate
entries have been made for the same name on various classes of jars and in various functions, but
persons of the same name and function within a class have not been differentiated. Thasian names
not identified as those of eponyms or fabricants are of the later period (cf. p. 123) ; they probably
represent endorsements rather than dates, but this is not certain.

A.('245j 167 ; incuse, 219j aw s'
'Aya&dviop, stamped on bronze greaves, cf. 27
'AyaOivo'i, Kn. fab., 138, 139; cf. 153

•'Aya06/3oi<X4'i, Rb. fab.^175
'AyaSoStopo^, Kn. duov., 165; cf. 153; 147,' 149
'AyadoKXijs, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149

• 'AyadoKXf/'i, Kn. ep., 124) 127pl41, 149; cf. 145
'Ayaddvov^, of Imperial Group, 211'
'AyrjdiTToXi^, Kn. duoiK, 147, 148, 149
'Ayfas, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149, tyL
•Ayfas, Kn. ep., 182 ; cf, 153 ; 148, 149
'AyXovKpiTos, 'AyXdiKpiTo^, Rh. ep., 74; cf, 86 '
"Ayi'wi', Kn. phrour., cf. 116"^
'AyopdvaP, Rh. fab., 103; cf. 102
''Aypto?(?), Rh. ep., 70"^
'Aflai'ayopas, Rh. ep., 139
"ASttvdSwpos, Kn. (Iko^i., cf. 153; 147, 149
'A6i)vttLos, Kn. lah., 140,153^
'K6-i'|Vttios, memhev oi hnn {!) oi Kn. iahs.,

•, A. \<c.^
'Affyi'dSo), earir Th. fab.. Fig;. 6

AiWdf, Kn. fah.. 141

AlcrKx'Xh'o^ (for AiaxvXU'O';), Kn. fab., 154
AldxpAiv, early Th. fab., 40 ; Fig. 6 ^
Aldyptioj', Th., 59
Alaxt'Xci'O';, Rh. ep., 75, 92-94
'AXtiavSpos, Kn. ep., cf. 157; 148, 149
'AXd7]p.{ivr;s), early Th. ep), 16; 123, note 8';

Pj Fig. ^6 •
J 'ApuvovLKos, of Parmeniskos Group, 206; 168

(Ap(j>av{8pos), early Th, fab. (?), 39
*'Ai'S|ai'8pi8a?, Kn. ep., cf. 168'

'Ai'd^arSpo?, Kn. fah., 142-144"
'AvSpopefiy;, Kn. ep., 154; 147, 148, 149
''Ai'TaT'8pos, Kn. ep., 125
'Avti(, early Th. fab'.. Fig. 6
'AvTi'yoi'O';, Kn. fah., 155"; cf. 156"
'Ai'TtTrarpos, Kn. ep., cf. 168
'AvTi7rttTpo9, father of Pontic astynoinos 'iKimos,

194^

'Att in monogram, incuse, 247
'Airaro (vpcos) , Rh. ep., 140
'AvoXXoSoipo^, Kn. duov,, 147, 148, 149
'A7roAAo8o)pos, Kn. ep., cf. 142
'ATroXXomSr):;, father of Pontic astynoinos UvOo-

Xpyjaros, 192
'AwoXXmvios, Kn. duov., 165, cf. 153; 147, 149
'A7roAA(di'i09, Kn. ep., cf. 168

- 'AiroXXmnO';, Rh. ep., 140'
' ji'ritrTToAAwi'w—Rlh-ep.-rl 40*
' 'A. UicrfSas, Kn. fab., 113

'Ap in monogram, on lagj'nos handle, 202
"Apev, Kn. ep., cf. 168
;'Api, early Th, ep.') Fig. 6 ''
'Apt(TTay6pa<;, Kn. fab., 114

y 'ApurT(ay6(pri<;), early Th, falL7; Fig. 6^
'/Aptdrawos, Kn. duov., 179; 147', 148, 149

'ApldTait'os, Kn. ep., 183 ; 147, 148, 149
lllil'ApidrilSTjs, early Th. ep.) 17-20; 125, 126; Fig.

g-. A

'ApidTtvs, Kn. duov,, 147, 148, 149
. j'l'ApidTio)!', Kn. fah., 115

' 'ApidTLotr, Rh. ep., 140'
'ApLdTojSovXos, Kn, duov., 185; 148, 149
'ApidToyivrjs, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 1497, '"7^
'ApKTToSapto';, Kn. ep., 147, 148, 149'
'Api(TTd87)p.os, on Chian ( ?) lagynos, 200
'ApuTToSiKos, of Parmeniskos Group, 16H'
*A.pL<TTOK\^)<;, (lnou., \49

\ cS.

txither ot All. fnl). Aa/io/r/MTt/f, 1771
'k cf. 1-72,178

'AfidrroxpaAyr, Kn. ep., ct. 188; 148, 149
Apiaroxp(aTTjc), ent'lv Th. ej)., 21; Fig. 6

'ApuTTopei'rj's, early Th. ep.i cf. 55; /Z5, 126;
Fig. 6

'Apiaro/U je(ryf) ij, Th., 60
'ApiaT0fi7jSri<;, Kih cp., 164; cf, 174; 148, 149,

150

'ApidTOTroXis, Kn, ep,, cf, 168
'ApidTo<j>u.vrjs, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
'ApidTo<(>dvqs, Rh. ep., 140
'ApuTTo<l>d(vr]s), early Th. fab,, Fig, 6
'ApuTTo4>d(v>;s), Th., 61
'ApLdTwv, Kn. fab., 117
'ApLdToyvtSas, Rh. ep., cf. 100

I/I

Btoros, Kn. fab, (member of firm.?), 151'
Birtw, early Th. fab,, 123, note 8; Fig. 6"
BovAayo/oa?, Rh. ep., 139

rXavKo^, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
rXavxoji', early Th. fab., 17; Fig. 6
Topyia<;, Kn, fab., 159"

Aai'SaXos, Kn. ep., 175; cf. 159, 179y 147, 148,
149, 150

Aapad(, early Th, epT, Fig. 6
Aapxid(, early Th. fall, 4'; Fig, 6
Aap.ddTrjs, early Th. ep.', 24-36; cf. 46 ; 125, 126;

Fig. 6'
Aap.dtpios, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Aapdrpios, Kn. ep,, 114 '
AafxoKAijs, Kn, fah,, 148
AafxoKpdxris, Kn. fah., 180, 181; cf, 143^ 173,"'

177, 170; 150 ^
l^apoKpaT-qs d'ApuTTOKXtvs, Kn. fab., 177 ;

178

Aa/j.oKpiTO';, Kn. ep., 159, 176: cf. 163, 168,
177) 148) 149,"150'

Aapodde() , Rb; ep., 140
Afior, late Kn. fab,, 169'
Aypf, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Arj/xd(XKfj';). early Th. fabl, Fig, 6 "
Afjiirjs, early Th, fah.. Fig. 6 '
A-qp.lppLO';, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Arjp.oTip.o'i, of Parmeniskos Group, 168"
AidpTjs, early Th, ep',, 1; Fig, 6
AiKr/KpdtTj?, early Th, epT, 37'; 125; Fig, 6'
Atdyi'TjTo?, Kn. duov,, 147, 148, 149
AidSojpo'j, Kn, ep., cf. 168"
AioxXys, Kn, ep., cf. 173

i)Aiovij [tnos], Pontic ep,, 189
Atoi'ij(Tio9, Kn, duov., 148, 149
AiovldLos, Kn, ep., 138(140 ; cf, 157) 177; 147,''

148, 149"
Atoinimos, Kn, falD,, 119, 161-162; cf, 160
Aiorvtnos, patronymic (?) of Kn. ep, "iTTTrapyo';,

v_^cf. 160'
AtovvdoStafpos), 254
AiodKovpiSa<;, Kn, fal)„ 182-184, 186; cf, 185)

187"; 150
AtdKo^, Rh. fab., 101
Apa(, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151"
ApaKOVTopiv-qs, Kn. ep,, cf, 168
ApaKovTopivqs, Kn, fab,, 120'
A(Spo9, Pontic fab., 189

•A

E in circle, 244
Ef, Kn. ep., 148, 149
RlpqvL&as, Kn. fab., 121
Eipocfyavro^ ?, Kn, fa!)., 122

'EAAaf, Pontic fab., 194'
'EAAaViKos, Rii, fab., 100
'EA7r(^?;(, Kn. fab. (member of a firm?), 16-7'
'ETTiyovos, Kn, fab,, 176
'E7rtyoro9, Rh. fab,, 84'
'ETnKpdTq<;, Kit, ep,, cf. 168
'ETntpuvqs, Kn. fal)., 149; cf. 143, 160"
'E-n-ixappofy, Kit. e]D., 117
'EpariSas, Kn. duov., 179; 147) 148, 149"
'Epp{, of Imperial Group, 212"
'Epjuas, Ku. duov,, 147, 148,' 149
'Epp.oycvqs, Kn. fal)., 171-172
'Fjp)j.oKpaT->)>i, Kn. ep., 129-130 ; Kn. pbrour., 135?
*V^jp(jt.o4>a.vTos, diiou., ^4-7, \49

ep., X15S-; ^zi. X65 ; 147", 149

Kppom, Kn. ep.. 184; cf. 185-186; 148, 149
EmydpTy;, early Th. fah., 48; Fig, 6

Ei'/lovAiSrp, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Ev/lovAo,, Kn. duov,, 187:'148, 149

Ef/lJfiios, Kn. ep,, cf, 168
Ei'iyei(r<oi'), of J^aniieiu'skos Group, 168
Ei'xAi/s, Rh, ep., 76
VjVKpaTrj^j Kn. duov., 164, 174; 148, 149
EvKpdrqs, Kii. ep,, 115, 126; cf. 145'
EiVdAe/xo?, Kn. duov., 148, 149
E)'pvd(m^), early Th, fab.', 3'; Fig, 6
Eiirii(, of Imperial Group, 213
Ei<j>pa(, Kn. fab, (member of firm?), 167
¥J>4>paydpas, Kn. ep., 186'; cf, 168'; 148', 149
E,v<l>pavf, early Th. fah,, 127: Fig. 6 '^
Evcbpdvtiyp, Kn. ep., 139, 147 ; cf. 168
Evd>pdv(op, Rh. ep., 99
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Ai<rA:i-Aii as- {for ). 7\.n. tub.. lS-4
ccirJy I li. ful).. 40,

Acaxptmi', 7 /l-. 59
A/fr;^i'Arroy, K/i. cp.. 75, 9-2-94
*AX€$av8pos, Kii. ep.. cf. 157; 148. 149
•AA(9?;|u(£Ws). early Th. ep.', 16; 123, note S;

•I Fig. ^6'
/ 'A^cii'drtKos, of Paniieniskos Group, 206; 16R

"A/i<^av(8po^-). early Th. fab. (?), 39
•' 'Ai'J^ai'SptSas, Kn. ep., cf, 163

'Ai'duai'Spos, Kn. fab., 142-144
'Ai'SpopEi'rjs, Kn. ep., 154; 147, 148, 14^
"AvravSpo?, Kn. ep., 125
•Avn(, early Tb, fab.. Fig. 6
'Ai'Ttyoi'os, Kn. fab., 155 ;cf, 156
'AvTiVaTpos, Kn. ep., cf. 168
'AvTOTarpos, father of Pontic astynowos 'iKtVio?,

194

'An in monogram, incuse, 247
'AiraTo(iipios), Rb. ep., 140
'ATToAAdSwpos, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
'AnoXXoSmpo';, Kn. ep., cf. 142
'AnnXXomSrj'i, father of Pontic aslyuowos Uv66-

^prjdTO^, 192
'AttoAAoIi'ios, Kn. duov.. 165, cf. 153; 147, 149
'ATToAAwi'tos, Kn. ep., cf. 168
'AnoXXdn'to^, Rb. ep., 140

/'-^TToAA(dr'(09rKlv-et>.,-140-
'A. UcrTiSa^, Kn. fab., 113
'Ap in monogram, on lagynos handle, 202
"Apcv, Kn. ep., cf. 168

;'Ap(, early Th. ep."^ Fig. 6
'ApKTTaydpai, Kn. fah., 114

,, •'Apt(TT(ay6(pr/^), early Ih. fah^7; Fig, 6
" 'ApLOTawo^, Kn, duov., 179; 147, 148, 149

'ApltrTai\'o<;, Kn. ep., 183; 147, 148, 149
nj '̂AXpurTiiSr/'i, early Th. ep.l 17-20 ; 125, 12^; Fig.

• 6'

'AptoreiN, Kn. duov., 14/, 148, 149
l, '̂/'ApicTiW, Kn. fab.,

'ApifTTLw, Rb. ep., 140
'Aptord/SorAo?, Kn. duov,, 185; 148, 149
'ApLCTToyevrj^, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149j
'Apto-rdSapios, Kn. ep., 147, 148, 149
•ApuTToS-ppios, on Cbian (?) lagynos, 200
'Apio-ToSLKos, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
'KpicTTOKX.i')';, Kn. diioT'., 148,149
• 'ApidTOKX.i'p, Kn. ItAr., W6, \4^-6', ci. \48

'AptfTTo/cAT/^, father of fah. Aa/xoxptxT?/^, 177:
{TS cf. 17^, 178
, *Api<TTo/cpdTij^y Kn. cp., cf. IBS; IfS, 14P
*Api(rTOKp(dT7fq), etivly Th. cp., 21', Fig. 6

'AptaTop.£vy>5, early Tb. ep.^ cf. 55; 125, 126)
Fig. 6 -

'Apio-Top.[€(vTj';) ?|, Th., 60
'ApiaTopjj^rp;, Kn. ep., 164; cf. 174; 148, 149,

150

'Apto-rdiroAts, Kn. ep., cf, 168
'AptaToc^dri)?, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
'Apu7T0<j>d]'7]';, Rb. ep., 140
'ApL(TTO(j>d(vrj<;), early Th, fab;. Fig, 6^
'ApicrTO<|)d(vT|s), Tb., 61
'ApiCTTwv, Kn. fab., 117
'ApiCTToivtSa?, Rb. ep., cf. 100
'ApTep.t8(i)po?, Rb. fab., 82
'Aprep.tSwpo';, 253

I'Aprcpon', Kn. diiov.,y 148, 149
I 'Apreponi, Rb. fab., 83
j 'Ap^aydpas, Kn. fab., 157; cf, 158

t^X'GTpaTp?, Rb, ep,, 139
'̂'Aa-KAipridS-ps, Kn, ep., 1281 ep. and pbrour., 134
'AcrKXrjmohwpo';, Kn. ep., 131
Ao-KA'pTrtdSdjpos, Kn. fab., 147
['A1o-kA))(, Coan, 167
AorpdyaAo?, Kn. fab., 118
'A(TwK(a?), Kn. fab. (member of a firm?), 167
'Axaids, Kn. ep., cf. 168

B, 234,. 235 ; incuse, 216
BaKxtos, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
Bdrcr, early Tb, epH 22-23 ; 125'; Fig. 6"

177: J-f'.'. I.'UI

( t'7/v ) , I^h. (•/>.. 1A0
Aeco*;, hlte Kn. filb., 169
Ar//j.(, of I'armcii/s/co.s Group, 168
Ay/ua (A/cy?), early ih. fab.. Fig. 6
A7/>y«, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
Aypujrptos, Kn. duov., 148, 149
AyipoTi.p.o's, of Parmeniskos Gi oup, 168
Aidpyj^, early Th. epi, 1; Fig, 6
AtKyjKpdfrj's, early Hi. ep,, 37; 125 ; Fig, 6
Ai.dyvryTO';, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
AtdSwpos, Kn, ep,, cf, 168
AiokAi/S) Kn, ep., cf. 173

(^Aioi'i) 1(Tios], Pontic ep,, 189
Aioi'dffios, Kn, duov., 148, 149 ^
Atoi'WJios, Kn, ep,, 138) 140 ; cf, 157, 177; 147,

148, 149

AiorrVios, Kn. fab., 119, 161-162; cf, 160
Aioydaios, patronymic (?) of Kn, ep, "Innapxo'i,

cf. 160

AiorrcrdSii) (pos), 254
AioCTKoiipi'Sa';, Kn. fain, 182-184, 186; cf, 185,.

187'; 150
ALaKO'i, Rb. fab., 101
Apa(, late Kn. fah, (member of firm?), 151
ApaKovToph'Tj':, Kn. ep., cf. 168
Apaxoi'Topidi/ys, Kn, fab., 120'
A(opo9, Pontic fab., 189

E in circle, 244
E[, Kn, ep., 148, 149
EiprjidSa^, Kn. fab., 121
Eipd</>ai'Tos ?, Kn. fab,, 122
'EAAaf, Pontic fab., 194"
'EXXdnKo<;, Rh. fab., 100
'EA7r(i9y(, Kn, fab. (member of a firm?), 16.7*^
'ETTtyoi'o?, Kn. fab., 176
'Enlyoi'o<;, Rh. fah., 84'
'EniKpoLTTj'!, Kn. ep., cf, 168 ^
'EnLcfydinji, Kn. fab., 149; cf, 143, 160 ^
'ETTt'yap/novs, Kn, ep., 117
'EpaTf8a?,'Kn. duov,, 179; 147,' 148, 149 '
'Ep/x(, of Imperial Group, 212 '
"Ep/xi'as, Kn, duov., 147? 148, 149
•Epp.oyei'i]s, Kn. fab,, 171-172
'Epp.oKpttTT)';, Kn. ep., 129-130 ; Kn, pbrour., 135
'Epp,d<|>avTo<;, Kn, (li(ox),, 147, 148, 149
'Epp,dtt)ttVTos, Kn. ep., 153; cf. 165; 147, 149
"EpfMiM', Kn. ep., 184^; cf. 185-186; 148. 149"^

Evaydpyi, early Th. falx, 48: Fig. 6"
EvflovXiSrj'i, of Parmeniskos Group, 16&
Ei'/SovXa, Kn. duov., 187; 148, 149
Ei'jSc^oi, Kn. ep., cf, 168"
Euyei(rojy), of Parmeniskos Group, 168"
ErxXi/s, Rh, ep,, 76'
EvKpdTtp;, Kn. duov., 164, 174; 148, 149
EvKpuTi]';, Kn. ep., 115, 126; cf, 145
Eii7rdAep.o9, Kn, duov., 148, 149
E;)pud(i/a|), early Tb, fab,', 3'; Fig, 6
Ev)tii(, of Imperial Group, 213
Ev4>pa{, Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 167
Evrf>pay6pa<;, Kn. ep,, 186 ; cf. 168; 148, 149^
Ei<))pav(, early Th. fab;, 127^^^Fig, 6'
Eixppdi'oip, Kn. ep., 139, 147^ cf. 168^
Ev(f>pdvu>p, Rh, ep,, 99
Ev(l>prjv{, early Th. fain, 127; Fig, 6'
Eixjipoa-vvo';, Ku. fab., cf, 163'
Evcfypotv, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ei'c^po)!', Rh, fab., 70; 139

Zyjnti', Rh. fab., cf. 74'
ZwTTupos, father of Pontic astynowos 193

#[. 252'
"Hyyo-u'o?, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
'Hyyirta';, Chiau, 197'; 166"
"Hi'toyo?, Kn. fab., 123"
'Hpa( (in monogram), on lagynos handle, 203-
'HpaKX(, early Th. fain, 22; Fig. 6'
'ITpaKAa'Sr/9, of Parmeniskos Group, 168

7^
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'Hpa/cAetS?;?, early Th.-fab., cf. 24 ; Fig..6
'HpaKAetTO';, Rh. ep.,. 139
*HpaKAetTo?, early Th. fab., 18, 24; Fig. 6

early Th. ep.', 125, 126; Fig. 6^

©, 229
, ©€oSoT09, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
/ ®edSo^(os), early Th. fab., 126; Fig. 6
/ ©eoBiopos, of Parmeniskos Group, 168'

®ed<^fAo?, early Th. fab., Fig. 6 '
0eu(, late Kn. fab. (member of firm ?), 151
©evSafiofSf Kn. ep., cf. 168
@€v8afio^f Kn. fab., 124
®€iiSdo"to9, Kn. fab., 125
©ei'Soro?, Kn. cp., 133
SevSiDptSa?, Kn. patronymic, cf. 133
&€VKptTO';, Kn. difov., 147, 148, 149
®ei'7royU7ro9, Kn. ep., 147, 148, 149

Kii. fab., 126
®pd(Ti7nro<5f early Th. fab., 25"27; cf. 24; Fig. 6
OpaavSa/jioi, Rh. ep., 77 ^
®pa<7cov(, ®pacr<i>vLSrj<;, early Th. fab., 43; 124,

note S; Fig. 6

'laaoiv, Kn. duov., 158, 188; 148, 149
Te/oo/cA?/s, Kii. ep., 145, 150
'iKeaio'i, Chian, 198; 166 ^
'I/CEITIO? O'AvTiTrdrpov, Pontic osfyuowos. 194 ^
"iTTTrajOyo? o Atoi/wcrjoii( ?), Kn. ep.. cf. 141, 160;

145, 148. 149, 151-
'iTTirdo'TpaTO';, Kn. diiov., 148, 149
Tcraydpr)?, early Th. ep., 38; Fig. 6
'IiTTialos, Pontic astynonios, 191'
TaxiiTii';, earlyTh. ep. (?), 39 ^
'Itjiis d Zonriipov, Poutlc OSty11011105, 193

KaAAiSd/ia'Sj Kn. ep., 142^ 171^ 172: cf. 145, 177
KaXXipaxo';, of Parmenitikos Group, 207: 168
KdAAiTT-Tros, Kn. duov., 158 ; 148, 149
KaAA(7nro9, Kn. ep.. cf. 168
KaAA(o-(9eVys, Pontic fab., 191"

/ KaAAi^wr, early Th. fab'.^28) Fig.. 6'
KapvedSa^, Kn. dtiov., 187; 148, 149
KadTwp, Rh. fab., 112
KE<^dA(o(v), Rh. fab., 85; 14T)
Kipoiv, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6 '
KA[(?), Kn. ep., 170 '

,: / Klea-i(, early Th. fab.^.Fig. 6
f KAeai'vero?, Pontic fab., 193 ''

I KAetvdiroAi?, Kn. phrour., cf. 120''
{ KAeLffip^poTiSa?, Rh. fab., 110

KAeo(, 242
KAeo7(£i''>7';), early Th. fab.. Fig. 6" ^

1I KAEo</,dv7,9, early Th. fain, ^ 10-12, 29^; 125,
note 12; Fig. 6"

KAeoc^aii', Th., 57 w ^
KAeoc^wv, early Tin e]T., 40-42; cf. 16; 124, 125 ;

Fig. 6"
•"l£po»)tte»'»;sr--Tln-fah.-, 62-

-early Thr-ep., cf. 8; Fig.-6
KAevKparrj^, Rh. ep., 105
KAeiipySpoTo?, Kn^ ep., cf. 145
KAevTTudfj^, Kn. ep., cf. 168
KAeuTToAt';, Kn. diiov., 148, 149
KAewVoAi?, Kn. ep., 156 ; cf. 155; 149, 150; Kn.

phrour., 136
Kparepd?, Kn. diiov., 160; 148, 149
Kpdry?, Kn. duov., 163; cf. 159; 148, 149
KpartSa?, Rh. ep., 102
Kpivopevrj';, Th., 62
Kp6(noi), on Chian (?) lagynos handle, 201
Kt);(ti), early Tin ep'I, Fig. 6
Ki)(, Corcyrean (?), 204'
KvSoOevt;<;, Kn. duov., 148, 149 ^
Kfwpo,, Kn. fab., 175; cf. 143^ 1731174

•

7
A, incuse, 217'
Ad;8po(s), early Th. ep.^^Fig. 6"^
Adxrj';, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ae, incuse, 248

AiVKoiv, early Th. fab.l Fig. 6
A60)y(ei'r;?), early Th. ep.f 2l; Fig 6"^
Ae'o)!', Kn. fab., cf. 160^
Aeo)vl(8r)s), early Th. ep.) Fig. 6
Keuic|>avTi<;, ea.v\y TVv, 6^

Atoi^avro^j early Tli. fa)/., Fig". 6

early Th. fah., Fig. 6
x\im/rAyg, early Th. fab.] Fig. 6''

.1 V(TL(TTpaTO^, Rh. ep., 139

M(?), incuse, 218
Md-y;, 255
Mapcrva's, Rh. fab., cf. 102
Mdpo)!', Km fab., 164
Mdpoj(v), Kn. fab., cf. 164'
MeyaKA?)';, Rh. ep., 139
Meywr I, early Th. ep.", 123, with note 8, and

^ 125 ; Fig. 6"
. ^«.,;fvMeyl!E^) n, early Th. ep), 43 ; 124, note 8; Fig.

Meytov, early Th. fabi; 19, 32-33; Fig. 6
MetK09, father of Pontic astyuoino.'; IIpdAoxo?,

Mi-j/o-if, early Tin fabl^ Fig. d
Moirxi'o))', Chian, 166 ^
Mdcrxos, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ml)(, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6^^
Md'i, Mviaxo?, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6^
Mii'tcTKos, early Th. ep., 44, Fig. 6
MdAAos, early Th. fab.". Fig. 6'
MdffTr/s, Kn. duov., I88j 148, 149
MiiTi'o)!', Rh. ep., cf. 98

N in circle, 236-241
NadirAios, Th., 63
Navcrmy, Th., 58
NftAos, Rh. fab.,~89''
NtKayd(pa9), Kn. fab. (niembet of a fiiin?), 166
NiKavwp, Kn. fab., cf. 143 ^ ^
fsTi/cao-tySovAos, Kih duov., 160; 148, 149
Nixairi/Soi'Aoi;, Kn. fab., cf. 116
NiKtaf, NEiKjas, Kn. fab., 128, 129
NiKia's, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
NiKias, early Th. ep., 45; 124, note 8
NiKo/cAr/i, of Parmeniskos Group, 168'
NcKoa-rpaTo^, of Parmeniskos Group, p. 168
NiKoo-fT/oaTos ?) early Th. fab., 13; Fig. 6
Nd(To-os, early Th. fab., 14) 21; Fig. 6'
NoiJ/xyi'to?, Kn. fab., 150

'PtdvOo's, Kn. fab., 151
Hei'oo-f, early Th. fab., cf. 14'
Hei'd(rTpaT09, Rh. ep., cf. 101
Eti'dTtjuo?, Rh. fab., 73

'Ovafo-i, Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 168j

Tla(Acj>d.T)9, early Th. ep., 46
•Ylttp(jLtvl.aK09, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Ilacrca^, Coan, 209 '
Xlavmyfa^, Rh. fah. or ep., 72
Ilavaaviai, Rh. fab., 90-91 ^
Ilaj'o-ai'tys, early Th. fab., 34; Fig. 6 ^
IltCTtSa?, ethnic of Kn. fab. 'AttoAAoIi'ios, 113
ntati'09, Kn. ep., cf. 187; 147, 148, 149
no(, 243
noAiodxc;, Kn. ep., 118
IXoAiTas, Kn. duov., 148, 149 ^
noAtra?, Kn. ep., 157; cf. 158, 159, 180; 148,

149 '
IIoAtTT;?, Kn. duov., 163; cf. 159; 148, 149
noAtT7,9, Kn. ep.. 180-181; cf. 159'(148,' 149
noAr8(, early Th. fab.) Fig. 6
noAt'o)!), Th., cf. 65'
XloAvKparrj';, Rh. ep., 95 ^
TloA.vxapp.o'i, Kn. duov., 164, 174; 148, 149
IIoi'ocniAeT7j9, Kn. ditov., 148, 149
noo-etStTTTTo?, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
no(TtSeto9-(Syto?), early Th. fab., 41, 44; Fig. 6
llpaTO<j>dvifj';, Rh. ep., 104
IIpdAoxo? 6 MetVoii, Pontic astynoruos, 195
XIpioTw, early Th. fab!, 37, 47^; Fig. 6
IlToAat/tieo?, Byz., 214
nToA£/iaIo9, Kn. ep., cf. 168 ^
nToAe/i(aio9), Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 166
UvOloiv, Th. fab. {kerarmrchosl), 55'
llv6o{, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
nii0oye(i'y9), early Th. fab), 38; Fig. 6
n)i^oK(, early Th. fab.,'Fig. 6"
IlvBoKpLTO';, Kn. f/i(oz'.,"p.^l49 diy
UvdoxpyoTo^ 6 'AttoAAoivISov, Pontic ostyiwmos, '

192^
IIuAdSy?, early Th. fab., 5) 15, 20, 23, 35-36;

cf. 55 ; Fig. 6"

'Poiyo-09, of Parmeniskos Group, 168

S, incuse, 218
^drvpo's, early Th. ep'., 125; Fig. 6
54x11/309, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6^
^Kvp.vo<;, early Th. fab.) 1"; Fig. 6
SKd/3,1'09, T]l.j\^64'
2T/3aTOKAi/9, Kn. ep., 161; cf. 159 ; 148, 149
2</>atpiwi', Kn. fab., 130"
2<')Sap,o9, Rh. ep., cf. 110
5o)KpdTi79, of Parmeniskos Group, 168"
5<d7raTpo9, of Parmeniskos Group, 168'
2,o>(Ti4>p9)v, K-U. ep., cf. 141., 148'; 148, 149'
2"')(xxpaT09, Rh. ep., cf. 102

SoTa?, Rh. fab.. 71
S'liX'tpy;,•, Rh. ep.. 96, 97 (?)

TfA/ar, 224
TeAor(, early Th. ep?, 126;. Fig. 6
TyAe'/xayos, Th., 56
Tr/ydSr/'s, Kll. dttOV., 149
Ti(, early Th. ep). Fig. f.6
TL/ia[y€TOi, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
TipLCKTLKpaTrj';, Kn. ep., 143, 144, 146-, 173; cf.

142, 145
Tt/xoKpuTy9, Rh. ep., 139

4
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/

Ti/xo(r0ei'i/9, Rh. ep., 139^
TlixocP&v, Kn. phiiour., cf. 116

HO

4>ana9, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 15F
CTir. r{ pnrlw Th fnh T^io* ft
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KaAAt/^ax^v. of l*:irnic'niskos Co'tntp, 207: lOS
KnAyXiTTTTO's, Ku. c/uoi'.. ISS'. 14S. 149
KifAAnnro';, Kn. Cp.. cf. 168
KaAAiirffei'y'i, Politic fab.. 191

,! / KaAAL<l>wv, early Th. fab". ^28'; Fig.. 6 '
' Kapt'cdSas, Kn. duov., 187": 148, 149

Kdaroi/a, Rh. fab., 112
K€<^dAft)(i'), Rh. fab., 85; 14D'
Ktpwi', early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
KA[(?),, Kn. ep., 170fIKleai-(, early Th. fab. .Fig. 6

/

KXeai'veros, Pontic fab., 193
KXetvoTToAts, Kn. phrour., ef. 120"
KAeto-ijU^poTiSas, Rh, fab., 110
KAeo(, 242 ^
KA£oy(ev?)?), early Th. fab.. Fig. b"'

I KAeoi^dvrjs, early Th. fab., 9, 10-12, 29; 125,
note 12; Fig. 6'

KAeot^wi', Th., 57 j
KAeoc^wi/, early Tnf epl, 40-42; of. 16; 124, 125;

Fig. 6"
—£pciiO)»f»^Sr-Th. fab.i 02

early Tbr-ep., cf. 8; Figr6
KAfincpdr?;!, Rh. ep., 105
KAer/i/3poro9, Kn^ ep., cf. 145
K.Ximeldrj';, Kn. ep., cf. 168
KAeiJiroAts, Kn. duov., 148, 149
KAei'iroAi?, Kn. ep., 156; cf. 155; 149, ISO; Kn.

phrour., 136
KpaTep6<;, Kn. diiov., 160"; 148, 149
Kparrj';, Kn. duov., 163; cf. 159'; 148, 149
KparlSa^, Rh. ep., 102
Kpivopevr)';, Th., 62
Kp6(vLo^), on Chian (?) lagynos handle, 201
KTTjai), early Th. epl, Fig. 6
Kv(. Corcyrean (?), 204'
KvSo6et'7^^, Kn. duov., 148, 149" ^
Kv7rpo<;, Kn. fab., 175; cf. 143^173, 174

A, incuse, 217

AdySpo(s), early Th. ep.T Fig. 6
Ady?;?, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ae, incuse, 248

AerKojv, early Th. fab.'. Fig. 6 '
A,eo)Y(ei'i)s), early Th. ep."! 2; Fig 6"^
Ae'cov, Krr. fab., cf. lOO''
Aewv1(8t|s") , early Tb. e^T, Fig, 6

Ke.i»ct>ttVT)s, eat\y Tb. iab., SO-31; Fig. 6'
Aedxfeai'TO';, early Th. fab".. Fig. 6

•Sy, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Aim/cAi}^, early Th. fab.lFig. 6

ArmcrrpaTOi, Rh. ep., 139

M( ?), incuse, 218 '
Mdys, 255
Mapovag, Rh. fab., cf. 102
Mdpwi', Kn. fab,, 164 '
Mdp(o(v), Kn. fab., cf. 164'
MeyaKA-^?, Rh. ep., 139
Meyojv I, early Th. ep." 123, with note 8, and

; ^ 125-Fig, 6"
II, early Tb. ep5, 43 ; 124, note 8 ; Fig.

6"

, Me'ycov, early Tb. fab^i^ 19, 32-33; Fig. 6
MetKO's, father of Pontic astynoinos IIpdAoxos,

195"^

MeAdi'Tas, Kn. duov., 185; 148, 149
MeAir(o9), early Th. fabT, 8"; Fig. 6"'

i jt^,Spa6,-I?.b. .fabi, i]
) * McveKpaTT}?, Kn. ep., 178; cf. 177
i MeveKpdrr;?, Rh. fab., 98"; cf. 99 '

Mei'pAaos, Rh. ep., 139
Mevi]';, Kn. fab., 127'
Mei'iTTTTO';, Kn. ep., 123
XliKLoH', of Panneniskos Group, 208; 168
)iliKv6o<;, Rh. fab., 86-88
Mi'a(, 256'

Rh. ep., 139
IVIvyp£(, early Th. epT, Fig. 6^

\

Cf>\A ^ -t t

1 Ifxt'trrxi'ttlV, l-i h. t :il).

I tai'trcij'ict'S, I^Jl. fell). ^ ^
TIav(ranTp;, carly Til. fab., 34; Fig. 6; ' 7fo ^
Jfitrt'Sas, ethnic of Kn. fab. 'AiroAAioj'iog, 113
Ihoh'oi, Kn. ep., cf. 187"; 147, 148, 149
no(, 243
noAtoiyos, Kn. ep., 118
IIoAtW, Kn. duov., 148, 149 ^
noAira., Kn, ep,, 157;'cf, 158, 159, 180; 148,

149 ^ ^
IIoAtTTj?, Kn. duov., 163; cf. 159; 148, 149
noAirr)?, Kn. ep., 180-18i; cf. 159; 148,' US'
noAr8(, early Th. fab.' Fig. 6
IXoAroir, Th., cf, 65 '
noAi'KpaTTjs, Rh, ep,,95 ^
UoXvxappo^, Kn, duov., 164, 174; 148, 149
IIoi'Offt'A£Ti)s, Kn, duov., 148, 149
noCTEi'SiTTTros, of Panneniskos Group, 168
no(Ti'8£ios-(8»)ios), early Th. fab., 41, 44; Fig. 6
TlpaTOfjidvq'i, Rh. ep., 104
IIpdAoxo? 6 M£t/cor, Pontic astynomos, 195
IIpwTi?, early Th. fab!, 37, 47^; Fig, 6'
IlToAat/xEo?, Byz., 214
riToAEpaio?, Kn, ep., cf. 168
IItoAep (aios), Kn, fab, (member of firm?), 166

Th, fab. (kerauiarchos?), 55
Tlv6o(, earlyTh. fab" Fig. 6 "
nri9oy£(i/?;9), early Th. fab!, 38; Fig, 6
IIr^oK(, early Th. fab,,'Fig. 6

or f/>.. 72

90-91

JIv^oKpiTos, Kn. (/;fozt.,'p^l49
UvdoxprjaTO^ a 'AttoAAoji'iSov, Pontic OSfyilOIIlOS,

192^
rTvAdSy?, early Th. fab,, 5) 15, 20, 23, 35-36 ;

cf. 55 ; Fig. 6"

'Poipcro';, of Panneniskos Group, 168

2, incuse, 218
Sdrrpo?, early Th. ep'., 125; Fig. 6
^drvpo';, early Th, fab.. Fig. 6"
Sxryro?, early Th. fab."; 1"; Fig, 6
2k1'P11'0?, ^ . A
SrpaTo/cAi)?, Kn, ep., 161; cf, 159 ; 148, 149 ' j
"SiijiaLpUov, Kn. fab., 130'
Si'lSapos, Rh. ep., cf. 110
SwKpttTr)?, of Panneniskos Group, 168"
2d)TraTpos, of Panneniskos Group, 168
2o)cric|)po)v, Kn. ep., cf. 141,148"; 148,149-
SdjcTTpaTos, Rh. ep., cf. 102
S'ords, Rh. fab.. 71 '

Xii>X'ipris, Rh. ep., 96, 97 (?)

TfAea?, 224

T£A£(t(, early Th. ep!) 126;. Fig. 6
TrjXepaxo^, Th., 56
T5;i'd8y';, Kn. duov., 149
Tt(, early Th. ep'.. Fig. f.6 '
Ti/iai'i'£To?, of Panneniskos Group, 168
Ti/iao-i^uTT)?, Kn. ep., 143, 144," 146, 173; cf.

142, 145'
TipioKpttTij?, Rh. ep., 139
Ti/j.oaOeinf]';, Rh. ep., 139^
Tip,o<^(u)', Kn. phrour., cf. 116'

i

'T>avla<;, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), IS!
<J>ai'OK(, early Th. fab.!.Fig. 6 "
'lai'dAao'!, of Panneniskos Group, 168
$£i8i7r7ro9, early Th.. fab.," 16, 2; 123, note 8;

Fig. 6
<I'Ei'8i7r7r09, Th., 65
4>i,'^-9QQ
4>iXnnro';, Kn. ep., 119
4'iXia-Tij^, Chian, 199; 166" '
•biAo/i/JpoTi'Sas, Kn. ep., 132''
^iXopijSrj';, Kn. ep., cf. 168"
<I>(AoVoAi9, Kn. duov., 148, 149
^LXoaBlvqi, Kn. ep., cf. 168"^
4>iATaTos, Kn. ep., 12l; cf. 118-.

a
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4>i'A<u(v), early Th. fabr, 2; Pig. 6
#op/xi'(ui', of Parmeniskos Group, 168

Parian, 205
#p(, Rh. ep., 139
^coKtwi', Rh. ep., 139

X, incuse, 220; cf. 246

Xatpi/i( , early Th. faP, 6; Fig. 6
XaV7;s( ?), Rli. fab., 97 ' ^
X-apfioKptiTTj^f Kn. fab., 131, 132
Xdpu,(v), early Th. ep.^ 3'; Fig. 6'

, Xpvcninro^, Kll. fab., cf. 188
Xpvannro';, Kn. ep., 149

'AypidvLO<;, 83, 89, 105
'AprapiTio^, 84, 86, 104

B, RHODIAN MONTHS
Kapvelo's, 88, 97

BaS/od/Uios, 85, 87

AdAio?, not represented
Aido-^iios, not represented

&ecTpo<p6pto^, 74, 101
©tvSaia-ios, 99

Ildvapo^, 110^
na)'a/i09 SeiiTtpos, 103
neSayeiTi'iios, 75

'S.pivBio';, not represented

'YaKivOio^, not represented

•^tT

C. TITLES, etc.
y

"iTtwapxo';, probably not a title, cf. 160; ISI'AuSpe,, Kn., 174. 187,188; cf. 179, 180; 147,
150"

'Ap^ovrei, Kn., 147, 150
'A<xTvv6po^, Pontic, 19i"i95; 165

Aap.iopyo';, Kn. 146, 148, 156; 151

'Epyaa-njpLdpxa';, Rh., cf. 55

'.NC.
l^€pdfJLapxo^f Th., 55
Ke/3ayuev9, Kfi., 151

A"
IlaiSta, Kn., cf. 133; 151

•^povpapxo^, Kn., 134, 135, 136; cf. 116, 120':
46, 151

D. ETHNICS

or ©acnov, 01" ©a(n(ov, l/F.; U^-1
" /

KvlSiov, in iuW or abFreViated, 114 ff.", \i7, \\8;
ex.c.e.pUon'aWy, 14^-144, 1?»^

riapiov, 205; cf. 168
UnTiSas, Kn., iftS-

'"PoSlov, IVS^, 440.

•j v->

Zira, 210

E. LATIN

F. DEVICES

Insect, Th., 20; see also ant, bee, locust
Isis emblem, Kn., cf. 153 y—
Ivy, see tdsv leaf j

Akrostolion, Pontic, cf. 192
Alabastron, Th., 67
Amphora, Kn., 164, 171-172; Pontic, 191;

Th., 38, 61'
Anchor, Kn., 114, 125, 146, 167; cf..l63
Ant, Th., ef:.-45l'124, note 8'
Archer, see Herakles

Ivy spray, around a head, 221-223 ,

Kantharos, on (Chian) jar, cf. 244; Th.,

^^ , "UWu. 1

Bar, Kn., 117
Bee, Kn., 149'; Th., 58
Bell, Th., cf. 47"
Bird, Th., 45, 65 ; 125, note 12 •
Boukranion, Kn., see under bull's head; Th., 7
Bow, Th. 49
Brazier, Th., cf. 57
Bull's head, Kn., in rect. stamp, 118, 147, 160;

' in round stamp^l77-188
j Bust of Byzantine Emperor, 214

:>

ir

Caduceus, Kn., 121, 123," 124, 128-130, 145,
155; Th., 22; of unknown origin. 224

Circle, incuse, 215

\Club, Km, 117^?), 142-'l44, 159; Th., cf.^64
'̂ 'i§?i|Cluster of grapes, Kn., 150; Pontic, 193 ^of
N unknown origin, 249

Crescent, Kn., 153

Cross ( ?), incuse, 220

A'
i

Device, unidentified, see Unidentified device
Dog, Th., 19

, Dolphin, Pontic, 189, 190 (with eagle); Th.,
14, 30-31, 40.^

y Double axe, Kn., 132, 148
, Draped figure, Pontic, 196 '

Duck, Th., 28

Eagle, Pontic, 189-190 (with dolphin)
Ear of grain, Kn., 168'
Earring, Th., 17
Eye, Th., 18

Fillet with hanging ends, Kn., cf. 154
Forepart of lion, Kn., 173-176; cf. 177

Goat, Th., 51

Grain, .tee ear ofgrain
Greave, Th, 25-27

Griffin protome, 224

/ hHaltere, Th., 52

Head, bearded, Th., 65; 125 (satyr head)
Head, youthful male, Th., 123, note 8, 125; of

unknown origin, 221-223
Head of Herakles, Th., 125
Helios head or bust, Rh., 102, 111
Herakles as Archer, Th., 55 ; 125
Herin, Kn., 165; Pontic, cf. 194 ^
Heron, Th., 41; of unknown origin, 225
Hook, pruning, Th., 13
Hooked object, Kn., 141

Ladle, Th., 29, 57, 63
Lamp, Th., 37, 43; 124, note 8
Lance head, Th., 6'

Leaf, Kn., 1194 Th., 42; of unknown origin",
230-233, 250

Lion, see forepart of lion
Locust, Th., 35-36
Lyre, Th., 53, 60 "

Monogram, on lagynos, 202-203; Rh., 71;-
Th., 63; of unknown origin, 247

Mouse, Th., 54

Oar, Kn., 131
Oinochoe, Th., 32-33
Omphalos, Th., cf. 47

Pantfier, Th., 34
Pellet (probably not a device), Th., 10-13; cf.

15; 127

Pentagram, Th., cf. 57
Phiale, Th., 5-6; cf. 48; 126, 127; Fig. 6; of

uncertain origin, perhaps also Thasi.an, 229
Pilos, Th., cf. 47 "
Protonie, sec griffin
Pruning hook, Th., 13

Rityton, griffin protome, 224
Rose, Rh., 73-76, 78-81, 100, 110^ef^7C

Shell, Th., 9-12

Ship, half, Kn., 151
Slioe, Th., 44" ^
Star, Kn., 138-139; Th., 7-15; cf. 48; 126,

127; Fig. 6 -
Swair's head, handle of ladle, Th., cf. 29
Sword. Th., 59

Torch, Th., 15, 24
Triaiigvlnr o])ject, Th., 56

Tripod, Pontic, 195 ^Tli., 5

Unidentified device. Km, cf. 154; Th.. 8, 23,
46-48, 69

Vase, Th., 39, 62, 64, 66'; see also alabastron,
amphora, kantharos, oinochoe, phiale, rhyton

Wheel, Th., 21
Wine amphora, seeamphoia
Winged creature, 226
Winged object, 227 ^
Wreath,1(221-223 ;Tf. 224

!,/«
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F. DEVICES

Insect, Th.. 20 ; seealso ant, bee, locust
Isis emblem. Kn., cf. 153
Ivy. see alsa leaf
Ivy spray, around a head. 221-22«.

Akrostolion, Pontic, cf. 192
Alabastron, Th., 67
Amphora. Kn., 164, 171-172: Pontic, 191;

Th., 38, 61
Anchor. Kn.. lU; 125, 146, 167; cf..l63
Ant. Th., #.-45'; 124. note 8'
Archer, see Herakles

Bar. Kn.. 117
Bee, Kn., 149; Th., 58
Bell. Th., cf. 47'
Bird, Th.. 45, 65 ; 125. note 12 • -«
Boukranion, Kn.. see under bull's head; Th.. 7
Bow, Th. 49
Brazier. Th., cf. 57 ,
Bull's head, Kn.. in rect. stamp, 118, 147, 160;

in round stamp,177-188
Bust of Byzantine Emperor. 214

I

Caduceus, Kn.. 121, 123, 124, 128-130, 145,
155; Th., 22; of unknown origin. 224

Circle, incuse, 215

o

Tr

yClub, Kn., li7(?), 142-^44, 159; Th., cf. 64
luster of grapes. Kn.. 150; Pontic, 193 ^of

i unknown origin, 249
Crescent, Kn.. 153
Cross ( ?), incuse, 220

Device, unidentified, see Unidentified device
Dog, Th., 19
Dolphin, Pontic, 189, 190 (with eagle) ; Th.,

|,V 14, 30-31, 40^\
j Double axe, Kn., 132, 148

Draped figure, Pontic, 196
Duck, Th., 28

Eagle, Pontic, 189-190 (with dolphin)
Ear of grain. Kn., 168'
Earring, Th., 17
Eye, Th., 18

Fillet with hanging ends, Kn., cf. 154
Forepart of lion, Kn., 173-176; cf. 177

Goat. Th., 51
Grain, sre ear ofgrain

Greave, Th., 25-27
Griffin protome, 224'

(_-ffALTERE, Th., 52 '
Head, bearded, Th., 65; 125 (satyr head)
Head, youthful male. Th.. 123, note 8. 125; of

unknown origin, 221-223
Head of Herakles, Th., 125
Helios head or bust, Rh., 102, 111
Herakles as Archer, Th., 55'; 125
Herm, Kn., 165 TPontic, cf. 194^
Heron, Th., 41; of unknown origin, 225
Hook, pruning, Th., 13
Hooked object, Kn., 141

H • . •, - . '•
Incuse rectangle, as on coins. 228

i/

Kantharos, on (Chian) jar, cf. 244; Th., --

Ladle, Th., 29, 57, 63
Lamp, Th., 37, 43; 124, note 8
Lance head, Th., 6
Leaf, Kn.. 1194 Th., 42; of unknown origin,

230-233, 250^
Lion, see forepart of lion
Locust, Th., 35-36
Lyre. Th.. 53, 60

Monogram, on lagynos, 202^^203^ Rh,, 71;'
Th., 63; of unknown origin, 247

Mouse, Th., 54

Oar, Kn., 131
Oinochoe, Th., 32-33
Omphalos, Th., cf. 47

Panther, Th., 34
Pellet (probably not a device), Th., 10-13; cf,

15; 127
Pentagram, Th., cf. 57 ^
Phiale. Th.. 5-6; cf. 48; 126. 127; Fig. 6; of

uncertain origin, perhaps also Thasian. 229
Pilos. Th., cf. 47 ^
Protome, sec griffin
Pruning hook, Th., 13 .

Rityton. griffin protome, 224 ^
Ro.se, Rh.. 73-76, 78-81, 100, 110^^-
SlIF.LL, Th., 9-12

Ship, half. Kn.. 151
Shoe. Th.. 44'
Star. Kn.. 138-139; Th.. 7-15; cf. 48; 126,

127 ; Fig. 6"
Swan s head, handle of ladle, Th., cf. 29
Sword, Th.. 59

ToRcrr. Th.. 15, 24

Triangnlar object, Th., 56
Tripod, Pontic, 195;'̂ Th„ 5

t/

Unidentified device. Kn.. cf. 154; Th.. 8, 23,
46-48, 69

Vase, Th., 39, 62", 64, 66 ; see also alabastron,
amphora, kantharos, oinochoe, phiale, rhyton

Wheel, Th., 21
Wine amphora, see amphora
Winged creature. 226
Winged object. 227
Wreath,j(^l-22?r^cf. 224

Zeus.(?), head of, cf. 65"

G. SECONDARY STAMPS

There are no secondary stamps on handles from the Pnyx. These stamps are referred to in
the commentary on 173 and 1777

cu
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Fragments of undecorated shipping containers for wine and other fluids form
the bulk of the pottery remains excavated from ancient Greek sites, and in Athens
they are largely imports/ To the extent that we can identify their place of manu
facture and narrow down their dates, obviously they are informative not only on.
the history of the site excavated, but also on the states where they were made, and on?
the pattern of commerce, in particular the trade in wine, an article of such general
consumption as to give importance to all the industrial activities by which it was
produced and distributed, including the manufacture of the standard container. We
are helped to identify the jars by the fact that the makers intended source and date
to be recognized. Within the limits of certain fixed characteristics—two opposed
handles, a relatively narrow neck, and a base designed not as a resting surface but to
facilitate tilting an open jar, or shifting a corked one—variations were introduced
which declared the country of origin and announced changes in regulations. In the
introductory comments, below, on the various categories represented in the present
publication, references are given to illustrations of various local jars, forms so dis
tinctive and familiar in their day that the ethnic, standing alone, identifies them, and a
KviSios was little more obviously a man of Knidos than a kv'iSlov was a wine jar of
the same origin. Within a series, we can arrive at closer dating by watching tenden-.
ties of style comparable to those that distinguish automobiles manufactured twenty-
five years ago from current products; such a tendency can be observed in the four
jars in Plate 60. Data for the most precise chronology, however, are provided by
the stamps often found on these jars, especially those which marked important series

^My study of the stamped fragments from the Pnyx and related material has been carried on at
intervals for a number of years, partly during tenure of a Guggenheim fellowship, partly during
membership at the Institute for Advanced Study, also while I have been a research fellow of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens. To private sources also, I owe generous financial
help which has advanced this study as well as others in the field. Of contributory services, I specify
only some concerned with the immediate preparation of the publication. Photographs of Pnyx and
Agora material are by Alison Frantz, save tbe side views of handles used in Plates 59 and 80,
which were made before the war by Herman Wagner; and those of the jar in Tel-Aviv (PI. 60, 1)
I owe to Dr. W. Moses. The profile drawings in Figure 7 and the drawing required for Figure 6
were done by AliUi Rikaki, of the Agora staff. The manu.script was typed by Miss A. Kod'oni, to K
the greater consistency of its form. Judith Perlzweig, student at the American School of Classical ,
Studies, and now also on the Agora staff, was kind enough to read the manuscript in the spring of
1953, and to remove a number of errors in references, etc. The article includes the results of many
investigations and suggestions by Maria Savvatianou, and owes very much to her clever and patient
collaboration and her sustained interest. Finally, I am indebted to H. A. Thompson in more ways
than the conventional one for the opportunity to publish this material from his excavations.

d'l
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with the local date, i. e. the name t)t an eponyni or local elating official, as well as the
endorsement of the manufacturer or other person responsible for the standard quality
of the container. Context evidence from excavations in which fragments thus stamped
are found is of the greatest value toward establishing an absolute chronology.

The possible purp(xses served by such stamps will continue to be explored.
Primary among them, however, must have been a quantitative guarantee: a jar
endorsed as a kvl^lov was thereby declared to have a certain capacity, different from
that of, for instance, a contemporary Chian jar. The various local jars, at least in the
Hellenistic period, satisfied the customs collectors as well as the purchaser that they
were standard of their kind; cf. M. Rostovtzeff, Social and Economic History of the
Hellenistic World, p. 1300. There was therefore, as there is today, a limit on excessive
as well as scant capacity, without which indeed the jars would have lost much in
general usefulness. A sensible reason for stamping containers would be tva diroXva-r]
rij? fieTpyja-eo)'; avrov? as Aristotle accounts for the stamping, or striking, of coins':
Oyap xapuKTijp iTidt] tov ttoo-qv ar^pdov {Politics, 1257a). A skilled and experienced
potter can produce something close to uniformity if he has good reason to do so. One
may speculate as to what was the machinery of control. The various measurements
that would guide the potter including perhaps pre-firing weight—would be those
that could be tested by an inspector before the stamps were applied. Spotchecking by
filling some of the stamped jars after firing might eliminate a careless or incompetent
technician, ora tendency to favor one orother of the opposed interests. The whole ofa
particular issue of jars could then be condemned. For us to judge of the efficacy of
control from data on surviving jars, more study is needed than might be supposed,
since for one thing the standard jar of a particular state had a different capacity at
different periods, so that its chronology must be worked out in some detail before
figures cim usefully be compared. It is certainly my impression that capacity figures
on Rhodian jars will show a uniformity in contemporary vessels, however it was
achieved, that is within atolerance narrow enough to have made it practical for large
purchases and taxes on cargoes to be reckoned by tallying. It seems a fair guess that
the great development of the stamped jar at Rhodes is partly to be accounted for by
the port tax which provided alarge proportion of the revenue of Rhodes: an authorized
container would greatly facilitate the operations of the tax collector."

An idea of the range of contents of the stamps is provided by the index to the
present article and its various divisions. For notes on the persons named and on

, usages with regard to devices, see the introductions to the various classes especially
• the Thasian. Ethnics (cf. p. 000) appear regularly but not invariably on Thasian and

Knidian jars, while a single example only is known on a Rhodian jar handle (cf p
/Aj 0i ©00), and no such identification has been found in stamps of the Pontic classes. These

I are the four principal stamped series. Presumably the adjectives agree with an under
stood KepdpLov or perhaps in the earlier period a-rapvLov, the word used by Lysistrata
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It now seems probable to me that the Thasian adjective was always intended to be a
neuter singular nominative, like other ethnics on jars; and that it was the form with
omega that was introduced as a patriotic archaism, a return to the Parian alphabet of
early Thasos, in which the values of omicron and omega are interchanged. This would
correspond with the introduction on Thasian coins of the same date, taken to be 411
B.C., of an ethnic written with an omicroiK but presumably meant for the genitive
plural usual in ethnics on coins. Cf. A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 35, with note 11.

The collection of stamped fragments from the excavations at the Pnyx is remark
able for its varied and representative nature, and particularly for seventy-five items,
the greater part Thasian, which were found in a context indicating a date before

/ about 340 B.C. These handles from the filling of Period III of the Assembly Place /
[q / (on the deposit, see above, p.jO) first made it possible to distinguish^among Thasian. " '

I classes of stamps which are definitely pre-Hellenistic; and they have given us a
general date for a good group of miscellaneous stamped handles of uncertain origin, /
shown together on Plates 76-78. One or two other pieces of context evidence are im
portant, in particular the finding-place of 70, to my knowledge the first Rhodian
stampedhandle to have beenattested from a fourth century deposit. Unusual features
of the assortment as such are the large proportions of Thasian and Pontic, the latter
nearly three per cent of the collection as against three-tenths per cent at the Athenian
Agora, while the Thasian, which are about four per cent at the Agora, are here over
a quarter of the total, the great majority being of early date, including thirteen from
a single eponym term: see Plate 55. The figures are as follows:

Thasian 70 (of which 1 not catalogued)
Rhodian 43

Knidian 76
Pontic 8
Less numerous categories, total 18
Miscellaneous unclassified 45 (of which 3 not catalogued)

260 (of which 4 not catalogued)

In the present stage of our investigations, the number of persons who could make
use of a plain report on such a body of material is strictly limited. What limits their
numbers is at the same time what increases the unprofitable burden of presentation
(making necessary, for instance, the illustration of many poor examples much better
represented inother collections): the fact that thecomprehensive studies of thevarious
categories have not yet been published to furnish background. Under the circum
stances, I have tried to make the presentation of this varied collection into something
of a revised guide to the field, useful to excavators and other collectors of stamped
fragments, whose bulletins contribute to the working out of the chronology and the
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solution o"f other connected problems. The introductory comments on the various cate
gories include mention of recent progress in the study of these; and descriptions of
two of these classes, the Parmeniskos and Imperial groups, are here published for the
first time.

Somewhat wider interest may attach to the name lists and prosopographical indi-
. ;• cations included in the Thasian and Knidian introductions: twenty-five early Thasian

eponymous officials have been distinguished, cf. pp. jO0O ff., with Figure 6; "and an
^ approximately complete list has been given of the duoviri and contemporary eponyms

whose names appear on Knidian jars of the late second to early first centuries B.C.,
'V7-/'V7/cf. pp. 000ff. Note also that the Rhodian introduction includes news of a dozen

' eponyms to be added to a recently published verified list.

Notes follow on the plan of the catalogue:

Collation is not meant to be complete. Since Thasian duplicates are few, it was at
first intended to cite all such duplicates of Pnyx types known to me. But as theThasian
corpus is soon to appear (cf. p. 000), it has not seemed worth while to try to keep

^ this section of the catalogue up to date with our increasing files. A few additional
•1 citations will be found in the Bibliography below/ see under Skorpil 1904. For the
I other classes, parallels are not cited unless they have some special usefulness (for

dating a type, for restoring a name, etc.), or unless the type is rare. Figures are
often given of the number of duplicates on file in the Agora index (as of February
1953) ; these are useful for instance in helping to identify combinations of supple
mentary types used together on Knidian jars (see e. g. the commentary on 179). A
majority of the citations which do appear are of unpublished material. The greater
part of this is composed of finds at the Athenian Agora, to be recognized without
further identification by the letters SS preceding anumber (the inventory classification
Stamps and Seals). SS numbers will further identify associated buildings, etc., for
instance the Middle Stoa, as being also of the Athenian Agora. Much of the context
evidence at the Agora is provided by the discovery of the object in informative com
pany in a deposit filling an ancient cistern or well. These deposits are many, and not
fully studied, in the present catalogue they are not named, but specific reference is
preserved by the SS numbers. The tentative dates here attributed are sometimes the
result of my own analysis of the group formed by the stamps found together; such

j dates will not be in contradiction to those proposed by others who have studied the
i/i. j deposits, though they ma}' so^utimes be narrower. In citations of unpublished material

outside the Agora, I add the name of the place to the number, e. g. Corinth CP 1824.
Numbers which include the letters VG are numbers assigned by me to otherwise un
numbered items in some collections. On certain collections of which the material as a
whole has not yet been published, notices have appeared: for Delos, see the article

l''i j cited p. 000 below in the bibliographical notes; for Antioch, see Tarsus, I, p. 135,
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note 4; for the Museum and Benachi collections in Alexandria, see Hesperia, XXII,
1953, pp. 117-118, note 4, but a count made in February, 1955 showed the estimates to
have been far too low.

Citations have not been made to the publications of Athenian collections listed
Grace p. 206. The material in the National Museum, now amounting to some 18000
stamped handles, is being classified and recorded as a whole, with the help of a grant
from the American Philosophical Society.

Statements on context of discovery of Pnyx stamped fragments precede the
reading of the stamp. The absence of such a statement means that the context is too
late to be relevant. Stamps are on the handles of wine amphoras, and are shown at
about actual size, and jars are shown at one-tenth, unless there is a description or
statement to the contrary. Note that a stamp at actual size does not mean that the
width of the handle canbe measured on the photograph; the difference in distance from
the lens makes the handles appear smaller than they are. Measurements of width and
thickness of the handles, as well as descriptions of the clay, have been given for the
Thasian, which show much variation, and for the small groups and individual handles
of unknown origin. In series where both dating and issuing authorities are named in
the same stamp, i. e. in early Thasian and in Knidian stamps, in the present catalogue
the two men are distinguished in the type headings, the issuing authority or fabricant
standing first; Knidian types are here alphabetical (within groups) by fabricant, when
known, Thasian by dating authority or eponym (with one or two aberrations due

I to corrected readings), since by these arrangements similar stamps are assembled,
' usage differing in the two series (cf. below p. 000). Names in parentheses in some

Knidian headings, cf. e. g. 158, 160, are those of types known to be companions to
the ones published, to have been impressed, that is, on the other handle of the jar.
Note finally that AH numbers, in parentheses following the catalogue number, are

-the Pnyx inventory numbers.

«v



CATALOGUE WITH COMMENTS ON CLASSES

A. THASIAN

The most useful work of reference for Thasian handles inprintat present writing
is Pridik's catalogue cited as Hcrin. in this article (see Bibliography). The careful
facsimiles, numerous photographs, and full indices of names and devices have made
this catalogue a sine qua non for anyone wishing to decipher thedifficult stamps of this
class, especially the earlier ones such as are represented here in Plates 52-57 and 60.
This book, which is something of a bibliographic rarity, is fortunately to be super
seded by a much more extensive illustrated repertory, a corpus of Thasian stamps
shortly to be published by Professor and Mme. A. Bon of Montpellier, in the series of
S:tudes Thasiennes of the French School in Athens.^ Until the full bibliography and
name list are published in the corpus, the reader may refer to I.G., XII, 8, pp. 82-83,
for publications of Thasian stamps prior to 1909, and to the index of that volume for
Thasian names. See also Figure 6 here for a prosopography of the earlier stamps
which is more complete than has been published elsewhere.

The oldest recognized Thasian stamps, probably of the last quarter of the fifth
century, are the earliest amphora stamps to bear Greek names. Greek jars were
stamped with single letters ordevices as early as the late sixth or early fifth centuries,
and Chian with their coin type in the third quarter of the fifth; but for names stamped
on jars earlier than the Thasian, apparently we must look outside of Greece.® I have
published briefly on early Thasian,^ drawing largely from the evidence of the collec
tion here being published.

In fact, the filling of Period III of the Assembly Place, as dated by the Attic
figured pottery (see above, p. 6), has provided context of the greatest interest for
Thasian stamped wine jars, since the period is close to being coterminous with what
has been considered pre-Macedonian Thasos, formerly assumed to have ended with

2Professor and Mme. Bon have very generously shared with me in advance of publication the
whole of their extensive material, and have helped me both by their criticism of my writings and

^their resourceful co-operation in certain practical problems that have faced us both in connection
with publication.

^Early single letter: SS 7616, with epsilon on the top of the handle, from a deposit of the earlv
fifth century which included ostraka of Xanthippos and Themistokles. Early device- Corinth
C37-1030 with frog (gem impression?) on the top of the handle, published by Mary Campbell,
Hespena, VII 1938, p 606, fig. 28, no. 200, the deposit being of the second half of the sixth century
possibly to 480 b.c. Chian com type: Grace, pi. I, 1, cf. pp. 296, etc. For references to some pre-
Greek stamped jars, see Hespena, Suppl. VIII, p. 182 note 33

L, 1946, pp. 31-38.
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conquest by Philip II in 340 b.c.^ In the catalogue which follows, the first section,
155, covers the finds from this deposit; I know of no evidence to put the issue of
stamps of classes I, a-d, later than about 340, nor apparently do any of the more
commonly found stamps with single name, ethnic, and device (cf. 56-69) predate that
yean Here seems to be abreak in system such as one expects to find explained by an
administrative change; and we await with great interest the discussion of these years
to appear shortly in J. Pouilloux's Recherches sur I'histoire et les cultes de Thasos
Part I, chapter X.°

In the present article, I supplement the Pnyx material of the earlier period with
photographs of whole jars which show the restoration of some of the fragments, and
with a table to indicate the function and the interrelation of persons named on Pnyx
stamps.

Of the four jars in Plate 60/ythe middle pair have stamps which appear also
in the Pnyx series, on 16 and 43, while 4bears the name of the eponym on 45 here
published. The stamp of 1makes the third of a series naming, with preposition, the
^onym Meycov I, for whom I have tentatively suggested a date of about 410 bc'
The first three jars cannot be far apart in date because of the interconnection of names,
see igure 6; and jar 3should not date later than the first quarter of the fourth century
according to the type of lamp represented in the stamp (better seen in the better
impressed 43). Setting the diree in a row, we see the Thasian jar being drawn out to
greater length, and sharpening at the angle, thus following a tendency observed in the
ate fifth and early fourth centuries on another wine jar series, the detailed develop
ment of which we can date on somewhat better excavation evidence. Jar 4 shows a
further stage of pulling out and narrowing; note that the full length is not preserved
f missing. Context evidence suggests that this jar is perhaps to be datedafter 350 b.c., though I believe not by much.®

XII,^'''^"Iv-Wissowa, V, 1934. p. 1319; C. Fredrich in I.G.,
®M. Pouilloux was kind enough to read a first draught of this introductory text, and to give

me the reference to his book, published in Paris in 1954. which had not yet appeared when this
volume went to press. He does not believe that Thasos was conquered in 340, though it may well
lave been thereafter " dans la sphere economique macedonienne."

' AJ.A., L. 1946, p. 33 with note 7.

^ '̂ ypnis. now in the National Museum of Palestine in Tel-
ol-es'' «l"- ^-26 m.; ht. of handles 0.21m.; capacity given in round numbers as "8
oldeHl re trot ^wo takes of the same
setting around a youthful head turned left. Note that it has slipped in
of M<;rm,i' \ Tu •• '̂"-^^tor of Antiquities of Cyprus,

and forSrmi In 'u w Photographs sent very promptly,
Museum LZ IvI m i Archaeologicalm IndT 002?m I" r jf?oo '' ^^"dles 0.20 m.; their W. 0046
tem oMa? ?! V 'yP"' endorsement of in theterm ot , see 16; note that on the jar in Rhodes it has slipped in setting, giving a false
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I think it likely that a ntimber of the Pnyx stamps somewhat antedate the first of
the four jars here shown. A jar of the term of KXeocjiaiv (cf. 40-42), shown in Clara
Rhodos, II, 1932, pi. VI, 6, evidently had higher shoulders and shorter handlesthan our
1; unfortunately the illustration is inadequate and the jar has been lost as a result of
bomb damage to the Rhodes museum during the recent war. In other ways also my
series gives an incomplete picture of early Thasian wine containers. For instance,
larger stamped jars certainly coexisted with some of these aiK^opdhia, as will be ob
vious from the various sizes of the Pnyx handles. Some of these may have been of
quite a different type; cf. the containers listed in the wine law of the late fifth century.®
Reconstruction from fragments of a sequence of shapes of wine jars in this period of
Thasian history is made difficult by the changes in authority and presumably in
standards in the last quarter of the fifth century, as well as by the likelihood that
there were not only various types of vessels but also full-size and fractional vessels
of the same type. Although the height of a handle and the slope of shoulder indicated
by a preserved lower handle attachment are certainly evidence as to date, their signifi
cance is less easy to read than I have perhaps suggested in past writings.^®

Some general statements on the distinctive fabric of Thasian handles, Grace,
pp. 201 and 203, need a little modification. For Pridik's characteristic rim profile, a
wrong reference is given; it is actually shown on Herm., p. 35, a diagrammatic ren
dering in the third line of the text. Variations will be seen in Figure 7here, on profiles
of Thasian handles of before 340 b.c. An angular rim continued through at least part
of the third quarter of the fourth century, but was replaced before 300 by a thick roll,
later diminished. Very broad handles, such as 60, seem, according to recent Agora
finds, to date shortly before 300. The position of the stamp on the early handles is on
top, not on the outside of the curve but often close to the neck; this will be clear on
the Plates, as well as in Figure 7. The position on the outside of the curve remains

impression of length. 3) Of unknown provenance, in the Archaeological Museum, Rhodes. Ht.
0.72; diam. 0.252; of handles, W. 0.044, T. 0.022; capacity of jar 8050 cc. For the stamp type,
endorsement of ®paai^vl(lr,^) in the term of Meywv II, see 43, or the better example in Herm., pi. V,
15. For an opinion on the date of the kind of lamp used as a device in this stamp, I am indebted to
Professor Richard Howland, who is publishing the Greek lamps found in the Athenian Agora. Jars
2and 3are here published by permission of Dr. I. Kondis, Ephor of Antiquities of the Dodek'anese.
For first records of 3, I am grateful to Dr. Luigi Morricone, as well as to the good offices of
Mrs. O. R. Arthur and of Mr. T. W. French, Antiquities Officer of the British Military Admini
stration of the Dodekanese in 1946, by whose several agencies these and other records reached me
at a time of confusion and difficult communications. 4) Athenian Agora, Inv. P 13570. Preserved

"i"' handles 0235. The stamp seems to be the type illustrated inHem., pi. yilb 26, the device an ant the fabricant sname not preserved, the term that of N«i'as.
For the context of P 13570, see under 45.

" Nouvelles Inscriptions de Thasos," L, 1926, p. 214, lines 12-13:
eg ajX(popem' p.-q\b€ e/c 7rt&o.Kv?;s p7]6 eg ij/evSo7rl0o KorvXL^erio p-riSes.

AJ.A.y L, 1946, p. 37. Mme. Bon has called my attention to the ambiguity of some of this
evidence.
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characteristic of Thasian, but of a later period; cf. LXXVI, 1952, pi. XXV,
35. Most of the stamps are rectangular, but the series of the eponym hdrupos is cir
cular. The clay is as described in Grace, p. 201, and because of the variation, the color
is mentioned in this catalogue; but the characteristic mica is noted only if there is
unusually much or little.

To supplement the sparse and cryptic evidence provided by context of discovery
and development of shape, we need to know and understand the interconnection of
the names on the stamps, and the function, and as far as possible separate identity, of
the persons named. For Thasian stamps, the first necessity is to establish separate lists
of eponyms and fabricants, since the pre])osition iiri rarely occurs. For the beginnings
of such lists, with illustrative photographs, see AJ.A., L, 1946, p. 35, notes 17 and
18, and p. 37, note 19, with fig. 1, p. 32. The table. Figure 6, shows the process carried
somewhat further. The eponym list is there headed by the explicitly designated
eponyms Meyav and tdrvpo?. The types combining their names with those of a number
ofothers, indicated by crosses where the lines cross, have for each of the two eponyms
a particular device common to the whole series he dates: for Miywv, a youthful head
turned left (cf. PI. 60, la and lb, the same stamp variously lighted) ; and for Sdrvpo's
his canting satyr head, illustrated in my article on early Thasian.^^ These types show
that at least the early Thasian stamps are " eponym's " stamps rather than (as is the
case with Rhodian and Knidian) fabricant's stamps. After these two, I have added
the names of those who must be eponyms of the period of class a, the stamps without
device, since most of them appear on no other class. It should here be remarked that
the sequence of eponyms in the table is not chronological. For the terms of 'Apicrro-
peTrjs when the device is the Archer, and of 'Hpocjiwv who is named with the head of
perhaps the same figure, the pattern is that of the terms of Miycov and Sarvpos, in that
a common device is used with various second names, as is done also with several other
eponyms, including AiK-qKpaTrjis (37). But with others, the device is different for each
different second name, thus corresponding with the subsidiary symbol present in the
various types of the term of Hpo<^wv;" and here the eponym must be identified by
the distinctive arrangement of the stamps of his term, in which his name often had'
a position of priority. That this can be done I think will be clear from an examination
of the Pnyx material, especially the types naming the eponyms 'Apio-retS^js, Bdrcov,
Aapdo-Ti7?, KXeocjiav. Confirmation is provided by the fact that the second names as a
whole fit easily into a list distinct from that of the eponyms, if one allows for a small

" pp. 32 (fig. 1), 33, 38, nos. 12-14. Note that the eponym's name is actually in a separate
stamp in this series, preserved in addition to the main stamp on no. 13 of the items here listed ftaken
from Herm., pi. XV, 9). ^

Ibid., p. 33, note 9. Another type of this series has since been published, with fabricant
K\iod>avri-i and subsidiary symbol a bird: see T. Ivanov, Musee National Bulgare, Fouilles et
Rechcrches. IT, Sofia, 1948, p. 44, and p. 46, fig. 54 a; the article is in Bulgarian, with a summary
mFrench. The stamp is on the neck of the jar near the rim. I owe the reference to Professor C B
Welles. • '
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number of different persons with the same name, such as in any case we know existed,
from Thasian epigraphical texts. Into the same second list fit the single names on
stamps of classes b and c (5-15), so that in these types the phiale and star evidently
indicated dates. I have added them at the end of the eponym list in Figure 6, which
includes altogether a dozen names of eponyms identified on stamps from the Pnyx.

As to the precise function of the persons in this eponym list, it may well be that
they were the dating authorities of the state; I am informed by J. Pouilloux that this
authority was normally in the hands of archons, not, as had previously been supposed,
of tJieoroi, and probably of a single archon par excellences^ We should not of course
assume that they had ex officio any connection whatever with the wine trade, or with
pottery manufacture; their names simply date the stamps." The similarity among
themselves of stamps naming a particular eponym does of course suggest a central
control, but not by the dating authority as such.

The persons in the second list were presumably potters or pottery owners, unless
possibly they were commissioners or inspectors. In any case, I take it that their en
dorsement indicates responsibility for the standard quality of the jars. Like those who
correspond with them on Rhodian, Knidian, etc. jars, they will here be called fabricants.

It will be recognized by a study of the table that the context dating of stamps of
the eponyms 'Apktto/aAtjs (Grace, p. 301, 2), and TeXeo- (Grace, p. 301, 1; A.J.A., L,
1946, p. 38, 2) places the whole of this connected group in the neighborhood of 400
B.C., independently of the Pnyx context. A stamp of the eponym 'ApicrretSTjs (SS 1498,
unpublished, fabricant 0eo§oT(os) ; see Fig. 6) has also been found in early fourth
century context at the Agora; it is a duplicate of JlpaKTiKo,, 1910, p. 134, fig. 7, from
earlier investigations at the Pnyx. Further, duplicates of 29 and of 32-33 (see com
mentary) have been found in deposits which confirm Pnyx evidence as to the date of
Aa/xdo-rr;?; while some confirmation is provided for both 'ApurTOfiivTjs and 'Rpo^Qv
by the fuller publication of three handles from the Asklepieion in Corinth: see
Roebuck, Corinth, XIV, The Asklepieion and Lerna, pp. 136-137, nos. 86-87 bis; and
for the lamps in the same deposit, p. 129 as well as p. 137.

I am very grateful to M. Pouilloux for answering in advance my question on this point, and
quote his letter of March 4, 1953; " Les seuls eponymes veritables de Thasos sont les archontes et
meme sans doute un arclionte par excellence chaque annee (cf. I.G., XII, 8,265,1; I.G., XII, 8, 589,1,
epoque romaine). Lorsque les theores interviennent, ils ne sont la qu'a titre de verificatenrs; le seul
texte I.G., XII, 8, 263, ou ils font office d'eponymes appartient a une epoque de troubles, et il ne
s'agit pas d'une acte emanant des pouvoirs constitutionels. J'ai traite de cette question de I'eponymie

^ t au ch. IX de men travail sur Thasos." Reference is to the volume mentioned above, p.-006. A later/i'
6T1 volume of this work will contain a full prosopography ka Thasos, the preliminary files for which M.

I Pouilloux has generously permitted us to duplicate for our own use.
^ " Cf. L. Robert's disposal of a related confusion, &tudes Anatoliennes, Paris, 1937, p. 514,

note 2: . .la datation n'a rien a voir avec le contenu du document; de meme que, si une epitaphe
de cette epoque etait datee, elle le serait par le pretre d'Helios a Rhodes . . . sans que Rhodes ait
aucune responsabilite dans la mort du defunt."
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The establishing of the two lists is still far from complete, although' they have
been carried further than is shown in Figure 6. I hope to return to these matters, as
to the chronology of latter fourth century and Hellenistic Thasian jars, at a later date.
In the meanwhile, one or two notes on the early stamps may be added.

I have given elsewhere a brief account of classes la, b, and d." Note in class Ic,
which is well represented in the present group (7-15), a peculiar feature, the addition
in certain types of a pellet, sometimes two; see 10T3, and comment on 15. This object
probably had no pictographic meaning, but is to be compared with similar pellets on
coins of the Greek West, which are marks of value. This usage, conspicuous on Roman
Republican coins, was in force in the late fifth century in Magna Graecia, when bronze
and gold coins began to be issued in addition to silver and weight was no longer an
obvious criterion of value.^® It is possible that the pellets marked units of capacity on
Thasian amphoras. It will be noticed (cf. Fig. 6) that classes lb and c have many
fabricants in common. I believe that c is somewhat later than b. It is interesting to
compare the phiale stamp Herm., pi. VI, 15 with the star stamp Henn., pi. VII, 15;
the same name occurs in both, except that in the former it is spelled with an alpha, in
the latter with an eta\ Evcfiprilv clearly visible in SS 8798, which is without the pellet,
to be published in the Bon corpus.

For another possible connection between Thasos and the West in the late fifth or
early fourth centuries B.C., note in the catalogue that an Etruscan coin with the same
device as 21 bears an unexplained legend, Thesi.

Thasian I: Late Fifth and First Half of From the filling of Period III ofthe Assembly
Fourth Centuries B.C., 1-55 Place.

»

VA«(u[7(ev?^s) ] ^ n
a. Stamps without Device'. 2-4 ©a(n( t

1. (AH 9). 5ku/^vos, term of Aiapiys. W. 0.047
m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 52 and Fig. 7. Reddish buff clay.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly Restored from Thasos 1424. Another ex-
ample in the National Museum, Athens, and cf.
Herm., 48, 272.

Ta '1

rSfrf ol suggests a possible identification
' of the eponym with A. KAcoScopou, archon in the

Rim preserved. Fine buff clay, little mica. fifth century e.g.
Restored from Herm., 42, 127-128.

3. (AH 143). Eipu(dvaf), term of Xdpu(v).
2. (AH 57). #i'A<o(v), term of A£(oy(A^s). W. W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI. 52.

0.042 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 52. X<£pa,(v)

A" A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 35.
' Cf. Head-Hill, A Guide to the Principal Coins of the Greeks, London, 1932, pi, 15, nos. 38,

43, and pi. 16, no. SO (all three bronze).

7 t ' • ( \ S' J AV " • ' . r f a. " ( /
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(S)a<Ti(
s Evpv(dvai)

Russet buff clay.

Two more examples known, from Thasos.
Cf. also Herm., 55, 429-430, with slightly less
abbreviation.

4. (AH 99). Aa,ta(r( . W. 0.041m.; T.
0.024m. PI. 52.

From the filling of Period 111of the Assembly
Place.

Aa/iao'(
Oacrioi (v)

Russet buff clay; red stain on top of handle
near neck of jar. Two published examples:
Herm., 40, 99-100. See on 229.

b. Stamps with Single Name, and Varying
Device plus Phiale: 5-6

5. (AH 109). n,jAc;8(^9). W. 0.047 m.; T.
0.022 m.; Ht. 0.12 m. Pis. 52 and 59, b
(side).

From the filling of Period HI of the Assembly
Place.

©affiov

phiale tripod
nuAdS (t/s)

The whole handle is preserved, with both
attachments, but not the rim. It is broad and
flat, with little rise in the upper part, and a
finger impression on the lower attachment;
carefully made. The shoulder fragment indi
cates a relatively gentle slope. Russet buff clay
with much mica; red stain on top near neck.

Already published: A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 32,
fig. 1 (stamp, at over actual size), and p. 34,
fig. 3, 2 (side view of handle); see also text,
especially p. 38.

6. (AH 5). Xaipip(. W. 0.038m.; T. 0.023
m. PI. 52.

From the filling of Period111 oftheAssembly
Place.

®duio[v]
phiale lance-head
Xatpt[^(]

Rim preserved. Buff clay, reddish near sur
face ; much mica.

Published examples: Herm., pi. VIII, 19;
Grace, 1.

c. Stamps with Single Name, and Varying
Device plus Star: 7-15

7. (AH 22). 'Apt(jT(aydpijs?). W. 0.04m.;
T. 0.018 m. PI. 53.

From the filling of Period HI of the Assembly
Place.

[®a] aloiv
[ ] boukranion(?) star
[*Ap] i(7T (aydpTjs ?)

Russet buff clay, much mica; gray core.

The name as tentatively restored appears in
less abbreviated form on stamps of classes a
and b above: cf. Herm., 38,45-47; and 42,125;
48, 273.

8. (AH 105). [M]eAcv(o<;). W. 0.041 m.;T.
0.021 m. PI. 53 and Fig. 7.

From the filling of Period 111 of the Assembly
Place.

[0] afftwv
device star

[M]£Atv(os)

Rim preserved. Buff clay, with much mica.

9. (AH 13). K\eo<f>{dvr,^?). W. 0.039m.; T.
0.021 m. PI. 53.

From the filling ofPeriod 111 oftheAssembly
Place.

[®]offl(o[v]
star shell

[K]Aeo<^ (avjjs ?)

Russet buff clay; red stains.

Published example: Grace, 3.

KAto^avjys is known as an early Thasian fabri-
cant; cf. 29 below.

10-12. (AH 6, 106, 113). KAeo0((£vijs?). W.
0.04 m.; 0.04 m.; 0.038 m.; T. 0.021m.;
0.021 m.; 0.019 m. PI. 53 and Fig. 7.
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From the filling of Period III ofthe Assembly
Place, all three examples.

®a<y'ui>v

Star shell pellet
K.Xeo(j)(^dvr]^?)

Rim preserved on 10. All three, russet buff
clay, red stains.

Published example: Herm., pi. VII, 14. An
example is on file from Corinth, CP 1797.
There seem to be variations in the die, very
slight. But note that 10 is from the same pro
totype die as 9; in Grace, 3. is clearly visible the
same slip of the tool from the omega crossing
the nil.

A number of stamps of this class show similar
pellets, the types being sometimes known, as
here, without the pellet; see under 15, and
above p.

13. (AH 21). NiKoo-(T/)aTos ?). W. 0.044 m. •
T. 0.022 m.

Fromthe filling of Period HI oftheAssembly
Place.

©acrtojv

Star pruning-hook pellet
[NtK00-(T/3OT05) ?]

Vestige of rim preserved. Highly micaceous
russet buff clay.

Published example: Herm., pi.VH, 4.
For the pellet, see under 10-12.

14. (AH 115). Noctctos? W. 0.038 m.; T.
0.023 m.

From the filling of Period HIof the Assembly
Place.

A
®acTlwv

[star?] dolphin?
[N] otrcros ?

Russet buff clay.

The name is that of a fabricant of this period
(cf. 21, and Herm., 48, 270), but the restora
tion is conjectural. A stamp with star and dol
phin and the name H£vocr( has been recorded

from Thasos, and will be published in the Bon
corpus (see above, p.-06O), but it is now known
only in a drawing, not at present available to
me.

15. (AH 1). UvXd(Sr,,). W. 0.059m.; T.
0.03 m. PI. 53 (stamp a little under actual
size).

From the filling ofPeriod HI ofthe Assembly
Place.

®d(nov

burning torch
nDAa(87;s) star

Highly micaceous reddish buff clay;redstain.
Seven other examples, of which two are from

the Athenian Agora, two from Thasos, and
three from South Russia: see Herm., 53, 384-
386. In one of the latter {Herm., pi. VI, 23) a
pellet has been added between the theta and the
flame of the torch; see under 10-12, and above
(p. 000) on such pellets. ""•j

The flame of the torch has a curving feathery j
tip, clear only on SS 3663.

d. Stamps zvith Names of Two Persons,
and a Device: 16-54

16. (AH 112). 4'£(i')Si7nr(os), term of 'AA-
W. 0.047m.; T. 0.022m

PI. 53.

From the filling ofPeriod III ofthe Assembly
Place. '

A.X{0)rjix{ev7j'i) |®ao-tt()v|$£(t)8iinr(os)
kantharos

Reddish buff clay, grayish core.
Other examples: Thasos 1560, and Rhodes

Museum 1748. The latter is an intact jar found
at Ghezel Tepe, Rhodes, and here published,
PI. 60, 2 and 2a; see p. 000 with note8.

The arrangement of the stamp (see PI. 53)
is that regular with 'AXO-qix.ivir)<s in the few types
known. It is like that of 'KXeotptov (cf. 40, etc.),
but the stamps are squarish, whereas those of
KXeoip&v are regularly long. The stamp of 'AA-
erinAr,<; on the jar (PI. 60,2a) appears long
because of a slip in setting.
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17. (AH 11). rAauKoji', term of 'Apto-TetS?;s.
W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 54andFig .7.

From the filling ofPeriod III ofthe Assembly
Place.

'AplCTTCi'S [t/s]
earring

[Qacri r]AavK|o)v (retr.)

Rim preserved. Buff clay, little mica; red
stain.

I owe the identification of the device to Dr.
Berta Segall.

The regular arrangement of the stamps nam
ing this eponym is that his own name reads
forward across the top long side, and is followed
directly by the ethnic and then the fabricant's
name, reading retrograde along the right short
side and bottom long side, turning the corner of
the left short side for the last letter or two.

18. (AH 102). 'HpaKAetTos, term of 'ApKTTeiSrji.
W.0.038 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 54 and Fig. 7.

Fromthe filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

'Apt(7Tei'[S7;s]
eye

[0a|(7]t 'HpaKA[£|i]T(os) (retr.)
Rim preserved. Reddish buff clay, red stain.
On the arrangement of the stamp, see 17.

19. (AH 55). Meyoiv, term of 'ApiartiSrj^. W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI. 54.

From the filling of Period HI oftheAssembly
Place.

'ApuTTeih [jys]
dog

[®a(Tt] Mey[(o]|v (retr.)
Pinkish buff clay with little mica; red stain.
Foi the arrangement of the stamp, see on 17.
An example from South Russia is published

in Herm., pi. IV, 12.

20. (AH 17). IIvAaSTys, term of'Apio-TetS?;?. W.
0.043 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI. 54.

From the filling of Period IIIof the Assembly
1 'Ifrce.

[*Ap{crT£t8jjs]
insect

®ao-t(|lIuAa[8|5;s] (retr.)

Highlymicaceous pinkish buffclay; red stain
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 17.
An example from the Agora (SS 8531), and

two from South Russia {Herm., 53, 387-388
pi. VI, 5).

21. (AH 24). Noo-o-os, term of'AptorTO(cp(aT5js),
W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 54. (The
stamp is slightly under actual size.)

From thefilling ofPeriod III oftheAssembly
Place.

'Apt o'to|kp(otijs)
wheel

No o'o'o(s)
(retr.)

Russet clay.
Published example: Herm., pi. VII, 20, from

Kerch. Two others found in Athens (Agora
and Kerameikos).

Two other types naming this eponym have
just this arrangement, the names retrograde on
the long sides, eponym on top, and no ethnic;
cf. Herm., pi. V, 18, and Dumont, pi. V, 36.
A third {Herm., 38, 63) has a different ar
rangement.

Tlie device on 21 appears in the reverse types
of certain coins of Macedonia and of Etruria,
whence a connection has been suspected be
tween the two peoples; see British Museum
Catalogue Macedonia, etc., 1879, p. xxv, with
citations. A " silver piece of five units (Etru
ria)" is dated by Mattingly {Roman Coins
1928, p. 282, pi. XXII, 9), as " c. 400 b.c."
The same piece appears in Head-Hill, A Guide
to the Principal Coins of the Greeks, 1932, pi.
13, 1. Here the description (p. 23) reads in
part; " Rev. Thezi in Etruscan. Archaic wheel,
having long crossbar supported by two struts'
curving outwards .... The city named on
the reverse of this coin has not been satisfac-
tonly identified. The date may be about the
middle of the fifth century b.c., or earlier."
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22. (AH 10). •Hpa/cA(, term of Bdrtor. W.
0.05 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 54.

From the filling of Period HI ofthe Assembly
Place.

®ao-t( Bd|To)|v 'HpaK|A(
caduceus

Russet clay with large buff core; red stain.
The inscriptions in the types naming this

eponym always run around the four sides of
the rectangle in this order, and with the same
position of the letters of his own name.

23. (AH 114). IIvAdSr;?, term of Bdrmv. W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI. 54.

Fromthe filling of Period HI ofthe Assembly
Place.

®acri( Bd|T(D|i/ nvAd|87^(9)
device

Highly micaceous russet clay with small buff
core.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 22.
Three examples from Thasos, and one from

the Athenian Agora.

24. (AH 54). 'HpdKAeiTos( ?), term of Aa/ido--
Ttj^. W. 0.041 m.; T. 0.018 m. PI. 55.

[BdmovIAa]/id [cttj/s]
burning torch
['H]/)dKAeiT[os]

(The fabricant cannot be restored as ®pdm7r-
TTOs or "HpaKAti'Si/s, because these combinations
exist in known types, cf. 25-27).

Buff clay.

Though the reading is not certain, the ar
rangement seems to be that used regularly with
Aa/idcrri/s: the eponym's name along the top long
side of the rectangle; the fabricant's along the
bottom long side; and the ethnic along the left
short side, the bases of its letters inward, so
that the eponym's name is continuous with it.
The ethnic is written with an omicron.

25-27. (AH 7, 8, 23). ©pdaumro';, term of
Aapda-Trps. W. 0.038 m.; 0.039 m.; 0.04 m.;

T. 0.019m.; 0.022m.; 0.02m. PI. 55 and
Fig. 7.

From the filling of Period HIof the Assembly
Place, all three examples.

®dcriov|Aa/ido'T)/s
greave

©paCTtTTTTO?

Worn section of rim preserved on 26. All
three, pinkish buff clay.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
An example each from Thasos andtheAthen

ian Agora, and three from South Russia
(Herm., 40, 104-1061

A pair of bronze greaves attributed to the'̂
late fifth or early fourth century b.c. has re
cently been published: see T. Ivanov, " Armure
de gueiiier Thrace trouvee a Assenovgrad,"
Musee National Bulgare, Fouilles et Reche'r-
chcs, I, Sofia, 1948, p. 106, figs. 79, 80. Each
of the greaves bears near its top a stamp with
the name 'AyaOdvutp. I owe the reference to
Professor C. B. Welles.

28. (AH 103). KaAAi^w, term of AapAaTm,
W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 55.

From the filling of Period HI of the Assembly
Place.

®acrto [v|A] a/idorj/s
duck (inverted)

Pinkish buff clay.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
Another example, from the Athenian Agora.

29. (AH 12). KA£o<^dvj/s, tenn of AatidaTm.
W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI. 55.

^^From the Assembly Place, filling of Period
®d(noy\Aapidurrj [s]

ladle

KA£o<^dr5/s

Pinkish buff clay, red stain.
For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
Two examples from the Agora (SS 11346

from a deposit about contemporary with the
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filling of Period III), and two from South
Russia {Herni., 41, 107-108, pi. V, 30. Pridik
observes that the ladle ends in a swan's head).
The Agora examples show some reworking of
the die.

30-31. (AH 58, 139). Aew^avjjs, term of Aa-
W. 0.043 m.; 0.043 m.; T. 0.023

m.; 0.024 m. PI. 55.

30 is from the filling of Period 111 of the
Assembly Place.

[0d(7iov] lAajadffTrjs
dolphin

A€[a)<^dr»)5]

Pinkish buff clay, red stain.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
One example each from Thasos, the National

Museum, Athens, and ancient Callatis (Man-
galia, Roumania); for the latter see Dacia, 11,
1925, p. 131, fig. 49, no. 3 which reference 1
owe to Mme. Bon.

32-33. (AH 3, 20). Mc'ywv, term of Aa/ido-T?)?.
W. 0.04 m.; 0.041m.; T. 0.02 m.; 0.021
m. PI. 55.

Both are from the filling of Period 111 of
the Assembly Place.

0dcriov|Aa^d(rT7; [«]
oinochoe

Mcyoji'

Pinkish buff clay.

I On the arrangement of the stamp, see under ^
, 24.

One example each from Thasos, Kerch, and
the Athenian Agora (SS 10121, from a fourth
century filling).

34. (AH 145). Ilavtraviijs, term of Aafido-TTJS.
W. 0.037 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 55.

From the filling of Period 111 of the Assembly
Place.

[©dertov |Aa/x]dp-r?;?
panther

[na]ucran»js

Reddish clay, buff at surface (apparently
from firing, not a slip).

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
An example has been found in ancient Cal

latis (Mangalia, Roumania) on the Black Sea;
see Dacia, 1, 1924, p. 153, no. 17. I owe the
reference to Mme. Bon. An example also from
the Athenian Agora.

35-36. (AH 100, 101). m\£8r,^, term of Aa-
imarrj's. W. 0.041 m. both; T. 0.021 m.
both. PI. 55 and Fig. 7.

Both are from the filling of Period III of the
Assembly Place.

©do-tovIAaixdar [tjs]
locust

IIvAdSTjs

Rim preserved on 35. Highlymicaceous clay,
reddish, buff at core, thin smooth surface coat
of light buff.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 24.
Eight examples from Thasos, one from near

Kavala, two from the Athenian Agora, and a
fine one from the German excavations at the

Kerameikos. Reference to stamped handles
from the Kerameikos is by courtesy of Dr. K.
Kiibler.

37. (AH 111). IIpaiTi?, term of AiKr/Kp(dT5js).
W. 0.046 m.; T. 0.022 m. PI. 56.

Hpfirli? 0acr|i AiK\r]Kp{aTrjs)
lamp

Pinkish buff clay, hard-baked; little mica.

An example published in facsimile in Herm.,
42, 124; wrongly restored.

The stamps naming AiKijKpdTris have a com
mon device, a lamp with horizontal handle and
rather long nozzle. Types are known with
probably six different fabricants' names; see
Figure 6.

38. (AH 16). TlvOoye {vrj?), term of 'laayoprj^.
W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI. 56.

From the filling of Period 111of the Assembly
Place.
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&acn I'laayop-q[[9 IIu]0oye (j'1/9 )
wine amphora

Russet clay.

39. (AH 76). ''A/i^av(8pos), term of
W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 56.

'IfT)(VTq{i^ |®a(n
vase

['Apcfiav{Spo^) ]

Pinkish buff clay.

Five other examples from Athens.

I know of no other occurrence of the name

Ils position of priority in the stamp
suggests that it is that of the eponym.

40. (AH 144). Alaxp'ioiv, term of K\eo<j)wv.
W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.022 m. PI. 56.

From the filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

KAeo0(3v| [©acTitor?] |Aicrj(pi(ov
dolphin

Reddish buff clay, buff surface, red stain.

Five examples from South Russia: Herm.,
36, 12-16.

The arrangement is that regular with KAeo-
<j>S>v: on successive long, short, and long sides of
the rectangle, the eponym's name, the ethnic,
and the fabricant's name, all with letters basing
inward. Ordinarily the ethnic is across the
whole short side, and ordinarily (but not al
ways, cf. Herm., pi. IV, 10) it is written with
omega] for the type of 40 the evidence of the
facsimiles in Herm. is conflicting at this point.

See also under 16.

41. (AH 4). IIoCTi'Sctos, term of KAeo<^wv. W.
0.051m.; T. 0.025 m. PL 56.

From the filling of Period III ofthe Assembly
Place.

[KAeo<^(ov] I®a(7tcorIno(7tSetos
heron

Red clay with little mica, buff core.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 40.
Nine examples from South Russia: Herm.,

52, 366-374, of which a fine example is illu
strated pi. V, 4.

42. (AH 19). ^ctSiTTTTos, term of KAeo^w. W.
0.046m.; T. 0.02m. PI. 56 and Fig. 7.

From the filling of Period HI of the Assembly
Place.

KAeo(^(3v I®a(7t(ov |$et8iir7ro5
laurel leaf

Rim preserved. Highly micaceous pinkish
buff clay; red stain.

For the arrangement of the stamp, see on 40.
A good example from the Athenian Agora,

and two from South Russia: Herm., 54, 420-
421, pi. VIH, 6.

43. (AH 2). ®pao-(ovi'(8?;s), term of Meywv II.
W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.024 m. PI. 56.

From the filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

©/oao-wlr [i(8»ys) ] |®a(n|Mc|y (ov)
lamp

Dark russet clay; white pebble in the clay
below the stamp.

The types attributed to the term of Meycov II,
including 43, have in common the sequence
fabricant-ethnic-eponym around the device, the
fabricant's name always beginning from a cor
ner. There is not a common device, as in the
case of Me'ywv I.

Other examples: Herm., 49, 299 (pi. V, 15,
good example), and an intact jar in the Rhodes
Aluseum, here published Plate 60, 3 and 3a,
on which see above p. DOO with note 8. Aves- /: r j
tige of rim on 43 shows the downward slope /
toward the outside which is clear on the intact
amphora. The muddy impression on the latter
is more easily identified from the example illu
strated in Herm. than from 43.

44. (AH 14). no(Tt(8£io9), term of Mm (0"K0s) .
W. 0.041 m.; T. 0.023 m. PI. 56.

From the filling of Period HI oftheAssembly
Place.

n[ocr]t(8ei09) |®aCT|t Mii|t( O-KO?)
shoe?
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Reddish buff clay.
The arrangement of the types of this term is

like that of the types attributed to Meytov II;
see under 43.

Another example, from the Athenian Agora.

45. (AH 230). Term of NtKi'a9. W. 0.038m. ;
T. 0.021 m. PI. 57.

N(/cta9

bird? (tail left)

[ ] (inv.)

Pinkish buff clay.

Possibly the same stamp on Thasos 294, from
which the device is tentatively identified.

The types naming Nixfas have the eponym's
and the fabricant's names on opposite longsides
of the rectangle, bothwith lettersbasing inward.
The eponym is usually given precedence by the
position of the device, so that he comes first
(left to right) if not on top. The types of his
term have no ethnic.

Largely preserved jars bearing stamps with
this eponym's name have been found in con
text of the third quarter of the fourth century,
one in Smyrna (for my acquaintance with
which I am obliged to Mr. John Cook) and the
other at the Athenian Agora. For the latter,
P 13570, see Plate 60, 4 and 4a, and p. 000
with note 8. It comes from a deposit from
which the terracotta figurines have been pub
lished recently by Dorothy Burr Thompson; see
Hespeiia, XXIII, 1954, p. 72.

46. (AH 241). Term of na/t<^aV? W. 0.038
m.; T. 0.02 m. PI. 57.

device

Buff clay.

This stamp does not show the regular ar
rangement used in the term of the eponym

which is like that with Aa/naarjys.

47. (AH 140). Up&ri^ ? W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.026
m. PI. 57.

From the filling of Period III ofthe Assembly
Place.

n/atojns?
device

Reddish clay, buff surface.

The stamp was damaged when bits of clay
fell away over a piece of straw (?) which lay
under them and which has left a distinct mark.
The device is possibly a pilos, or a bell, or an
omphalos.

48. (AH 15). EuaydpTjs? On a fragment of
the neck of the jar. PI. 57.

From thefilling ofPeriod III oftheAssembly
Place.

Evay[dp7;s?
device

Buff clay.

Cf. A.J.A., L, 1946, p. 37, note 21, for Tha-
sian jars stamped on the neck. The letters in
48 are unusually large for the early period,
unless this stamp belongs to the series with
phiale or star (cf. 5-15).

49. (AH 53). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Fromthe filling of Period III oftheAssembly

Place.

No letters are preserved, but part of the
device, a bow?

Pinkish buff clay.

50. (AH 59). W. 0.052 m.; T. 0.026 m.; ht.
of handle ca. 0.16 m. PI. 57.

This badly damaged stamp appears to have
as device a grape cluster.

The whole handle is preserved with both at
tachments, but not the rim. Buff clay.

51. (AH 180). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.025 m PI
57.

Context possibly of the fourth to third cen
tury B.C.

Part of the device is preserved, a goat facing
right. Beyond its head, letter traces along the
right short side of the rectangle, perhaps part
of the ethnic.

Pinkish buff clay, red stain.
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52. (AH 107). W. 0.035 m.; T. 0.022 m.

]S7;9[

[device (horn? or dolphin?)]

The upper part of the stam]3 is preserved,
with much worn surface.

Buff clay with a good deal of mica.

Other examples; SS 9125, 10941, and
Athens, National Museum, Bon 302. SS 10941
comes from a fourth century deposit (construc
tion filling of the square building which pre
ceded the Stoa of Attalos).

53. (AH 141). W. 0.041m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
57.

From the filling ofPeriod III oftheAssembly
Place.

Part of the device is preserved, the upper
part of a seven-stringed lyre.

Reddish buff clay, redder at core.

54. (AH 147). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.027 m. PI
57.

Fromthe filling of Period III oftheAssembly
Place.

Part of the device is preserved, the hind part
of a mouse (?) facing right.

Fine red clay, buff surface.

e. Stamp zvith Name and Title, and Device: 55

55. (AH 110). Kepdfjiapxo^i?) nvOcwvi?) W.
0.042 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI. 57 and Fig. 7.

From the filling of Period III of the Assembly
Place.

Kepapap[
TlyOlwv
Herakles as Archer

Rim preserved. Reddish clay, buff core, red
stain; little mica.

There is a stamp of this kind in the National
Museum, Athens, of which a drawing has been
published by Dumont (pi. V, 24; the handle
will be republished in the Bon corpus). The
name is IIvAdS?;s, and is followed by the title.

The name JJvffliov cannot be regarded as a
certain reading in 55. It is common in later
Thasian stamps, but I have not found it in any
belonging to the foregoing classes a-d. On the
other hand, IIvAdS?;? apparently does not exist
in the later period.

On the device, the reverse type of Thasian
coins in the late fifth and first half of the fourth

centuries B.C., and derived from a still extant
archaic Thasian relief, see M. Launey, Studes
Thasiennes, I, Le Sanctiiaire et le Culte d'Hera
kles u Tliasos, Paris, 1944, pp. 139-143, for
recent discussion with extensive references.
The date there proposed for the Archer stamps
of the eponym 'ApLaTopivrps is too late; cf. A.J.A.,
L, 1946, p. 33, note 6, and see above, p. 000.121,
Given the long period of issue of the Archer
coins, however, the type of 55 is not necessarily
close indate to the 'ApuiTopevrj's stamps.

The title may be compared with the ipyaarq-
ptapxa's named on a Rhodian stamp, cf. Nilsson,
pi. I, 5, and text p. 57.

Thasian II: Latter Fourth and Third Cen
turies B.C., Stamps with Single Name,
Ethnic, and Device; and Unrestored:

56-69

a. The Legend still tends to surround the
Device: 56

56. (AH 220). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.021 m. PI.
58.

®a(jLo>v vac.\vac. [T,;]Ae|/.idxoii
triangular object

Dark russet clay.
Along the upper edge, the effects of a flaw

m the die.

SS 1160 from Thompson's Hellenistic Group
A {Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 313 ff.) has a
stamp of TyXepaxo'̂ - The group may be of the
third quarter of the fourth century, according
to recent investigations by G. R. Edwards.
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b. The Two Words are on Opposite Short
Sides of the Rectangle: 57-58

57. (AH 199). W. 0.049m.; T. 0.021 m. PI.
58.

From the construction debris of the City Wall
of the late fourth century B.C.

©acrtwv

ladle

KA£0(^(o|v
Buff clay.

A similar stamp of KXeocpwv, with brazier as
device, was found in context probably of the
third quarter of the fourth century at Smyrna.
Another, with pentagram, appears on an intact
amphora in private possession in Roumeli His-
sar, near Istanbul; the jar somewhat resembles
Grace, p. 202, fig. 1, 3 (but note that the bottom
of that is missing).

58. (AH 56). W. 0.046 m.; T. 0.026 m. PI.
58.

©aCTtuv

bee

Nailcrwv

Dark red clay with brownish core.

The device, a flying bee, is a symbol on a
tetradrachm of Philip H of Macedon, posthum
ous issue of ca. 325 B.C.; see E. T. Newell,
Alexander Hoards III, Andritsaena (Numis
matic Notes and Monographs, No. 21), New
York, 1923, p. 5, pi. 1, no. 10, reverse, symbol
beneath horse.

c. The Two Words are on Opposite Long
Sides of the Rectangle: 59-69

59. (AH 75). W. 0.041 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI.
58.

©acTtuv

sword

Buff clay, showing in the section a red ring
near the surface.

SS 11493 which has the same stamp comes
from a deposit indicating a date before ca. 300

B.C. Another example in the National Museum,
Athens.

60. (AH 146). W. 0.056m.; T. 0.024m. PI.
58.

[©ojctcov
lyre

'AptcrTOfi[£(v)js) ]

Light reddish clay, with large buff core.
Another example from Thasos.

61. (AH 186). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.028 m. PI.
58.

®a<T [liavf
wine amphora
'Api(TTO(^d(v52s)

Light red clay, buff core.

Two examples from Thasos.

62. (AH 202). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.03 m. Pi.
58.

©ocritoy
vase

Kptro/ie[vjjs]

Dark russet clay, gray core.

Another example from the German excava
tions at the Kerameikos.

63. (AH 232). W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI.
59, a (the stamp at a little under actual
size).

In cistern built over by White Poros Wall,
first half of the third century B.C.; see Hesperia,
XH, 1943, pp. 340-362.

©acrtwv

ladle [monogram M]
NawXtos

Hard-baked reddish clay, buff surface.

The same stamp on SS 9473, from a cistern
deposit of the first half of the third century B.C.

64. (API 200). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.022 m. PI.
59, a.

From construction filling of East Stoa, at
east end of building, second half of the fourth
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UV. oli/t ^5
^ f

hit
century b.c. ; see Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 293-
295.

®aalm [v]
vase

5ki)/x;'[os]

Hard-baked reddish buff clay.
A similar stamp of ^KVfivoi, but with club as

device, was found in a third century b.c. cistern
deposit (SS 8027).

65. (AH 77). W. 0.048 m.; T. 0.02 m PI
59, a.

©acrtov

bearded bird
head

^elSiTnros

Brick red clay.
Three examples from Thasos, and one from

Antisara (?) near Kavala; see UpaKTiKd, 1935,
pp. 38-39, no. 4.

The device apparently belongs to a series in
the rest of which is given not the head alone,
but the bust and an outstretched arm and hand,
accompanied by various different devices. The
name is usually IIoAucuv. Three are published by
G. Cantacuzino in " Trois sceaux inedits de
Callatis," Dacia, Vll-VHl, 1937-40, pp. 283-
291 (1 owe the reference to James Oliver),
where the author proposes a connection with
the worship of Sabazios. For another published
example, see P. Gardner, Numismatic Chroni
cle, Series 11, Vol. XIV, 1874, p. 168. It seems
a possible suggestion that in these devices we
have abbreviated versions of the Zeus with out
stretched arm who appears on Macedonian
coins beginning with those of Alexander.

66. (AH 142). W. 0.043 m.; T. 0.018 m. PI.
59, a.

©acn'ftjv

vase (volute krater)
fKAeo] ^ [(3]/]

Reddish clay, small gray core.
A rubbing of a stamp in the Benachi collec

tion, Alexandria (Benachi A.B. 35), has made
It possible to identify 66, which comes from a
slightly different die from Herm., pi. Ill, 5
with the same reading.

67. (AH 60). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.029 m. PI
59, a.

From the filling of Period IIIof the Assembly
Place(?).

alabastron ?

[ ]
Reddish clay with buff core and surface;

much worn. '

68. (AH 172). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.024 m.
A few letters of the end of a name preserved

at what seems to be the lower right corner of
a narrow rectangular stamp.

Brownish clay, buff core.

69. (AH 179). W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Vestiges of a device or letters. The handle

may belong to the earlier period.
Not numbered: AH 104, from the filling of

Period 111 of the Assembly Place, which
may be a Thasian handle, but nothing but
the edge of the stamp can be made out.

B. RHODIAN

Martin P. Xils.son'.s study (for which see Bibliog-raphy) remains the in rale handbook for this category, and the best that haj bU^b ^ V ^
of amphora stansps It contams a large repertory and an extensive bibCaphy
rauonnee of pubhcat.ons of Rhodtan stamps before 1909, as well as noteTSis
cusstons on many matters connected with the content of the stamps, such as the Rhoi
dtan calendar; and it includes, with an analysis of the names, what approximates a
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reverse index of them. Photographs are few, but readings are presented with great
precision by typographical means which today would be considerably more expensive
than photographic illustration. This book has admirably fulfilled Nilsson's purpose to
provide the essential background for making informed copies and restorations of
Rhodian stamps, the most numerous and widely scattered of all classes of amphora
stamps.

His book does not include a chronology of the stamps, nor a full alphabetical list
of names appearing on them, nor a presentation of the whole jar. It has since been
possible to supplement it, using an abundance of more recently accessible material and
excavation records. For a recent summary, the reader may refer to my Eponyms
article (see bibliography) ; pi. 42 shows early, middle, and late stamped Rhodian jars,
and in the text are references for the evidence on which the chronology is based, as
well as a verified list of the eponyms on the stamps. It is the present supposition that
these magistrates were the dating authorities of the state, who were, in Rhodes, the
priests of Halios. Part of a list of these priests appears on a stone recently published
by L. Morricone (see Bibliography). There is certainly some correspondence between
entries on this stone and eponyms named on appropriately dated amphora stamps; it
is hoped that further study will resolve certain apparent inconsistencies.

To my published list of eponyms on stamps may now be added the following
names, an asterisk indicating that the name is known to me only in a drawing of the
stamp:

10.bis 'Adavayopa^
56.bis (Hiller no. 88) 'Ap^ecrrpaTO';^
64.bis Bovkayopa?
89.bis (Hiller no. 147) Tlpa/cXetro?

116.bis AvcrLcrrpaTO<s
116.ter Meya/cX-T}?
116.quater MeveXaos
116.quinquiens Mmcr[
163.bis (Hiller no. 288) Ttpo/cpaTTj?
163.ter TLp,oa-6epr)^
170.bis 4>p(
170.ter ^(OKLcov

Of these. BovXayo'pa?, Meya^Xij?. <Fp( and <Ihoklcpp are of early date perhaps all
of the fourth century B.C., while the rest are probably all late, perhaps all of the first
century B.C. BovXayopa? and ^cokUop occur on stamps of E^pcov, his name introduced
by the preposition Trapd: see on 70. _'Apx^Vrparo? and AucnVrparos are the names of
priests of Halios known fiom inscriptions of the first century B.C.: see do 121 anri
127 of the Eponyms article.
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A supplement to this latter is planned for early publication. Documentation of
the new names, together with other addenda and corrigcnda^.mvist be postponed until j
then. I add here only that confirmation has been found for the following eponyms, '
starred as doubtful in my published list: 'ArraTo(vptos), 'ATroXXcGi'tos, 'ApiarLcav, and
'ApLcrTocf)dvr]<i; and that the number 71.bis can now be given to an authentic (early)
Aapoo-di{vrj<s) to replace the wrongly restored Tipocrdevr)? formerly holding this
number.

Rhodian amphoras were normally marked with the name of a month in addition
to those of eponym and fabricant, the information divided between two stamps on the
two handles; see again pi. 42 of the Eponyms article, the middle jar and pair of stamps,
or the pair (?) 102-103 below. For a list of Rhodian months, see the Index, p. 4—. y'

,An ethnic 'PdStov is known on only on? handle, found in Delos, for which see below,

I'll IP-
The Pnyx Rhodian are here presented in chronological groups, of which I, which

is large, is divided according to the shape of the stamp and arranged in alphabetical
sequences of fabricants and eponyms.

The groups correspond with those used in reporting the Rhodian handles of
Delos,^^ except that in the present article I have not made a division in the first quarter
of the third century, chiefly because of uncertainty as to possible repeated names
among the eponyms, which need further study. Many of the fragments are small and
battered, so that it is difficult to estimate the dates of the handles by their shape. It is
probable that the greater part of Pnyx lb and c, in addition to Pnyx II, corresponds
with II as used at Delos.

In any case, the great bulk of these handles belongs to the third century, before
the last quarter, the character of the collection thus corresponding well with what we
have at the Agora, and forming a striking contrast to Delos finds. Note that the three
last chronological groups are represented here by a single handle each, the last three
on Plate 64.

The most remarkable single item is 70, not merely because it is uncommon in
itself, but also because it was found in context of the fourth century B.C. As far as I
know, it was the first Rhodian stamped handle to be so found, although it has been
clear that the beginning of the series must have been before 300. (A stamped handle
found in fourth century context at the Agora in 1953, SS 13094, seems also to be
Rhodian, though neither stamp nor fabric as yet permits a definite identification).
Attention may becalled also to two pairs of supplementary types, 98 and 99, and 102
and 103, of which the latter (cited above) may be actually a pair of handles from the
same jar. Note also a clear example of an uncommon Rhodian name, K€(f)dkco(v)

LXXVI, 1952, pp. 518, 522-531, 535-538, pi. XXI-XXIV. Note supplementary
remarks on this material, Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 127-128.
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(85); and a handle from a jar smaller than the Rhodian standard unit amphora, 90,
preserved in its complete length, with both attachments.^®

The collation of the Rhodian series is limited to parallels affording evidence as
to date or restoration of a type, except for fabricants' names not occurring in the
alphabetically arranged catalogue section of Nilsson's book; on these I add a summary
of my information.

Rhodian I: Late Fourth to ca. Mid Third

Centuries e.g.: 70-97

a. Earliest Rectangular Stamps, 70-72

70. (AH 258). 'Eicppojv, term of 'Ayptos (?)
PI. 61.

From packing of City AVall of late fourth
century e.g.

'Em 'Ay[pt(®^)] ?
Ev(j)pov(^os)

Published example of possibly the same type:
Nilsson, p. 524, no. 801, which may restore
the eponym's name. Another example is in the
Benachi collection, Alexandria.

The fabricant's name does not appear in
Nilsson's alphabetical Rhodian sequence from
Lindos, but occurs in several stamps grouped
by him as of uncertain origin (pp. 525, 526, nos.
804, 813, 817, 828, and 829, in addition to the
parallel cited above). Note that the clay of no.
801 is said to resemble Rhodian, as does cer
tainly that of 70.

Both fabricant and eponym are known in
other early Rhodian stamps, and only in early
ones. These include, for the fabricant, some of
the uncommon types with the preposition TTOLpa,
for two of which, see above, p. 000. On such
types, see Nilsson, pp. 57-58; but they are now
clearly Rhodian. A stamp naming the eponym
"Ayptos is coupled with a irapd stamp on a frag
mentary early jar found in Rhodes in 1952, for
my information on which I am indebted to Mr.
George Dontas of the Archaeological Service
of the Dodekanese, and to Miss Maria Sav-
vatianou.

71. (AH 89). PI. 61.
iSlBTO y

h'

72. (AH 126). PI. 61.

Hauff

avia

It may be an eponym that is named; cf.
LXXVI, 1952, p. 523, on eponyms

without preposition.

b. Early Circular Stamps: 73-81
(one fabricant, four eponyms, and unrestored)

73. (AH 166). PI. 61.

'StVOTtJXOV
rose

The name does not occur in the Lindos cata
logue, but is common in Athens, always with
rose stamps.

74. (AH 170). PI. 61.

'EtTI 'AyAo [uKptTOU ®£(TpLO<t>]oploV
rose

A closely similar stamp names this eponym
on one handle of the neck of a jar of Z^mv
found in an early third century deposit at the
Agora (SS 3786). For a nearly whole jar of
Zjjvwv, see Grace, 77. See also under 86.

75. (AH 167). PI. 61.

['EttI] Alcrx(vXcvov) ncSayci(Tvvov)
rose

Note the same eponym on 92-94.

On fractional containers, see Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 180.
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76. (AH 252). PI. 61.

'EJtti EiKA.[£fls
rose

The stamp probably bad also the name of a
month.

77. (AH 80). PI. 61.

'EttI [®pa]oy8d/.iou
(no device)

The restoration is confirmed by SS 9604, a
closely similar stamp in which this eponym is
named.

78-81. (AH 26, 195, 204, 260).

Unrestored rose stamps on handles of early
fabric, none with useful context.

c. Early Rectangular Stamps: Fabricants
82-91, Eponyms 92-97

82. (AH 225). PI. 62.

'Ap[re/it]
8(0 [pov]

[ ]
Trace of a letter, perhaps upsilon, at the be

ginning of the third line, where there was prob
ably a month. Cf. Grace, 26-27.

83. (AH 25). PI. 62 (the stamp at a little
under actual size).

'ApTCpoJV
'AypiavL(ov)

The reading is confirmed by similar stamps in
which the name of this fabricant is more clearly
legible.

84. (AH 85). PI. 62.

'ApTa/.i[i(Ttov) ]
"ETTtyovo [s]

A handle of this fabricant (SS 4175) was
found in a cistern deposit of which the pottery
as a whole has been dated in the middle half of
the third century.

FROM THE PNYX: II

85. (AH 177). PI. 62.

Ba8popt(
K£<^C(A(o(j')

The name is lare. I have only one other
Rhodian example on file: SS 9856, with month
Panamos.

86. (AH 78). PI. 62.

MtKvOo [u]
'ApTap,t[n'(ov) ]

A handle of this fabricant has been found in
an early third century B.C. group (SS 3790).
Cf. also Grace, 21-22, a possible combination
with 'Ay\wKpiTo<s (74).

87. (AH 188). PI. 62.

MtKvOo [v]
Ba8popto[v]

See on 86.

88. (AH 83). PI. 62.

See on 86.

MiKV&OV

Kapveos

89. (AH 189). PI. 62.

Net[Aos]
'Aypt[av£ov]

90. (AH 84). W. 0.031 m.; T. 0.023 m•Ht
0.215 m. PI. 62. '

Hayaavca

Whole handle preserved, small, from frac
tional jar.

Over 200 handles are on file having stamps
with this reading. It is evident by context, and
by the fabric of largely preserved jars, that at
least two fabricants used this endorsement: the
jars SS 8933, from a cistern deposit of the first
half of the third century, and Corinth C47-230
from a well in the South Stoa,,,at least two
generations apart. Many examples have been
found in third century deposits. 90 is to be
dated by fabric in the first half of the third
century.

<5lr!
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91. (AH 209).

[Ilaucrajvta

See on 90, but 91 is not fractional.

third quarter. For a published example, see
UpaKTLKa, 1910, p. 132, no. 1, from earlier exca
vations on the Pnyx.

92-94. (AH 82, 184, 207). PI. 63 (93 only).
'Ejrt Ei<^pavo/jos
©euSatai'ou

Although the fabric of the handles does not
suggest they come from the same jar, the
stamps of 98 and 99 are so similar as to indicate
that 99 is a stamp of MeveKpdryj^. A date in the
third quarter has already been suggested for
this eponym; see Tarsus, p. 148.

100. (AH 171). PI. 63.

'EAA(jv(kp [u]
rose

Among many examples on file, SS 7581 is a
jar, dated in the term of 'Apto-rcovtSas, found with
the jar mentioned under 98.

101. (AH 168). PI. 63.

®e<jp.o<f>o
pL^OV^ AltJKOV

Stamps of this earlier AiaKo<s, whose name is
accompanied by the month, include an example
(SS 8934) on the top of a jar dated in the term
of HevoorpaTos, found in a deposit dated by G.
R. Edwards about 250 B.C. or early in the third
quarter of the century; SS 8934 seemed to be
one of the two latest Rhodian items in the
deposit. Cf. Tarsus, nos. 5-6.

Rhodian III: Ca. 220-180 e.g.: 102-109

102. (AH 148). PI. 64.

Helios 'E[ttI Epa]
head n'Sa

Four pairs are known that show that the
eponym stamps of 'Ayopdmi, like those of Map-
(nias, have a head of Helios as device. One of
these pairs is on the jar SS 7584, from the
deposit mentioned under 98; the eponym is
SdaTpaTot. The stamps of 102 and 103 make a
likely pair, especially since a term of KparCSas

^ETTt Al(T)(y
\tvov

The three stamps come from slightly different
dies, and are variously preserved.

An example (SS 4275) comes from the
middle-third century deposit mentioned under
84. Note that 75 names the same eponym.

95. (AH 211). PI. 63.

^ETTfc IIoAu

Kpdrevs

96. (AH 81). PI. 63.

[Til]TTi 3(0
[xJapcus

97. (AH 127). PI. 63.

['EttI 3(o]
Xape[w]
Kapvetov (flaw in die)

The reading is not certain, but should per
haps be

Xdp7j[T0^]
Xapvuov

Xdprjs is a thirdcentury fabricant whose name
is accompanied by the month name.

Rhodian II: Cd. Third Quarter of Third
Century e.g.: 98-101

98. (AH 137). PI. 63.

MevEK/oaTeos

Among other examples of this rather common
endorsement, SS 8045 comes from a cistern
deposit dated in the third quarter of the third
century by G. R. Edwards, and SS 7582 is a
jar dated in the term of the eponym Mvnoiy and
found in a well deposit of which most of the
pottery seems to be somewhat earlier than the

t

K

,1.-5

. J
(K
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is otherwise known to be an intercalary year.
The fabric and firing of the two handles con
firm the probability.

Five handles of this fabricant were found in

the Pergamon deposit. Ten from the same de
posit name an eponym Kpan'Sas, possibly not
this one, or not all the same one. 'Ayopaval
was certainly working earlier than the last
quarter; cf. the jar SS 7584 above mentioned.
The pair 102 and 103 may perhaps be placed
early in the last quarter. For Schuchhardt's
publication of the Pergamon deposit, and for its
chronological significance, see Bibliography.

103. (AH 198). PI. 64.

'AyopdvaKTo<s
IIava/.iov

Aevrepov

See on 102.

104. (AH 79). PI. 64.

['Etti] TlpaTO(j>d
[rEvJs

['ApTd]fiLjiov

Two handles naming this eponym in the Per
gamon deposit.

105. (AH 208). PI. 64.

*E^t KAevKpa

reus

'Aypiaviov

Eleven handles naming this eponym in the
Pergamon deposit.

106-109. (AH 36, 61, 239, 259).

Four handles with unrestored rectangular
stamps, datable by their fabric at about this
period.

Rhodian IV: Ca. 180-150 b.c. : 110

110. (AH 86). PI. 64.

KAcictpySpoTtSo. II[ava]/ios (retr.)
rose

There were no handles of this fabricant in the

Pergamon deposit. The top of a jar of his was
found in Corinth, C 47-304 and 305, which

names an eponym 5dSap,os.

Rhodian V: Second Half of Second

Century b.c. : 111

111. (AH 187). PI. 64.

An incompletely impressed circular stamp

with the bust of Helios and parts of letters.

Most of the circular types with this device

seem to be of the third quarter of the second
century; perhaps it continued to be used into
the last quarter.

Rhodian VI: Early First Century b.c. : 112

112. (AH 94). Pis. 64 and 59, b (side).

Kda[Tb}p] (retr.)

A handle of this fabricant, SS 9201, was

found in a well deposit of the early first century
B.C.

The name is not in the Lindos catalogue. It

does not occur in Delos, which might suggest
a date later than 88 b.c.; but it is in general
rare: beside 112 and SS 9201, I have only five
other examples on file, four more from Athens,
and one from Alexandria (Benachi collection).

C. KNIDIAN

A corpus of Knidian stamp types is in preparation. In the meanwhile, there is
no very satisfactory work of reference for stamps of this class. Dumont's book (see
Bibliography) contains a large Knidian repertory, with many useful drawings and
much good observation of such matters as the fabric of the handles. His repertory was



indeed the original basis of the corpus now being assembled. But in the book, the
material is practically inaccessible because there isno index. Grace, pp. 241-275, which
is served bythe general index of that article, may beconsulted, but includes much that
needs revision (cf. Bibliography). Readings and dating in the present article are
based on a much larger body of information, and the name lists of magistrates of
the late second and early first centuries b.c. (see pp. O0O-GOO) should help to identify
Knidian handles of that period. Cf. also thesummary onKnidian from Delos, B.C.H.
LXXVI, 1952, pp. 519-522, pis. XIX-XX.

The Pnyx Knidian do not include handles which are of special interest in them
selves or datable because of their context of discovery. The interest of the collection
lies in the fact that it is a representative one, the arrangement of which in chrono
logical groups takes one over most of the period during which Knidian jars were
stamped with names.

The shape of the handle at various periods, for which cf. Grace, pi. II, nos. 6, 7,
and p. 202, fig. 1, nos. 6-8, can here be followed to some extent in the photographs that
show the tops of the handles with the position of the stamps. The reader may note the
contrast on Plate 69 between the latest handle with rectangular stamp (169) and the
early handles with circular stamps (170-172). Necks of jars bearing respectively the
stamp type of 171-172 and that of 169 are shown beside one another on Plate 71, b,
and two handles, 136 and 156, which date one before and one between these two necks,
are illustrated in side view on Plate 59, b. It may be remarked that the stamp of the
jar, Grace, p. 202, no. 8, has been read, and the term is that of "iTnrapxo'i (late second
century B.C., see under 160). Two more Knidian jars are shown in Hesperia, Suppl
VIII, pi. 19, 7 and 9 (SS 3219 and 9367).

In the following catalogue, the circular stamps, 170-188, have been set apart, for
convenience in using the Plates, and the rest have been divided into four chronological
groups, within which the presentation is alphabetical by fabricant:

1) First half of the second century B.C., the majority being of the second quarter,
113 137, of these, 133-137 are stamps that do not name a fabricant, and of which
the fabricant is not certainly identified.

2) Second half of the second century until the date, late in the century, when
duoviri (see below) began to be named, 138T52.

3) Period of naming duoviri, late second—early first centuries B.C., 153-165
the last item being a duoviri stamp ofwhich the fabricant has not been identified.

4) First century B.C., following the duoviri period, 166-169.

In presenting the circular stamps, I have somewhat modified the chronological
and alphabetical sequence in order to follow a) devices, and b) fabricants of whose
work both before and during the duoviri period there happen to be examples in this
collection.

STAMPED WINE JAR FRAGMENTS ' / 145
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For the circular stamps, and for many rectangular stamps which can be dated
more closely than the limits of the four periods listed, or which seem to fall between
two, individual notes on date have been added to the text of the catalogue.

The division of the Knidian stamps into these periods is a working arrangement.
With the exception of 3) and in a general way 4), the periods will not stand in an
historical analysis of the output of Knidian jars. The early stamps having abbrevi
ations, monograms, or devices (cl. (irace, 226-231, 233-234, 276) are not represented
in this collection: many of these are certainl}^ of the third century (cf. Grace, 233),
and as a group they precede the first period here listed. The division between 1) and
2) depends on the same coincidence that di^ddes the tentative Rhodian periods III
and IV: the fact that the destruction of Corinth and Carthage and the construction of
the Stoa of Attalos are all known to ha\'e taken place about the middle of the century so
that findspot evidence associated with these events is of cumulative strength," making
the middle of the century seem more of a solid line of demarcation than it was. The
period when the Knidian dating ( ?) authority was a ^povpapxos (see under 116)
will probably stand out eventually as distinct. Apparently it fell as a whole within the
first half of the second century, and it would seem reasonable to identify it with the
period of Rhodian domination of the mainland, 188-166 b.c."° The end of this period
of Rhodian domination provides another incidental fixed point in Knidian chronology,
since the increased volume of trade at Delos following its opening as a free port in
166 helps to isolate the Knidian types earlier than that date, which are very much
fewer among finds at Delos." Examples of particularly early types in the present

, i series are 113, 118 and 126) these may date from the first quarter of the second
'4 icentury. A A

I The event which serves to date for us the end of the third or duoviri period
/probably falls close at least to a real division in the pattern of stamping jars at
Knidos. That is the sack of Athens by Sulla in 86 B.C., the sweepings from which,
cleared into numerous wells or cisterns, include many stamped fragments of Knidian
jars naming duoviri. Later Knidian stamps show a marked simplification, and the jars
when preserved show a distinct reduction in size, in the direction of the smaller Roman
wine jar. It appears that the standard Knidian container of about 100 B.C., with its
elaborate endorsement, was a market requirement" which disappeared with the sack

" Certain apparent contradictions must be attributed to tbe fact that, after all, the sites of
Corinth and Carthage were not entirely untrodden during the century between destruction and
Roman colonization. On Corinth, cf. Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 119, with note 7; and C. Roebuck,
Corinth, XIY, The Asidepieion and La-na, Princeton, 1951, pp. 82-84, on a heavy traffic of looters
during this period. Mine. Gilbert Picard told me in the summer of 1951 that finds at Carthage
after 146 b.c. indicate a similar slight hut undeniable activity. •

Cf, P. M. Eraser and G. E. Bean, The Rhodian Peraea and Islands, Oxford, 1954, pp. 93-94,
with note 3.

" See LXXVI, 1952, pp. 518, 522.
Comparable requirements are .specified in the Athenian decree, I.G., IP, 1013, of the end of

/• I7i
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of Athens or probably even with the slightly earlier (88 B.C.) destruction by Mitbn-
dates of Delos. since finds indicate that Athens and Delos were by a long way the
nrincinal markets for Knidian stamped jars of the period.

The nature of the special endorsement of the diwvin period has been given brief
mention " It consists of an extra pair of names which usually changes with achange
taCnym i e. presumably we have to do with annually appointed pairs of com
missioners, though one or both of a pair seem sometimes to
to another year. The paired names are sometimes
deSniie (cf 174,187-188) occasionally apxovrew (Grace, 181-183). Ihere bei g
fmirTames involved, along with ethnic and device and sometimes title, the information
is, more often than in previous periods, divided between the two handles of Jar®'
most of which of course have since broken, leaving us to reestablish pairs o yp
bv matching devices,^^ etc. rr • i- • j

Since we now know most if not all of these inovin named on Knidian jars, and
since the eponym terms of most of the pairs have been quite firmly '
append an alphabetical list of the pairs in concordance with the eponyrns that dated
their period of office, and areverse list, alphabetical by eponym. Asterisks mark such
of these names as appear on Knidian stamps only at this period and in the function
indicated (eponym or AimmV), boldface numbers refer to I?!'
and numbers in plain type to examples illustrated mHcsfcna III, 1934 >
of some of the latter, readings in the text, incomplete or lacking, have ^
restored from better preserved duplicates. Note also citations from Kent s article
fsee Bibliography).

PUP.USHED

Examplf-s

Duoviri of Duoviri Eponyms
1 'A-ya^dStopog-'ATToAAo'ivioq 165 Epp.0(^avT09.
2. Wya0oKA^9-®edKpiro,* 223 Atov.aio.
3. 'Ay>)o-i7roAtg*-'Epp.ta?
4 " *-'Epp.d4)aPT0? ^
r- ,, / ,. ' y *AptiTTatvos
5. 'Ayiaq-AptcTToyevTjs f no /,
6 'A6lavd8o)pos*-'A7roAA«.'t09 Ep/,to4.avTO?
7. •A,roAA<5Sa.pos-Atdyv4TOg* 'AptaroSa^o^g " << * Hicrii'Og.'̂

(1)' 'A,roAAtinoWAyaPd8oppo5 'Ep/xd^iavro??
(6) " -'K&avoUpo^* -Ep/xdc/iavTo?

9' 'AptVratvoWEpaTt'Sag* 179 Aa^SaAo.
10. 'Apiarab-BdKxi09* 0£d,ro/4,ro,

the second century B.C., on which see recently M. Crosby, "An Athenian Fruit Measure," Hesperia,
XVIII 1949, pp. 108-113.

23 See Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, pp. 183-184, note 35. u c r r mn
-We have asufficiLt number of stamps in which all four names ai^ together (cf. Grace, 130;

Rr TXXVI 1952 pi XX 9), and jars, whole or fragmentary, on which pairs of supplementaryfypes ale preserved, .o')ive „s solid grounds tor guessing a. fur.lier pairs.
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11.

12.

(5).
13.

(13).
(10).

14.

15.

(15).
(7).
(8).

16.

(9).
(3).

17.

18.

(4).
19.

20.

21.

22.

(14).
(2).
23.

24.

25.

26.

(23).
(19).
(20).
(25).

27.

28.

29.

30.

(15).

(22).
(11).
(12).
(24).
(17).
(18).
(27).
(28).
(29).
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Duoviri

'Apt(7Td/8ovA.05*-M€Xavras
" *-Md(TX09

'ApLo-Toyevrj's-'Ay[a<;
'Apl<TT0KXrj'5-'ApT£IJ.(aV

'ApTiptav-ApiaTOK\rj<;
Ba(f^i09 '̂-'Apio'Teds
Aap.dTpLO';-Ev<j}puiv
Aa/id(t^io)
Arjp,riTpLO^- " *
Atdyv?jTos*-'A7roAAd8(opos

" * "

AtoMJo-io^-SiAoTroAts*

'EpaTt8a5*-'Apt(rTaij'os
'Epp.la'i-'AyrjcrlTroXi's*

" -NiKa<jc/3ov\o?
tt ti

'Ijpp.6cj>avTO's-'AyT]<jLTroXi';*
Eiiy8ovAos-Kapi'ed8a?
E5/(pdT?^s-KAev7roAt9

" -IloXvxappos

EvTToXep.O's^-Ad^r)^*
Ev(/>ptoi'-AapxlTpiOi
®evKpLTO<s*-'AyaOoKXrj^
'ld(Tiiiv-EdXXnnro<s

" -Mwttjs*
T7r7rdo'TpaTos*-KAeiJ7roAis

-IIoAd^^appos
KdAAtTnros-'Ido'toi/

Kapveddas-EwySouAos
KAevTroAi^-EuKpaTrys

" -'iTTTrdtTTpaTOS*
KpdT£pos*-NiKaa'ij3ouAo9
Epdrr/s^-TloXiTa'S-Trj^

{( It

" *-Jlovo(jvX£Trj'S*
KudoCT^Aj/s*-Aap.d ( rpio) s
usually Arjp-qTpiO'i
Ad;(7;s*-Ei7rdAefiOs*
MeAdi'Tas-'ApicTTdySouAos*
Md(7^os-'Ap«7Td/?ovAos*
Mdo'T')js*-Td(7(ov
NtKocriySoDAos-'Ep/xias

It ti

" -Kpartpos*
IXoAiras ( -Ti;s ) -Epdrtj^

Published

Examples

OF Duoviri

185, 190

185; p. 300, 8;
Kent, no. 15

181-183

180

187, 188, 211-212

164, 174, 130;
-Gpaeerp. 275, SS 323;

Kent, no. 10
Kent, no. 7

158

188

160

184, 189
163

Eponyms

"Epp.o)v
°AAe^av8pos
'AptWatvos
'Ayia^

®£VTrop,7ros
'2,o}m<j>ptav ??
2m(TI<^P0)1'

'ApicTToSap-ots
niCTlVOS?

HoAitt^?
Aai8aAos

'AvSpopLcvrji
E[
"Iinrapxo's (6 Aiovvaiov) ?
'AvSpop.ivr)s
Ilio-ivos

SppaTOKA^s
'Api(TTOp,-^^TI>S

Ev<l>pay6pa<i
^iO<Tl<f>p(OV ??
Aiovvtnos

IIoAtTas

'ApLUTOKpdrr]';
'SiTpaTOKX-qs
'Api(TTop.iq8rjs
IIoAtTa?

Iltcni'os

^rpaTOKXys

iTTTrap^O? (o AtOVU(7tOTJ )
'AXi^avSpo^
Aaptd/cpiTos

«

^tocTLtpptav

Ev(f>pa,y6pa<s
Eppiuiv
AXi^avSpoi
'ApUJT0KpdTr)<5
''E[
"lTnrap-)(o<s (6 Aiovvtriov) ?
"iTTTrapxos (6Aiovvixiov)
AXe^avSpoi
Aa/nd/cptTos

1
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Duoviri

(21). JloXv^^apjj.os-EfVKpaTrj';
(26) . " -'I-TTTTOCTT/DaTO?*
(30). novo(7vAeT?^s*-KpaT5ys*

31. UvdoKpcTO^-TrjmSrji*
(31). TijpdSrj'i^-TIiidoKpiTO'S
(16). 4>iAo7roAis*-AtoiTj(Tt09

Eponyms

1. 'Ay[a<;

2. 'AAe^afSpos*
3. " *

4. 'AvSpopIvrj';*
5. " *

6. 'Apia^Taivos
7. 'AptoroSapos*
8. 'Api<jTOKpa.Trj<;
9. 'ApKTTOpTjSiyS*

10. " *

11. AaiSaAos*
12. AapoKpLTOi
13.

14. Alovv<jio<s

15. E[ ?
16. 'Epp,o^ai/Tos
17.

18. "Epp,(ov
19. Ew0payopas
20. ®ei)7rop7ros
21. 'l7r?rap;)(os* o Aiovvaiov
22.

23. KAeuTToAt?
24. Iltcrtvo?*
25. " *?
26. IIoAtTas
27. IIoAtTjys
28. ^TpaTOKX^i*
29. " *

30. '%<am<j>piov*

31. ? *

Published

Examples

OF DuoiaRi

Published

Examples

OF Eponyms

182, 172, 173,214;
"Grace>,p. 300, 8

154

183, 171

164= 130, 219

cf. 175
159, cf. 176; 202

176

154

153

184

186, 168, 170, 210

132; p. 305, no. 8

cf. 156

188, 213

157, 174
180-181

cf. 161

cf. 161; Kent, no. 2
146

Epony'ms

'ApiaTop,i^8rj<s
<(

AapLOKpiTO?
KAeiliroAts

IIoAtTTJS

Duoviri

'ApioTTOKXrjs-'ApTfpmv

'ApicTToySovAos-Mdcri^os
Kparijs-IIoAiTTjs
'Ayj^criTToAis-'Eppias

" -'Eppd<^aj/Tos
'Aytas-'Apio-Toyei/jjs
'A7roAAd8(opos-Atdyv)jTos
'IdoOJV-M.VffTTI'S
EvKpaTrj'i-IloXvxappo^
'ImroarTpaTOi, "
'Aptcrracvos-'EpariSa^
KpaT7;s-IIoAiTas-T?js

-IIovotnjAeTTys
'Aya0OKA^s-®£UKptTOs
"Epptas-Ni/coo-tySouAos
'AOavoSiopO's-'ATroXXdivtO's
"^AyaffoSoipoi- " ?
'Apio-ToySoFAos-MtAavTas
Ei7rdAep.os-Ad^r;s
'Apiorevi-BaKxios
KpaTepoi-NcKaacjSovXoi
'Eppia?- "
IIvSdKptTOS-TjJvdSTJS
EuySouAos-KapvectSas
A'̂ •oXX68(apo^5-AL6yvrjTO^
lafrtov-KdAAiTT^ros

Aiovdcrtos-<I'tAd7roAis

EiKpdTr;?-KAeiJ7roAis
'iTnrdoTpaTos- "
AapdT(pi?)o9 or

ATjp-^Tpwi-KvSocrdivrj^
Aap,dTpios-ES<^po)v

149

It can be taken as established that the general date of this group is late second
early first centuries B.C. Every one of the terms is represented from Delos. Nearly all
have been identified in one or more Sulla-destruction deposits at the Agora, but none
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in deposits as early as Thompson's Group E {Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 392ff.) on
which see below, comment on 145. The interconnection of eponym and fabricant
names (not here listed) indicates a close sequence of terms; it is unlikely that there
are gaps of consequence. If each eponym name indicates a single year, the period is
apparently twenty-one years, bringing us from 88 B.C. (the destruction of Delos)
back to 108 B.C. for its beginning.

Much can eventually be done with relative dates within the group. For instance,
an eponym named mostly or entirely by fabricants who worked also in the preceding
period (see e. g. on 160) must have held office near the beginning. Those named on
the most numerous and largest fragments in Sulla-destruction deposits are likely to
be nearest that event. On the other hand, there is little overlapping in fabricants who
use particular devices: it is evident, for instance, that the bull's head types of
Atoo-zcovpiSa? (covering nine different eponym terms) are later than those of Aapo-
KpdTr)<s (eight terms, no overlap with Atoo-zcouptSa?). It is, moreover, already fairly
clear that with circular types of this and the preceding periods, something approaching
a die sequence can be worked out.

Some anomalies in practice during the duoviri period may be mentioned. These
are mostly omissions of one or other of the chief elements properly present in the
complete endorsement of the period: fabricant, eponym, duoviri. They appear mostly
on jars of veteran fabricants who worked also in the preceding period. Omission of
the duoviri (cf. 155T56, 175 and 176) at first makes one suppose that a ^re-duoviri
term is named. But four eponyms are involved in such omissions, 'Apio-TopTjSTjs,
Aai8aXo5, Aapo/cptTo? and KXewoXt? (cf. under 155), and it is unlikely that there
would have been so extensive a repetition within the short period indicated by the
activity of the fabricants who name these eponyms. Omission of the eponym has been
proved by a joined pair of handles with supplementary types (see under 179), and
is strongly suggested by a combination type (TD 2692, etc., unpublished) which
names fabricant and diioviri, the latter with the preposition, like an eponym; and there
is at least one more very probable case. Finally, what looks very much like a pair of
bull s head types of Aioo-KouptSas includes no mention of the fabricant's name.

Among other anomalies, note that the titles dvSp&v and dpxovrcov are both known
to have been added in the wrong stamp of a pair of types (see under 179 for the
former); and that although these titles regularly appear in the genitive, the names
they introduce are often in the nominative (see 187, 188).

It may be remarked that apxavTo? in the singular accompanies the eponym's name
in two (unpublished) types of about the middle of the second century. Of other

Here and in the catalogue, I use the numismatists' term for this Knidian device (cf. B Head
Historia Numorum, Second Edition, Oxford, 1911, p. 616), rather than the clearly inaccurate
" boukranion."

1927, etc., with the eponym's name; and SS 3639, etc., with those of the duoviri-
unpublished. '
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Knidian titles, apart from (jjpovpapxo? above discussed, Kepapeo<5 occasionally identi
fies the fabricant, and 8apiopy6<s frequently, from the early second to the early first
centuries B.C., describes the eponym. The word "l-n-Trapxo'; is probably a name, not a
title; see under 160. The word TratSi'a introduces one of the uncommon Knidian
patronymics; see under 133 and again 160. For ethnic adjectives applied to persons,
cf. 113; one or two others are known.

Firms of manufacturers, for which I have said no evidence remained, did
apparently operate in the post-duoviri period. That this is what we have on all three
of the handles of noticeably late fabric, 166T68, is suggested by data discussed under
168, where fifteen eponyms of the period are listed. Other firms (?) of the period are
those of <E>avias-BtoT05 (unpublished) and perhaps Apa( - ©ev(, Grace, 257, where the
reading is incomplete, and too early a date has been suggested for the deposit.

The kind of stamps that seem to follow these, and, still in the first century e.g.,
to wind up the Knidian stamped series, are described under 169.

Knidian with non-circular Stamps:

1. Before ca. 150 b.c. : 113-137

113. (AH 218). 'ATToXAwvtos Uio-tSas. PI. 65.

['Air]oXXwi't[os]
[ni]crt8as

Published examples; Grace, 222 (the photo
graph shows a different preservation of the
stamp); C. I. L., VIll, Sup. Ill, 22639, 27a
and b (Carthage); Herm., 59, 28. Many others
are on file, including SS 851, 1048, and 1463
from the construction filling of the Middle Stoa,
and SS 11566 from the footing trench of the
colonnade of the Stoa of Attalos.

Many die variants contain the same two
names, of which the second is presumably an
ethnic. It is not known whether the jars had
dating stamps on their other handles.

114. (AH 133). 'AptCTTayopas, term of Aap.a-
Tpios.

'EttI Aaparp
iov 'Apiarayo
pa KviSi(ov) anchor, point left

Published examples: Grace, 144-145. Six
others are on file, including Corinth C 47-17.

' Hesperia, Suppl. VllI, p. 184, note 35.

This appears to be the only Knidian type which
names an eponym AapArpio^.

115. (AH 116). 'ApicTTiW, term of Ewpa(T7;s).
PI. 65.

'E7r[t EiKpa(Tev?)]
'ApiarliDV
Kvi'Stov

(retr.)

SS 14038 restores the name of the eponym,
which dates numerous different stamp types on
handles found in the construction filling of the
Middle Stoa. Handles of this fabricant were

found in the same deposit.

116. (AH 255). 'ApLfTTOKXrji. PI. 65.

KvtSiov 'Apt
CTTOKkevS

The top of the handle is covered with a cream
surfacing. Cf. Dumont, p. 11,5.

Many other examples on file, including
Corinth C 39-391, and SS 7673a and b from
a cistern group which appears to date before
about 150 B.C. A variant type with the same
content appears on handles found in Corinth
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(CP 1824), in the construction filling of the
Stoa of Attalos (SS 5372), and from cistern
and well groups which again appear to date
before about 150 b.c. (SS 7677, 9375, 9379 and
9756; the deposit including the two middle
items has been dated tentatively in the early
second century by G. R. Edwards).

SS 9375 and 9756 here listed are tops of
jars with the stamped part of both handles pre
served. The second stamps from the two jars
name respectively the phrourarchs "A-yvwv and
TilJLo<j)(ov. The style of the stamps is that of 135-
136 below, which we may then take to be from
jars of this 'Apto-TOKXys, or of his contemporary
NtKacrtjQouXos whose stamps are very similar.
For other published phrourarch stamps in the
same style, see Grace, 177, and B.C.H., LXXVI,
1952, pi. XIX, 3.

There was at least one other fabricant of this
name: cf. 145-146.

117. (AH 173). 'Api'o-rwv, term of 'Em'xapftos-
'Etti "EirtX

a[p/iOv] 'A
pio'TOJi'[os] Ki

bar (club?)

Of eighteen other examples on file, SS 9762
comes from a group apparently dating before
ISO B.C. For probably the same fabricant in a
pre-Stoa of Attalos filling, see Grace, pp. 300
and 302, no. 7.

118. (AH 246). 'Aa-rpayaXos, term of IIoXioCxos.

[IIoX tjoixos
['Aorp jayaXoD

in center, bull's head facing

Published examples: Grace, 109; and Tarsus,
96 (unstratified, and not illustrated). A dozen
others are on file, including SS 1010 from the
construction filling of the Middle Stoa, and SS
10736 from the construction filling of the Stoa
of Attalos. Another stamp of 'Ao-rpayaXos was
found in the Pergamon deposit: Schuchhardt,
no. 1284 (term of SiXraros).

The nominative ending of the eponym's name
is remarkable.

119. (AH 44). Atoj/uo-ios, term of 4>i'Xt7r7ros.

'EtTI ^tXtTTTTOU

Atovjiijjiov]
iKvt8i(o)v] ivy leaf

Worn and faint impression. The date is not
certain. None of the 16 other examples on file
comes from a consistent pre-150 B.C. context.
There is good evidence for two or more homo
nyms on the stamps, for both fabricant and
eponym.

120. (AH 231). ApaKovTopAjjs. PI. 65.

V
/ • /
V /

w

A more complete example has been found in
Delos (TD 2197). Another type of ApaKovro-

again with curved sigina and epsilon and
with a frame, names the phrourarch KXeivoTroXts.

Note the partly obliterated superfluous tau.

121. (AH 257). EtpiyvtSa?, term of SiXraTos.
PI. 65.

'E [tti SiXraTOu]
Etp^jri'Sa Kvt(8tov)]

[caduceus]

The nmnerous other examples of this type
include three from a cistern group datable ap
parently before about 150 b.c. (SS 9540, 9547,
9549). Both eponym and fabricant are well
established in this period by a dozen examples
(of various types and name-combinations) which
have been found in Carthage, Corinth, and the
construction filling of the Stoa of Attalos. There
seems to have been also an earlier eponym
4>tXTaTOs.

122. (AH 70). Etpo(/)avros? No eponym read.
PI. 65.

Eipp^avT09

[ " ]
[ ]

The reading is very uncertain. The small
faint letters resemble those on many stamps
found in the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa.

[ApaJ/cov/
[T0fl\€V7}S
[KvtStov]
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123. (AH 135). 'Hvioxos, term of MAtirTros.

'Etti M£v[t7r7roD]
'Hvt[oxov KviSi]
o[v caduceus]

Published (but not illustrated) example:
Herm., 138, 7, from Olbia. No context bearing
on the date exists for the dozen more examples
on file. Both fabricant and eponym have been
found, in other combinations, in cistern and
well groups which seem to date about 150 B.C.
(SS 9551 and 10087 for the fabricant, and SS
7664 for the eponym).

124. (AH 132). ©evSa/ios, term of'Aya^oxA^s.

['Etti 'Ay]a4oK
[Aevs] ©£ij8
[d/iov K]vtSt
[ov caduceus]

(retr.)

Two other examples are on file (SS 2105
and 4777). Five handles from Corinth name an
eponym 'Aya^oxA^s (CP 1796, C 36-97, C 37-
2433, C 46-8, C 47-420), but there were evi
dently at least two Knidian eponyms of this
name (cf. 141 for a later one). Attribution of
124 to this period remains tentative, though the
appearance of the handle suggests it is correct.

125. (AH 41). ©EuSdcrios, term of "Ai/ravSpos.
PI. 65.

['Eirt 'AvTavSj

pov ©£i)8o[crt]

ov Kvt8t(ov) anchor, point left

Eleven other examples on file, including two

from Corinth (CP 1775, C 34-257). Types of

this fabricant are dated by altogether fifteen

eponyms in known examples. Of the fifteen
types, eight have already been found in Corinth
or in the construction filling of the Stoa of Atta-

los, or in both, while all but one of the other
eponyms occur, in different combinations, at
Corinth.

126. (AH 243). ©£D<^£t85js, term of Eixpar^js.
PI. 65.

'Etti Eixpc£(Teus)
©£V^£i8£(vs)

Of ten other examples on file, three were
found in the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa (SS 740, 843, 1712), which included also
five more handles of this fabricant.

127. (AH 63). MeV?;?, term of'Aya^oxA'^s. PI.
66.

['Etti 'Aya^ox]
[AeCs] MevrjT
[os K] wStov

Seventeen other examples on file include one
from Corinth (CP 1796), published by Powell,
AJ.A., VH, 1903, p. 36, lOd, as found in 1901
west of the " Old Fountain." However most

of the activity of this fabricant was evidently in
the second half of the century, and attribution
of this type to the earlier period must remain
for the present somewhat tentative, since the
eponym cannot clearly be identified (see under
124).

128. (AH 157). Ntxtas, term of ^A(TxA7prta8?^9.

'EttI 'Actx (A)7j7rid
8£u['j] Nfixt'a
Kn'Sioy caduceus

Published examples: Grace, 127-129. Many
others are on file, but without useful context.
The eponym is apparently the man named on
134. On the fabricant, see further under 129.

129. (AH 74). Nixt'as, term of "Eppoxpariys.
PI. 66.

'Etti 'Eppoxp

ttTEvs Nixi'a

[Kvt8t (ov) ] caduceus

A dozen other examples on file include SS
10775 and 10776, from the construction filling
of the Stoa of Attalos. For another similarly
dated type of Ntxtas, see Grace, 126.

130. (AH 158). 24>aiptW, term of'EppoxpctTMs
PI. 66.
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['Ejm 'Ejp/to
d)

y [^Jftareus
Cij — ,

A<paipiu>v

Of six other examples on file, three are from
a slightly different die. The fabricant is not
otherwise known. For the eponym, see 129.

131. (AH 210). XappoKpaTrj';, term of 'Ao-kAi;-
mdSupos. PI. 66.

['EttI 'Acr/cA?y7rio]S(u
pov oar

Xap[jUO/cpd] T£i)s
[KvtSior]

Six other examples are on file. Both fabri
cant and eponym occur on handles found in
Corinth, in separate types. The activity of the
fabricant evidently continued into the third
quarter of the century.

132. (AH 196). XappoKpaTTji, term of ^iXop.-
/dpOTtSas.

['Etti ^i\op.]^p
OTiSa Kw(8iov) X
app.[oK]pa

[tcts double axe]

Published examples: Grace, 157-158. The
many other examples include SS 9910 and 9916
from a cistern group datable apparently in the
second and third quarters ofthe second century.
The eponym's name has not been found on
handles which can be dated by context before
the middle of the century.

For the fabricant, see on 131.

133. (AH 45). Term of ©edSoro?. PI. 66.

['Eirji ®£v
SoTOV

KyiSloy

(More complete examples show that in this
type the first two letters of the preposition were
written in the wrong order).

Published, but not illustrated, example:
Herm., 58, 12. Seven others are on file. The
eponym's name appears on stamps found in

Corinth, Carthage, and the construction filling
of the Stoa of Attalos, five handles altogether.

The jar was possibly made by the HaiSta
@£vSwpiSa; for a restored jar with this signature,
see Grace, p. 202, fig. 1,7 and p. 305, 7, where
the stamps are illustrated. I add a reference to
'Apx- 1913, pp. 215-216, with better photo
graphs of the same stamps, and an account of
the discovery of the fragments (at Chalkis). A
handle with the same endorsement has been
found in the construction filling of the Stoa of
Attalos (SS 10965).

134. (AH 215). Term of 9povpapxo9 'AmX-n- '
TTidSrjis. PI. 66.

'Etti'$povpa(p) p, I
XOV 'ActkX

rpridSov

One othei example is on file. For the eponym,
see 128. The fabricant has not been identified!

135. (AH 214). Term of the ^povpapxo9 'Ep-
P-OKpdTljS. PI. 66.

^pqyp[dpx]ov
'Epp.oKpdrev?

Two other examples are on file, including C
48-56 from Corinth (South Stoa, Well IX)
The eponym seems to be the same one who is
named in 129 and 130. For possible identifica
tions of the fabricant, see under 116.

136. (AH 185). Term of the '̂ podpapxo^ KAev'- >
ttoAis. Pis. 66 and 59, b (side).

^povpdp^ov
[K] AeuTToAtos

Three other examples are on file. For pos
sible identification of the fabricant, see under
116. Several other early types apparently name
this eponym, who is to be distinguished from

156°'"°"^^^ second century (see
137. (AH 119). No name restored.

K]wSt(ov)

c.,
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The right end is preserved of a narrow two-
line stamp, from a clay die. The handle is
datable probably before about 150 B.C.

Knidian with Non-circular Stamps: 2.
Middle to Late Second Century

B.C.: 138-152

138. (AH 69). 'A.ya9lvo<i, term of Aiovva-iO';.
PI. 67.

'Etti Aiovujcrtov 'Aya6\lvov (in leaf-
Star shaped stamp)

Four other examples are on file.

139. (AH 247). 'AyaOlvo's, term of ^vcl>pavu>p.
PI. 67.

'EttII Eidpalvopos ,. ,L f-r j. IT . lozenge-

Eighteen other examples are on file.

140. (AH 159). 'A0i7mios, term of Atovvcrios.

['Eiri Aiovvijctoi) ['AOrjvalov] (in leaf-
[Kvt8t(ov)] shaped stamp)

A dozen other examples are on file. The
activity of this fabricant may have been some
where about the middle of the century; for
later fabricants of the same name, see 153 and
168.

141. (AH 242). Alveas, term of 'AyaSoKXrj^.
PI. 67.

'Eiri 'Aya^o[/cXe]
v'S Ati'£[a Kvt]
"[8t]ov [hooked object?]

The single other example on file (TD 1193,
from Delos) seems to show the hooked device
used by this fabricant in the terms of "I-n-Trapxos
(6 Atovro-t'ov) (cf. 160) and XoxxLtjipwv, i. e. early
in the following period, which would suggest
for 141 a relatively late date in the present
period. For perhaps the same 'Aya0oKA^«, see
148; for a probably earlier one, 124 and 127.

142. (AH 42). 'AvdiavSpo's, term of KaAAi8a;aas.

['EttI KaA] Ai8 [ap.]a
['Ava|a]v8^oi)
[KviSjtor club

Published example: Grace, 164. A dozen
others are on file.

Another type of this fabricant (in the term
of 'An-oAAoScopos) has been well fixed in the third
quarter by published examples (SS 5527 and
Tarsus 98); see citations under Hesperia,
Suppl. VIH, p. 188, 11, pi. 20, and note that
an intact jar with this stamp on both handles
(SS 9367) is there shown on pi. 19, 9. For
others of his types, see 143-144 and Grace, 165-
167. His stamps name a dozen different
eponyms, of whom KaAAiSapas seems to be one
of the earliest, and Tipao-tKparijs (143-144) one
of the latest.

For other published stamps naming the
eponym KaAAi8apas, see LXXVI, 1952,
pi. XX, 8, as well as 171 below. A stamp with
his name was apparently found in Corinth, cf.
B. Powell, A.J.A., VII, 1903, p. 37, lOg; but
if his term fell before 146 B.C. it must have been

by little.

143. (AH 183). 'AvdiavSpo's, term of Tipatn-
Kpdrr]<;.

'Etti [TtpacrtK]
paTEDs 'Av
a^dvSpov K

[l't8ia club]

Note the plural ethnic; cf. 159.

Published examples: Grace, 166-167. Many
others are on file. See also under 142. The
eponym appears in deposits most of the contents
of whichare datable distinguishably earlier than
the Sulla-destruction deposits; see particularly
SS 6603, a largely preserved jar of Nijcavtop in
the term of Tip,aatKpaT7)? (for the stamp, cf.
Grace, 209) which comes from such a deposit.
But he is named by several fabricants who carry
on into the following period, e. g. Kwpos (cf.
173), 'Api(TTOK\rj^ (146), AapLOKpdTiji, 'Eirtc^avjjs,
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so that his term must have fallen shortly before
the naming of duoviri.

144. (AH 251). As 143.

['E ] TTt Ti/xacnK
[pajr^s 'Av
[a^]ar[8]pou K
[vtStja club

See on 143.

145. (AH 223). 'ApLdroKXrj^, term of 'ItpoKA^?.
PL 67.

'E [ttI TepoKAcDs]
'ApioTTOK [a]
eOs Ki't8[i]
ov caduceus

Five other examples are on file. For an
earlier 'ApicrTOKAr/s, see 116. TepoxA'̂ s is the
commonest eponym in Thompson's Hellenistic
Group E {Hcsperia, III, 1934, p. 394), tlie
others being 'Aya^oxA^?, EiKpdTijs, KaAAt8dp,as,
and KXevpjSpoTo^. The group is now dated
somewhat earlier than it was originally. Like
Tip.aaiKpdriq't (144), 'IcpoKAjR is named by several
fabricants who continue into the period when
duoviri are named. For recently published
stamps having his name, see LXXVI,
1952, pi. XX, 7; and Kent, pi. 45, 1 (a
duplicate).

146. (AH 227). 'ApiaroKXrj^, term of Tipa-
(jiKpaTT)':. PI. 67.

'Eirt 8[aptopyo5]
TipaaiKparev
s Kvt8iov 'Ap
lo-TOKAeOs anchor, point right

Nine other examples are on file. For the
fabricant, see 145, for the eponym, 143-144.
'Apio-TOKA^s with anchor as device continues to
endorse stamps in the earlier part of the fol
lowing {duoviri) period.

147. (AH 206). 'AaK\rpn6h(apo<s, term of Ei-
(jbpdvmp. PI. 67.

bull's 'EttI Eu<^pd [vo]
head, pos 'Acr/cjAr^Trto]
facing 8(opo[v Kn8i(or) ]

Three or four other examples are on file. For
another type of 'AaKX-q-moSapos, see Grace, 120,
where his position is probably correct in the
sequence of fabricants who use rectangular
stamps with hull's head as device.

148. (AH 236). AapoKA^s, term of 'Aya-
6o{KA!j<;). PI. 67.

Kvt8t(ov)
Aap, 0/<A£(Cs)
[eVt 8a(pidpyoo) 'Aya^o(kAeus) ]
double axe in center

Nineteen other examples are on file. The
eponym is probably the one named on 141.
AapoxA^? is known to appear with only one
other eponym, 2a>o-t<^pior.

149. (AH 117). '̂ TTtcfxxvr)';, term of XputriTnTOs.
PL 67.

['Ein(f>d ]v£vs
[Kn'8] tor em
[Xp] VCrtTTTTOD
bee

Three other examples on file. 'Em<f)dyri9 with
bee continues to endorse stamps in the earlier
part of the following {duoviri) period, as do
two or three other fabricants who name the
eponym XpwiTrTros.

150. (AH 254). Top of jar with two handles
impressed by the same stamp. Ht. 0.115
m. Nonp^vio?, term of 'lepoKXrjs. PL 67
(stamp at a little under actual size).

Novpr/viov
KviBiov em

'lepOKXevi
cluster of grapes

A dozen other examples, including SS 2174,
from Thompson's Hellenistic Group E. Onthis
and other eponyms in Group E, see 145.

151. (AH 40). HcfvSos. PL 67.

"SidvOov

JS.viSiov

half ship
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Published examples: Grace, 137; Herm., 59,
26, from Kerch. Many others on file. On the
fabricant, see also Grace, 135-136; the handle
found at Corinth is CP 1794. Most of his

activity seems to have fallen in the third quarter,
where types of his are fairly well fixed by ex
amples found in cistern groups consistent with
that date (SS 7664, 9907a and b).

152. (AH 118). Not read.

Rectangular stamp, dim and incomplete, on
which nothing has been read.

The appearance of the handle suggests this
or the following period.

Knidian with Non-circular Stamps: 3.

Late Second Century to 86

B.C.: 153-165

i On this group, of the dnoviri period, see pp.
5000-000.

153. (AH 134). 'A.Orjvaio^, term of 'E/D/^dt^avros.
PI. 68.

['EttI] 'T&pixo<l>av
[tJou 'A6rjvai
ov KnStor

[crescent]

Four other examples on file.
Both fabricant (cf. 140) and eponym have

earlier homonyms, but this appears to be the
'A^Tyvaios several of whose types are dated by
eponyms whose names are known only in the
period of duoviri.

The top of a jar with the stamped portions
of both handles preserved (Delos, TD 1055)
established 'A^avdSojpos and 'ATroAAoji/tos as duo
viri with this eponym. The pair is known only
in that type (of which other examples exist).
It seems possible that the better known and
otherwise unattached pair 'Aya^dSwpos-'ATroA-
A(uvio9 represents a replacement of one member
within a term (if it does not merely indicate a
spelling mistake by the graver of the type of
TD 1055, etc.). In that case the type of this
latter pair with emblem of Isis (see
LXXVI, 1952, pi. 20, 11) may possibly be the

companion type of 153, since we know of
another pair of supplementary types having a
crescent in one, and the Isis emblem in the
other (types of the later 'AyaOivo^, term of
'Ayta?).

154. (AH 234). AicrxvAtvo^, term of 'AvSpo-
PL 68 (stamp at a little less than

actual size).

'E,rt 'Ay
Spojxeve

vs AlcrKvXl {sic)
vov

Two examples on file from the Agora, many
from Delos. The probable companion type (SS
6082. etc.) has a device like a fillet with hang
ing ends; examples of this latter include SS
8094 and 8114 from the deposit described by
A. W. Parsons, Hesperia, XH, 1943, pp. 240-
241 (debris in Klepsydra from the period of the
destruction of Athens by Sulla).

15.5. (API 192). 'Ai'Tiyoi'os, (term of KAed-
TToXl'i) (?) PI. 68.

['AvTiydi'] ov
[Ki't'Stor] caduceus

Ten other examples on file of probably the
same type; the reading of 155 is not absolutely
certain.

155 and 156 which were found together are
closely similar in shape, clay, and general ap
pearance, so that it is possible they come from
the same jar. If so, the duoviri were not named
on the jar; see above, p.-000. I

'Avriyovoi is known on Knidian stamps only
at about this period and in this capacity.

156. (API 191). ('Aimyoi'osP), term of KAeu-
ttoAis. PLs. 68 and 59,b (side). Found
with 155.

IEtti Sa/Ato [pyoli]
KAev7rdA[tos]

Eight other examples on file, including SS
8122 from the Klepsydra deposit mentioned
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under 154. See on 155. For an earlier homo

nym, see 136.

157. (AH 212). 'App^aydpa?, term of IIoAtTas.

'EH IIoAt

Ta 'A.px"'
•/[dpa Kvt]

8tov

Published examples : Grace, 174; and Henn.,
58, 20, from Kerch. Many others on file. Note
that 158 has the companion type: the com
bination has been confirmed by a handle at the
National Museum, Athens, on which the two
types have been accidentally superimposed one
on the other.

For other types of 'Apxayopa^s, see Grace, 170-
173; and 184 and 223 are probably his duoviri
stamps in the terms respectively of 'AAeTarSpo?
and Aiovuo-105. He is known with altogether
eight eponyms, all of this period. The name
does not appear otherwise on Knidian stamps.

158. (AH 92). ('Apj^aydpas, term of noAtras),
duoviri stamp. PI. 68.

['Ijao-cov
KaAAtTT

wos

Many other examples on file.

See on 157.

159. (AH 174). Topytas, term of Aayud/Cptros.

['EH Aa/noKptTO IV ] ropyt|a Kv[i'8ia]
club

The legend runs continuously along three
edges of the stamp, around the device.

Note the plural ethnic; cf. 143.
Nine other examples are on file. A possible

companion type has been identified, IIoAi'ti;?-
KpaT-q<;, without device, with closely similar
lettering (small irregular letters with marked
apices).

ropy6as is known with four other eponyms,
Aat'SaAos (cf. 175, 179), IIoAtTas (cf. 157),
IIoAiti/s (cf. 180), and SrpaTOKA^? (cf. 161).
He uses the club on one or other, or both, of

each of his pairs of companion stamps. The
name does not appear otherwise on Knidian
stamps.

160. (AH 182). (Atovucrios, term of "iTnrap-
^(O'; 6 Atovvacov), duoviri stamp.

Kparepo[9] [bull's
NtKacrt/? [od] head,
Ao[s] facing]

Five other examples are on file.
What is in all probability the companion type

(SS 3315, etc., eight examples on file) reads

'EttI ^l-Tnrdpxov
AlovvitIov Kvi

Siov Aiovvcnos

The same eponym is named on Grace, 132
(which, though endorsed by a different fabri-
cant, is remarkably similar to 160 and its com
panion type). "iTTTrapxos seems to be a name,
not a title, with a patronymic AiovwHov some
times added. Among identified pairs of types
of eight fabricants in the term of "iTTTrapxo's, the
patronymic (?) is named by three fabricants
(Aton)CTio9, 'ETrtc^av?;?, and Aiwv) and omitted by
the others, while the accompanying duoviri
remain the same pair. The eponym is therefore
evidently the same person, whether or not
AiovviTLov is added. But the article rofi, usual
with the rare Knidian patronymics (cf. 177), is
not known on these types. So the possibility
remains that among the many Knidian func
tionaries named Aiovvmoi, one was called " the
cavalry officer " for easy identification, in which
case the name itself might sometimes have been
omitted. The name or title "Iwirapxo^ is not
known on stamps apart from the types here dis
cussed.

The term is one of the earliest of the duoviri
period, as is cleai" from the fabricants' names,
nearly all of which carry over from the pre
ceding pel iod, and as is somewhat confirmed by
the context of SS 6610, found in the same pre-
Sulla deposit as SS 6603 (see under 143).

161; (AH 224). AiovuGto?, term of^TpaTOKAfis
PI. 68.
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'Errt Srpa

tokAeOs

AtOWCTlOU

Four Other examples on file. The companion
type has not been identified.

162. (AH 250). Atoiwtos (perhaps not a
fabricant).

[ ]
[ ]Aiovi)[o-]
lov Kvt8io[v]

The appearance of the handle suggests a date
with this group. The name is that of at least
three fabricants, three eponyms, and a duovir,
on Knidian stamps, in addition to the patrony
mic referred to under 160.

163. (AH 221). (Ei)(^poo-wos, term of Aa/to-
KpLTO's) ? duoviri stamp. PI. 68.

Ho[AtTTJs]
K/3a[T7;s]

Published example: R. Scranton, Hesperia,
VII, 1938, p. 535, e, fig. 6. Six or seven others
on file.

The suggested companion type (SS 940, etc.,
six examples on file) reads:

'EttI Aa/iOKpt (tov)
Evcppoav anchor, point left
vov Kvt8t(ov)

164. (AH 228). Mapav, term of 'Apia-Top.yBrj';,
with duoviri EvKpdrrjs and IloX.vxappo<;.

['ApuTTop'pSev';]
['M.d]p(ov KvlSlov
[E] VKparrj'i
[no]Awxa/)^05

• Published example: Grace, 130 (dated too
- < early). Many others on file, including SS 8119
' " . and8198 from the Klepsydra deposit (see under

154).
The omission of the preposition at this period

is remarkable.

Tire fabricant is to be distinguished from
Mdp(o(v) of an earlier period, whose handles are

amphoi'a

found in the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa. (A published example of the stamps of
this earlier M<x/dw(i') is Kent, no. 3, the photo
graph of which shows clearly the early shape of
the handle.)

165. (AH 37). Duoviri stamp, 'AyadoSaipos-
'AttoWoivloi. pi. 68.

'Aya0o8[eojo]
OS 'A7roAA[(o]
rtos lierm

Five other examples on file.
For a published stamp naming this pair, see

LXXVI, 1952, pi. 20, 11. For the sug
gestion that their eponym was perhaps 'Ep/xo'-
(pavTo^, see under 153.

Knidian with Non-circular Stamps: 4.
First Century e.g. : 166-169

On this-ser-ies, see p. 000.
I

166. (AH 238). nToA£p(atos) and NtKoyo-
(pas). PI. 69, a.

nT[oA£p(] /
NiKay [o(]
Kvt8t(ov)

The handle has a buff surfacing on top, and
a somewhat Rhodian angle.

Two other examples are on file, plus a third
from a different die with perhaps the same
reading. None from Delos.

167. (AH 226). 'Ao'mK(a?), Ev<j>pa(, and
'Fj\Tn6rj{. PI. 69, a.

•Ao-oj[K(a?)] [anchor,
Ei)0pa( point up]

I'E ]A7r[ 1(97; (]
(retr.)

Fourteen other examples on file, none from
Delos. I add a composite drawing (Fig. 8)
The handles are of late appearance, several
resembling 166.

The tentative restoration of the first line gives
the name of the Mauryan emperor Asoka of the
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third century B.C., who sent missions to several
Hellenistic kings, and possibly had namesakes
with descendants in the Aegean world. Cf.
Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. VH, 1928,
pp. 204-205 (W. W. Tarn).

^QLci4\%^:
Fig. 8. Composite Drawing to indicate

Restoration of 167.

168. (AH 27). 'Orao't( and 'A0ijvai(o9). PI.
69, a.

'0[va(o't] (inv., retr.)
ear of

grain
'AO\rivai{^

Nine other examples on file.
This handle belongs to the group of Grace,

191-194, and corresponds in fabric to the de
scription of 191, except that it is (burnt?) black.
The restoration of 'Oram( in 168 is chiefly de
rived from Kerameikos no. 246 (from the
German excavations), a type with the same
device as 168 but from a different die, where
so much of the name is quite clear. The asso
ciation of eponym stamps like 193 and 194 with
these fabricant stamps is confirmed by a handle
(SS 4700) on which a supplementary pair of
stamps has been impressed, one of a type close
to 191, the other naming the eponym 'Amiav-
SpiSag in a stamp like 193-194 (without ethnic).
The following other eponyms are known in
similar stamps'Aj'TtVaTpos, ^ATroAAr'jviO'j, "Apev^,
'ApicTToVoAis (Grace, 193), 'Axaio^, Aa/xd/cptros,
AtdStopo?, ApaKovTOptvyrs, ''EynKpaTrj'S (not C|uite
characteristic), Eij^ovAos (Grace, 194), Evc^pa-
y6pa<i, 'Evippdvoip, OedSapos, KdAAiTriros, KAevTrei'̂ rys,
IlToAe/xatos, $tAop,?7(87;s) iiX.oaOivrj';. There are
many different fabricant types, either with ab
breviations of the two names, or with 'A^rjvaios

alone. The most common,-of these types is that
of 191 : 24 examples, with slight variations in
the die.

There is no earlier context for any of the
series than various " late Hellenistic to early
Roman" fillings. The single handle naming
'A^aids and one of those naming AapoKptros were
found in Corinth, and it seems just possible
that they are as late as the colony. The series
is almost totally absent from Delos, destroyed in
88 B.C., cf. LXXVI, 1952, pp. 521-522.

169. (AH 156). Aao9. PI. 69, a.

Aelov

Published example: Grace, 261 (incomplete
impression). Of 33 other examples on file, 3
are from Delos (TD 2977, 2978, 3269); SS
11033 and 11034 are from an early Roman
filling east of Room 17 of the Stoa of Attalos,
datable probably between the periods of Sulla
and Augustus; and Kerameikos VG 395 (from
the German excavations) is the neck of a jar
with both handles complete, both having im
pressions of the stamp, see PL 71, b.

Jars having this stamp belong to a group
apparently somewhat later than those with
stamps like 166-168. The stamps of this group
are mostly brief abbreviations or rather crude
devices, or a combination of both, without the
ethnic; cf. Grace, 260-265,280-282; and R CH
LXXVI, 1952, pi. XX, 12 (and see text, pp!
521, 535) ; quite a number are in the collection
of Mr. Loukas Benachi in Alexandria. The
handles are roughly made, similar in shape to
those of the 'Ad-pvato^ group (168) but larger
of coarse red clay; the pointed bases of the jars
when preserved (and as represented in stamps
where the Knidian amphora is used as adevice)
continue to have the characteristic Knidian tins
near the tip. °

Deposits at the Agora suggest that the grouo
dates before the end of the first century b.c.
and that by the next century, Knidian jars were
no longer being stamped.
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Knidian with Circular Stamps : Miscel

laneous Types: 170-176

170. (AH 165). PI. 69, b.

'Em KA[

The handle is broad and descends from the

attachment.

The stamp has been identified with only one
other on file, SS 8645, but there are a number
of rather similar stamps without device on early
Knidian handles, among which should probably
be included Herin., pi. XVI, 73 (drawing of
stamp). Compare the early circular stamps
with monogram in the center, like Grace, 199
(the restoration to be discarded), from Thomp
son's Hellenistic Croup C {Hesperia, III, 1934,
p. 347). Seven of these monogram stamps have
already been found in the construction filling of
the Middle Stoa.

Early second century B.C.

171. (AH 162). 'Bpixoyevrjs, term of KaAVSa-
iw,<s. PI. 69, b.

•Em K] a[AAt8]d/ia 'Ep/xoye [v(et)s)
Kvl amphora 8i(ov)

Cf. also 172. Many other examples on file,
including SS 2170 and 2251 from Thompson's
Hellenistic Croup E, for which see under 145;
SS 2170 is the neck of a jar with both handles
complete, both having impressions of the same
stamp, see PI. 71, b. On the eponym, see further
under 142.

Shortly after the middle of the second century
B.C.

172. (AH 178). "Ep/xoyer)??, term of KaXAi8d-
pias. PI. 69, b.

'Em Ka [AAt8dpa ] 'Epp.oy [e'l' (tvs ) ]
Kn amphora 8t(ov)

See on 171. Note the small size of these two

handles, which in this case apparently does not
indicate a fractional jar, since the handles of
SS 2170 are at least as thin and narrow, and
the neck is from a full-sized jarj cf. PI. 006.

J
/

7/, t.

173. (AH 93). (Kwpo?) ?, term of Ttfxao-t-
KpaTT)^. PI. 70.

'Em TijiacnKparevs K[n]8t(oi')
forepart of lion

Two other examples on file (Delos, TD 3879,
4074).

This is evidently the companion type of
the closely similar stamps reading Kwpou in
a framed circle round the same device (SS
3467, etc., of which seven examples are known).
AapoKparrj^ 6 'AptcrTo/cAeSs (see 177) is combined
with the eponym AiokA^s in a similar though
readily distinguishable pair of framed circular
stamps with forepart of lion; in this case the
pair is unquestionable, since it has been found
on two joined handles (SS 7444, the neck of a
jar). Association of KvVpo? with Aap.oKpdrrj's 6
'ApiCTTOKAeC?, also with AapoKparij'; his successor
(?), is further suggested by the fact that the
same secondary stamps have been found on the
handles of both. (These are small squarish
stamps, impressed usually on the side of the
handle, near where it attached to the neck. On
Knidian handles they are uncommon, clearly
taken over from the Rhodian, and mostly con
tain a single letter.)

On Ttpacri/cpaTTjs, see under 143.
Last quarter of the second century B.C.

174. (AH 161). (Kwpos, term of 'Apto-To-
P?/8ys), diioviri stamp. PI. 70.

'A[v8]pe5v Ev/<pdT[«v]s no[Avx]dp/x
ov (retr.)

forepart of lion

Eleven other examples on file.
An example of the presumed companion type

has been published : Grace, 219, for which (see
especially p. 242) too late a date is there sug
gested. Ten others are on file.

For eponym and duoviri, cf. 164.

175. (AH 160). KvVpo?, term of AatSaAos
PI. 70.

Etti [A]at8aAov Kvt8tov KvTrpov
forepart of lion
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Some sixty examples are on file, with slight
variations in the die. The duoviri were ap
parently not named either on these jars or on
those represented by 176; no type is available,
and the large number of examples suggests that
both handles of the jars had the same stamps.
Cf. on 155, and above, p.,0(5.

176. (AH 43). 'ETTi'yoi'o?, term of Aa/xoxpiro?.
PI. 70.

['EtTI Aa/JLOKpiTOV '̂ TTLyOVOv]
forepart of lion

Some eighty-five examples are on file, mostly
from Athens and Delos, but one is from Alex
andria (Benachi collection) and one from Troy.
SS 3195, 4924, 4986, 6613,and 6806 come from
cistern deposits of the late second—early first
centuries b.c.

Of these, SS 6613 is a jar of which both
handles have been impressed wdth the same
stamp. Although this has been known to hap
pen by what was evidently a mistake, it is prob
able that the duoviri were not named on jars
stamped with this type; see on 175.

For the eponym, cf. 159 and 163.

Knidian with Circular Stamps: Types

WITH Facing Bull's Head : 177-188.

177. (AH 136). Aa/ioxparrys 6 'AptCTTOKXefls
(term of Mevexpariys).

[Aa/noKparer? toS 'ApiaroxXtCs]
bull's head

On the much-worn surface, no letters are
visible, but the device is close to that of 178,
and the stamp is probably an example either of
that type or of the fabricant type of the same
year, being then in either case a stamp of
AapoxpttTiy? 6 'ApKTTOxAeCs, term of MevcKpaTrji.
(According to firing, etc., 177 and 178 seem
not to come actually from the same jar.)

Some hundred and fifty examples are on file
on which, with this device, the above legend
can be read, or a type of this fabricant can be
identified although nothing is legible. The types

vary (cf. Grace, 204-206, but there are greater
variations), and are to be sorted out to match
the various eponym types of this fabricant of
which a dozen different ones are now known:

for a fresh example, naming the eponym KaA-
AiSapa., see LXXVI, 1952, pi. XX, 8.

The fabricant was active in the third quarter
of the second century, but just what time his
career covered is not yet clear. Two or three
handles of his have been found in Corinth,
where they may be stray arrivals after 146,
since as yet none have been found in certainly
pre-midcentury deposits elsewhere. Thomp
son's Hellenistic Group E (cf. under 145)
included two of his handles: SS 2159 and 2250.

Two of his jars, SS 6601 and 6609, of the years
respectively of Mcvexpariys and KaAAtSdpas (?),
were found in the same pre-Sulla deposit as
SS 6603 (see under 143). Either he or a suc
cessor AapoKpaTTj? continued to endorse stamps
during the earlier part of the duoviri period, cf.
179-181, and Grace, 202 (misread in the text;
it is of AapoKpariy? in the year of Aap.dKptros) ;
transitional types make the association clear.
The sequence will be cleared up not only by
further study of the eponyms named on this
series, but also by examination of the types of
this fabricant, from which something like a die
sequence can be established: I note at least one
eponym type which comes from an altered die
(term of AionGio?). The forepart-of-lion stamps
will also have to be taken into account since they
are associated with the bull's head stamps by
the secondary stamps which appear with both
(see under 173).

178. (AH 131). (Aa/xoxparj^s 6 'AptcrToxAtOs),
term of McvExpdrijs. PL 70.

'EttI] Mei;?[xparcvs KvtSior
bull's head

Some fifty examples are on file; there is
variation in the die.

See on 177. In the pre-Sulla deposit from
which came SS 6601, the jar dated by this
eponym, weretwo morehandles similarly dated
SS 4847 and 4899.
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179. (AH 163). (Aa/iOKpctTT^s, term of AatSoAo?)
diioviri stamp. PL 70.

bull's head

['EpaTt8]as 'ApLcr[Taiv]o's vac.

The narrowness of the nose of the bull's head

seems to be the effect of a twist in setting the
die; it is characteristic of this type, but ex
amples exist in which the nose is of quite
normal width, and the ears distinct (though
small).

About forty examples are on file, of which
SS 7376, the neck of a jar, comes from a cistern
deposit containing refuse from the destruction
by Sulla.

Part of the second stamp on SS 7376 is pre
served, and establishes the companion type,
which reads AapoKpareus KvtSioi/ 'Ai'Sptov, the
tops of the letters turned similarly inward
toward a similar bull's head. The title has been

put in what must he the wrong stamp of the
pair, and the eponym, Aai'SaAos, is not named
on either. Of this type, only about twenty ex
amples are on file, and it seems possible that
the fabricant type was redone, without the title.
In fact, such a type of Aapoxpar?;? does exist
(Kerameikos 170, etc.) in twenty examples.

For the (implied) eponym, see also 175, and
under 159.

180. (AH 175). Aap.OKpaTrj'i, term of IIoAi'r?;?.
PI. 70.

'EttI IIoAtTCii? AapoKpdrcu? Kn'(Sioi') ZKIC.
bull's head with neck

Seventeen examples on file in addition to 180
and 181, includingSS 8167from the Klepsydra
deposit (see under 154).

A companion type has been identified which
has the names and title (dvSpwv) of the proper
duoviri and a closely similar device (SS 644,
etc., thirty examples).

See LXXVI, 1952, pi. XX, 9. for a
good example of a different type dated by this
eponym, the names of the duoviri being included
in the same stamp.

In the Classical Journal, XLII, 1947, p. 452,

fig. 10, is illustrated another type of Aap-oKparrj?
(SS 8165, term of IIoAtTas, with forepart of
lion; this handle also from the Klepsydra de
posit) .

181. (AH 253). Like 180. PI. 70.

'EttI noAtjrcrs Aap.oKpaTCV'i [Kvt(8lov) Vac.
bull's head with neck

See on 180.

182. (AH 248). Atoo-Kov/Dt8as, term of 'Aylas.
PI. 71.

'EttI 'A[yta Aioo'SOvplSa K]vi8iov
bull's head

Published examples : Grace, 214; and pp. 300
and 303, no. 8, where the companion type has
accidently been superimposed (cf. under 157
for another such accident). About sixty-five
others are on file, including SS 7445, a neck
with both stamps preserved, from a cistern
deposit containing refuse from the destruction
by Sulla.

The combination of companion types is fur
ther established by three more fragments on
which both supplementary stamps are pre
served, but no whole jar of AioaKovpiSas is
known to me, dated in this or in any other term.

For a published example of another type of
AioaKovplSa<;, apart from 183-187, see B.C.H,,
LXXVI, 1952, pi. XX, 10, and text p. 520 on
AiovKoupt^as at Delos.

183. (AH 38). AiocTKovplBa'i, term of 'Aplarai-
vo^. PI. 71.

'Etti 'A]p/.TTatveu(s?) A[too-Kou/oi]8a Kvt8[tov
bull's head

Sixteen other examples on file, including SS
4072 b from a cistern deposit containing Sulla-
destruction filling; an example was also found
in Corinth (C 36-99), on which see p. 00 note
19.

Of the companion type, including SS 4072 a
sixteen examples also.

On the fabricant, see 182. /

ML.
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184. (AH 235). Atoo-KouptSas, term of "Eppur.
PI. 71.

'Etti "Eppa)i'[o] Aio[o'Ko(ii)pt]Sa

'H •"
bull's head

About thirty examples on file of this type;
there is another variation (in about thirty-five
examples) with almost the same reading. Of
both types, from Sulla-destruction deposits are
SS 4070, 5133, 6808, and probably others.

For the companion types, see 185.
For the fahricant, see 182.

185. (AH 39). (AiotTKoupt'Sai;, term of "Eppwy)
duoviri stamp. PI. 71.

'Apio-[Td^ovAos M]eAa[)'Tas]
hull's head

About seventy examples on file (with vary
ing dies), including SS 2183, 6795 and 6808
from Sulla-destruction deposits. SS 6808, listed
also under 184, is the neck of a jar with both
stamped handles preserved.

184 and 185 are supplementary in content,
but they are not from the same jar, and prob
ably not exactly companion types; the type of
the fahricant stamp on SS 6808 is the other
variation mentioned under 184.

186. (AH 164). Atotr/coupt'Sa?, teiin of Ed-
<f>pay6pa<s.

bull's head with neck

'Etti lEjy<l>pa[y6pa /^ioaKovptSa<; Z'UC.]

Publislied example: Grace. 210 (the reading
is not there made). Alrout twenty-five others
on file. As in the year of "EppMv (184-185),

there are two sets of fahricant and dttoviri types
of AiocTKoiipi'Sas also in the year of Er'^paydpas.

For the fahricant, see 182.

187. (AH 213). (Aioo-KorptSas, term of
vo«) duoviri stamp. PI. 71.

'AvSpuiv Kapi'jijaSa? Ev/SoiA [09 (.sic)
filleted bull's head

Published examples: Grace, 211-212; A.
Thumb, Atli. Miff., XVI, 1891, p. 181, n (from
Arkesine, Amorgos). The die varies: the efa in
the first name in 187 has been corrected to epsi-
loii in the die illustrated by Grace, 211. About
forty-five other examples on file, including SS
3976 from a cistern filling which contained re
fuse from the destruction by Sulla.

The companion type is published in Grace,
213. Two examples (SS 4061, 4063) were
found in the same cistern deposit as SS 3976
bearing the duoviri type, and SS 6799 was
found in another cistern deposit of the same
date.

See Grace, 188 for a different type dated by
this eponym (not there read), the names of the
duoviri being included in the same stamp.

188. (AH 217). (Xpva-nrn-Oi ? term of 'Apia-
TOKpdrrj<s) duoviri stamp. PI. 71.

'ArSpwjv Mvcttjjs ['Idtrm
bull's head

Two other examples on file: Delos, TD 630,
2331.

Of the tentatively attributed companion type
(TD 2910, etc.) there are three from Delos and
one from the Agora.

D. PONTIC

Stamped handles of this class are uncommon in Greece, the percentage at the Pnyx
being unusually high. In the Black Sea area they are found in quantity, and the best
reference books (see Bibliography) are by Russians: Pridik's fine illustrated repertory
in Herm., as useful here as for the Thasian, and Grakov's analysis which includes the
most extensive and detailed chronological study that has yet been published of any
class of stamps. Grakov's dates have been quoted here in text and Plate; as has been
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noted' uiider" 194, some revision may possibly be indicated. The Pnyx 189T96 all
come from the series, attributed to Sinope, that is covered by his book; some other
Pontic series have been identified, cf. LXXVI, 1952, p. 539, references under
no. 39 where the name of the Russian scholar is to be corrected to Akhmerov.

Note that patronymics are frequently used in stamps of this class, mostly for
further identification of the eponym, who is usually given the title acrTvvo/io?, cf. 191

j195. The device is an additional identification of the same person, since in these stamps
I it is constant with the eponyni's name, not, as in Rhodian and Knidian stamps, with

In/^/ the fabricant's :compare the usage on early Thasian stamps, see above, p. 000.
I My earlier description of the clay, Grace, p. 205, omits what has turned out to be

the most noticeable feature: a liberal peppering of dark bits.

189. (AH 91). Fragment of neck and rim of
jar. Pis. 72 and 59, b.

'EH Aioni[ eagle with
Awpo(i') dolphin

Grakov's Group I, dated from the late fourth
century to 270 e.g. See Grakov, p. 112 for the
date of the group, p. 114 for the eponym Ato-
vvtnos 1, who appears regularly without the
title, and p. 117 for the fahricant, who had ap
parently not been known in this combination.

The device, the coin type of Sinope, is that
Common to the whole of Grakov's Group 1.

190. (AH 35).
eagle

[number of lines uncertain [ with
dolphin

The part of the handle that had the lettered
portion of the stamp has gone, leaving only the
right end with the device.

Published in Hesperia, Suppl. Vlll, p. 188,
pi. 20, 13 (at a little over actual size).

Grakov's Group 1; see under 189.

191. (AH 62). PI. 72.

['AffTvi'd/xon]
['Icr]Tiaiox'
[KaA]Aio-^eVoii

Rim preserved, a plain roll.
Grakov's Group 111. ca. 220-183 b.c. See his

p. 132 for the date of the group, p. 133 for the
eponym and the accompanying device, and p.
135 for the fahricant.

amphora
(vertical)

192. (AH 169). PI. 72.

'AcTTwd [/iov]
llv0O)(p-)^<JTOV
Tov 'AttoWoiviSov

]

Grakov's Group V, ca. 150-122 B.C. See his
p. 143 for the date of the group, and p. 144 for
the eponym and his accompanying device, an
akrostolion. This is not the same type as that
published LXXVI, 1952, pi. XXVI,
42.

193. (AH 72). PI. 72.

'Acttw [djuou]
"Ic/xo? [cluster]
t[ou Zdtirvpov j

[KAeatv£T09?]

Grakov lists the eponym, p. 153, as Group V
or VI, i.e. ca. 150-70 B.C. For the tentative
restoration of the fahricant, see Herm., 72, 219-
220.

194. (AH 73). PI. 72.

['Acrrvi'd/xoii]
"lK£o-t[ov Toii]
'AvT[i7rdTpov]
'EAA [a ]

Grakov's Group VI, 121-70 B.C. See his p.
148 for the date of the group, and p. 149 for
the eponym and his accompanying device, an
ithyphallic herm. The fahricant has not been
identified.
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Another example of this type is SS 12484,
from an apparently undisturbedpart of the con
struction filling of the Middle Stoa, a context
which suggests a date in the first half, perhaps
first quarter, of the second century B.C. Some
reconsideration of parts of Grakov's chronology
is possibly indicated.

195. (AH 71). PI. 72.

'A(7Tj)y9/io [u]

npoXo;^ou Tov
M£[i'kOD ]

[tripod]

[ ]

Grakov's Group VI, see under 194. See his

p. ISO for the eponym.

196. (AH 203). PI. 72.

Unrestored, with draped figure as device.

E. CHIAN, AND LAGYNOS HANDLES

For notes on Hellenistic Chian wine amphoras and lagynoi, see LXXVI,
1952, p. 519 and pi. XXV, nos. 37 and 38, with text p. 539; on fifth century Chian
and on the series as a whole, see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 104-105, under no. 152,
with references to earlier publications. Much material has been gathered toward a
special study of the series. In the meanwhile, it may be remarked that the names
"Hyrjcriag, 'I/cecrtos and $tXto-T7j5 all appear in Chian inscriptions, according to references
kindly sent to me by Mr. George Forrest of Wadham College, Oxford; and the first
and third at least are known also on Chian coins. Note also in the commentary below
that parallels for 197 and 198 were found in 1952 in the British excavations in Chios.

j Citation of these latter is by courtesy of Mr. John Cook, Director oLBritish School
• in Athens, and Mr. John Anderson of the University of Otago, New Zealand. A

report by Mr. Anderson on these excavations is in press, shortly to appear in B.S.A.
The lagynos illustrated in Plate 73 (SS 10259, H. 0.29 m., diam. 0.25 m.,

capacity as measured with ground coffee, 4080 cc.) was found in the " Komos Cis
tern," on which cf. Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 118, and A.J.A., LIV, 1950, pp. 376 ff.;
from the same deposit is SS 9989, mentioned below as a parallel for 197. On the
handle of the lagynos is a stamp reading Mocrxtwi', a name which also appears on Chian
inscriptions and coins, and on a lagynos handle found in the British excavations in
Chios.

197. (AH 98). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.029 m.
Pis. 73 and 80 (side).

Fine red clay, buff surface, fine particles of

mica.

Of twenty-four examples on file, SS 9989

comes from a cistern deposit of the third cen

tury B.C. An example has been found in the
British excavations in Chios, 1952.

198. (AH 46). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.035 m Pi
73.

TKecriou

Clay like that of 197.
Published in Grace, 240-241.
Of fifty-six examples on file, SS 7912 and SS

8048 were found in cistern deposits of the third
centuryB.C., and three werefound in the British
excavations in Chios, in a deposit of the middle
to third quarter of the third century.

T
1C
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199, (AH 181). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.032 m.
Pis. 73 and 80 (side).

[$]tAtafT€us

Fine light red clay, fine particles of mica,
smeary gray surface.

Five other examples on file, of which SS 1467
is from the construction filling of the Middle
Stoa.

200. (AH 150). Lagynos handle. W. 0.032
m.; T. 0.016 m. PI. 73 (stamp at a little
less than actual size).

'AptaroSi^liov

Fine red clay, fine particles of mica.

201. (AH 128). Lagynos handle.
T. 0.016 m. PI. 73.m.

Kpo(

W. 0.029

Fine red clay, fine particles of mica; buff sur
face on top of handle.

The name seems to be Kpdvtos, which appears
in various abbreviations and sometimes in full

(cf. Grace, 248) on lagynos handles and on at
least one handle (Delos, TD 3619) of the type
of 197-199. SS 11070, like 201 but retrograde,
comes from the construction filling of the Stoa
of Attalos, and examples of two variations have
been found in Corinth.

On the name, see C. E. Holm, Griechisch-
Agyptische Namenstudien, Uppsala, 1936, pp.
33 ff. It appears in Egypt from the second cen
tury B.C. onward.

202. (AH 154). Lagynos handle. W. 0.026
m.;T. 0.015 m. PI. 73.

A

Fine red clay, fine particles of mica, buff
surfacing.

Another example from the Agora.

203. (AH 129). Lagynos handle. W. 0.031
m.; T. 0.012 m. PI. 73.

u

Fine buff clay,,few fine particles of mica. The
handle is stamped on its lower attachment. It is
distinctly ribbed on the outside.

Three other examples on file, of which SS

4288 comes from a cistern deposit of the middle
half of the third century b.c.

Although probably the commonest stamped
lagynos was Chian, their fabric indicates that

not all were. The clay of 203 suggests an
association rather with 204, and it may be re
marked that many handles of the class of 204

are stamped on the lower attachment.

F. CORCYREAN (?)

For a note on this series, see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 108-109, under no. 166.
Characteristic features of the fourth century jar of this class are shown (PI. 74)
by SS 10048, from a late fourth—early third century b.c. deposit (preserved ht
0.213 m.; on one handle a circular stamp with an alpha in relief). Note the distinct
articulation of neck from body, and the way the rim lies out on the handles.

204. (AH 219). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.029 m.
PI. 74.

Kv ?

Fine buff clay, gray core. The rim apparently
lay close over the handle, since the gray core
shows on top in one place.
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G. PARIAN

I illustrate the shape with the neck of a jar from Corinth (C 34-1641), the
largest fragment of a stamped Parian jar' that I have seen. Its stamp has the ethnic
only, written with omega. See Hcsperia, Suppl. VIII, p. 187, no. 7, for a description
of this object; ibid., pi. 20, 7, for a photograph of the stamp; and Plate 74 here for a
side view of the neck.

205. (AH 87). W. 0.035 m.; T. 0.021m.;
Ht. of the handle ca. 0.15 m. Pis. 74 and

59, b (side).

Tldpiov 4'p( (retr.)

Fine micaceous light red clay, buff surface.

A spread toward the lower attachment shows
at the break, indicating a slightly shorter neck
and handle than on the Corinth fragment.

Another example of the stamp type, SS
10263. comes from the " Komos Cistern," for
which see above, p.

H. PARMENISKOS GROUP

This group is apparently pre-Hellenistic in its beginnings, but context suggests
that most of the stamped handles are of the early third to early second centuries B.C.
Most of the stamps have singlenames, nearly always broken into two lines; a few have,
instead, a monogram. The handles are of micaceous russet clay, sometimes with an
irregular brownish gray core; they are rather broad, with a short upper part that
spreads to the attachment and has little arch. They have a characteristic rim with
sharp outer edge, preserved on 208, and fairly visible in the profile view of this handle
on Plate 59^h. The neck SS 3791 illustrated with 206-208, from an early third cen
tury deposit, has a characteristic stamp reading XoiKpa/rov. The fragmentary jar
P 8422 (preserved ht. 0.54 m.) from another early third century deposit has no stamp
preserved, but has the characteristic rim, and a white paint band around its neck
resembles one faintly visible (not in the photograph) on SS 3791. About 85 handles
are on file; these come from Athens, and Delos, and one or two each from Corinth,
Thasos, Philippi, Pergamon, Troy, and the Black Sea area. I add a list of names, and
hope the provenance may be solved;

'Afx.eivoviKO'; (206)
'Apio-ToSiKOs
'ApLaTO<j>dvq<i
VXavKO'i

A;jp.(
ArjpAripo^
EiySovAtSTys
Evy£t(Twv)

*Hy7^crtvos

'HpaxActSiys
OitoSoTO?

KaAAi'pap^os (207)
MiKt'wv (208)
NiKt'a?

NikokA?;?

NiKoarparo? (Grace, 244)

HapptvluKOi (Grace, 245)
nOOfetSlTTTTOS

'Poifwros

'%(i>KpdTr)<s
^oiTraTpot

Tipaiyeroi

^avoAaos

^oppioiv (Grace, 246)
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206. (AH 245). W. 0.039m.; T. 0.017 m.
Pis. 74 and 59,b (side).

'Ajxtivo

J'[t] KOV

Micaceous red clay.

Four other examples on file, of which one
(Kerameikos 1) has the whole length of the
handle preserved, the height of the handle
being about 0.21 m.

207. (AH 149). W. 0.041m.; T. 0.018 m.
PI. 74.

KaAAt

fxd')(Ov

Somewhat micaceous russet clay.

Four other examples on file, of which one is
from Corinth: C 48-8, from South Stoa, Well
XXH, immediate context early second century
B.C. There is slight variation in the die.

208. (AH 244). W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.021m.
Pis. 74 and 80 (side).

Mifct

tovos

Micaceous russet clay.
Twelve other examples on file, of which one

was found in Delos (TD 4608), one near Phi-
lippi (see G. Mylonas, II/DaKTi/cd, 1938, p. 15;
cf. M. N. Tod. J.HS., LXII, 1942, p. 54, with
references), one in Thasos, and one in Kerch
(Henu., 113, 285) ; the rest in Athens.

I. COAN

For notes on the fabric and development of this class of jar, see Hesperia, Suppl.
VTTI, pp. 181 (with note 27). 186(no. 8).and 189. A jar (S.S 8214) is illustrated ibid.
pi. 19, 8, its stamp pi. 20, 10. Corrigenda: the deposit, cf. p. 186, is now dated in the
first half of the second century r,.r.; and the stamp, cf. p. 188, is now read ['A]cr/<\7j(,
retrograde, bcloiv a club. The identification of this class was made by A. Maiuri,
Noiiva Sillogc Epigrafica di Rodi c Cos. Firenze, 1925, pp. 245-249, where on p. 246
•another (later) jar of the series is illustrated.

209. (AH 205). W. 0.051m.; T. 0.026m.
Pis. 75 and 59, b (side).

From exploration of City Wall, context to
first century after Christ.

Uacria

Reddish clay, greenish buff slip.

Other double handles with this stamp or one
closely similar include several in the Benachi
collection, Alexandria, and one in Cos, part of
the original group on which the attribution of
double handles to Cos was based; see A. Maiuri,

A'lioi'a Sillogc Epigraphica di Rodi c Cos,
Firenze, 1925, p. 248, no. 9, where references
are given to Paton and Hicks, Inscriptions of
Cos. for the names.

Almost exactly the same stamp appears on a
handle of a different kind found in Corinth:
C 37-1195, from the Agora NE, an ordinary
(i. e. not double) broadish handle (W. 0.049
m.; T. 0.03 m.) of clay rather similar to that
of 209, Datalfie possibly after 44 B.C., when
the colony was founded, but in Paton and Hicks
the name appears only in texts of the third
centurv B.C.
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J. WITH LATIN STAMP

210. (AH 66). Fragment of rim and neck of
jar, with handle attachment. Ht. of frag
ment, 0.019m.; ht. of rim 0.045 m.; length
of stamp 0.035 m. (shown at a little under
actual size). Pis. 75 and 80.

210-212 come from isolated pockets of Roman
deposit behind the curved retaining wall of
Period III of the Assembly Place, the im
mediate context being of the second century
after Christ. See Hesperia, XII, 1943, pp. 297-
299.

ZIRA

Fine light red clay, reddish buff surface.
I owe the reading and a comment to Mrs.

Elizabeth Lyding Will, who is preparing a
publication of Latin stamps. She notes that her
restoration of the third letter is based on a
better-preserved example of the same stamp
found in Delos (TD 1937), which is also set
vertically, a very uncommon position. The
shape of the rim has led her to give the frag
ments a tentative date in the first century after
Christ.

K. IMPERIAL GROUP

For handles of this group, various contexts indicate a date in the late first and
early second centuries after Christ. The handles are rather roughly made and small
(W. 0.03-0.036 m.; T. 0.015-0.02 m.; Ht. in position 0.08-0.10 m.), from short-
necked jars with more or less spreading shoulders. Rim and shoulder fragments pre
served on several indicate the jars were of the type of P 11481 (Ht. 0.60m.; un
stamped) illustrated with 211-213. Of these stamps, most characteristic is 213^ those ;j
of the group as a whole, that is, are longish with irregular margin, the ground of the
letters not on an even plane, the letters carelessly made, epsilon and sigma regularly
lunate, most of the legends abbreviations, and most retrograde.

There is a marked difference in the color of the clay in different specimens, of.
211 with 213, and there are fragments with rim preserved which show the same
contrast, e. g. SS 11403 and SS 5087. This has suggested a standard jar made in
different states. But I know of none of the stamps found outside Athens, and appar
ently both the red and the buff clay exist in the neighborhood, and are used by modern .
potters. (I owe the information of"Lucy Talcott.) This size of P 11481 does indicate L/
a standard Imperial container : a capacity measurement taken without prejudice gave a
result of 25 liters, which, considering that the jar has been restored with plaster and
had to be measured with wheat, is satisfactorily close to Hultsch's figure for the
capacity of a quadrantal or Roman amphora.^®

We have at the Agora fifty-six stamped handles of this class, and several more
restored jars like P 11481, the study of which will become more interesting when
Henry S. Robinson has narrowed the dates of the early Roman groups of pottery that
jars of similar shape have been found in Herculaneum and Pompeii, thus confirming

F. Hultsch, Griechische mid Rdmische Metrologie, Second Edition, Berlin, 1882, p. 126.

A
Afotu /
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the approximate date here proposed: cffor example, Illiisfrated London News,
November 11, 1933, p. 763 (two jars in the rack) ; and A. Maiuri, Pompepi^, 1943,
photograph on p. 109.

211. (AH 120). W. 0.036 m.; T. 0.018 m.
Pis. 75 and 80 (side). Context, see on
210.

'AyaOo
7ro8[os]

Red clay, reddish buf¥ surface.
Two other examples with the same reading,

slight die variation. There are nine examples of
the same name, similarly divided, but in the
nominative, of which SS 11212 comes from con
text of the second to third century after Christ.

For the name, as a name of runners, see L.
Robert, Ltudes AnatoUennes, Paris, 1937, p.
143; cf. H. Immerwahr in The Excavations at
Dura-Ettropos, Ninth Season, Part 1, p. 227,
note 45, on names in -ttovs.

212. (AH 121). W. 0.033 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
75.

Context, see on 210.

•E)?,x(

The i-Iio is a loop attached to a loose leg of
the mn.

Red clay, yellowish buff core and surface.

213. (AH 237). W. 0.032 m.; T. 0.02 m.
Pis. 75 and 80 (side) (stamp shown at
slightly under actual size).

EiTD( (retr.)

Buff clay paler on surface than on break.
With the side view of the handle, compare the
handles of P 11481 illustrated beside the stamps
of the Imperial Croup. See above, p. 00.

Two other examples on file, with slight vari
ations in the die.

L. BYZANTINE

''/nj

214. (AH 194). W. 0.042 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Pis. 75 and 80 (side) (stamp shown at
slightly under actual size).

] IlToAat/icoi) [

bust of Byzantine Emperor
SIC

This handle has been published; see Hes-

pcria, Suppl. Vlll, 1949, pi. 20, 14, where it is

shown at a little over actual size. 1have nothing
to add to the comment, p. 188.

M. OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN

1. From the Filling of Period 111 of the

Assembly Place: 215-243

On this deposit, of which the date range is
from the late fifth century to about 340 B.C.,
see above,

a. Incuse Markings, apparently all made
before firing: 215-220

215. (AH 51). W. 0.05 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI. 76.
Finding place, see heading.
Incuse circle, as though impressed by a hol

low reed.

I

Grayish buff clay, micaceous and sandy; red
stain.

Marks of this kind have been found on wine-
jar fragments oftheearly fifth century; cf. Hes-
pcria, XV, 1946, p. 278, pi. XXVIII, no. 29,
and another is the Chian SS 7803 (on the lower
attachment of the handle). But they are not
confined to this period, appearing not only in
later contexts but on handles of late fabric, that
is. on first century b.c. Knidian. 215 may be
compared with SS 10746 and 10747 of generally
similar fabric, from a well deposit of the first
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quarter of the fourth century B.C.; on the former
themarkis again onthe lower attachment of the
handle. Compare also SS 11341, from the de-
posit.close in date to the filling of Period III
of the Assembly Place, mentioned under 29;
and Olynthus, XIII, pi. 259, 1093.

For a note on small circles, impressed or
painted, on Chian jarsofthesixth and fifth cen
turies B.C., see Hesperia, XXII, 1953, p. 105,
under no. 152.

216. (AH 34). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.019 m.;
Pis. 76 and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.
A roughly cut beta (?).
Micaceous buff clay, grayish at core; red

stain. In fabric,*^ncluding what is preserved of
a stubby rim, the handle resembles 230 etc.

217. (AH 67). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.025 m. PI.
76.

Finding place, see heading.
A lambda.

Red clay with light-colored bits and buff
surface.

218. (AH 33). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.024 m. Pis.
76 and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.
A sigma or possibly a mu.
The rim resembles the Thasian rim, with an

especially large flat top, with slight downward
slope toward the outside. Micaceous reddish
buff clay, gray core.

219. (AH 32). W. 0.056 m.; T. 0.025 m.
Pis. 76 and 80 (side).

Finding-place, see heading.
An alpha in a circular field.
Rim of Thasian type, with rounded top.

Micaceous reddish buff clay, buff surface.
A similar stamp, but about a quarter again

larger, appears impressed on the neck of SS
8083, an almost fully preserved jar found in a
well deposit of the late fifth century. The jar
is a different type from that of 219; it is prob
ably Chian.

220. (AH 31). W. 0.048m.; T. 0.026m. PI.
76.

Finding place, see heading.
A chi or cross in a circular field.

Micaceous sandy reddish buff clay, red stain.

Similar stamps: SS 1797 and 3197; Herm.,
pi. XV, 1; 246 (not illustrated) somewhat
resembles this type.

b. Various Relief Devices on Handles of
Finer Fabric: 221-229

221-223. (AH 48, 47, 155). Average W. •
0.045 m.; average T. 0.02 m. Pis. 77 and
80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.

A youthful male head left, within a spray of
ivy.

Rim similar to Thasian, with flare inside as
well as outside. Micaceous russet buff clay,
gray or grayish at core.

Published example: Herm., pi. XV, 16. Five
others on file in addition to Pnyx items, includ
ing SS 8008, from the same late fifth century
well deposit as provided a parallel for 219.

224. (AH 108). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
77.

Finding place, see heading.

[TeAjca

rhyton with griffin protome [above which,
caduceus]

Highly micaceous russet clay, with traces of
a thin milky surfacing.

Seven examples found in South Russia:
Herm., 116, 383-389, of which one is illustrated
pi. XIV, 19. Four examples from Thasos, of
which a fine sharp one is impressed on a com
pletely preserved haxrdle with the connecting
portion of the neck of the jar.

Pridik publishes another type with the same
name, again with a small caduceus, this time
surrounded by an ivy wreath; see Herm., pi.
XIV, 15, text p. 116, 390-394.

According to its fabric, 224 might be Tha-
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sian, but the name is apparently not Thasian.
The device appears as a symbol on coins of
Thyrrheium; see British Museum Catalogue,
Corinth, etc., 1889, pi. XXXVIII, 3, 4, where
it is dated 350-250 b.c. ; see also Numismatic
Notes and Monographs, No. 53, 1932, pi. XII,
52 (enlarged).

225. (AH 18). W. 0.052m.; T. 0.022m. PI.
77.

Finding place, see heading.
A plumed heron, right.
Micaceous russet clay, red stain.
For similar small square stamps with devices,

cf. Herm., pi. XV, 34-36. It seems possible
they are Thasian, perhaps accompanying stamps
without device like 1-4; cf. Herm., pi. VI, 22,
and see under 229.

226. (AH 30). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.022 m.;
Ht. of handle ca. 0.14 m. PI. 77.

Finding place, see heading.
Gem impression: winged creature with semi-

human head. An enlargement of a differently
lighted photograph is added to aid in the inter
pretation.

Most of the handle is preserved, broadening at
each end toward its attachment. Non-micaceous

buff clay with gray core; pitted, and contains
white bits.

227. (AH 52). W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.02 m. PI.
77.

Finding place, see heading.
Gem impression: winged (?) creature or

object. An enlargement of a differently lighted
photograph is added to aid in the interpretation.

The fragment comes from close to the upper
attachment of the handle. Reddish buff clay;
the surface shows some fine particles of mica.

228. (AH 122). W. 0.038 m.; T. 0.022 m.
PI. 77.

Finding place, see heading.
Incuse rectangle, quartered diagonally.
Micaceous light red clay; red stain. Cf. 229.

The stamp may be compared with, e. g., the
reverse type of the coin of Neapolis illustrated
Head-Hill, op. cit., pi. 3, 6.

229. (AH 153). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.022 m.
PI. 77.

Finding place, see heading.
A phiale, or a theta.
Fabric of the handle exactly like that of 228.

Both much resemble 4, Thasian of the class
without device. For stamps of that class ac
companied by a stamp like 229, see Herm., pi.
VIH, 3 and 4; see also under 225.

A duplicate of 229 is SS 11339, from the
same deposit as SS 11341, mentioned under
215.

c. Simple Devices and Single Letters in Relief
on Handles of Coarser Fabric: 230-241

230. (AH 124). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Pis. 78 and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.
An ivy leaf in a circular field.

Stubby rim of generally Thasian type. Rather
coarse reddish buff clay, micaceous and sandy.
Fabric, including rim when preserved, is about
the same for 231-241, also for 216.

Similar are 231-232 and Herm., pi. XIV, 21;
also SS 10017.

231-2. (AH 64, 123). W. 0.052 m.; T. 0.022,
0.025 m. PI. 78.

Finding place, see heading.
Ivy leaf, as on 230, with slight variation; on

232 the stem is distinct.

Fabric, see 230.

233. (AH 50). W. 0.046 m.; T. 0.027 m. PI.
78.

Finding place, see heading.

Ivy leaf, more full and round than on 230-
232.

Fabric, see 230.
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234-5. (AH 65, 97). W. 0.049 m.; T. 0.023
m. PL 78.

Finding place, see heading.
Beta in a circular field.

Fabric, see 280. On 235, a red stain sets off
the letter.

Similar are SS 10841, and Antioch 560S-P
1166.

236-241. (AH 49, 95, 96, 125, 151, 152).
W. ca. 0.049 m.; T. ca. 0.025 m. Pis. 78
and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.
Nil retrograde within circular border.
Fabric, see 230. 240 has a distinct gray core,

241 a noticeable red stain.

Four examples from the Athenian Agora, of
which SS 11351 comes from the same deposit
as SS 11341, mentioned under 215.

d. Abbreviations: 242-243

242. (AH 28). W. 0.055 m.; T. 0.023 m.
Pis. 78 and 80 (side).

Finding place, see heading.

KA£o( (retr.)

The rim is of greater projection, and the
handle is thinner, than they appear to be in the
side view; the rim resembles fourth-century
Thasian, with a down-slope outwards. Buff
clay, micaceous and sandy; red stains.

243. (AH 29). W. 0.04 m.; T. 0.023 m. Pis.
78 and 80 (side).

no( (retr.)

Finding place, see heading.
Rolled rim; fine buff clay, light red at core;

red stain.

H. Miscellaneous: 244-256

244. (AH 256). Stamp on the neck of the jar,
near the rim. Ht. of fragment 0.069 m.
PI. 79.

Epsilon in circular frame.

Rim, a slight thickening on the outside.
Rather fine red clay with fine particles of mica.

Mr. Peter Corbett in Hesperia, XVIII, 1949,
]il. 98, no. 108. publishes a similarly placed
round stamp found in a well deposit of the late
fifth century B.C., and on p. 338 refers to two
parallels of the same period. Another is men
tioned under 219. Others have been found in a

deposit of the third quarter; see L. Talcott,
Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 515, on no. 85; the de
vice is a kantharos, see p. 495.

245. (AH 240). W. 0.05 m.; T. 0.027 m. Pig.
79 and 80 (side).

An alpha or a monogram; incuse lines.
Stubby rim. Micaceous sandy red clay, buff

surface.

246. (AH 201). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.027 in.
PI. 80 (side).

From the construction debris of the City
Wall of the late fourth century B.C.

Stamp somewhat resembling that of 220.
Stubby rim. Micaceous sandy buff clay.

247. (AH 130). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.024 m.
Pis. 79 and 80 (side).

Monogram alpha with pi, incuse lines.
Stubby rim. Sandy buff clay, somewhat

micaceous.

248. (AH 197). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.02 m.
PI. 79.

Ae incuse in oval field.

Bit of rolled rim preserved. Micaceous light
red clay, yellow-buff surface.

From the same or closely related dies, four
other examples, of which one is from Thasos,
and two come from a group datable probably
before ca. 150 B.C. (SS 9544 and 9548).

249. (AH 190). W. 0.04m.; T. 0.024m
PI. 79.

A cluster of grapes on a twig, in an oval
field; possibly gem impression.

Rather fine-grained, somewhat micaceous
clay, reddish, with gray-buff core.

/V LiKt: Hfir m
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Another example, SS 4814, comes from a de
posit of the fourth century B.C.

250. (AH 216). W. 0.047 m.; T. 0.021m.
Pis. 79 and 80 (side).

Ivy leaf, in circular field.
Micaceous red clay, brownish on surface.

251. j: AH88). W.0.045 m.; T. 0.024 m. Pis.
79 and 80 (side).

Kappa, in a nearly square field.
The handle curves down abruptly after a

short top. Fine red clay, buff surface, very
slightly micaceous.

252. (AH 249). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.024 m.
PI. 79.

H[

Roughly made handle of brick red clay with
white bits.

253. (AH 229). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.023 m.
PI. 79.

['Ap] TCpiSdp [od]

Irregularly ribbed handle; micaceous red
clay, buff core.

Cf. Herm., 110, 196, from Olbia.

254. (AH 176). W. 0.044 m.; T. 0.023 m.
PI. 79.

[Ato] vutroSo) (pov)

Ribbed handle stamped below the curve;
pinkish huff clay with black bits.

255. (AH 222). W. 0.045 m.; T. 0.025 m.
Pis. 79 and 80 (side).

Maeus

Roughly made handle with abrupt dovm
curve; coarse red clay with light slip thicker on
top of the handle than below. Resembles some
Knidian of the first century B.C. Mdi;s is a name
which appears on Rhodian coins; cf. British
Museum Catalogue, Caria, etc., 1897, p. 255,
no. 268.

256. (AH 193). W. 0.039 m.; T. 0.021m.
PI. 79.

Mva( (retr.)

Handle with central rib down inside surface;
rather fine, hard-baked, reddish buff clay, green
ish buff slip. Resembles the Corcyrean (?)
class, except for the hardness.

Unnumbered. AH 68, 90, and 138 are handles
of unknown origin, of which the stamps are
damaged and have not been read. Of these, a
side view of AH 68 is included in Plate 80.
The dimensions of this handle are: W. 0.054

m.; T. 0.033 m.; it is of light red clay and
cream slip.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTES

The bibliographical abbreviations used in tbis article are as follows: IH^
Dumont: A. Dumont, Inscriptions Ccramiques de Grece, Paris, 1871. See above, p. .0007
Grace: V. Grace, "Stamped Amphora Handles Found in 1931-1932," Hesperia, III, 1934,

pp. 195-310. Many incomplete types there published can now be correctly restored, and there has
been some revision in the evaluation of contexts. I do not attempt here a list of corrigenda in this
article, but call attention, as I have had occasion to do before, to what has proved, as a result of
later studies, to be an error in the diagram of Rhodian names (p. 219): the group connected with
'A.yaOoPovXo's belongs shortly ajter instead of shortly before ca. 220-180 b.c.

Grakov: B. N. Grakov, Ancient Greek Pottery Stamps with the Names oj Asynomoi Moscow f •
1929 (in Russian). See above, p. 000'. < ' 'A~ ;

Herm.: E. M. Pridik, Inventory-Catalogue of the Stamps on Handles and Necks of Amphorae, '
and on Bricks, of the Hermitage Collection, Petrograd, 1917 (in Russian). See above, pr.BOO.
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Kent: John H. Kent, "Stamped Amphora Handles from the Delian Temple Estates," in
Studies Presented to David Moore Robinson, II, Washington University, St. Louis, 1953, pp.
127-134.

Morricone: L. Morricone, " I Sacerdoti di Halios," Annuario, XXVII-XXIX, 1952, pp. 351-
380. The inscription here published is the only known fragment of a list of the Rhodian eponymous
priests of Halios.

Nilsson: M. P. Nilsson, Timbres Amphoriques de Lindos, Copenhagen, 1909. See above,
I p. 000.

Schuchhardt: C. Schuchhardt, Die Inscliriften von Ferganwn, II, Berlin, 1895, pp. 423-499.
Presence of a stamp in the deposit here published suggests a date of ca. 220-180 B.C.; of. Rostovtzeff,
op. cit., p. 1479, note 68, with further references; there has been much corroborative evidence on
the chronology of the stamps. See commentary on 102-105, 110, 118.

Skorpil 1904: L. Skorpil, " Inscriptions ceramiques acquises pour le musee de Kertsch en 1901
et 1902," Bulletin de la Commission Imperiale Archeologique, 1904, pp. 19-166 (in Russian). The
stamped fragments here published were found in various parts of the Kerch peninsula, apparently
not in archaeological excavations; see p. 19, note 1. The Thasian (pp. 128-140) form a group
comparable to those from the Pnyx, both in total numbers and in the proportion present of stamps
of early date; and they include duplicates of seven early Thasianstamps from the Pnyx. This article
became available to me after the Pnyx catalogue had left my hands. I list here the parallels:

Pnyx 3: Skorpil 1904 no. 606
4: 569a (perhaps not exactly the same)
5: 597b

15: 597a

20: 562

39: 578
41: 582

Tarsus: Hetty Goldman and others. Excavations at Gbslii Rule, Tarsus, Vol. I, Princeton
University Press, 1950, pp. 135-148.

Mention should be made of five stamped fragments found in earlier excavations at the Pnyx:
see K. Kourouniotis in IlpaKTiKa, 1910, pp. 132-134. These are 1) a Rhodian like 98; 2) a Thasian
of Class I, c with the name nawo-a(vi'»;s) ; 3) a Knidian naming the duoviri 'Aylai and 'ApiaToyivq^;
4) a square stamp with the letters $I; and 5) an early Thasian stamp naming the eponym 'Apio-TttSrj?,

I referred to above, p. 000. They are admirably presented.
i Further bibliography on amphora stamps and wine amphoras may be found in V. Grace,

" Standard Pottery Containers of the Ancient Greek World," Hesperia, Suppl. VIII, 1949, pp. 175-
189, with references especially in note 7. The following are subsequent publications by the present
writer:

"Timbres amphoriques trouves a Delos," LXXVI, 1952, pp. 514-540. This is a
report on about6000 handles found during the French excavations on Delos, one of which, pi. XXI
•and p. 535, no. 13, bears the only stamp known to include the ethnic TdSiov.

"The Eponyms Named on Rhodian Amphora Stamps," Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 116-128,
I including, pp. 127-^8, addenda et corrigenda on the preceding article. Cf. above, pp. OOO-OGO. Note a
/ wrong reference on p. 127 of the eponyms article, where pp. 121-122 should be cited (not p. 118).

The section on wine jars in Cedric Boulter's " Pottery of the Mid-Fifth Century from a Well
in the Athenian Agora," Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp. 101-110.

For the corpus of Thasian stamps shortly to be published by Professor and Mme Bon, the
first corpus volume in this field, see above, p. -000.
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CoHCOP u IV
« V. (

Concordance of Pnyx Amphora Handle Inventory
Numbers and Catalogue Numbers

No. Cat. No. Inv. No. Cat. No. Inv. No. Cat. No.

1 15 AH 45 133 API 89 71

2 43 46 198 90 unnumbered

3 32 47 222 91 189

4 41 48 221 92 158

5 6 49 236 93 173

6 10 50 233 94 112

7 25 51 215 95 237

8 26 52 227 96 238

9 1 53 49 97 235

10 22 54 24 98 197

11 17 55 19 99 4

12 29 56 58 100 35

13 9 57 2 101 36

14 44 58 30 102 18

15 48 59 50 103 28

16 38 60 67 104 unnumbered

17 20 61 107 105 8

18 225 62 191 106 11

19 42 63 127 107 52

20 33 64 231 108 224

21 13 65 234 109 5

22 7 66 210 110 55

23 27 67 217 111 37

24 21 68 unnumljered 112 16

25 83 69 138 113 12

26 78 70 122 114 23

27 168 71 195 115 14

28 242 72 193 116 115

29 243 73 194 117 149

30 226 74 129 118 152

31 220 75 59 119 137

32 219 76 39 120 211

33 218 77 65 121 212

34 216 78 86 122 228

35 190 79 104 123 232

36 106 80 77 124 230
37 165 81 96 125 239
38 183 82 92 126 72
39 185 83 88 127 97
40 151 84 90 128 201

41 125 85 84 129 203
42 142 86 110 130 247

43 176 87 205 131 178
44 119 88 251 132 124

177
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No. Cat. No. Inv. No. Cat. No. Inv. No. Cat. No

133 114 AH 176 254 AH 219 204

134 153 177 85 220 56

135 123 178 172 221 163

136 177 179 69 222 255

137 98 180 51 223 145

138 unnumbered 181 199 224 161

139 31 182 160 225 82

140 47 183 143 226 167

141 53 184 93 227 146

142 66 185 136 228 164

143 3 186 61 229 253

144 40 187 111 230 45

145 34 188 87 231 120

146 60 189 89 232 63

147 54 190 249 233 99

148 102 191 156 234 154

149 207 192 155 235 184

150 200 193 256 236 148

151 240 194 214 237 213

152 241 195 79 238 166

153 229 196 132 239 108

154 • 202 197 248 240 245

155 223 198 103 241 46

156 169 199 57 242 141

157 128 200 64 243 126

158 130 201 246 244 208

159 140 202 62 245 206

160 175 203 196 246 118

161 174 204 80 247 139

162 171 205 209 248 182

163 179 206 147 249 252

164 186 207 94 250 162

165 170 208 105 251 144

166 73 209 91 252 76

167 75 210 131 253 181

168 101 211 95 254 150

169 192 212 157 255 116

170 74 213 187 256 244

171 100 214 135 257 121

172 68 215 134 258 70

173 117 216 250 259 109

174 159 217 188 260 81

175 180 218 113
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CONCORDANCE OF AGORA INVENTORY NUMBERS WITH REFERENCES

IN PNYX PUBLICATION

Agora
Itiv. No.

Previous

Publication

reference

used in

citation

Grace, 193
172

Cited here

under no.

or on page

Agora
Inv. No.

Previous

Publication

reference

used in

citation

Cited here

under no.

or on page

SS 16
21

24

28

30

34

37

40

47

49

56

77

80

81

170

168

157 and p. 149
157 and p. 149

113

199

p. 300, 8 .|3p. 148, 149"

pi. II, 6
p. 301, 1

p. 301,2

pp. 300, 302, 7

p. 126
p. 145
p. 126

126

p, 126
220

117

p, 150 note 26
124

177

171, 172
150

185

177

171

176

220

p. 145
160

173

p, 150, note 26
15

74

86

p, 168
187

187

187

184

183

84

92-94

203

168

124

249

178

178

176

176

p, 170
184

116

142

154

177, 178
143, 160, 177
177

160

176

185

187

176

184, 185;
179

173

182

100

98

102

p. 122, note 3.
123

116'
116

215

19§
221-223

64

av4j

7/

92

95

98

100

107

116

117

128

129

132

143

150

153

161

163

173

\7S
^ 182

185

187

188

190

194

198

/208

224

234

236

237

239

244

245

249

261

262

263

264

267

275

276

278

279

282

283

298

302

303

309

314

318

320

322

323

325

329

332

334

337

338

339

344

,346
348

349

351

354

355

357

358

367
368

370

371

376

378

379

644

740

843

851

940

1010

1048

1160

137 151

109 118

26 82

168 p. 149
206 177

136 151

165 142

230 p. 146
222 113

154 p. 149
176 p. 149
202 177 and p.149
120 147

126 129

135 151

167 142, 143

27 82

231 p. 146
260 169

194 168

146 p1. 149

182 pp1. 147, 148 /
244 p. 168 ^
173 157 and p. 149
264 169

144 114

1S8 132

280 169

234 p. 146
204 117
205 177

145 114

240 198

265 169

248 201

223 157 and p. 147
188 187 and pp. 148,149
183 pp. 147, 148
211 187 and pp. 148
212 187 and pp. 148
191 168

226 p. 146
227 p. 146
228 p. 146
192 168

210 186 and p. 149
132 160 and p. 149
281 169

229 p. 146
245 p. 168
127 128

190 p. 148
209 143

199 170

157 132

246 p. 168
185 p. 148
166 142, 143
177 116

186 p. 147
181 pp. 147, 148
128 128

164 142

p. 275 p. 148
184 157 and p. 148
130 164 and p. 148
241 198

22 86

262 169

21 86

219 174 and p. 149
174 157 and p. 149
189 p. 148
129 128

257 p. 151
213 187 and p. 149
180 p. 148
214 p. 149

169263 '
261 '^ 169

3 9, 10-12
1 6

77 /
233 p. 146
282 169

276 p. 146
171 157 and p. 149

ISO

126

126

113

1463

1467

1489

1498

1586

1675

1712

1723

1797

1861

1927

2105

2159

2170

2174

2183

2250

2251

3195

3197

3219

3315

3467

"^3639
3663

3786

3790

3791

3976

4061

4063

4070

4072

4175

4275

4288

4700

4777

4814

4847

4899

4924

4986

5087

5133

5372

5527

6082

6601

6603

6609

6610

6613

6795

6799

6806

6808

7376

7444

7445

7581

7582

7584

7616

7664

7673

7677

7803

7912

8008

8027

8045

8048

8083

8094

8114

8119

8122

8165

8167

8198

8214

8531
8645

8798

8933

8934

9125

9201

9367

9375

9379

9473

9540

9544

9547

9548

9549

'4

1

/

3.so (

163

118

113

56

I

,A

198

219

154

154

164

156

180

180

164

1, 169

20

170

p. 127

90

101

52

112

142 and p, 145
116

116

63

121

248

121

248

121

A >

V
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Agora
Iftv. No.

9551

9604

9628

9636

9756

9762

9856

'9907
99 W

9916

9989

10017

10048

10087

10121

10259

10263

10736

10746

10747

10775

10776

Previoii.s

Piiblication

reference

used in

citation

123

77

215

AJ.A., L, p. 38, p. 126
2, there li,sted

with the number

NN 1887

Cited here

under no.

or on page

116

117

85

151

132

132

197 and p. 166
230

p. 167
123

32-33

p. 166
205

118

215

215

129

129

Agora
Inv. No.

10841

10941

10965

11033

11034

1107Q

11212

11339

11341

Previous"
Publication

reference

used in

citation

Cited here

under no.

or on page.

234-5

52

133

169

169

201

211

229

215, 229
A

11346

11351

11403

11493

11566

12484

13094

14038

675

8422

11481

13570

Grace, p. 202,
fig. 1. 3

236-241

29

236-241

p. iTo
59

113

194

p. 140
115

57

.168

213 and p. 170
45 and p. 124,

note 8

Z OZ-
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INDEX

The index covers only names, devices, etc., which have been read or identified in stamps
published in this article, or in others referred to in commentary or in introductory text. References
to mentions in the commentary on a number (ratber than in the reading) are given only if the word
does not appear in the reading, and these are introduced by " cf. Pages (in plain type) are given
for introductoiy text only.

Letters or devices are in relief in the impression unless there is a statement to the contrary.

A, NAMES OF PERSONS

Abbreviations, single letters, and resolved monograms have been included here. Separate
entries have been made for the same name on various classes of jars and in various functions, but
persons of the same name and function within a class have not been differentiated. Thasian names
not identified as those of eponyms or fabricants are of the later period (cf. p. 123) ; they probably

,represent endorsements rather than dates, but this is not certain.

a! a, 245^ 16/'; incuse, 219
'AyaOdviop, Stamped on bronze greaves, cf. 27
'Ayadtvo'if Xn. fab., 138, 139 ,• cf. 153
'Ayado/SovXd.';, Rh. fab.^75 •

/ 'AyaOoSoipo'i, Kii. duov., 165; cf. 153; 147, 149
»' 'AyaBoKXys, Kn. diiov., 147, 148, 149
I 'AyadoKAfj^, Kn. ep., 124, 127, 141, 14p; cf. 145
I 'Ayador-ov;, of Imperial Group, 211

'AyrjcriTroXt's, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
•/Ayfas, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149,^

'Ayia^, Kn. ep., 182; cf. 153; 148, 149
'AyAoiiK/otTos, 'AyXwKptTos, Rh. ep., 74; cf. 86
"Ayviov, Kn. phrour., cf. 116
'Ayopiva^, Rh. fab., 103; cf. 102
'Aypios ( ?), Rh. ep., 70
'Aflavayopa';, Rh. ep., 139
'AfiavdScopos, Kn. duov.. cf. 153; 147, 149
'A9T|vai,os, Kn. fah., 140,153
'A61)vaios, vnemliev ol fwvn (^1) ol Kn. iaLs.,

'AdyrdSo[, early Th. fah. Fig. 6
Alvia'i, Kn. fab., 141
AicTKvXivos (for AiaxvXtvo^), Kn. fab., 154
Alaxpioiv, early Th, fab., 40 ; Fig. 6
Aiaxplw, Th., 59
Aia-yvXlvo';, Rh. ep., 75, 92-94
'AAt'̂ avSpos, Kn. ep,, cf, 157; 148, 149
'AX6rip(ev7]<;), early Th, ep., 16; 123, note 8;

Fig. ^6
/'AfxeLvovLKO'ij of Parmeniskos Group, 206; 16(S

''Aju.(^av(8p0'5), early Th. fah. ( ?), 39
Kn. ep., cf. 168

'Ava^avSpo?, Kn. fab., 142-144
'Av8pop.£i'rjs, Kn. ep., 154; 147, 148, 149
"Ai'mvSpos, Kn. ep., 125
'At'Tt(, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
'Arrtyovos, Kn. fab., 155; cf. 156
'AvTLTraTpo^, Kn. ep., cf. 168
'AvTiVaTpo?, father of Pontic a.stynomos 'iKeVio?,

194

'Att in monogram, incuse, 247
'ATraTO (rptos) , Rh. ep., 140
'AnoXXoSuipo';, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
'ATToAAdSwpos, Kn. ep., cf. 142
'ATToXXomSrj';, fatiier of Pontic aslyiwmos Uvdo-

XpiJO'TO?, 192
'AmXXiono^, Kn. duov., 165, cf. 153; 147, 149
'AwoXXdmo^, Kn. ep., cf. 168
'AttoXXowlo^, Rh. ep., 140

~4Ar-lfBAA(ui'ios, Rh. eprr-WO
'A. IXicrtSa?, Kn. fal),, 113
'Ap in monogram, on lagynos handle, 202

I "Apeij. Kn. ep., cf. 168
? 'Ape, early Th. ep., Fig. 6

'ApuTTay6pa<;, Kn. fab., 114
' 'ApiaT(ay6(pr]';), early Til. fal).^^71 Fig, 6

'ApLaraivos, Kn. duov., 179; 147, 148, 149
'Apiaraivo';, Kn. ep., 183; 147, 148, 149

i'ApKTTcihri'i, early Th. ep., 17-20; 125, 126; Fig,
1 6
'ApuTTtv'i, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149

A

i 'ApKTTUDv, Kn. fab., ILS
'Api(TTLo>v, Kh, ep., 140
'ApiuTo/SorAos, Kn. eluov,, 185; 148, 149

•,^,1 It JApio-ToyerTys, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149^
-'ApicrrdSapiO';, Kn. ep., 147, 148, 149
'Api<TTd8i)p.os, on Chian (?) lagynos, 200
'ApurrdStKos, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
*ApLfrTOKX.r|S, duOT'., \4H, \4-S)

V'̂ 'A.pLCTTOKX-7;s, "Kn. iab., 1.16, 145-6; ch 145

'AptaroKAf/f, father ot Kn. fal). AapoKpdrys-, 177;
cf. 172,178

'Api(rTOKpdrr]<;, Kii. ep., cf. 188; 148, 149
'ApurTOKpfaTrj's), early Th, ep,, 21; hig. 6
'ApuTTopeviy!, early Th, ep., cf. 55; 125, 126;

Fig. 6
'ApurTo/x[e(i'Tj';) ?], Th., 60
'ApuTTopyjhtyi, Kn. ep., 164; cf. 174; 148, 149,

150

'ApiaroTToXe';, Kn. ep., cf. 168
'ApiCTToctxlvv}';, of Parmeniskos Group, 168

T-» 1-

Bt'oros, Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151 a
Birtwi', early Th. fab,, 123, note 8; Fig. 6
BovXayopas, Rh. ep., 139

FAarKo?, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
rXavKcoi', early Th. fab., 17 ; Fig. 6
Topyia?, Kn. fab., 159

AatSaXo,, Kn. ep., 175; cf. 159, 179y 147, 148,
149, 150

Aafiaa(, early Th, ep.. Fig. 6
Aapaaf, early Th. fab., 4; Fig. 6
Aap.dfTTri';, early Th. ep., 24-36 ; cf, 46 ; 125, 126;

Fig. 6
Aa/idrpiO';, Kll. duOV., 148, 149
Aap.uTpios, Kn, ep., 114
Aap.oKAi)s, Kn.. fab., 148
AapoKpaTT)';, Kn. fah., 180, 181; cf. 143, 173,

m, ; ISO
AapoKpu-T-ps o ' ApLaTOKXt\)s,K.\\. fair., ; ci. 172,

178

AapoKpiro^, Kn. ep., 159, 176; cf, 163, 168,
177; 148, 149, 150

Aapoade (vri<;) , Rh. ep., 140
Aeios, late Kn. fab., 169
A-qp{, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Aripil(XKrj'i), early Th. fab.. Fig, 6
A-iip-r]<;, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
Arjp.fiTptQ';, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ayp.oTipoi, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
AtdpTjs, early Th, ep., 1; Fig, 6
AtKr/Kparij?, early Th. ep., 37 ; 125 ; Fig. 6
Atdyvr(TOs, Kll, duov., 147, 148, 149
Aid8(upos, Kn. ep., cf. 168
AiokA?)?, Kn, ep,, cf, 173

(^Aioi'dl <Tio«], Pontic ep., 189
A10111CT109, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Aiovi'cno9, Kn. ep., 138, 140; cf. 157, 177; 147,

148, 149
Aeon'aeo,, Kn. fab., 119, 161-162; cf. 160
Aiovvmo's, patronymic (?) of Kn. ep. "iTnrapxo^,

^ cf. 160
Aioi'iio'd8(ij(po9), 254
AiofTKovptSa';, Kn. fab., 182-184, 186; cf, 185,

187; 150
AlaKO<;, Rh, fab., 101
Apa{, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151^^
ApaKOVTopivf]';, Kll. ep., cf. 168
ApaKovTopivryi, Kn. fal),, 120
Aw/309, Pontic fab., 189

•>!

E in circle, 244
Ef, Kn, c])., 148, 149
Et/33/i'iSa9, Kn. fab,, 121
E(/3d(j>ai'T09 ?, Kn. fab., 122
"EAAaf, Pontic fab., 194
'EAAdi'iK09, Rh. fab., 100
'EXTnd-q(, Kn. fab. (member of a firm?), 167
'E7riyo)'09, Kn, fab., 176
T^Trr/oi'O?, Rh, fab., 84

Kn. ej),, cf, 168
'E7ri0d)'r/9, Kn. fab., 149; cf, 143, 160
'En-/xa/)/xo|9, Kn. ep,, 117
'EpanSag, Kll. duov., 179; 147, 148, 149
'Epp{, of Imperial Group, 212
*E/)/ii'a9, Kn. duov,, 147, 148, 149

Kn. fah., 171-172
'Ep/j.OK(jdTT;s, Kn. cp., 129-130 ; Kn. phrour., 135
*Ep/xoc|>ai'To<;, K.n. (iuozK, 147, 148, 149
*Epp.oe|>a.vTos, ep., 155; cf. 165 •; 1.47, 149

"Fjpfxan', Kn. ep„ 184; cf, 185-186; 148, 149
Evayoprp, early Th. fah., 48; Fig, 6
Ev/SovAiSr/';, of Panueniskos Ciroup, 168
EfflovXo's, Kn, duov,, 187; 148, 149
El'jSoXvoi, Kn, ep., cf, 168
Evyei(T/or), of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Ei'kA?/9, Rh. ep., 76
EvKpaTy';, Kn. duov,, 164, 174; 148, 149
EiiK/)aTi/9, Kn. ep., 115, 126; cf. 145
Ei'7rdA£/no9, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ed/jiid(), early Th. fah., 3; Fig. 6
FaitiiC. of Ininerial Groun. 213

r *
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'At97/roSo}. c-iir}y I h. Inh,. I-is'.
Aii'ea^;, Ktl. fab.. 141
Ai(r/<(for Al(Tyv\ivo'i), iv/7. /cl/j., 154
Actr^/jiwr, Cciriy Th. fcih., 40; Fig- 6
Ai<j\pio}v, Th.. 59
AtVyi'Ati'o?, Rh. 6p., 75, 92-94
'AAfi^ai'S/aof, Kii. cp., cf. 157; 148, 149
'AA^??^(ei'?y?}, early Th. ep,, 16; 123, note S;

Fig. ^6
/''A/xcti'dwKos, of Parmeniskos Group, 206; 168

'Afi</)ai'(8/309), early Th. fab. (?), 39
'Av8^ai'8pt8a';, Kn. cp., cf. 168
'Ai'd^avSpo?, Kn. fal)., 142-144
"AvSpopei'j/s, Kn. ep., 154; 147, 148, 149
'Ai'Tai'8po9, Kn. ep., 125
'AvTt(, early Th. fah.. Fig. 6
'Ai'Tiyoi'os, Kn. fah., 155 ; cf, 156
'AvTiVarpos, Kn. ep., cf, 168
'AvTtVaTpo5, father of Pontic asfynomos 'Ike'ctios,

194

'Air in monogram, incuse, 247
'AiraTO (liptos) , Rh, ep., 140
'AiroXXoSwpos, Kn, duov., 147, 148, 149
'AiroAXoSoipo'i, Kn. ep., cf. 142
'AiroAXmnSri^, father of Pontic aslyiionios Tlvdo-

192

'ATToAAojpio?, Kn. duov., 165, cf. 153; 147. 149

'ATToAAoipto^, Kn. ep., cf. 168
*A^^o^.^.m'Los, Rh. ep., 140

t/j ~^Ar-ITBAAtowos7"R!Treprrl40
'A. IlimSa^, Kn. fah., 113

'Ap in monogram, on lagynos handle, 202
'Ap£v^ Kn. ep., cf, 168
'Apt, early Th. ep., Fig. 6
'Apioraydpas, Kn. fah., 114

I 'Apco-T(ayd(pi/^), early Th. fah.^^7; Fig. 6
'ApLCTTaivo's, Kn. duov., 179; 147, 148, 149

'_ApiaTaivo';, Kn. ep.. 183; 147, 148. 149
i'Api<TTdSrj>;, early Th. ep., 17-20; 125, 126; Fig.

'I 6 ' •
'Apttrro's, Kn. duov., 147. 148. 149

'; 'ApuTTiMv, Kn. fah., 115
'ApLiTTLwv, Rh. eji., 140
'Apt(7Td/8oi'Xo9, Kn. dual'., 185; 148, 149

'' - 'ApLCTToyivq'i, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149^,^
'Apto-rdSapo?, Kn, ep., 147, 148, 149
'Apto-ToSf/pos, on Chian (?) lagynos, 200
'Api(jTd8i.Koq, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
'ApuTTOKXi/q, Kn. duou., A.48, \49

1 •'ApiCTTOKXi/s, Kn. lah., W6, 445-6; cf. 445
'Apia-TOKXy'/^, father of Kn. fah. AapoKpan/^, 177:
cf.17^,178

' 'ApuTTOKpd.Tr)';, Kn. ep., cf, 188; 148, 149
'Api<TTOKp(dTr]^), early Th, ep., 21; Fig. 6
'ApuTTopcvrj^, early Th. ep., cf. 55; 125, 126;

Fig. 6
'Apt(TTop[e(i'ys) ?], Th., 60
'Apto-Topr/S?/?, Kn. ep., 164; cf. 174; 148, 149,

150

'ApLOTOiroXi';, Kn. ep., cf. 168
•Api(TTo<^>di'i)s, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
'ApiCTTot^di'i)?, Rh; ep., 140
'Apt(TTo<i)d.(vr)';), early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
'Api(rTO<))d (vr/i;), Th., 61
'ApioTToji', Kn. fah., 117
'AptffT0)itt8as, Rh. ep., cf. 100
'ApTeptSoipc:, Rh. fab., 82

, 'ApreptSoipos, 253
'• I 'Aprepo)!', Kn. duov., 148, 149

'Apre/JLoiv, Rh. fal)., 83
I 'Ap^ayopa^, Kn. fal^., 157; cf. 158

'Ap)(€(TTpaTo<>, Rh. ep., 139
'AcrK\7prLcjiSyf<^, Kn. ep., 128 ; ep. and phrour., 134
*Ao"KAr^7rto8(opo<?, Kn. ep., 131
*A{TKX7pn68o)po<^, Kn. fab., 147
['A |(7kA7;(, Coan, 167
'AorrpayaAo?, Kn. fal)., 118
'A(ro}K(a?), Kn. fab. (mem])er of a firm?), 167
'A;^aid9, Kn. ep., cf. 168

B, 234, 235 ; incuse, 216

liaKxuy;, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
BttTOJi', early Th. ep., 22-23 ; 125; Fig. 6

1 /»

Aczyrj/cpirof, iv/1. e/j.. 159, 176; cf. 163, 168,
177: 148, 149, 150

Aafxocrde (uT/'i) , .Rh. ep., 140
Aeloi, late Kn. fab., 169
Arip.(, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Aiipd(XKrj^), early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Ar/pys, early Th. fah., Fig. 6
ArjpijTpLO';, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Aiip6Tip.o<;, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Aiapij's, early Th. ep., 1; Fig. 6
AiKT/KpttTf/?, early Th, ep., 37 ; 125 ; Fig, 6
Atdyi'T/Tos, Kn, duov,, 147, 148, 149
AtdScopos, Kn. ep., cf, 168
Aio/cAiK, ^P-'

f Atoi'dltnos], Politic ep,, 189
Aiovdcnos, Kn, duov,, 148, 149
Atovdcrtos, Kn, ep., 138, 140; cf. 157, 177; 147,

148, 149

ALovv(no<;, Kii, fall,, 119, 161-162; cf. 160
Atoi'iio-tos, patronymic (?) of Kn, ep, "linrapxo's,

^ cf. 160
Acoi'vaoSo)(pO';), 254
AioaKovplSa';, Kii, fab., 182-184, 186; cf. 185,

187; 150
AtcTKos, Rh, fall., 101
Apa(, late Kn, fah. (niemher of firm?), 15K.-—'
ApaKovTopivt]';, Kn. ep., cf, 168
ApaKovTOpivrj'i, Kll, fab., 120
Awpos, Pontic fall., 189

E in circle, 244

Ef, Kn. ep., 148, 149
Ei/oyi'tSa?, Kn. fab,, 121
Elp6<l>avro<; ?, Kll. fal)., 122
'EAAaf, Pontic fab., 194
'EAAai'tKos, Rh. fab., 100
'EXTn6i](, Kll. fah. (member of a firm?), 167
'ETTiyoi'o?, Kn. fab., 176
'ETTtyoi'o?, Rh, fall., 84
'EiriKpilTrj';, Kll. ep., cf, 168
'ETrtt/xtry?, Kll. fall., 149; cf. 143, 160
'Eirlxapp.oiii;, Kll. ep,, 117
'Epart'Sa?, Kll. duov,, 179; 147, 148, 149 )—
'Ep/j,(, of Imperial Grou]i, 212
'E/j/xia?, Kn. duov,, 147, 148, 149
'Ep/xoyt'vT)?, Kn. fall,, 171-172
'EpfioK/jdri/s, Kn. ep., 129-130 ; Kn. phrour., 135
'15ppd(j>avTos, Kn. duov., 147, 148, 149
'Eppd<)>ttVTo<;, Kn. ep., 153; ct. 165 ; 147, 149
"Eppoiy, Kn. ep., 184; cf. 185-186; 148, 149

Ei'aydpy^, early Th. fah., 48; Fig. 6
Eii/SovXiS-yi, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Ev/3ox<Xo<;, Kn. duov., 187; 148, 149

Ei'/SoXx'O';, Kn. ep., cf. 168
Eiiyet(ro)i'), of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Ei'kA?K, Rh. ep,, 76
Ei'xpttTy?, Kn. duov,, 164, 174; 148, 149
EvKpdT7]<;, Kn, ep., 115, 126; cf, 145
EiiTrdAtpos, Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ei'putt(i/a|), early Th. fah., 3; Fig. 6
EtiTv(, of Imperial Group, 213
Ev^pa(, Kn. fah. (member of firm?), 167
Evi<))paydpas, Kn. ep., 186; cf, 168; 148, 149
Evi<))ptti'(, early Th. fah., 127 ; Fig. 6
Evcjipdvijyp, Kn. ep., 139, 147; cf. 168
Ev<j>pdvu>p, Rh. ep., 99
Eucpp-r/vi, early Th, fab., 127; Fig, 6
Eut^pdtnn'O';, Ku. fah., cf. 163
Ei'itjbpo)!', Kn. duov., 148, 149
Ev4>pii)v, Rh, fah,, 70; 139

Zt/i'0)1', Rh. fah., cf. 74
Zo')7nipos, father of Pontic astynoiuo.'; 193

H[, 252
Tlyijxrh'O';, of Parmeniskos Group, 168

i '̂Hyr/tna?, Chiau, 197; 166
Kn, fab., 123

'Hpa( (in monogram), on lagynos handle, 203
•Hpa/cA(, early Th. fab., 22; Fig. 6
'IlpatcrActSi/s-, of Parmeniskos Group, 168



4—INDEX—Part Hl—Hespcria Supp.-

'H/DaxAci'Si/s, early Th. fab., cf. 24, Fig. 6
'Hj0aKA£tro5, Rh. ep., 139
'Hpd/cAetT09, early Th. fal^., 18, 24, Fig. 6
'Hpofpwv, early Th. ep., 125, 126; Fig. 6

©, 229
©£o'8otos, of Parmeniskos Group, 168

I ,1 ©£dSo^(os), early Th. fab., 126; Fig. 6
' ©£o'S<<)po9, of Parmeniskos Group, 168

©£0(/)tAo9, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
©£r(, late Kn, fab, (member of firm?), 151
©£uSa/£09, Kn. ep., cf. 168
©£tjSa/£09, Kn. fab., 124
©£iiSd(7i09, Kn. fab., 125
©£rSoT09, Kn. ep., 133
&evSo>plSa^, Kn. patronymic, cf. 133
©evKpi.TO'S) Kn. duoz',, 142, 148, 149
©£iVo/i7ro9, Kn. ep., 147, 148, 149
@£v<l>elSrj^, Kn, fab., 126
&pd(Tt7r7ro?y early Th. fab., 25-27 ,* cf. 24, Fig. 6
©paavSafio^, Rh. ep., 77
0/oa(rft))'(, ©pacnoviSrj^, eni'Iy Th. fab., 43; 124,

note 8; Fig. 6

'Idaaiv, Kn. duov.. 158, 188; 148, 149
'IcpoKXr/^, Kn. ep., 145, 150
'lK£(rto9, Chian, 198; 166
"lK£CTt09 6 'AvTLirdrpov, Politic ostyuoiiios. 194
"iTTTrapxo's o Atoiwi'oi)(?), Kn, ep., cf. 141, 160;

145, 148, 149, 151
TinrdciTpaTOs, Kll. duOV., 148, 149
TcrayopTjs, early Tli. ep., 38", Fig. 6
TdTialos, Pontic astynoDios, 191
'layyTijs, early TVr. ep. ,39

o 7,wirvspoM,PorvV\e astyiiomos, 193

^ I

K, 251
KaWiSd/j.a'i, Kn. ep., 142,171,172; cf. 145,177
KaXXtp.axo's, of Parmeniskos Group, 207; 168
Ka'AAi7r7r09, Kn. duov., 158; 148, 149
KdAAi7nro9, Kn. ep., cf. 168
KaAAtor^£i'y9, Pontic fab., 191
KaAAic^wi', early Th. fab.,^28; Fig.. 6
Kapv£ct8a9, Kn. duov., 187; 148, 149
KdcTMp, Rh. fab., 112
Ket^dAo) (v), Rh, fab,, 85; 140
Kipojv, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
KA[(?), Kn. ep., 170

: Kkai(, eai'ly Th. fab.^ig. 6
KA£ai'v£T09, Pontic fab., 193
KA£ivd7roAt9, Kn. phrour., cf. 120
KA£icrip.j8poTi8a9, Rh. fab., 110
KA£o(, 242
KA£oy (£vr)9), early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
KA£o<^)dvr;9, early Th. fab., 9, 10-12, 29; 125,

note 12; Fig. 6
KA£o<^(ov, Th., 57a
KA£0())a)i', early Th. ep., 40-42; cf. 16; 124, 125 ;

Fig. 6

Kpuioplio)^, Th.K-fab,^62
K-T770T(T-early-Th, ep., cfi 8 ; Fig. 6
KA£i)KpdTi)9, Rh. ep., 105

il KA£rpiy8poT09, Kiiy. ep., cf. 145
RXtvirdOrpi, Kn. ep., cf. 168
KA£iJ7roAt9, Kn. duov., 148, 149
KA£woAt9, Kn. ep., 156 ; cf. 155 ; 149, 150; Kn.

phrour., 136
Kpar£pd9, Kn. diioz'., 160; 148. 149
Kparr/^, Kn. diiov., 163; cf. 159; 148, 149
KparlSa's, Rh. ep., 102
KpLvop.ivTj'!, Th., 62
Kpd(M09), on Chian (?) lagynos handle, 201
Krrjcn), early Th. ep., Fig. 6
K)j(, Corcyrean (?) , 204
KvSodevrj';, Kn. diiov., 148, 149
Kr,rp09, Kn. fab., 175; cf. 143, 173, 174

A, incuse, 217
Ady3po(9), early Th. ep.. Fig. 6
Adxj;9, Kn. duov., 148, 149
A£, incuse, 248
A£dKo)v, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
A£w7(£vi)9), early Th. ep., 2; Fig 6
Acoiv, K.n. fab., cf. 160
.KcoivII^Stis) , earVy Tb. ep., 6

ylfwjda/'yf, early Th. fab., 30-31: Fig. 6
Aeoj^arrof, early Til. fab., Fig. 6

•Aemipiav, early Th. fall, Fig. 6
'AvmxAt/';, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
AvafarpaTOi, Rh. ep., 139

M(.?), incii.se, 218
Md7^9, 255
Mapo-ua9, Rh. fab., cf. 102
Mdpo)i', Kn. fab., 164
Mdpw(v), Kn. fab., cf. 164
M£7aKAij9, Rh. ep., 139
Mdyoiv I, early Th. ep., 123, with note 8, and

, 125 ; Fig. 6
j (oiv) 11, early Th. ep., 43 ;124, note 8;Fig.

6

M£76)v, early Tb. fab., 19, 32-33 ; Fig. 6
MeZko'5, father of Pontic astynornos TIpdAoxo's,

M>'p<n(, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Moffxiwi', Chian, 166
Mdo-xos. Kn. duov., 148, 149
Mu(, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
Mvi, Mw(rK09, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
Mvi(tko9, early Th. ep., 44, Fig. 6
Mi'AAo9, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
Mi;(tt7;9, Kn. duov., 188; 148, 149
Mltimi', Rh. ep., cf, 98

N in circle, 236-241
NavTrAtOT, 1 IT'S 63
NaiWir, Th., 58
NaAos, Rh. fab., 89
NtKayd(pas) , Kn. fab. (member of a firm ?), 166
NLKCLinop, Kn. fab., cf. 143
NiKao-/^ouAo9, Kn. duov., 160; 148, 149
NiKacrl^ovXo*;, Kn. fab., cf. 116^
NiKta<s, Ne£/C£a9, Kn. fab., 128, 129
NiKtas, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
N£/c£a?, early Tli. ep., 45; 124, note S
N£ko/cA?/9, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
NtK6(TrpaTo<;, of Parmeniskos Group, p. 168
N£KO£T(r/9aro'? .^) early Th. fab., 13; Fig. 6
NofTfTo?, early Th. fab,, 14, 21; Fig". 6
Noi)jU?yrto?, Kn. fab., 150

HaV^o?, Kn. fab., 151
Hei'0(r(, early Th. fab., cf. 14
Hci'Ofl'T/OaTO's, Rh. ep., cf. lOl
'Sei'OTip.o';, Rh. fab., 73

'Ova(ai, Ktr. fab. (member of firm?), 168;
T69-

Ila/t^dy?, earl}' Th. ep., 46
UapneWcTKos, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Haala^, Cozin, 209
TIavaavias, Rh. fab. or ep., 72
Uavoaidas, Rh. fab., 90-91
Ilaro-ai'ti;?, early Th. fab., 34; Fig. 6y^^
ni(n'8a9, ethnic of Kn. fab. 'AttoAAoIwo?, 113
ni(TU'05, Kn. ep., cf. 187; 147, 148, 149
no(, 243
IIoAtoCxos, Kn. ep., 118
IIoAiTa?, Kn. duov., 148, 149
noAFas, Kn. ep., 157; cf. 158, 159, 180; 148,

149

IloXiT-qs, Kn. duov., 163; cf. 159; 148, 149
noAlr,,., Kn. ep., 180-181; cf. 159 ; 148, 149
noAv8(, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6

^TjIoAvrnv, Th., cf. 65
I IIoAiiKpttTr)?, Rh. ep., 95
Vflo\vxo.pp.os, Kn. duov., 164, 174; 148, 149

noi'oorAETr)?, Kn. duov., 148, 149
no(T£i'8i7nro9, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
noo-t8£io?-( 87)10';), early Th. fab., 41, 44; Fig. 6
UpaTocjidvqs, Rh. ep., 104
IIpdAoxo; o Mei'kov, Pontic astynomos, 195
rTpwri;, early Th. fab., 37, 47; Fig. 6
IlToAai/XEo;, Byz,, 214
IlToAEpialos, Kn. ep., cf. 168
nToA£/x(aio? ), Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 166
TTv^iW, Th. fab. {keramarchosl), 55
nr(9o(, early Tb. fab.. Fig. 6
IIiiSoyE'(I'T)';), early Th. fab., 38; Fig. 6

•.nk\
A >

nii0oK(, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
Ilr^o'KpiTos, Kn. duov.,'p.,_ 149
IJvdoxp'ij'TTO'} o 'ATToXXoiviSov, Poiitic cistyuoiHos,

192

UvXdSps, early Th. fab., 5, 15, 20, 23, 35-36;
cf. 55: Fig. 6

'Poi/xa-09, of Parmeniskos Group, 168

<7/

2, incuse, 218
Sdmpos, early Th. ep., 125; Fig. 6
Sdrrpos, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
%Kvp.vos, early Th. fab., 1; Fig. 6
2ki'/«'05, Th./)64
^TpaTOKXfjs, Kn. ep., 161; cf. 159 ; 148, 149
^(f>aLpLO)j', Kn. fab., 130

Rh. ep., cf. 110
2.<.)KpaTTj<;, of PavmeiTiskos Group, 168
•^itoTTaxpos, of Pavmeniskoa Group, 168
^oxrlfpfKo}', Kn, ep., cf, 141, 148; 148, 149

S<i)(TTpaTO<i, Rh. ep., cf. 102
Sordi, Rh. fab., 71

Rh. ep., 96, 97 (?)

A
j

TeXeas, 224
T£A£o-(, early Th. ep., 126; Fig. 6
Tr]Xfpaxos, Th., 56
TtjvdB-qs, Kn. duov., 149
Ti(, early Th. ep.. Fig. |6
Tt/xati'ETo;, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
TipacnKpdTrjs, Kll. cp., 143, 144, 146, 173; cf.'

142, 145
Ti/xoKpaTiys, Rh. ep., 139
Tt.p,o{T0cvT/s, Rh. ep., 139^
T(./xot/)wi', Kn. phrour., cf. 116

'Vaidtts, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151

7
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A

K, 251
KaXXiSa/^a^, Kn. ep.. 142, 171, 172; cf. 145, 177
KaAA(>axo?, of Parmenisk-Qs Group, 207; 168
Ka'AAiTTTTog, Kn. dnov., 158 ; 148, 149
Kd'AAtTTTTo?, Kii. ep., cf, 168
KaAAto-^e'i'j??, Pontic fab,, 191

j Ka\\L(f>a,t', early Th, fab,,.,28 ; Fig,. 6
' KapredSas, Kii. duov., 187; 148, 149

KdaTnip, Rh. fab., 112
Ke<^dAoj(i'), Rh, fab., 85; 140
Ktpwv, early Th, fab., Fig, 6
KA[(?), Kn, ep,, 170

; Kleai-(, early Th, fab, ,Fig, 6
KAeaiVero?, Pontic fab,, 193
KAetroVoAi?, Kn, phrour,, cf. 120
KAeKTip/SportSa?, Rh, fab., 110
KAeo(, 242
KAeoy(evi;s), early Th, fab,. Fig, 6

' K\eo<f)di/Tp;, early Th, fab,, 9, 10-12, 29; 125,
note 12 ; Fig, 6

K.\eocf>u>v, Th,, 57 .,^
KAeoi^wi', early Th, ep„ 40-42; cf. 16; 124, 125;

Fig. 6
.Kpninjievr^c, Th—fa.h.,y,-fi2
K-T77(7r("rearly Th, ep,, cf. 8 ; Fig,-6
KAeiiKpdrr/s, Rh, ep,, 105

; KAeiip^SpoTo?, Kn, ep,, cf. 145
K\iVTTu6ri<;, Kn. ep,, cf, 168
KAeiJiroAts, Kn, duozK, 148, 149
KAeii7roAi9, Kn, ep,, 156; cf, 155; 149, 150; Kn,

phrour,, 136
Kparepd?, Kn, diioz'., 160; 148, 149
KpaT-p's, Kn, duov., 163; cf. 159; 148, 149
KpartSas, Rh, ep,, 102
KpLvop.tvrj's, Th,, 62
Kpd(i/ios), on Chian (?) lagynos handle, 201
KTrjo-i), early Th, ep,. Fig, 6
Kii(, Corcyrean (?), 204
KvSofiei'jf^, Kn, duov., 148, 149
KvTTpo,, Kn, fab,, 175; cf, 143, 173,174

A, incuse, 217

Ad(ipo{%), early Th, ep,. Fig, 6
Adxrj's, Kn, duov., 148, 149
Ac, incuse, 248

Acukwv, early Th, fab,. Fig, 6
A£a)7(evv)s), early Th, ep,, 2; Fig 6
Aewv, Kn, fab,, cf, 160
Acwvi(STf)s) , early Tb, ep,, Fig, 6
\eiod>ciiti9, early Th. {ah., 30-31; Fig. 6

Aeojd>avTos, early Th. fab.. Fig. 6
early Tb. fab.. Fig. 6

'Xva-iKA?]^, early Th. fab., Fig. 6
AvcTiarpaTO';, Rh. ep,, 139

M( ?), incuse, 218
Md?;?, 255
Mapo-iias, Rh, fab,, cf, 102
Mdpwi', Kn, fab,, 164
Mttp<,)(v), Kn, fab,, cf, 164
MeyaKA'̂ s, Rh, ep,, 139
Me'yoiv I, early Th, ep,, 123, with note 8, and

125; Fig, 6
Mey(,<iiv) II, eaidy Th, ep,, 43; 124, note 8; Fig.

6

Mc'yojv, early Th, fab,, 19, 32-33; Fig, 6
MetKos, father of Pontic astynomos IIpdAoxos,

195

McAdrra'!, Kn, duov., 185; 148, 149
McAtr(o5), early Th, fab,, 8; Fig, 6

-MifvavSpus', RVrrfata-,-,
Mcvc/cpdrr;';, Kn, ep., 178; cf, 177
McvcKpdri)';, Rh, fab,, 98; cf. 99
Mci'cAaos, Rh, ep., 139
Mci't^s, Kn, fab,, 127
Mci'itttto?, Kn, ep,, 123
MiKtiur, of Parmeniskos Group, 208; 168
MUvdo^, Rh, fab., 86-88

j Mva(, 256
I Mmal, Rh. ep., 139

Mi/ppc(, early Th, ep,. Fig, 6

ltap//.ei'ia-Koi, a{ T'arinciiiskos Graiip. 1C38
Xla.crLa<;, Coan. 200
Uavtravia^, Rh. fab. or ep,, 72
IJavfTaj^ia^, Rh. fab,, 90-91
nano-ariys, early Th, fab,, 34; Fig. 6yy
IltcrtSas, ethnic of Kn. fab, 'AiroAAolrtos, 113
ni(7ii'09, Kn, ep., cf, 187; 147, 148, 149
no(, 243
IIoAioOxos, Kn, ep,, 118
rfoAtTas, Kn, duov., 148, 149
noAfra?, Kn, ep., 157; cf, 158, 159, 180; 148,

149

IIoAtTps, Kn, duov., 163; cf, 159; 148, 149
noAfry,, Kn, ep„ 180-181; cf, 159 ; 148, 149
noAr8(, early Th, fab,. Fig, 6

(HoAiW, Th,, cf, 65
j IToArKpaTps, Rh, ep,, 95

"• noAdxap/Lio5, Kn, duov., 164, 174; 148, 149
iloroorAcTys, Kn, duov., 148, 149
IXoCTeiStTrTTos, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
noo-iSeio?-(8ytos), early Th, fab,, 41, 44; Fig, 6
TLparocpdvij^, Rh, ep,, 104
UpdAoxos 0 Mcikoti, Politic astynomos, 195
IIpwTts, early Th, fab., 37, 47; Fig, 6
IlToAai/iicos, Byz,, 214
XlroAcpatos, Kii, ep,, cf, 168
nToAc/j.(aios), Kn, fab, (member of firm?), 166
VivBLm', Th, fab, (keraniarchos?), 55
nvdo(, early Th, fab,. Fig, 6
ni>0oyc(i'ys), early Th, fab,, 38; Fig, 6
nii^o/c(, early Th, fab,. Fig, 6
UvOoKpiTO';, Kn, duov.,'p^ 149
nii^dx/)yo-ro9 o 'AttoAAwvlSov, Politic astyiwiuos,

192

nt)Ad8y9, early Th, fab,, 5, 15, 20, 23, 35-36;
cf, 55 ; Fig, 6

A 1

iP/

'Po?//o*o5, of .Parmeniskos Group, 168

incuse, 218
^drvpo^, early Th, ep,, 125; Fig, 6
Sdriipo?, early Th, fab,. Fig, 6
2ki'/xi'09, early Th, fab,, 1; Fig, 6

iKvpi'Oi, Th,/^64 A

SrpaTOKAy^, Kn, ep., 161; cf, 159; 148, 149
'S.fjiaipLoni, Kn, fab,, 130
2<'')8a/Lio9, Rh, ep., cf. 110
SiiiKpaTf]?, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
SwTrarpo';, of Pavmeuiskos Group, 168
2,o>mtl,pon>, Kn. ep., cf, 141, 148; 148, 149

So'o'TpaTO'i, Rh. ep., cf. 102
So)Td<;, Rh. fab.. 71

Stoydpij';, Rh. ep., 96, 97 (?)

TcAca?, 224

TcAe(T(, early Th, ep,, 126; Fig, 6
TyAc'piaxos, Th,, 56
TrjvdBrj';, Kn, duov., 149
Ti(, early Th, ep,. Fig, |6
Ti/j.ai'veT09, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
Tip.aa-LKpdT-q';, Kii, ep,, 143, 144, 146, 173;

142, 145
TiptoKpaTTj?, Rh. ep., 139 1
Tip.o(r0ev7j9, Rh, ep,, 139^^ I^C'I
Ttpocjiuiv, Kn. phrour,, cf, 116 '

dj
cf,-

I'an'a?, late Kn. fab. (member of firm?), 151
«T>ai'OK(, early Th, fab,, Fig, 6
<I>ai'dAao9, of Parmeniskos Group, 168
^>c£8t7r7ro<;, early Th, fab,, 16,^,2; 123, note 8;

Fig, 6
4>ci'8i7r7ro9, Th,, 65

"i"!, ^600-
^tAiTTTroi;, Kn, ep,, 119
4>iA[Vry9, Chian, 199; 166
'htAopy8poTi8a9, Kn, ep,, 132
4>tAop?J8r/9, Kn, ep,, cf, 168
tbiAoTroAt?, Kn, duov., 148, 149

tbiAoo-^cVys, Kn, ep,, cf, 168
4>LATaTo<;, Kn, ep., 121; cf, 118

/74/

a
i
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$i'A(o(('), early Th. fab,, 2; Fig. 6
^op/xioiv, of Parmeniskos Group, 168

Parian, 205
4'jo(, Rh, ep.,.139
^tiiKLtov, Rh, ep., 139

X, incuse, 220; of, 240

XaipLp.(, early Th, fab,, 6 ; Fig. 6
Xdpr]';{?), Rh. fab., 97
XappoKpaTTj's, Kn. fab., 131, 132
Xdp<o(v), early Th. ep., 3; Fig, 6
XjoiicrwrTTos, Kn. fab., of. 188
XpvdLTnro^, Kn. ep., 149

'Aypidvio^, 83, 89, 105
'ApTaptTios, 84, 86, 104

B. RHODIAN MONTHS

Kapvelo^, 88, 97

BaSpo/xto's, 85, 87

AdXio's, not represented
Atda-ffvo's, not represented

&£a-p.o<pdpio^, 74, 101
&£vSataio'i, 99

Hdvapo^, 110/,,^
Tldfapo^ SevTcpo'i, 103
HeSayctTj/TO?, 75

Sp.i'y^io's, not represented

'YttKtVftos, not represented

A >
cf.

C. TITLES, etc.

"iTrvapxo^, probably not a title, cf. 160; 151'AySpe^, Kn., 174, 187, 188; cf. 179, 180; 147,
ISO

'ApxovTK, Kn., 147, 150
'AiTTvvop.o's, Pontic, 191-195; 165

Aapiopyo'i, Kn. 146, 148, 156; 151

'̂ pyacTjrjpidpxa';, Rh., cf. 55

Xepdpapxo^, Th., 55
Kepap-evs, Kn., 151

HaiSfa, Kn., cf, 133; 151

^povpapxo';, Kn., 134, 135, 136 ; cf. 116, 120;
46, 151

A-ml
®aai, or Oaoriov, OV Oaa-Kov, 1; ff.; 118.

A

D. ETHNICS

Ilapioii, 205 ; cf. 168
TliCTiStts, Kn., 1^3

"Rul'&v.ov, m IxjlW or aNMrevlared, W4 ft. •, \\7 , \\?>-,
'PoSiov, 118,140

>\ A

E. LATIN

Tuj
Zira, 210

F. DEVICES

Insect, Th., 20 ; see also ant, bee, locustAkrostolion, Pontic, cf. 192
Alabastron, Th., 67
Amphora, Kn., 164, 171-172; Pontic, 191;

Th., 38, 61
Anchor, Kn., 114, 125, 146, 167; cf. 163

,/! Ant, Th., cfe'45q^l24, note 8

A

Archer, see Herakles

Bar, Kn., 117
Bee, Kn., 149; Th., 58
Bell, Th., cf. 47
Bird, Th., 45, 65 ; 125, note 12ys^
Boukranion, Kn., see under bull's head; Th., 7
Bow, Th. 49
Brazier, Th., cf. 57 ^
Bull's head, Kn., in rect. stamp, 118, 147, 160;

in round stamp^^l77-188
Bust of Byzantine Emperor, 214

Caduceus, Km, 121, 123, 124, 128-130, 145,
155 ; Th., 22 ; of unknown origin, 224

Circle, incuse, 215
Club, Km, 117(?), 142-144, 159; Th.. cf. 64
Cluster of grapes, Kn., 150; Pontic, 193; of

unknown origin, 249
Crescent, Kn., 153
Cross (?), incuse, 220

Device, unidentified, see Unidentified device
Dog, Th., 19
Dolphin, Pontic, 189, 190 (with eaglej; Th„

, 14, 30-31, 40,.
Double axe. Km, 132, 148
('Draped figure, Pontic, 196
'Duck, Th,, 28

Eagle, Pontic, 189-190 (with dol|ihin)
Ear of grain, Kn., 168
Earring, Th., 17
Eye, Th., 18

Fillet with hanging ends, Kn., cf. 154
Forepart of lion, Kn., 173-176; cf. 177

Goat, TVv., 5\ '

Grain, .tee ear ofgrain j
Greave, Th., 25-27 /

Griffin protome, 224

MAirT-mE~Th.r52
Head, bearded, Th., 65; 125 (satyr head)
Head, youthful male, Th., 123, note 8, 125; of

unknown origin, 221-223
Head of Herakles, Th., 125
Flelios head or bust, Rh., 102, 111
Herakles as Archer, Th., 55; 125
Herm, Kn., 165; Pontic, cf. 194
Heron, Th., 41; of unknown origin, 225
Hook, pruning, Th., 13
Hooked object, Kn., 141

Isis emblem, Kn., cf. 153

Ivy, see film leaf
Ivy spray, around a head, 221-223

Kantharos, on (Chian) jar, cf. 244; Th., 16

Ladle, Th,, 29, 57, 63
Lamp, Th., 37, 43: 124, note 8
Lance head, Th., 6
Leaf, Kn., 119; Th., 42; of unknown origin,

230-233, 250
Lion, see forepart of lion
Locust, Th., 35-36
Lyre, Th., 53, 60

Monogram, on lagynos, 202-203; Rh., 71;
Th., 63 ; of unknown origin, 247

Mouse, Th., 54

Oar, Km, 131
Oinochoe, Th., 32-33

Omphalos, Th., cf. 47

Panther, Th., 34 ^
Pellet (probably not a device), Th., 10-13; cf.

15; 127

Pentagram, Th., cf. 57
Phiale, Th., 5-6; cf. 48; 126, 127; Fig. 6; of

uncertain origin, perhaps also Thasian, 229
Pilos, Th., cf. 47

Protome, see griffin
Pruning hook, Th., 13

Rhyton, griffin protome, 224

Ro,se, Rh., 73-76, 78-81, 100, llO^eW'O 1
Shell, TIl, 9-12

Ship, half, Kn., 151
Shoe, Th., 44
Star, Km, 138-139; Th., 7-15; cf. 48; 126,.

127; Fig. 6
Swan's head, handle of ladle, Th., cf. 29
Sword, Th., 59

'̂ Torch, Th. 15, 24
Triangular object, Th., 56
Tripod, Pontic, 195; Th., 5

Unidentified device, Kn., cf. 154; Th., 8, 23,,
46-48, 69

Vase, Th., 39, 62, 64, 66; see also alahastron,
amphora, kantharos, oinochoe, phiale, rhyton

Wheel, Th., 21
Wine amphora, see amphora
Winged creature, 226
Winged object, 227
Wreatb, 22t^3;2S~-i-cf. 224

'M



A
-);t/

®aCTi, OV ©aaiov, OV ©aaioiv, 1,- ff.; 118
A

D. ETHNICS

Ilapiov, 205; cf. 168
TlicriStts, Kn,,

IS.v'i^iov/wviuW OV a\vbve\\aled, 114li,\\\7,118;
ev!.cepl\ov\a%, ¥.viSi.tt, 143-144, 150 'P68lov, 118,140

>v A, >

E. EATIN

>y

Zh-a. 210

F. DEVICES

Insect, Th., 20; see also ant, bee, locirst
Isis emblem, Kn., cf. 153

Ivy, see alse leaf
Ivy spray, around a head. 221-223

AkROSTOLION, PoNTIC, cf. 192

Alabastron, Th., 67
Amphora, Kn., 164, 171-172; Pontic, 191;

Th., 38, 61
Anchor, Kn., 114, 125, 146, 167; cf. 168
Ant, Th., efc=4&=^124, note 8

' Archer, see Herakles

A

Bar, Kn., 117

Bee, Kn., 149; Th., 58
Bell, Th., cf. 47
Bird, Th., 45, 65; 125, note 12^^
Boukranion, Kn., see under bull's head; Th., 7
Bow, Th. 49
Brazier, Th., cf. 57
Bull's head, Kn.. in rect. stamp, 118, 147, 160;

in round stamp^ 177-188
Bust of Byzantine Emperor. 214

Caduceus, Km, 121, 123, 124, 128-130, 145,
155 ; Th., 22; of unknown origin. 224

Circle, incuse, 215
Club, Km, 117(?), 142-144, 159; Th., cf. 64
Cluster of grapes. Kn.. 150; Pontic, 193; of

unknown origin, 249
Crescent, Kn., 153
Cross (?), incuse, 220

Device, unidentified, see Unidentified device
Dog, Th„ 19
Dolphin, Pontic, 189, 190 (with eagle) ; Th..

I, A 14,30-31,40,^
, Double axe, Kn.. 132, 148

|Draped figure, Pontic. 196
•'Duck, Th., 28

Eagle, Pontic, 189-190 (with dolphin)
Ear of grain, Kn., 168
Earring, Th.. 17
Eye, Th.. 18

Fillet with hanging ends, Kn., cf. 154
Forepart of lion, Kn., 173-176; cf. 177

/ Goat, Th., 51
Grain, src ear ofgrain

Greave, Th., 25-27
Griffin protome, 224

SA&-TBRE~FhT7-52'
Head, bearded, Th., 65; 125 (satyr head)
Head, youthful male, Th., 123, note 8, 125; of

unknown origin, 221-223
Head of Herakles, Th., 125
Helios head or bust, Rh., 102, 111
Herakles as Archer, Th., 55 ; 125
Herm, Kn., 165; Pontic, cf. 194
Heron, Th., 41; of unknown origin, 225
Hook, pruning, Th., 13
Hooked object, Kn., 141

Incuse rectangle, as on coins, 228

Kantharos, on (Chian) jar, cf. 244; Th., 16

Ladle, Th., 29, 57, 63
Lamp, Th., 37, 43; 124, note 8
Lance head, Th., 6
Leaf. Km. 119; Th.. 42; of unknown origin,

230-233, 250
Lion, see forepart of lion
Locust, Th., 35-36
Lyre. Th., 53, 60

Monogram, on lagynos, 202-203; Rh., 71;
Th., 63 ; of unknown origin, 247

Mouse, Th., 54

Oar, Km, 131
Oinochoe. Th., 32-33

Omphalos. Th.. cf. 47

Panther. Th., 34
Pellet (probably not a device), Th., 10-13; cf.

15; 127

Pentagram, Th., cf. 57
Phiale, Th.. 5-6; cf. 48; 126. 127; Fig. 6; of

uncertain origin, perhaps also Thasian. 229
Pilos. Th., cf. 47
Protome, see griffin
Pruning hook. Th., 13

Rhyton. griffin protome, 224

Rose. Rh., 73-76, 78-81, 100, 110 >ef^70

Shell, Th.. 9-12

Ship. half. Km. 151
Shoe. Th.. 44

Star. Km. 138-139; Th.. 7-15; cf. 48; 126.,

127; Fig. 6
Swan's head, handle of ladle, Th., cf. 29
Sword, Th., 59

/Torch, Th., 15, 24
Triangular object, Th., 56
Tripod, Pontic, 195; Th., 5

Unidentified device. Kn.. cf. 154; Th.. 8, 23,,
46-48, 69

Vase, Th., 39, 62, 64, 66; see also alabastron,

amphora, kantharos, oinochoe, phiale, rhyton

Wheel, Th., 21
Wine amphora, see amphora
Winged creature, 226
Winged object. 227
Wreath, 224=223=,. cf. 224

Zeus(?), head of, cf. 65

'•i
G. SECONDARY STAMPS

There are no secondary stamps on handles from the Pnyx. These stamps are referred to in
the commentary on 173 and 177.

HoT-VI ^^ C?)
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